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Abstract
Phase transitions are milestones in the Universe evolution.
When a transition breaks a symmetry, topologically constrained
defects can arise in the vacuum field. Some theories predict the
formation of string-like defects via Kibble mechanism [1] in the
early Universe.
These cosmic strings would be relict of a transition happened
before Cosmic Microwave Background decoupling. Thus, de-
tecting them – or their effects – could offer precious information
about the history of the Universe.
Cosmic strings are expected to behave mostly like relativis-
tic ideal strings, arranged in a network spread across the Uni-
verse, with non-trivial gravitational effects.
Advanced gravitational observatories will probably soon be
able to detect a stochastic background of gravitational waves.
Numerical simulations, together with order of magnitude es-
timates, regard cosmic string networks as the most promising
non-astrophysical source of such signal.
Because of the complex non-linear behaviour of strings, effi-
cient simulations [2] run on supercomputers for several months
in order to be accurate. Still, the demand for predictions pro-
ceeds faster than computer power.
In recent years, Vitaly Vanchurin and colleagues [3] applied
tools from Statistical Physics to strings. Their kinetic approach
led to describe a cosmic string network as a non-ordinary fluid
evolving in a fixed homogeneous background space.
This thesis work is intended to include gravitational pertur-
bations induced by strings on space-time into the kinetic theory
for string fragments.
In order to do that, evolution of strings in a generic space-time,
in the context of General Relativity, is studied. The aim is to
build tools for a new approach to simulations of cosmic string
iii
networks, so that a reduced computational power or, equiva-
lently, an increased scale of the simulation can be achieved.
Differential Geometry is widely used. The formalism is based
on abstract index notation.
An orthonormal basis is defined in terms of the coordinate
one, in order to better describe string dynamics.
Specializing to the case of an expanding Universe, a foliation
into space-like slices is considered, adapting the ADM approach
[4] to the context.
Determining the production of gravitational waves and the
corresponding dissipative term for a cosmic string fluid consti-
tutes the main intended application of the formalism.
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Introduction
Gravitational waves can now be detected [5], and a new way of observing
the Universe is available.
Pretty much like electromagnetic signals, gravitational waves can be used
in studying both astrophysical phenomena and cosmological ones. In fact,
besides the study of isolated or nearby sources, a background of gravita-
tional waves coming from all the regions of sky could provide cosmological
information, even from times preceding the cosmic microwave background
decoupling [6].
Among all the conjectured sources of cosmic gravitational background,
cosmic strings – not to be confused with fundamental strings – represent
one of the most promising ones, [7, 8].
They could have arisen during a symmetry breaking phase transition [1],
in the early times of Universe history. Thus, any information about them
would be useful, giving also insights on the physics at energies much higher
than the ones available to human machinery [9].
These objects, however, are interesting in themselves, since their study
involves Quantum Field Theory, General Relativity and Statistics.
For a brief introduction, see, e.g. [10]; more extensive reviews are [11]
and [12].
The gravitational spectrum expected from cosmic strings depends on sim-
plified, phenomenological models of string network dynamics, e.g. [13]. These
are well established and enforced by numerical studies and dimensional con-
siderations – see, e.g. [14, 15, 16]. Still, any further knowledge is welcome.
In this context, Vitaly Vanchurin proposed a kinetic approach to the study
of cosmic string networks [17]. This is based on the distribution function of
single, infinitesimal string fragments, whose evolution, from time to time, is
described by a transport equation.
The kinetic theory for Nambu-Goto¯, intercommuting strings in flat, ex-
panding background is given in [3].
Here, the theory is extended to a generic space-time, with a firm goal:
to describe wave perturbations of the metric, in a cosmological setting, as
produced by a network of cosmic strings.
Throughout the thesis, speed of light in vacuum, Boltzmann constant and
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Planck constant are all assumed to be unitary. Newton constant, G, is main-
tained explicit and equals the squared inverse of Planck mass.
Mathematica software [18], together with the xAct package bundle [19],
has been proved useful in tensor algebra computations. Mathematica note-
books are printed at the end of the thesis.
This also inspired the use of coloured indices. Section 1.1, mostly based
on [20], establishes the notation; symbols and colours with relevant meaning
are summarized in section §A.
Kinetic theory, describing the time evolution of space dependent func-
tions, barely fits in the usual, four-dimensional formulation of general rel-
ativity theory. This is why space-time shall be treated as a continuum
of three-dimensional, space-like hypersurfaces, just like in ADM formula-
tion [4].
An account of this standard procedure can be found in section §1.2, which
is mostly based on [21].
How to treat perturbations of an expanding, homogeneous, isotropic Uni-
verse is a standard argument too, see, e.g. [22]. However, resulting evolution
equations are usually written in terms of first and second order derivatives
of time.
In order to make the formalism ready for a possible numerical application,
the evolution of perturbations shall be expressed, thanks to the use of a
higher number of variables, in terms of only first order derivatives of time.
This is described in section §2.1, in the context of the standard, Hot Big
Bang cosmology.
In section §2.2, the characterization of a cosmological stochastic back-
ground of gravitational waves is shortly discussed, together with recent
works of LIGO and Virgo Collaboration [8], showing the relevance of cos-
mic strings as promising sources at the sensitivities of advanced detectors.
Then, a general overview on cosmic strings is presented in section §3.1,
qualitatively describing known results. From these analyses, strings show
very complex dynamics, depending also on the behaviour of the underlying
field theory: some approximation is required.
The most severe one, which is however fairly common, neglects string
width and any interaction other than gravitational, as described by General
Relativity theory.
The surviving dynamics is still very rich, as shown, e.g., in [23]. In sec-
tion §3.2 a brief account is provided, focusing on the notation adopted for
kinetic theory in [3]. In particular, the motion of each string fragment is
described in terms of two parameters, lying each on a spherical surface.
Here, the analysis of the moduli space, extending the one presented in [3],
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is made in terms of a basis, assumed to both orthonormalize the space-time
metric and adapt to the slicing into space-like hypersurfaces. A specific
(and original) orthonormalization procedure, fixing the basis, is given in sec-
tion §C.
Finally, the kinetic approach is applied, in chapter 4, to a network of cos-
mic strings. After a review of the theory formulated in [3], the extension
to a generic, curved space-time is presented. This also allows to analyse the
gravitational wave production and the related dissipation of network energy,
as briefly done at the end of the chapter.
It must be stressed that results achieved in the thesis work are far from
being definitive. A further discussion about needed and possible extensions
and applications is postponed to conclusions, which can be read from page
119.
3

1. A Compendium on Differential
Geometry
This chapter is mainly intended to fix notation and enumerate useful for-
mulae, to be used in the following.
In fact, it presents standard mathematical results, which, however, are
not often taught in physics courses.
1.1. Index Notation
The abstract index notation shall be introduced following the axiomatic
development of [20].
In order to distinguish different kinds of indices, many stratagems (ac-
cents or alphabets [24] or primes or typefaces [20]) have been used in litera-
ture.
The Mathematica package xCoba, which is part of xAct [19], extensively
uses colours, instead. This seems even more transparent than the usual,
black and white, index notation. Thus, colours shall be used here, too.
Smooth fields on a smooth manifold
For fixed d ∈ Z+, consider a d-dimensional smooth manifold, M. The set
of real valued smooth fields onM, that is C∞(M;R), constitutes a ring with
addition and multiplication naturally defined by
(X + Y ) :M−→R
P 7−→X(P) + Y (P)
and
(X Y ) :M−→R
P 7−→X(P) Y (P)
for X, Y ∈ C∞(M;R) and P ∈M.
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The identity elements are the constant maps defined, ∀P ∈M, by
zero
C∞(M;R)
(P) := 0
and
one
C∞(M;R)
(P) := 1 .
Note that C∞(M;R) is a commutative ring, since
∀X, Y ∈ C∞(M;R) X Y = Y X ,
but not a division ring:
∃X, Y ∈ C∞(M;R) , X, Y 6= zero
C∞(M;R)
| X Y = zero
C∞(M;R)
as any couple of functions whose supports are different subsets of M will
have a zero product.
If C∞(M;R) were a commutative division ring,1 then vector spaces could
be constructed over it. However, structures generalizing the concept of vec-
tor space, namely modules over rings, are available.
In fact, for module elements, an addition operation and a multiplication by
scalars, i.e. elements of the ring, are defined, with all the usual properties.
For a formal definition, see section §B.
All the differences between a module and a vector space are due to the
non-divisional nature of the ring. For example, for vector spaces, any non-null
vector multiplied by any non-null scalar gives a non-null vector. This is not
the case, in general, for modules.
Abstract indices
For any module, V, over the ring C∞(M;R), a countably infinite set of
symbols, I[V ], shall be fixed, such that V i represents the pair (V (V), i) with
V (V) ∈ V and i ∈ I[V ]. Elements of I[V ] are called abstract indices.
By definition, for i, j ∈ I[V ],
V i 6= V j ⇔ i 6= j ,
which implies that the same abstract index must appear on both sides of
any equality.
1Commutative division rings, such as R,C, . . . , are usually called fields, but with a mean-
ing much different from that intended on page 5.
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An exception shall be made for the identity element of the addition opera-
tion defined in V, namely zero(V): expressions like V i = zeroi, will appear, for
simplicity, as V i = 0.
On the other hand, for i ∈ I[V ],
V i = W i ⇔ V j = W j ∀ j ∈ I[V ] ,
which means that the index appearing in a specific expression has no special
meaning and can be substituted by any other valid index from the same set.
This establish an isomorphism among indexed expressions and, further-
more, between any element V (V) ∈ V and any indexed version of it, such as
V i, V j, . . . , since these are all equivalent.
In this sense, for any V and fixed i ∈ I[V ], the set V i := {V i} is one of
infinitely many, equivalent but distinct, realizations of V.
The power of abstract index notation lays in the fact that, once I[V ] is
made explicit, any object with an upper index from I[V ] can and shall be
considered equivalent to some element of V, inheriting, without any further
specification, all related properties, and still infinitely many copies of the
same element can be reproduced for calculation needs.
Furthermore, the dual module, V∗, can be similarly represented by equiv-
alent but distinct copies, defined, ∀ i ∈ I[V ], by
Vi :=
{
Ui : V i → C∞(M;R) | Ui(V i +W i) = Ui(V i)+ Ui(W i)
Ui
(
X V i
)
= X Ui
(
V i
) ∀X ∈ C∞(M;R)} .
Of course, any object with a lower index from I[V ] can and shall be con-
sidered equivalent to some element of V∗, although distinct from any other
copy of the same element.
Thus, again, the same (this time lower) abstract index must appear on
both sides of any equality, with the only exception of representatives of
zero(V
∗).
Position matters: the same symbol with a different character – i.e. in a
different, upper or lower, position – would imply different properties.
In order to make the notation simpler, expressions such as Ui
(
V i
)
are usu-
ally written without parentheses: Ui V i.
With this in mind, V i Ui does not constitute a legit expression: V (V) ∈ V
and, since, in general, V 6= (V∗)∗, V i will not operate on Ui. If, however, V is
reflexive – which means (V∗)∗ = V – then it is safe to assume V i Ui = Ui V i.
Index contraction, as described on page 11, shall provide a meaning.
Moreover, at this stage, Ui V j would make no sense, since Ui will operate
only on elements of V i. Nevertheless, similar expressions shall constitute a
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formal product, as described on the facing page.
Finally, a relation between Vi and V i – or, more generally, some operation
changing the index character – has yet to be formalized. This shall be done
on page 23.
Labels
It is now useful to introduce a new kind of indices in order to label differ-
ent elements of any set. A distinct color ( ) shall be associated with the
label nature of such indices, in order to avoid confusion between these and
abstract ones.
Of course, for a generic labeled quantity,
Qi 6= Qj ⇒ i 6= j ,
but the opposite is not true: Qi and Qj, contrary to what happens for abstract
indices, are elements of the same set and, thus, can (mostly accidentally)
coincide.
Label indices shall appear with both upper and lower character and, in
general, Qi and Qi will not be related.
As a first application, the infinite set I[V ] can be defined starting from a
finite set, e.g.,
I[V ] := {i, j} ,
then labeling elements of I[V ] with natural numbers and, finally, identifying
I[V ] with the set of all (labeled and unlabeled) symbols, that is
I[V ] := I[V ] ∪ {si | s ∈ I[V ] , i ∈ N} . (1.1)
In this specific case, since abstract indices are just symbols, different la-
bels create different elements, that is
i 6= j ⇒ si 6= sj ∀ s ∈ I[V ] .
Tensors
Tensor product between any couple of modules over C∞(M;R) has a quite
standard construction (see, e.g., [25]). Nevertheless, it is worth to repeat it
here with abstract index notation, at least for a basic case.
In order to construct an indexed representative of the tensor product be-
tween V and V∗, for example, choose one representative for V – e.g., V i – and
one for V∗, but with a different abstract index – e.g., Vj – such that Vj 6=
(V i)∗.
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The first step is the construction of all the ordered pairs of the form
(
Uj, V
i
)
,
which shall be written as Uj V i, thus defining a formal multiplication be-
tween elements of modules with different abstract indices.
Furthermore, since abstract indices are enough to identify the module, the
order is non really important and this multiplication can be made commu-
tative: Uj V i = V i Uj.2
Then, the set of finite sums3 of the form
m∑
k=1
Xk U
k
j V
i
k
with Xk ∈ C∞(M;R), must be considered: each sum is the representative of
some element of the tensor product.
Since Xk U kj ∈ Vj, the set of finite sums reduces to{
m∑
k=1
U kj V
i
k
}
.
A bilinearity equivalence is then defined, such that, for equivalence classes,4[(
X1 U
1
j +X2 U
2
j
)
V i
] ≡ X1 [U1j V i]+X2 [U2j V i]
and [
Uj
(
X1 V
i
1 +X2 V
i
2
)] ≡ X1 [Uj V i1 ]+X2 [Uj V i2 ] ,
for any choice of X1, X2 ∈ C∞(M;R).
Finally, the tensor product between Vj and V i is the set of equivalence
classes of finite sums, namely
V ij :=
{[
m∑
k=1
U kj V
i
k
]}
.
V ij is also a module over C∞(M;R), where addition is defined by[
m∑
k=1
U kj V
i
k
]
+
[
m+n∑
k=m+1
U kj V
i
k
]
!
=
[
m+n∑
k=1
U kj V
i
k
]
2Note that, without abstract indices, the order of the pair would be the only way to asso-
ciate each element to the module it is part of. This is a major simplification of abstract
index calculations.
3Addition is assumed to be commutative and associative.
4Notation, at this point, fixes
[
Uj V
i
]
to be the equivalence class containing Uj V i. A dif-
ferent, specialized and common notation would have been Uj ⊗ V i; however, this is not
needed here.
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and its identity element, namely zero ij , shall be written simply as 0.
Thanks to addition definition, it is possible to write
V ij ≡
{
m∑
k=1
[
U kj V
i
k
]}
,
while, because of multiplication commutativity,
V ij ≡ V ij =: V ij .
Since the tensor product of two modules is a module itself, the tensor prod-
uct of tensor products is also defined. This is assumed to be associative,
which follows by assuming associativity for the formal multiplication, too.
More explicitly, e.g.,[
U1j1
[
U2j2 V
i1
1
]
V i22
] ≡ [U1j1 (U2j2 V i11 ) V i22 ]
=
[
U1j1 U
2
j2
V i11 V
i2
2
]
.
This also extends bilinearity to multilinearity.
In order to make notation simpler, square brackets shall be omitted. This
will not produce ambiguity: any collation of objects with different abstract
indices shall be interpreted, from here on, as the multilinearity equivalence
class of their formal commutative associative product.
It is now straightforward to define the set of V-tensors of valence (q∗p) as
the set represented in abstract index notation by
V i1i2···ipj1j2···jq :=
{
m∑
k=1
U k1 j1 U
k
2 j2
· · ·U kq jq V 1 i1k V 2 i2k · · ·V
p ip
k
}
. (1.2)
This definition formally holds also for a single abstract index: elements
of V are V-tensors of valence (0∗1), while elements of V∗ are V-tensors of
valence (1∗0).
As well as done for V i or Vj, elements of V i1i2···ipj1j2···jq shall be characterized by
their abstract indices, that is to say
W
i1i2···ip
j1j2···jq ∈ V
i1i2···ip
j1j2···jq
shall be assumed for any W i1i2···ipj1j2···jq and any not-null set of abstract in-
dices.
Note that W 1 i1i2···ip1j1j2···jq1 W
2 ip1+1ip1+2···ip1+p2
jq1+1jq1+2···jq1+q2 ∈ V
i1i2···ip1+p2
j1j2···jq1+q2 .
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Operating on indices
For any V i1i2···ipj1j2···jq , the choice of abstract indices is actually irrelevant. In
fact, for any tensor in V i1i2···ipj1j2···jq , a different but equivalent representation can
be provided, just replacing some s ∈ {i1, i2, · · · , ip, j1, j2, · · · , jq}with any snew ∈
I[V ] such that snew /∈ {i1, i2, · · · , ip, j1, j2, · · · , jq}.
Note that the valence of a tensor is fixed by the number (and character)
of different abstract indices. In fact, by definition, Ui V i ∈ C∞(M;R), while
Uj V
i ∈ V ij . Index contraction is the operation leading from the tensor Uj V i to
the smooth field Ui V i.
Any couple of abstract indices with different characters of any tensor of
valence ((q + 1)∗ (p + 1)) can be contracted, giving a tensor of valence (q∗p)
as a result. In this sense, C∞(M;R) is the set of tensors of valence (0∗0).
This definition of index contraction, identifying V i Ui with the contraction
of V i Uj, thanks to V i Uj ≡ Uj V i, also fixes V i Ui != Ui V i ∈ C∞(M;R), thus
defining, ∀V i, a linear map from Vi to C∞(M;R).5
Some linear map from Vi to C∞(M;R), however, could exist, such that no
V i corresponds to it. This is why, in general, V 6= (V∗)∗.
Each abstract index is assumed to appear at most once per character in
any tensor expression and index contraction shall always be intended when
the same abstract index appears twice, once with upper and once with lower
character.
The abstract index chosen to mark contraction is irrelevant, while the
position of indices to contract do matter. For example, consider W i1i2j :=
Uj V
i1
1 V
i2
2 . Thus,
W ji2j = W
i1i2
i1
,
but, in general,
W jij 6= W ijj .
Note that, for any couple of abstract indices, the order in V i1i2···ipj1j2···jq is irrel-
evant, because of the commutativity of the formal multiplication used in
equation (1.2). It is, however, important for elements: in general, e.g.,
W i1i2j 6= W i2i1j .
Still, W i1i2j and W
i2i1
j are elements of the same set, namely V i1i2j , and their
linear combinations are too. This allows to easily and transparently define
symmetric and antisymmetric tensors, just as finite sums (and differences)
of a given tensor with different permutations of indices.
5More generally, any element of V i1i2···ipj1j2···jq , thanks to index contraction and commutative and
distributive properties of operations used in equation (1.2), defines a multilinear map.
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As usual [24], round brackets shall delimit symmetrized indices and square
brackets antisymmetrized ones, so that, e.g.,
W i1i2j ≡ W (i1i2)j +W [i1i2]j
and
W i2i1j ≡ W (i1i2)j −W [i1i2]j .
Finite bases
The module V has finite dimension r ∈ Z+ if (and only if) any copy V i
admits, at least locally, bases with cardinality r.
Each basis shall be associated to a set of r colored integer numbers: differ-
ent colors for different bases and different numbers for different elements of
the same basis.
Thus, e.g.,
C[V ] := {1, 2, . . . , r}
shall be associated to the set
V i := {e ij ∈ V i | j ∈ C[V ]} ,
which is assumed to be a global basis for V i. That is,
∀V i, ∃! {V j ∈ C∞(M;R) | j ∈ C[V ]} | V i ≡ ∑
j∈C[V]
V j e ij .
Of course, the reverse is also true: any linear combination of basis ele-
ments constitutes a tensor of valence (0∗1).
In order to make notation simpler, colored abstract indices from I[V ], such
as i, j, j3, . . . , shall be assumed to be elements of C[V ] and will be called com-
ponent indices. Thus, e.g., V i ≡ {e ij }, while {V i ∈ C∞(M;R)} are the compo-
nents of V i in the basis V i.
Note that expressions like V 1 = 0 or V 2 = V 3 are totally legit, since they
involve elements of C∞(M;R): a component index does not need to appear
on both sides of an equality, as happens for abstract indices.
In the traditional language, where no colour is used, such expressions
would require some more specification. Colours make the used basis trans-
parent from formulae, also distinguishing a generic, single component (e.g.,
V i) from the complete, abstract index expression (i.e., V i).
It is useful to introduce a modular sum for component indices, defined,
12
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using colored parentheses, by
( i + r)
!
= i .
For example, if V j is the last component of V i, then V ( j+1 ) represents the first
one. Of course, ( i− r) = i is intended, too.
Einstein summation rule shall apply to component indices, dropping sum
symbols, so that V i ≡ V j e ij . Of course, sum is intended to run over all possi-
ble values of j, that is elements of C[V ].
Note that Einstein rule resembles contraction operation defined for ab-
stract indices and this is one of the reasons why abstract index notation is
so useful. However, it should be remarked that the meaning is quite differ-
ent and, in particular, abstract indices are not multivalued as component
indices are.
As a further remark on notation, Einstein summation rule shall not be in-
tended for label indices, nor for component indices with the same character,
so that, e.g.,
V i ≡ V j e ij ≡
∑
j
V j
∣∣
j=j
e ij ≡
∑
j∈C[V]
V j e ij ,
or
Uii ≡ Uij|j=i .
The dual of V i, namely V i :=
{
eji
}
, is defined by the relation
ej1i e
i
j2
!
= δj1j2 , (1.3)
where Kronecker delta has been used.
More precisely, since δj1j2 ∈ C∞(M;R), the definitions
∀P ∈M δij(P) := δij
and
δij :=
{
1 if i = j
0 if i 6= j
shall be intended.
V i is a basis for Vi:
∀Ui,∃! {Uj ∈ C∞(M;R)} | Ui ≡ Uj eji
and any linear combination of V i elements constitutes a tensor of valence
(1∗0).
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It is straightforward to construct a basis for tensors of any valence. Any
tensor generates (a matrix of) unique components and any matrix of smooth
fields can be interpreted as the set of coefficients of a linear combination of
tensor basis elements.
This means that, thanks to a finite basis, tensors can be identified with
the matrix of their components and the two descriptions are equivalent.
Furthermore, the dual of V i, which defines a basis for the dual of V∗, is the
already defined V i and, thus, whenever a finite basis exists, V ≡ (V∗)∗.
This implies that for any multilinear map from p copies of V∗ and q copies
of V to C∞(M;R) exists a V-tensor of valence (q∗p). Since the reverse is
always true, the finite basis allows to define tensors as multilinear maps,
too.
Note that the action of eji on a generic V i consists in extracting the cor-
responding component – eji V i = V j – and the same happens for duals –
e ij Ui = Uj.
Using V i and V i as maps from components to tensors, a delta tensor is
defined by
δi1i2 := δ
j1
j2
e i1j1 e
j2
i2
.
On the contrary, as maps from tensors to components,
ej1i e
i
j2
≡ e j1j2 ,
which, because of equation (1.3), equals the delta.
While, for a different basis V i,
ej1i e
i
j2
≡ e j1j2
serves as a map from a set of components to the other. In fact, it converts
V j2 into V j1 or Uj1 into Uj2.
Of course, by definition, e ij ≡ eij, while, in general, e ij 6= eji. In fact,
ej1i e
i
j2
= ej1i e
i
j2
= e j1j2 = δ
j1
j2
.
Note that components of δij are basis invariant, that is – with a little abuse
of notation –
δij = δ
i
j .
Here, i = i makes any sense only if indices are treated as integer numbers.
Furthermore, the equality holds for all component indices only if C[V ] and
C[V ] involve the same integer numbers.
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Two basis-dependent tensors can be defined,
∼
 i1i2···ir := r! e [i11 e
i2
2 . . . e
ir]
r ,

∼i1i2···ir
:= r! e1[i1 e
2
i2
. . . er ir] ,
where, as on page 12, [· · · ] means antisymmetrization. Then, the permuta-
tion symbol of rank r, useful in calculating determinants, is either ∼ i1i2···ir or

∼i1i2···ir
.
For example, the determinant of the transformation matrix from V i to V i
is
∼
J
∼
:=
1
r!

∼i1i2···ir
∼
 j1j2···jr e i1j1 e
i2
j2
· · · e irjr ,
which simply means
∼
J
∼
=
1
r!

∼i1i2···ir
∼
 i1i2···ir .
Note that
∼
 i1i2···ir 
∼i1i2···ir
= r! .
Each colored tilde indicate a +1, if overset, or −1, if underset, tensor den-
sity weight with respect to the basis of the same color.
For example, a generic
∼
W i1 is related to
∼
W i1 via
∼
W i1 =
∼
J
∼
∼
W i1 ,
or, for any W
≈
i
2,
W
≈
i
2 =
∼
J
∼
2
W
≈
i
2 .
Note that ∼
J
∼
=
∼
J
∼
−1
.
Vector bundles
A module over C∞(M;R) can be restricted to a single point in M. More
precisely, two different elements of V i are equivalent at a point if they behave
in the same way there.
Thus, ∀P ∈M and ∀V i1 , V i2 ,
V i1 [P] = V
i
2 [P] ⇐⇒
(
Ui V
i
1
)
(P) =
(
Ui V
i
2
)
(P) ∀Ui .
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The set of elements equivalent at P is
V i[P] := {V i[P]} .
This definition can be extended to any subset N ⊆M:
V i1 [N ] = V i2 [N ] ⇐⇒ V i1 [P] = V i2 [P] ∀P ∈ N
and
V i[N ] := {V i[N ]} .
If V has finite dimension r ∈ Z+, then for any P ∈M exists an open subset
N ⊆ M containing P such that V i[N ] admits a basis – that is a local basis
for V i – of cardinality r.
Then, the union set ⋃
P∈M
V i[P]
represents a real valued r-dimensional vector bundle, withM as base space
and the vector space structure of each fibre, V i[P], provided by a local basis
for V i.
Derivatives
The set of smooth fields of vectors tangent toM constitutes a module over
C∞(M;R). It shall be named T [M] or simply T , when the base space is clear
from the context, and a finite set of symbols, e.g., shall be chosen in order to
construct I[T ] as in equation (1.1).
T [M] can be defined to be the set of derivations on C∞(M;R). That is,
∀V a ∃!
map
V : C∞(M;R) −→ C∞(M;R) ,
such that
∀ k ∈ R
map
V
(
k one
C∞(M;R)
)
= 0 ,
∀X, Y ∈ C∞(M;R)
map
V (X + Y ) =
map
V (X) +
map
V (Y ) ,
map
V (X Y ) = X
map
V (Y ) + Y
map
V (X)
and for any such map ∃!V a.
The gradient operator associates to each X ∈ C∞(M;R) a unique element
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of the dual space T ∗. In fact,
∀ a, ∂ : C∞(M;R) −→ Ta
X 7−→ ∂a[X] ,
where ∂a[X] represents the differential of X, defined by
∂a[X] V
a !=
map
V (X) .
Note that, in the spirit of abstract index notation,
V a ∂a[X] ≡ ∂a[X] V a ,
while, in order to make notation even simpler, brackets can be omitted or
substituted by parentheses:
∂aX := ∂a[X] =: ∂a (X) .
Thus, at least formally,
map
V = V a ∂a ,
with both
map
V and ∂a considered as operating only on elements of C∞(M;R).
In particular, it is useful to stress that – despite other uses of lower abstract
indices – ∂a is not an element of Ta. Hopefully, no confusion shall arise, since
this anomaly is associated to a specific symbol, namely ∂.
This is not the only exception: any (affine) connection ∇ on M induces a
(covariant) derivative map from T -tensors of valence (q∗p) to T -tensors of
valence ((q + 1)∗ p). Then, ∇a shall not be considered an element of Ta, but
just a quick and transparent way to designate images of T -tensors under ∇.
A more tedious convention would produce, for example, ∇ b1b2a0a1
[
U b1a1 V
b2
]
as the image of U b1a1 V
b2, with confusing abstract indices repeated inside
brackets in order to retain information on their distribution in the original
tensor.
It shall be assumed, instead, that ∇a, despite the lower abstract index, is
not an element of Ta and
∀ a0, ∇ : U b1a1 V b2 7−→ ∇a0
(
U b1a1 V
b2
)
.
In the spirit of abstract index notation, an affine connection, ∇, is identi-
fied with the covariant derivative it induces.
Then, ∇a – or, simply, ∇ – is defined to be a T -covariant derivative if and
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only if, for any couple of T -tensors of equal valence, V ···1··· and V ···2··· ,
∇a
(
V ···1··· + V
···
2···
)
= ∇aV ···1··· +∇aV ···2··· ,
for any couple of T -tensors, U ···1··· and U ···2··· , regardless of their valences,
∇a
(
U ···1··· U
···
2···
)
= U ···2··· ∇a
(
U ···1···
)
+ U ···1··· ∇a
(
U ···2···
)
and for any T -tensor, X, of valence (0∗0),
∇aX = ∂aX .
The covariant attribute is used to stress that the image of a proper tensor
under the derivative map is actually a proper tensor, transforming in the
usual way from a basis to another one.
Moreover, if
{
e ab
}
is a basis for T a, then a parallel derivative, ∂, associated
to the basis, can be defined to be the T -covariant derivative verifying
∂a0e
b1
a1
= 0 .
This implies
∂a0e
a1
b1
= 0
and, e.g., for any W b1a1 ,
∂a0W
b1
a1
= ea2a1 e
b1
b2
∂a0W
b2
a2
.
This is a covariant derivative in the sense that, for any other basis,
{
e ab
}
,
∂a · · · ≡ e ba ∂b · · · ,
but, of course, in general,
∂a · · · 6= ∂a · · · .
For any couple of covariant derivatives, ∇1 and ∇2,
∃! Γa1a2a3
[∇1,∇2] | ∀V b (∇1a1 −∇2a1) V b1 != Γb1a1a2[∇1,∇2] V a2 . (1.4)
By definition,
Γba1a2
[∇1,∇2] = −Γba1a2[∇2,∇1] ,
∀Ua
(∇1a1 −∇2a1) Ua2 = −Ub1 Γb1a1a2[∇1,∇2] (1.5)
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and, for a third covariant derivative, ∇3,
Γba1a2
[∇1,∇3] = Γba1a2[∇1,∇2]+ Γba1a2[∇2,∇3] .
For any covariant derivative, ∇, and for a generic basis, {e ab },
∇a0e b1a1 = Γb1a0a1 [∇, ∂]
and, as an immediate consequence,
∇a0δb1b2 = 0 .
Note that Γb1a0a1 [∇, ∂] depends on the basis, via ∂; still, it is a T -tensor in
the sense of page 10.
In association with ∇, the torsion tensor Tba1a2 [∇] is defined by
2∇[a1∇a2]X != −Tba1a2 [∇] ∇bX (1.6)
for any X ∈ C∞(M;R), while the curvature tensor R ba1a2a3 [∇] is defined by(
2∇[a1∇a2] + Ta3a1a2 [∇] ∇a3
)
V b
!
= −R ba1a2a3 [∇] V a3 (1.7)
for any V b.
Sign and index positions in definitions constitute a convention, whose
choice here has been made in order to match xTensorpackage, [19]. Con-
nections symbols in square brackets are often omitted in literature, and so
they shall be, whenever the context allows it.
Definitions imply, for any covariant derivative, ∇, the symmetry proper-
ties
Tb(a1a2)[∇] = 0 ,
R
b
(a1a2)a3
[∇] = 0 ,
R
b1
[a1a2a3]
[∇] +∇[a1 Tb1 a2a3][∇] = Tb2[a1a2 [∇] Tb1 a3]b2 [∇] , (1.8)
∇[a1R
b1
a2a3]b2
[∇] = Tb3[a1a2 [∇] R
b1
a3]b3b2
[∇] . (1.9)
Furthermore, for any parallel derivative, ∂,
2 ∂[a1 ∂a2]V
b = −Ta3a1a2 [∂] ∂a3V b ,
so that
R ba1a2a3 [∂] = 0 , (1.10)
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while, for any couple of covariant derivatives, ∇1 and ∇2,
Tba1a2
[∇1]− Tba1a2[∇2] = 2 Γb[a1a2][∇1,∇2] (1.11)
and
R b1a1a2a3
[∇1] = −2∇2[a1 Γba2]a3[∇1,∇2]
− 2 Γb1b2[a1
[∇1,∇2] Γb2 a2]a3[∇1,∇2]
+ 2Tb1b2[a1
[∇1] Γb2 a2]a3[∇1,∇2]
− 2Tb1b2[a1
[∇2] Γb2 a2]a3[∇1,∇2]
− Tb2a1a2
[∇2] Γb1b2a3[∇1,∇2]
+R b1a1a2a3
[∇2] .
(1.12)
Charts
Any chart defines a smooth map from an open subset of M to an open
subset of Rd. Different colors shall be used in order to distinguish charts
defining different maps from the same subset.
Thus, for any chart x on M, the open subset x ⊆ M and a set, C[x], of d
colored (in ) integer numbers shall be associated to x, such that an injective
map associates to each P ∈ x its coordinates {xi(P) | (i) ∈ C[x]} ∈ Rd.
A basis for Ta[x], that is a local basis for Ta, can be defined by
eba[x] := ∂a x
i
∣∣
( i )=b
,
where b is a component index of any value, so that the definition makes
sense only if
C[T [x]] != C[x] .
If the color is unambiguously associated to the chart x, then it is quite
safe to drop the explicit restriction to x ⊆M and write
C[T ] := C[T [x]]
and
eba := e
b
a[x] .
A further simplification is given by defining
xb := xi
∣∣
( i )=b
,
even if no xb tensor should be intended to exist.
The local basis
{
e ab
}
, dual to
{
eba
}
, is defined by equation (1.3) and, as a
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consequence, formally,
∂b ≡ ∂
∂xb
,
where ∂b is a shorthand for e ab ∂a.
Since derivatives with respect to coordinates commute, the parallel deriva-
tive, ∂, associated to the coordinate basis
{
e ab
}
must have null torsion.6
Vice versa, whenever a parallel derivative has null torsion, a chart exists
such that its coordinate basis corresponds to the one defining the parallel
derivative.
In formula,
x chart onM ⇐⇒ Tba1a2 [∂] = 0 . (1.13)
Then, for any T -covariant derivative ∇, (1.11) and (1.12) become
Tba1a2 [∇] = 2 Γb[a1a2][∇, ∂] , (1.14)
and
R b1a1a2a3 [∇] =− 2 ∂[a1 Γba2]a3 [∇, ∂]
− 2 Γb1b2[a1 [∇, ∂] Γb2 a2]a3 [∇, ∂]
+ 2T b1b2[a1 [∇] Γb2 a2]a3 [∇, ∂] .
(1.15)
Consider now a generic module, V i, with a generic (finite) basis, {e ij }, fix-
ing the vector space structure of a specific fibre, V i[P], of the vector bundle
related to the module.
The fibre can be is treated as a manifold, too. Say M := V i[P]. A chart, r,
can be defined on M such that, ∀Q ∈M , ∃!V i[P] verifying
ri(Q)
!
= V i[P] .
Note that the colour is associated to both the chart r on M and the basis{
e ij
}
for V i, which has no relation, though, with charts on the base manifold
M.
Metrics
A metric is a non-singular, symmetric T -tensor of valence (2∗0). Thus, mab
is a metric intoM if and only if
m[ab] = 0
6As for any other parallel derivative, from (1.10), R b1a1a2a3 [∂] = 0.
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and
∃m(−1)ab | m(−1)a1bmba2 = δa1a2 .
Last equality implies that, for a generic basis,
{
e ab
}
, for any P ∈ M, the
matrix of components {mab(P)} has no null eigenvalue.
Then, continuity properties of T -tensors guarantee that the sign of each
eigenvalue does not depend on P ∈ M. Moreover, for fixed P ∈ M, they
cannot depend on the basis.
Thus, the number of positive (and negative) eigenvalues, called metric
signature, only depends on mab.
The determinant of the metric, in
{
e ab
}
basis, is the tensor density defined
by
≈
m :=
1
d!
∼
a1a2···ad
∼
b1b2···bd ma1b1 ma2b2 · · ·madbd
and its sign,
σm :=
≈
m∣∣∣≈m∣∣∣ ,
is constant on M and basis-independent, since it can be derived by metric
signature.
Levi-Civita tensor, associated to the metric, is defined by
ma1a2···ad := σ
√
σm
≈
m 
∼a1a2···ad
,
where σ is a sign related to the orientation of basis vectors in
{
e ab
}
:{
e ab
}
is right-handed ⇐⇒ σ = +1 ,{
e ab
}
is left-handed ⇐⇒ σ = −1 .
Note that, once σ is fixed, the sign for a different basis,
{
e ab
}
, is determined
by
∼
J
∼
= σ σ
∣∣∣∣∼J∼
∣∣∣∣ .
The metric mab induces an isomorphism, called musical, between T a and
Tb; namely,
∀V a ∃!V [b | V amab = V [b .
Furthermore,
∀Va ∃!V b# | Vam(−1)ab = V b# .
The use of abstract indices allows to safely omit [ and #, since the infor-
mation is stored in index positions (and tensor definitions). This also implies
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the identity
mab = m(−1)ab .
Note that a non-singular, symmetric tensor of valence (2∗0) can be chosen
for any module, in order to define the musical isomorphism; but it shall be
called a metric only if defined for the tangent one.
For a fixed metric, mab, a unique covariant derivative, the Levi-Civita con-
nection ∇m, exists such that
Tba1a2 [∇m] = 0 (1.16)
and
∇ma0mab = 0 . (1.17)
Then, wherever a chart, x, is defined, components of Γb1a1a2 [∇m, ∂], called
Christoffel symbols, must verify, from (1.14) and (1.5),
Γb1[a1a2][∇m, ∂]
!
= 0
and
∂bma1a2
!
= 2 Γ(a1a2)b[∇m, ∂] .
These correspond to
Γb1a1a2 [∇m, ∂] =
1
2
mb1b2 (∂a1ma2b2 + ∂a2ma1b2 − ∂b2ma1a2) ,
that is
Γb1a1a2 [∇m, ∂] =
1
2
mb1b2 (∂a1ma2b2 + ∂a2ma1b2 − ∂b2ma1a2) .
Furthermore, for a generic parallel derivative, ∂,
Γb1a1a2 [∇m, ∂] =
(
mb1a4 δb2(a1 δ
a3
a2)
− 1
2
mb1b2 δa3a1 δ
a4
a2
)
(∂b2ma3a4 + Tb2a3a4 [∂])
and
∂bm
a1a2 = −2 Γ(a1 a2)b [∇m, ∂] .
M, together with the metric, mab, constitutes a pseudo-Riemannian man-
ifold and R ba1a2a3 [∇m] gets the name of Riemann tensor. In order to make
notation simpler,
Rm ba1a2a3 := R
b
a1a2a3
[∇m] .
Ricci identity is given by equation (1.7), which, in this context, reads, ∀V b,
2∇[a1∇a2]V b = −Rm ba1a2a3 V a3 . (1.18)
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This, together with (1.17), implies
Rma1a2(b1b2) = 0 ,
besides Rm(a1a2)b1b2 = 0, which is always true.
Bianchi symmetry is given by equation (1.8), which now reads
Rm ba1a2a3 +R
m b
a2a3a1
+Rm ba3a1a2 = 0 (1.19)
and further implies
Rma1a2b1b2 = R
m
b1b2a1a2
. (1.20)
Bianchi identity, from 1.9, is
∇ma1Rm b2a2a3b1 +∇ma2Rm b2a3a1b1 +∇ma3Rm b2a1a2b1 = 0 . (1.21)
Ricci tensor and scalar curvature are defined by
Rma1a2 := R
m b
a1ba2
and
Rm := Rmbb ,
respectively.
Contracting identities gives
Rm[a1a2] = 0 (1.22)
and
∇mb
(
Rmba −
1
2
Rm δ ba
)
= 0 . (1.23)
Finally, the formula connecting Riemann tensor to Christoffel symbols,
from (1.15), reads
− 1
2
Rm b1a1a2a3 = ∂[a1 Γ
b1
a2]a3
[∇m, ∂] + Γb1b2[a1 [∇m, ∂] Γb2 a2]a3 [∇m, ∂] . (1.24)
General relativity
Space-time is described by a 4-dimensional smooth manifold, U . Greek
letters shall be used as symbols for T [U ] abstract indices:
I[T ] != {α, β, κ, λ, µ, ν} . (1.25)
A chart, x, is defined on U and the color is, from now on, associated to
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this chart, so that all notation simplifications described on page 20 can be
applied.
For the sake of simplicity, assume x = U : the chart covers the whole
space-time.7
The further definition
C[T ] := {0, 1, 2, 3} (1.26)
is intended, together with σ = +1.
Units are chosen so that the speed of light in vacuum is 1, while Newton’s
gravitational constant, G, shall be maintained explicit.
Space-time is endowed with a metric, gαβ, with σg = −1. The coordinate
x0 is assumed to be the time, with
g00 < 0 . (1.27)
A second basis,
{
e αβ
}
, with the color associated to it, is assumed to
orthonormalize the metric, that is
gαβ
!
= ηαβ ,
with the definition
ηαβ :=

−1 if α = β = 0
+1 if α = β 6= 0
0 if α 6= β
(1.28)
for the Minkowski product matrix.
This basis shall be assumed to be right-handed, too. A specific definition
of
{
e αβ
}
in terms of
{
e αβ
}
is given in section §C.
However,
∂αgµν = 0
can be assumed, implying
Γαµν [∇g, ∂] =
1
2
(
T αµν + T
α
νµ − Tαµν
)
, (1.29)
for
Tαµν := T
α
µν [∂] = 2 Γ
α
[µν][∂, ∂] .
A stress-energy tensor, Tαβ, is assumed for all the content of the Universe.
It is symmetric and it may include effects of a cosmological constant, too.
7If this is not the case, define an atlas, {xn | n ∈ Z+}, such that ⋃n xn = U and each xn has
the same properties described, from here on, for x.
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Einstein field equation reads
Rgαβ −
1
2
Rg gαβ = 8piGTαβ , (1.30)
which, together with equation (1.23), implies
∇gµT µα = 0 . (1.31)
1.2. Submanifolds
This section focuses on submanifolds of space-time U , but most of the re-
sults are even more general.
Embedding
For any d-dimensional smooth manifold,M, with d 6 4, a smooth embed-
ding ofM into U is a smooth, injective map
φ : M −→ U
which establishes a diffeomorphism betweenM and its image, φ(M) ⊆ U .
Modules over C∞(φ(M) ;R) can be treated as modules over C∞(M;R),
since the rings are isomorphic: ∀X ∈ C∞(φ(M) ;R) ,∃! (X ◦ φ) ∈ C∞(M;R).
Then, assuming
I[T [M]] := {a, b} ,
tensors can be defined with both indices in I[T [M]] and in I[T [U ]].
In particular, the pullback by φ can be defined in terms of some τ µa :
φ∗ : Tµ[φ(M)] −→ Ta[M]
with Uµ 7−→ τ µa Uµ
for any Uµ. In terms of the chart x defined on U , on x ∩ φ(M),
τ µa ≡ ∂axµ , (1.32)
as shown, for example, in [26].
The tensor
mab := τ
µ
a τ
ν
b gµν
represents the metric induced on Ta[M], even if the determinant of compo-
nent matrix could be null for some P ∈M.
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When the inverse of mab can be defined, musical isomorphism fixes τ aµ,
verifying
τ aµ τ
µ
b = δ
a
b
and
τ µa τ
a
ν = τ
µ
a τ
a
κ τ
κ
b τ
b
ν ,
which makes of τ µa τ aν a proper projector, the one selecting the part of any
Qν [φ(M)] which is actually tangent to φ(M).
Furthermore, thanks to equation (1.32)
x chart onM ⇐⇒ τ µa ∂µτ νb = τ µb ∂µτ νa , (1.33)
∀ a, b, as follows from equation (1.13).
Consider now, instead, a basis,
{
e ab
}
, diagonalizing mab. If
≈
m 6= 0, a basis{
e αβ
}
diagonalizing gαβ exists, such that
C[T [M]] ⊆ C[T [U ]]
and
{τ µa } ⊆ {e µα [φ(M)]} .
Then, if d < 4, a module, V, with
I[V ] = {i, j}
and dimension (4− d), can be defined over C∞(M;R), together with a tensor,
ν µi , such that a basis
{
e ij
}
verifying
C[T [M]] ∪ C[V ] != C[T [U ]]
and
{τ µa } ∪
{
ν µj
}
!
= {e µα [φ(M)]}
exists.
The symmetric tensor
nij := ν
µ
i ν
ν
j gµν
defines a musical isomorphism and
ν iµ ν
µ
j = δ
i
j ,
so that ν µi ν iν is a proper projector, the one selecting the part of any Qν [φ(M)]
which is normal to φ(M).
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Time Slicing
Space-time U is assumed to admit8 a Cauchy surface (defined with respect
to the metric), that is a space-like hypersurface Mt0 ⊂ U such that each
causal (i.e. locally time-like or light-like) curve without end point intersects
Mt0 once and only once.
Any such U can be time-sliced: a set of space-like hypersurfaces, {Mt ⊂ U},
exists, such that
∃ T ∈ C∞(U ;R) | ∀ t ∈ R, Mt := {E ∈ U | T(E) = t} .
Slices are non-intesecting and are assumed to cover U :
Mt1 ∩Mt2 6= ∅ for t1 6= t2 ,
U =
⋃
t∈R
Mt .
Even if the slicing covers only an open subset UO ⊆ U or if the domain of
the t parameter is just an open subset RO ⊆ R, the O labels shall be dropped
for the sake of simplicity.
Here T(E) can be interpreted as the time coordinate of E: x0 = T is as-
sumed. A different coordinate system for the same slicing is not forbidden,
but it wouldn’t be a clever choice.
Then, the splitting of coordinates,
{xα} = {x1, x2, x3} ∪ {x0}
induces a 3+1 splitting of the tangent bundle of U .
More explicitly, define a module, Z, over C∞(U ;R), with dimension 3 and
I[Z] := {a, b, i, j, k, l, r} . (1.34)
For each t ∈ R, Mt can be thought as the image of an embedding, φt,
of some three-dimensional manifold into U . Then, assume the restriction
Za[Mt] to be a representation of T
[
φ−1t (Mt)
]
.
Define, on each φ−1t (Mt), a chart, xt, verifying
xkt
!
= xk ◦ φt for k ∈ {1, 2, 3} ,
8For hints about how causal structure of a physically realistic space-time should imply
this, see [24].
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and consider a basis,
{
eba
}
, for Za, with
C[Z] := {1, 2, 3} . (1.35)
Then, assume
{
eba[Mt]
}
to be a representation of the (right-handed) coor-
dinate basis defined by xt for the tangent module of φ−1t (Mt), as described
on page 20.
Finally, the 4-dimensional tangent bundle of U shall be proved to be equiv-
alent to the direct sum of a 3-dimensional vector bundle, associated to Z, and
a 1-dimensional one, associated to C∞(U ;R), as a module over itself.
This is the first step for the ADM approach to General Relativity, [4],
which, though, won’t be pursued here. The following exposition, instead,
is based on [21].
Projectors
Projectors play a key role in 3+1 formalism: they allow to distinguish
spatial (3) from temporal (1) part of any tensor quantity.
The lapse function, N ∈ C∞(U ;R) , is defined such that the unique, up to
a sign, unit vector normal to slices is
nα := −N ∂αT .
By definition,
∂αT ≡ e0α
and
nµ nµ
!
= −1 , (1.36)
so that
N =
(−g00)−1/2 , (1.37)
with the sign fixed according to equation (1.27).
The identification
e α0 := n
α (1.38)
gives
e0α = N e
0
α , (1.39)
which means that the unit normal vector selects space-orthogonal parts of
vectors: ∀Qα,
Q0 = 0 =⇒ nµQµ = 0 .
Conversely, other vectors from the orthonormal basis give the projector
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onto slices,
piαβ := e
α
k e
k
β ,
where k ∈ C[Z].
The definitions
e ab := e
k
b e
a
k (1.40)
and
C[Z] := {1, 2, 3} (1.41)
are intended:
{
e ab
}
is a (right-handed) basis for Za.
Note that
piµν ≡ eia e µi e aj ejν ,
which means that, for each t ∈ R, eka[Mt] e µk [Mt] is the tensor defining the
pullback by φt.
As expected,
piαµ pi
µ
β = pi
α
β (1.42)
and
piαµ n
µ = nµ pi
µ
β = 0 , (1.43)
implying
pi0µ = 0 , (1.44)
but also the splitting
δαβ = pi
α
β − nα nβ . (1.45)
This also shows how the tangent bundle of U gets split. In fact, for any Uµ,
a unique U t ∈ C∞(U ;R) and a unique U sa exist such that
Uµ = U
s
a e
a
k e
k
µ + U
t nµ
and these must be
U t ≡ −U0
and
U sa ≡ Uk eka .
In the spirit of index notation, it is useful to label indices instead of ten-
sors, since the splitting happens index by index.9
Then, define, for any Uµ,
Ua∗ := Uk e
k
a ,
9The idea of modifying indices, instead of labeling tensors, is similar to what have been
done with the musical isomorphism, on page 23.
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thus assuming a∗ ≡ a, such that, e.g., ∀Wαβ,
Wαβ = Wαb∗ e
b
j e
j
β −Wα0 nβ
= Wa∗b∗ e
a
i e
i
α e
b
j e
j
β −Wa∗0 e ai eiα nβ
−W0b∗ nα e bj ejβ +W00 nα nβ .
Note that
Ua∗ = Ua
and, since e0a = 0,
Ua∗ = Ua .
Of course, for any X ∈ C∞(U ;R) and any Qa, a unique Uµ exists such that
Uµ = Qa e
a
k e
k
µ +X nµ ,
as verified by Ua
!
= Qa and U0
!
= −X.
This completes the proof of the equivalence between the tangent bundle
of U and its splitting.
Moreover, the projection onto slices of an element of Tµ[U ] can be treated
as an element of Za; in fact, ∀Uµ
Ua∗ ≡ Uµ piµa∗ ,
even when Uα 6= Uµ piµα.
Conversely, an element of Za can be treated as a space-like element of
T µ[U ]: ∀Qa, define
Qα∗ := Qk e αk ,
thus assuming α∗ ≡ α, such that
piαµQ
µ∗ = Qα∗ .
Note that
Q0∗ = 0
and, since e0a = 0,
Q0∗ = 0 .
From given definitions, for index contractions involving ∗ labels,
UµQ
µ∗ ≡ Uk∗ Qk .
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Moreover,
piµa∗ ≡ eka e µk
makes of piµa∗ [Mt] the tensor defining the pullback by φt, for each t ∈ R.
Space metric and derivatives
The embedding of slices in U induces, on each slice, a metric, being the
pullback of gαβ. This corresponds to the restriction to that slice of the tensor
defined by
sab := ga∗b∗ , (1.46)
which, thanks to the coordinate choice, has components
sab = gab . (1.47)
By definition,10
≈
s
≈
g
= g00 < 0 ,
which implies σs = +1.
Furthermore, sab is positive-definite; in fact, since e 0b = 0, equation (1.47)
implies
sab = gab ≡ δab ,
which also makes of
{
e ab
}
an orthonormal basis.
The inverse metric, sab, must verify
sak skb
!
= δab .
Note that sα∗β∗ is just the projection of the complete inverse metric, gαβ, onto
space slices:
sα∗β∗ := piαµ pi
β
ν g
µν
= gαβ + nα nβ . (1.48)
Other projections are worthless:
nµ g
µν nν = −1 ,
nµ g
µν piβν = 0 .
10Colored tildes are not suited to indicate which basis – space or space-time – the determi-
nant is computed with; however, this information is encoded in tensors definitions.
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By definition,
s[α∗β∗] = 0 = s[ab] ,
sα∗0∗ = 0 , (1.49)
sab = gab − g
a0 g0b
g00
. (1.50)
Using the musical isomorphism associated to gαβ, starred greek indices
can be lowered: e.g.,
sα∗β∗ := gαµ gβν s
µ∗ν∗ .
Moreover,
sα∗µ∗ sµ∗β∗ = s
α∗
β∗ = pi
α
β . (1.51)
With given definition, ∀Qa,
Q0∗ = 0 ,
but, in general,
Q0∗ 6= 0 ,
which also means that sα∗0∗ cannot be assumed to vanish.
As a metric, sab defines a musical isomorphism, which allows to raise
starred latin indices, too: e.g.,
ga
∗b∗ := sai sbj gi∗j∗ = s
ab
and
pi a
∗
µ := gµνpi
ν
k∗ s
ka = s aµ∗ .
Furthermore, ∀Uµ,
Ua
∗
= Ua ,
but, in general,
Ua
∗ 6= Ua .
A Levi-Civita connection, ∇s, shall be associated to sab, too, but the spa-
tial gradient must be defined first. This implies a map from C∞(Mt;R) to
Za[Mt], for everyMt, where sab[Mt] acts as the metric.
As well as a single sab tensor have been defined, instead of many sab[Mt],
a single ∂s shall be considered, implying a map from C∞(U ;R) to Za.
This defines a proper gradient when restricted to a single slice and is de-
fined, ∀X ∈ C∞(U ;R), by
∂saX := ∂a∗X ,
so that the gradient in space is the pullback of the gradient in space-time.
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A first consequence is that assumptions made on page 29 imply
eba ≡ ∂a∗xb .
A sort of parallel derivative, ∂s, can be associated to
{
e ab
}
via
∂ske
a
b
!
= 0
and verifies ∂sa ≡ ∂a∗; in fact, e.g., ∀Qa,
∂saQ
b ≡ e bj eka ∂kQj ≡ ∂a∗Qb .
Then, ∇s, being a Levi-Civita connection, verifies Taij[∇s] = 0 and ∇sksab =
0, but also
Γaij[∇s, ∂s] =
1
2
sab (∂i∗sjb + ∂j∗sib − ∂b∗sij) .
This connection can also be extended to act on space-time tensors: e.g., ∀Uµ,
∇sα∗Uβ ≡ pi i
∗
α pi
j∗
β ∇siUj∗ .
Conversely, ∇g can be restricted to act on Z-tensors: e.g., ∀Qa,
∇ga∗Qb ≡ piµa∗ pi b
∗
ν ∇gµQν∗ .
Moreover, in any case,
∇ga∗ ≡ ∇sa . (1.52)
proof
The T [U ]-covariant derivative nature of∇gµ implies aZ-covariant deriva-
tive nature for ∇ga∗. For example, ∀X ∈ C∞(U ;R),
∇ga∗X = ∂a∗X
is a simple consequence of
∇gµX = ∂µX .
Furthermore,
2∇g[a∗∇gb∗]X ≡ piµa∗ piνb∗ 2∇g[µ∇gν]X
= −piµa∗ piνb∗ Tκµν [∇g] ∇gκX = 0
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and
∇gk∗sab ≡ piλk∗ piµa∗ piνb∗∇gλpiµν
= piλk∗ pi
µ
a∗ pi
ν
b∗∇gλ (nµnν) = 0 .
Then, the uniqueness of Levi-Civita connection implies the identity
(1.52).
Of course, equation (1.52) does not imply an equivalence between ∇sα∗ and
∇gα. However, ∇sα∗ corresponds to the projection onto slices of ∇gα derivative
applied to the projection of the argument.
For example, ∀Wαβ,
∇sµ∗Wαβ = piαν1 piν2β piν3µ∇gν3
(
piν1κ pi
λ
ν2
W κλ
)
.
proof
By definition,
∇sµ∗Wαβ ≡ pi k
∗
µ pi
α
i∗ pi
j∗
β ∇skW i
∗
j∗ .
Then,
∇skW i
∗
j∗ = ∇gk∗W i
∗
j∗
≡ pi i∗ν1 piν2j∗ piν3k∗ ∇gν3
(
piν1k∗1 pi
k∗2
ν2
W
k∗1
k∗2
)
.
Since
piαβ = pi
α
k∗ pi
k∗
β , (1.53)
piν1k∗1 pi
k∗2
ν2
W
k∗1
k∗2
= piν1κ pi
λ
ν2
W κλ
and
pi k
∗
µ pi
α
i∗ pi
j∗
β pi
i∗
ν1
piν2j∗ pi
ν3
k∗ = pi
α
ν1
piν2β pi
ν3
µ ,
thus proving the thesis.
Before going on, just note that expressions like ∇saUβ or ∇gαQb would make
no much sense: the abstract index of a covariant derivative is expected to
own to the same set of the abstract indices of its arguments; when this does
not happen, arguments are treated like scalars.
In other words, ∇saUβ and ∇gαQb shall be interpreted as ∂saUβ and ∂αQb,
respectively.
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Curvature
Each slice,Mt, together with its metric, sab[Mt], constitutes a Riemannian
manifold, that is a pseudo-Riemannian manifold with a positive-definite
metric.
The tensor Rs bija is defined, in the usual way and with the usual properties,
in terms of ∇s, so that the intrinsic curvature of the slice is described by
Rs bija [Mt].
For example, Ricci identity (1.7) reads, ∀V b,
2∇s[i∇sj]V b != −Rs bija V a (1.54)
and Rs bija can be written in terms of Γaij[∇s, ∂s] via equation (1.24).
Note that intrinsic curvature contains part of the information about the
complete curvature of space-time. In fact,
Γaij[∇s, ∂s] ≡ Γa
∗
i∗j∗ [∇g, ∂] . (1.55)
proof
By definition,
2 Γkij[∇s, ∂s] = ∂isjk + ∂jsik − ∂ksij
and
2 Γkij[∇g, ∂] = ∂igjk + ∂jgik − ∂kgij .
Then, equation (1.47) implies
Γkij[∇s, ∂s] = Γkij[∇g, ∂] ≡ Γk∗i∗j∗ [∇g, ∂] ,
which immediately proves equation (1.55), since
Γaij[∇s, ∂s] ≡ sab eki elj Γbkl[∇s, ∂s]
and
Γa
∗
i∗j∗ [∇g, ∂] ≡ sab eki elj Γb∗k∗l∗ [∇g, ∂] .
Just for completeness, note that
Γaij[∇s, ∂s] = sab Γbij[∇g, ∂] .
Then, using equation (1.50),
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Γaij[∇s, ∂s] = gab Γbij[∇g, ∂]−
ga0 g0b
g00
Γbij[∇g, ∂]
≡ gaµ Γµij[∇g, ∂]− g
a0 g0µ
g00
Γµij[∇g, ∂] ,
that is
Γaij[∇s, ∂s] = Γaij[∇g, ∂]−
ga0
g00
Γ0ij[∇g, ∂] . (1.56)
A different projection of Γαµν [∇g, ∂] is important:
Γ0i∗j∗ [∇g, ∂] = piµi∗ piνj∗ ∇gµnν . (1.57)
proof
From the general formula (1.5)
−nµ Γµκλ[∇g, ∂] = (∇gκ − ∂κ)nλ ,
and, using equation (1.39),
∂κnλ = e
0
λ ∂κN .
Thus, since e0j∗ = 0,
−nµ Γµi∗j∗ [∇g, ∂] = piκi∗ piλj∗ ∇gκnλ
Then, by definition (1.38),
Γ0i∗j∗ [∇g, ∂] = nµ Γµi∗j∗ [∇g, ∂]
= nµ Γ
µ
i∗j∗ [∇g, ∂]
and, since g0α = −δ0α,
Γ0i∗j∗ [∇g, ∂] = −Γ0i∗j∗ [∇g, ∂] ,
which proves equation (1.57).
The extrinsic curvature is described in terms of
Kab := −Γ0a∗b∗ [∇g, ∂] . (1.58)
In fact,
K := K kk (1.59)
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equals, at any point, −3 times the so-called mean curvature of each slice.
Of course, the projection of ∇gµnν onto space slices is just
piµα pi
ν
β∇gµnν ≡ −Kα∗β∗ (1.60)
and, since
nν ∇gµnν = 0 , (1.61)
the only remaining projection of ∇gµnν is
nµ piνβ∇gµnν = piµβ ∂µ (lnN) . (1.62)
proof
Because of equation (1.61),
nµ piνβ∇gµnν = nµ∇gµnβ .
Write
∇gµnβ = N ∇gµ
(nβ
N
)
+ nβ ∂µ (lnN)
and use equation (1.45) to get
nµ piνβ∇gµnν = N nµ∇gµ
(nβ
N
)
− ∂β (lnN) + piµβ ∂µ (lnN) ,
so that equation (1.62) is equivalent to
N nµ∇gµ
(nβ
N
)
= ∂β (lnN) .
Thanks to equation (1.61), this is a simple consequence of
∇gµ
(nβ
N
)
= ∇gβ
(nµ
N
)
,
which is equivalent to
Γ0µβ[∇g, ∂] = Γ0βµ[∇g, ∂] ,
since, from definitions (1.38) and (1.39),
∇gµ
(nβ
N
)
= −∇gµe0β = −Γ0µβ[∇g, ∂] .
Thus, the 3+1 splitting of ∇gµnν is given by
∇gαnβ = −Kα∗β∗ − nαAβ∗ , (1.63)
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for
Ab := ∂b∗ (lnN) .
In this context, Aj is called acceleration vector. By definition, equation (1.62)
is equivalent to
Γ00j∗ [∇g, ∂] = Aj .
The complete splitting of Γαµν [∇g, ∂] can be given – in terms of quantities
defined in the few very following pages – as shown in section §D.
Kinematics of slices
The normal evolution vector is defined by
mα := N nα , (1.64)
such that m0 = 1 and, for ∆→ 0,
Mt+∆ = {D ∈ U | xα(D) = xα(P) + ∆mα(P) for some P ∈Mt} .
Thus, mα is the time-like flow dragging Cauchy surfaces.
Lie derivatives along it shall be denoted with an overdot: e.g., for any Wαβ
and any torsion-free connection, ∇TF,
W˙αβ ≡ mµ∇TFµ Wαβ +Wαµ∇TFβ mµ −W µβ∇TFµ mα . (1.65)
Note that x˙0 = 1, as expected. However, this dot-derivative does not
correspond to the derivative with respect to the time variable: in general,
mα 6= e α0 .
In fact,
mα = −nα n0 ,
which means that mα represents the part of e α0 orthogonal to space slices.
Figure 1.1.: Sketch of the different behaviour, between two close space-like
slices, of time flow, in green, unit normal vector, in red, and
normal evolution vector, in blue.
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The shift vector is defined as
βa := e a
∗
0 ≡ pia
∗
0 ,
so that βα∗ is the projection of the time flow e α0 onto space slices. Then,
βα∗ = e α0 −mα (1.66)
and
βa = −ma .
Dot-derivatives of tensors projected onto slices are tensors projected onto
slices, as implied by
p˙iαβ = 0 . (1.67)
proof
Because of equation (1.45),
∇gµpiαβ = ∇gµ (nα nβ)
and, using equation (1.63),
∇gµpiαβ = −
(
K α∗µ∗ + nµA
α∗
)
nβ
−nα (Kµ∗β∗ + nµAβ∗) ,
which can be written as
∇gµpiαβ = −2 gαν
(
Kµ∗κ∗ pi
κ
(ν nβ) + nµ n(ν pi
κ
β) Aκ∗
)
. (1.68)
Because of equation (1.64),
∇gκmλ = ∇gκ
(
N nλ
)
= nλ∇gκN −N K λ∗κ∗ − nκN Aλ∗ ,
which can be written as
∇gκmλ = −N K λ∗κ∗ +N nλAκ∗ −N nκAλ∗ − nλ nκ
N˙
N
. (1.69)
By definition,
p˙iαβ = m
µ∇gµpiαβ + piαµ∇gβmµ − piµβ∇gµmα
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and a simple substitution gives
p˙iαβ = −2mµ gαν
(
XXXKµ∗κ∗ pi
κ
(ν nβ) + nµ n(ν pi
κ
β) Aκ∗
)
+piαµ
(
−N K µ∗β∗ +NZZnµAβ∗ −N nβ Aµ∗ −ZZnµ nβ
N˙
N
)
−piµβ
(
−N K α∗µ∗ +N nαAµ∗ −NZZnµAα∗ − nαZZnµ
N˙
N
)
,
where barred quantities are annihilated by terms out of the parenthe-
sis. Expanding and simplifying,
p˙iαβ = −mµ nµ nαAβ∗ −mµ nµ nβ Aα∗

−N K α∗β∗ −N nβ Aα∗

+N K α∗β∗ −N nαAβ∗ ,
where barred terms cancel each other.
Remaining terms mutually cancel – so proving equation (1.67) – if
and only if
mµ nµ = −N ,
which follows from equation (1.64) and equation (1.36).
Up to this point, dot-derivatives are defined for T [U ]-tensors, but not for
Z-tensors. However, since each Z-tensor is equivalent to a T [U ]-tensor pro-
jected onto space slices and this projection nature is not altered by dot-de-
rivatives, these can be assumed to act on Z-tensors, too.
More formally, dot-derivatives are extended to Z-tensors by imposing
p˙iµa∗
!
= 0
!
= p˙ia
∗
µ ,
which implies, e.g, ∀Qab,
Q˙ab ≡ pia
∗
µ pi
ν
b∗ Q˙
µ∗
ν∗ .
An important consequence is how dot-derivative acts on induced metric
and related tensors. Because of equation (1.67), as expected,
δ˙ab = 0
and, as a consequence,
s˙ab = −sai s˙ij sjb . (1.70)
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Finally, thanks to equation (1.51),
s˙ab = pi
µ
a∗ pi
ν
b∗ p˙iµν . (1.71)
It is, then, worthwhile to prove
p˙iµν = −2N Kµ∗ν∗ . (1.72)
proof
By definition,
p˙iµν = m
κ∇gκpiµν + 2 piκ(µ ∇gν)mκ .
Thanks to projectors behavior, from (1.45) and (1.64),
mκ∇gκpiµν = N nκ∇gκ (nµ nν)
= 2N nκ
(∇gκn(µ ) nν)
= −2NXXXXXnκKκ∗(µ∗ nν) − 2nκ nκ piλ(µ nν) ∂λN
= 2n(µ pi
λ
ν) ∂λN
and, from (1.69),
2 piκ(µ ∇gν)mκ = 2XXXXnκ piκ(µ ∂ν)N − 2 piκ(µ N K κ∗ν∗)
−2 piλκ piκ(µ nν) ∂λN
= −2N K(µ∗ν∗) − 2n(µ piλν) ∂λN .
Then, a simple substitution gives
p˙iµν = −2N K(µ∗ν∗) ,
which, since K[µ∗ν∗] = 0, proves equation (1.72).
Then, substituting equation (1.72) into equation (1.71),
s˙ab = −2N Kab , (1.73)
which tells how the induced metric evolves from slice to slice; this must be
satisfied together with Einstein equation (1.30), which involves second order
derivatives of the metric tensor.
Such derivatives can be written as first order derivatives of quantities
related to first order derivatives of the metric tensor, such as Kab.
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It is, then, important to compute
K˙ab = N pi
µ
a∗ pi
ν
b∗∇g0Kµ∗ν∗ − 2N Kk(a K kb) . (1.74)
proof
First use equation (1.69) to get, neglecting null terms,
Kκ∗(µ∗ ∇
g
ν)m
κ = −N Kk(µ∗ K
k
ν∗) −Kλ∗(µ∗ nν) ∂λN .
Thus,
piµa∗ pi
ν
b∗ Kκ∗(µ∗ ∇
g
ν)m
κ = −N Kk(a K kb) .
By definition,
K˙µ∗ν∗ = m
κ∇gκKµ∗ν∗ + 2Kκ∗(µ∗ ∇
g
ν)m
κ
and
K˙ab ≡ piµa∗ piνb∗ K˙µ∗ν∗ .
Thus,
K˙ab = pi
µ
a∗ pi
ν
b∗m
κ∇gκKµ∗ν∗ − 2N Kk(a K kb) .
Finally, (1.64) and (1.38) prove equation (1.74).
Because of equation (1.73), the space metric does not commute, in general,
with dot-derivatives. As a consequence, from definition (1.59),
K˙ = sij K˙ij + 2N K
ijKij , (1.75)
where equation (1.70) have been used, too.
Riemann Tensor
Relations derived here will allow to write any component of Riemann ten-
sor Rg λµνκ in terms of Z-tensors and shall be applied to Einstein equation in
order to get the 3+1 split.
Gauss relation gives
Rg b
∗
i∗j∗a∗ = R
s b
ija − 2Kb[i K j]a . (1.76)
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proof
Thanks to equation (1.52), write, ∀V a,
∇sjV b = piκ1j∗ pi b
∗
κ2
∇gκ1V κ2∗
and
∇si∇sjV b = piλ1i∗ piλ2j∗ pi b
∗
λ3
∇gλ1
(
pi
k∗1
λ2
piλ3k∗2 ∇
s
k1
V k2
)
.
Thanks to equation (1.53)
∇si∇sjV b = piλ1i∗ piλ2j∗ pi b
∗
λ3
∇gλ1
(
piλ3κ2 pi
κ1
λ2
∇gκ1V κ2∗
)
.
Then, using equation (1.68),
∇si∇sjV b = piλ1i∗ piκ1j∗ pi b
∗
κ2
∇gλ1∇gκ1V κ2∗
−Kij nκ1 pi b∗κ2 ∇gκ1V κ2∗
−K bi piκ1j∗ nκ2∇gκ1V κ2∗ ,
where null terms have been neglected.
Since nκ2 V κ2∗ = 0, thanks to equation (1.63),
piκ1j∗ nκ2∇gκ1V κ2∗ = Kja V a ,
where null terms have been neglected. Thus,
piλ1[i∗ pi
κ1
j∗]∇gλ1∇gκ1 · · · = piλ1i∗ piκ1j∗ ∇g[λ1∇
g
κ1]
. . .
and
K[ij] = 0
imply
∇s[i∇sj]V b = pi b
∗
κ2
piλ1i∗ pi
κ1
j∗ ∇g[λ1∇
g
κ1]
V κ2∗ −Kb[i K j]a V a .
Then, Ricci identities give
Rs bija V
a = pi b
∗
κ2
piλ1i∗ pi
κ1
j∗ R
g κ2
λ1κ1λ2
V λ2∗ + 2Kb[i K j]a V
a
≡ Rg b∗i∗j∗a∗ V a + 2Kb[i K j]a V a
and, since this must hold for any V a, equation (1.76) is proved.
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Codazzi relation is
Rg b
∗
i∗j∗0 = 2∇s[iK bj] . (1.77)
proof
From equation (1.38), Ricci identity gives
Rg λµν0 = −2∇g[µ∇gν]nλ .
Applying equation (1.63) twice and neglecting null terms,
Rg λµν0 =2∇g[µK λ∗ν∗] − 2n[µ ∇
g
ν]
(
piλκ ∂κ (lnN)
)
− 2piλκ ∂κ (lnN) n[µ piβν] ∂β (lnN) .
(1.78)
Taking the space-like part,
Rg b
∗
i∗j∗0 = 2 pi
µ
i∗ pi
ν
j∗ pi
b∗
λ ∇g[µK λ∗ν∗]
≡ 2∇g[i∗K bj] ,
which, because of equation (1.52), proves equation (1.77).
Because of symmetry properties of Rgµνκλ, any other choice of the position
of 0 index leads to a similar, not independent, relation.
Moreover, both Rg00κλ and R
g
µν00 are null and
−Rg0µν0 = Rgµ0ν0 = −Rg0µν0 = Rg0µ0ν .
Then, the only relevant projection remaining is given by Ricci equation:
Rg0j∗0b∗ =
K˙jb
N
+K kj Kkb +
∇sj∇sbN
N
. (1.79)
proof
From equation (1.78),
Rg0ν0λ =∇g0Kν∗λ∗ − e µ0 ∇gνKµ∗λ∗
+∇gν (piκλ ∂κ (lnN)) + nν ∇g0 (piκλ ∂κ (lnN))
+ piκλ ∂κ (lnN) pi
β
ν ∂β (lnN) .
Thus,
Rg0j∗0b∗ =pi
ν
j∗ pi
λ
b∗ ∇g0Kν∗λ∗ − piνj∗ piλb∗ e µ0 ∇gνKµ∗λ∗
+∇gj∗∂b∗ (lnN) + ∂b∗ (lnN) ∂j∗ (lnN) .
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From equation (1.74),
piνj∗ pi
λ
b∗ ∇g0Kν∗λ∗ =
K˙jb
N
+ 2Kk(j K
k
b) .
Since
e µ0 ∇gνKµ∗λ∗ +Kµ∗λ∗ ∇gνe µ0 = 0 ,
from (1.38) and (1.63),
e µ0 ∇gνKµ∗λ∗ = Kν∗kKkλ∗ + nν Kkλ∗ ∂k∗ (lnN) .
Thus,
piνj∗ pi
λ
b∗ e
µ
0 ∇gνKµ∗λ∗ = KjkKkb .
Finally, from (1.52),
∇gj∗ (∂b∗ (lnN)) ≡ ∇sj∂b∗ (lnN) .
Since ∂b∗ (lnN) = N−1 ∂b∗N ,
∇gj∗ (∂b∗ (lnN)) = ∇sj
(
N−1 ∂b∗N
)
= N−1∇sj∂b∗N −N−2∇sjN ∂b∗N .
Thus, writing ∂b∗N ≡ ∇sbN ,
∇gj∗∂b∗ (lnN) + ∂b∗ (lnN) ∂j∗ (lnN) =
∇sj∇sbN
N
.
Then, a simple substitution gives
Rg0j∗0b∗ =
K˙jb
N
+ 2Kk(j K
k
b) −KjkKkb +
∇sj∇sbN
N
,
which proves equation (1.79).
Contractions of given relations are
Rg k
∗
a∗k∗b∗ = R
s
ab −KkaKkb +KKab , (1.80)
Rg k
∗
a∗k∗0 = ∇saK −∇skK ka (1.81)
and, using equation (1.75),
Rg k
∗
0k∗0 =
K˙
N
−KjkKjk + s
jk
N
∇sj∇skN . (1.82)
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Stress-Energy Tensor
In order to split the stress-energy tensor, Tαβ, define the energy density
% := T 00 ,
the momentum density
ϕa := T (0a
∗)
and the stress tensor
Πab := T (a
∗b∗) .
Then,
Tαβ ≡ % nα nβ + 2ϕ(α∗ nβ) + Πα∗β∗ . (1.83)
The isotropic pressure is simply
p :=
1
3
Πkk ,
while the trace of stress-energy tensor is
T κκ = −%+ 3 p .
Covariant conservation (1.31) can be decomposed, too. In fact,
∇gµT µα = nα ENCON + piαb∗ FLCONb
is verified by
ENCON ≡ %˙
N
+∇skϕk − %K − ΠijKij + 2ϕk ∂k∗ (lnN)
and
FLCONa =
ϕ˙a
N
+∇skΠka + % sak ∂k∗ (lnN)
+ Πak ∂k∗ (lnN)− ϕaK − 2ϕkKka .
proof
Because of equation (1.63)
∇gµ (nµ nα) = piκα ∂κ (lnN)−K nα .
Thus, using equation (1.64),
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∇gµ (% nµ nα) = nα
(
%˙
N
− %K
)
+ % piακ ∂κ (lnN) .
From equation (1.45),
∇gµϕν∗ = ∇sµ∗ϕν∗ −
nµ
N
mκ∇gκϕν∗
and, thanks to equation (1.69),
mκ∇gκϕν∗ = ϕ˙ν∗ + nν ϕk ∂k∗N −N ϕkK ν∗k .
Then,
2n(µ ∇gµϕα∗) = 2n(α δ µ)ν
(
∇sµ∗ϕν∗ −
nµ
N
ϕ˙ν∗
−nµ nν ϕk ∂k∗ (lnN) + nµ ϕkK ν∗k
)
and, since ∇sµ∗δαβ = 0,
2n(µ ∇gµϕα∗) = nα∇skϕk +
ϕ˙α∗
N
+ 2nα ϕk ∂k∗ (lnN)− ϕkK α∗k ,
while, thanks to equation (1.63),
2ϕ(α∗ ∇gµnµ) = −ϕα∗ K − ϕkK α∗k .
Thus,
2∇gµ
(
ϕ(α∗ nµ)
)
= nα
(∇skϕk + 2ϕk ∂k∗ (lnN))+ ϕ˙α∗N − 2ϕkK α∗k − ϕα∗ K .
Similarly,
∇gµΠµ∗α∗ = ∇sµ∗Πµ∗α∗ − nα nκ piµν ∇gµΠν∗κ∗ −
nµ
N
mκ∇gκΠµ∗α∗ ,
nκ∇gµΠν∗κ∗ = Πν∗kKkµ∗
and
mκ∇gκΠµ∗α∗ = Π˙µ∗α∗ + 2 Πκ∗(α∗ nµ) ∂κN − 2 Πκ∗(α∗ N K µ∗)κ∗ .
Then,
∇gµΠµ∗α∗ = ∇sµ∗Πµ∗α∗ − nα ΠijKij + Πα∗k ∂k∗ (lnN)
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Summing everything up,
∇gµT µα = nα
(
%˙
N
− %K +∇skϕk + 2ϕk ∂k∗ (lnN)− ΠijKij
)
+% piακ ∂κ (lnN) +
ϕ˙α∗
N
− 2ϕkK α∗k − ϕα∗ K
+∇sµ∗Πµ∗α∗ + Πα∗k ∂k∗ (lnN) ,
which proves the thesis.
In order to verify equation (1.31), both ENCON and FLCONa must be null.
Thus, from ENCON != 0,
%˙
N
= −∇skϕk − 2ϕk Ak + %K + ΠijKij , (1.84)
which, in the non-relativistic limit, reduces to the conservation of mechan-
ical energy density containing the divergence of energy flux, ∇skϕk, and a
gravitational power term.
Conversely, from FLCONa != 0,
ϕ˙a
N
= −∇skΠka − %Aa − Πak Ak + ϕaK + 2ϕkKka , (1.85)
which, in the non-relativistic limit, reduces to the conservation of momen-
tum density containing the divergence of stress tensor, ∇skΠka, and a gravi-
tational force term.
Thanks to equation (1.73), last expression is equivalent to
ϕ˙a
N
= −∇skΠ ka − %Aa − Π ka Ak + ϕaK . (1.86)
Einstein Equation
The projections of equation (1.30) are, following the split of the stress-energy
tensor,
Rg00 +
1
2
Rg = 8piG% ,
Rg0a∗ = −8piGϕa ,
Rga∗b∗ −
1
2
Rg sab = 8piGΠab ,
with the contraction
Rg = 8piG (%− 3 p) ,
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which is a consequence of the others because of the identity
Rg ≡ −Rg00 + sij Rgi∗j∗ .
By definition,
Rg00 = R
g k∗
0k∗0 ,
Rg0a∗ = R
g k∗
a∗k∗0
and
Rga∗b∗ = −Rg0a∗0b∗ +Rg k
∗
a∗k∗b∗ .
Thus, using (1.82), (1.81), (1.79) and (1.80), a simple substitution gives
1
2
K˙
N
− 3
2
KjkKjk − 1
2
sij
K˙ij
N
+
1
2
Rs +
1
2
K2 = 8piG% ,
∇saK −∇skK ka = −8piGϕa
and
−K˙ab
N
− 2K ka Kkb −
∇sa∇sbN
N
+Rsab +KKab = 8piG
(
Πab +
1
2
(%− 3 p) sab
)
.
Exploiting equation (1.75) and adjusting signs, it is immediate to write
the Hamiltonian constraint
Rs +K2 −KijKij = 16piG% (1.87)
and the momentum constraint
∇skK ka −∇saK = 8piGϕa , (1.88)
which must be both satisfied for each slice.
Finally, the dynamical equation
K˙ab
N
=− ∇
s
a∇sbN
N
+Rsab +KKab − 2K ka Kkb
− 8piG
(
Πab +
1
2
(%− 3 p) sab
) (1.89)
constitutes, together with equation (1.73), a well posed Cauchy problem and
the two constraints, (1.87) and (1.88), are satisfied everywhere if they are
satisfied on a Cauchy surface.
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Thus, general relativity has been translated in the constrained dynamics
of the space metric, sab, and its time derivative, as encoded in the extrinsic
curvature, Kab.
This is the so-called geometrodynamics.
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2. Elements of Cosmology
Cosmology is a vast and complex subject. This brief review focuses on
what is needed in the analysis of a background signal of gravitational waves.
2.1. Standard Cosmological Model
In the last decades, both astrophysical observations [27, 28] and high en-
ergy physics knowledge [29, 30] led to a standard model for cosmology, de-
scribing an expanding, roughly homogeneous and isotropic Universe.
This section will provide a brief introduction to the subject. For compre-
hensive reviews, see for example [31] and [22].
A bit of history
In 1922, Friedman [32] gave solutions for Einstein equation in case of in-
coherent matter at relative rest and space of uniform curvature, orthogonal
to time. In terms of quantities defined in chapter 1, Friedman conditions
give
i) stresses due to a cosmological constant only
Πab = − Λ
8piG
sab (2.1)
and vanishing momentum density
ϕa = 0 , (2.2)
ii) homogeneous and isotropic metric for each slice, whose components
can be written, without loss of generality, as
sab = a2
(
δab +
κxa xb
1− κ ∑k (xk)2
)
, (2.3)
where κ ∈ {−1, 0, 1} is a constant and a ∈ R+ is a function of time only,
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with intrinsic scalar curvature
Rs = κ
6
a2
,
iii) purely time-like normal vectors, i.e.
βa = 0 , (2.4)
and mα equaling the time flow.
An important result in Friedman work can be written, in this context, as
a˙ 6= 0 =⇒ ∂a∗N = 0 ,
which means that, for non vanishing a˙, the lapse functionN depends on time
only and time can be chosen so that N is fixed; the choice N = 1 corresponds
to the so-called cosmic time, while N = a defines the so-called conformal
time.
In 1927, Lemaître [33] pointed out that expanding Friedman solutions
were enough to explain Hubble phenomenological law for redshift of nearby
extragalactic sources and identified Hubble parameter with
H ≡ a˙
a
for N = 1 . (2.5)
A comoving Hubble parameter can be defined, too:
H := a˙
a
for N = a ; (2.6)
the relation between the two is
H =
H
a
.
The adimensional parameter h is often used, too, for an easier comparison
with experimental results. It’s definition is given by H ≡ 100h km s−1 Mpc−1.
Note that Lemaître result relies on the presence of an expanding1 scale
factor for spatial metric more than on the specific model of matter content;
in particular, equation (2.1) can be slightly relaxed, introducing an arbitrary
isotropic pressure.
1Recent measures [28] give, for Hubble parameter today, the value h0 ? 0.6, which implies
a˙ > 0.
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In 1935, Robertson [34] proved that any (locally Minkowskian) space-time
admitting a set of observers2 such that the description of the Universe given
by one of them, in terms of her immediate measurements, is identical to the
one given by any other observer, also admits a coordinate system – the one
in which observers are comoving – verifying equation (2.3), equation (2.4)
and ∂a∗N = 0.
Walker [35] also derived a similar result and both of them are independent
of dynamics: any law of gravitation, in order to be compatible with Lemaître
interpretation of experiments, must reproduce an expanding Friedman so-
lution, which was originally derived by assuming Einstein equation.
In fact, a Friedman-Lemaître Universe is just a space-time, U , which is
endowed with a Robertson-Walker metric, gαβ, and whose energy content is
described by a stress-energy tensor, Tαβ, compatible with gαβ via Einstein
equation.
With a suitable coordinate choice,
g00 = −N2 ,
g0a = ga0 = 0 ,
gab = a
2
(
δab +
κxa xb
1− κ ∑k (xk)2
)
.
Spatial components match equation (2.3), with the scale factor a uniform in
space and κ defining the uniform curvature; null mixed components guar-
antee equation (2.4); finally, temporal component depends on time only and
can be chosen to have any negative (non-null) value, fixing consequently the
time variable.
The lapse function N is defined accordingly to equation (1.37) and, in this
case, depends on time only, whatever is the value of a˙.
Einstein equation is verified for
T 00 = %N
2 ,
T 0a = T a0 = 0 ,
T ab = p gab ,
where the energy density is given by
8piGN2 % = 3
[(
a˙
a
)2
+ κ
(
N
a
)2]
(2.7)
2Each observer can measure time and angles as well as send and receive light signals and
different observers draw different geodesics of the same congruence.
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and the isotropic pressure by
8piGN2 p = −
[(
a˙
a
)2
+ κ
(
N
a
)2]
+ 2
(
N˙
N
a˙
a
− a¨
a
)
. (2.8)
These equations have been derived by Friedman [32] for the special case
N = 1 and 8piGp = Λ. Note that energy flux and anisotropic stresses are
null, as in the first Friedman condition, but now pressure can depend on
any physical phenomenon, not just on Λ.
Expressions for % and p are simplified by the choice of conformal time, i.e.
N
!
= a ,
which, remembering equation (2.6), allows to write immediately
8piGa2 (%+ 3 p) = −6 H˙
or
8piGa2 (%+ p) = 2
(H2 + κ)− 2 H˙ .
Time derivative of the expression for energy density gives
8piGa2 %˙+ 6H (H2 + κ) = 6HH˙ ,
which means
%˙ = −3H (%+ p) . (2.9)
This is nothing but energy conservation, as given in equation (1.84). Mo-
mentum conservation is trivial because of vanishing anisotropies.
Note that in an expanding Universe energy density decreases, like in a
hot gas. This led to the Hot Big Bang paradigm: hot, dense, roughly homo-
geneous matter expanded and cooled for billions of years.
Assume, from now on, to choose units such that the Boltzmann constant is
1, thus assigning a characteristic temperature to any energy density. Details
of the thermal history of the Universe depend on the nature of the matter
content, for which the local thermal equilibrium is (roughly) verified [31].
This nature can actually change: phase transitions are like milestones
in the history of the Universe, marking the changeover from a specific de-
scription of the matter content to a different one. Examples of such tran-
sitions are electroweak symmetry breaking, quark confinement or cosmic
microwave background radiation decoupling.
In particular, symmetry breaking transitions could give rise to any kind of
defects [36, 12], i.e., anisotropies in the thermalized matter: domain walls,
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strings, monopoles, textures3 or even some combination of these.
Effects produced by such defects have not been observed, so far; then,
they must be weak, in order to fit in experimental uncertainty of past ob-
servations, but, if they are too weak, we have no chance to detect them in a
foreseeable future.
Cosmic strings are just the most interesting possibility, up to date [12]. In
fact, many consequences of their existence could be observed by ongoing and
projected experiments [10].
In particular, a specific signature is expected in the gravitational wave
background – see e.g. [37, 38, 39] – whose observation, thanks to the raising
sensitivity of advanced detectors, could be possible [7, 9].
The Λ-CDM model
The guess is that the actual Universe U is a small perturbation of some U
whose energy content can be described as an ideal gas (plus a cosmological
constant). Thus, the function p(%) is the equation of state of some ideal gas.
If p is known as a function of %, then equation (2.9) gives % as a function of
a. If p ∝ %, then the solution is very simple. This is the case of cosmological
constant, while an ideal gas at finite temperature can be approximated by a
mixture of ultra-cold and ultra-relativistic gases.
The three extreme cases are:
cold matter the limit for zero temperature non-interacting particles is
p = 0 ,
while energy density is just matter density, as suggested by the scaling re-
lation
% ∝ a−3 ,
corresponding to mass dilution due to volume expansion;
radiation in the limit of ultra-relativistic perfect fluids
p =
%
3
and again equation (2.9) gives the same scaling of adiabatic transformations
in thermodynamics, that is, in this case,
% ∝ a−4 ;
3Textures are not actually described as anisotropies. See e.g. [12] for details.
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vacuum energy this is the cosmological constant giving a contribution−Λ gαβ,
which corresponds to
p = −%
and provides %˙ = 0, or
% ∝ a0 ,
i.e. any expansion or contraction of space would leave unchanged the energy
density.
The case of a mixture of radiation, cold matter and vacuum energy is de-
scribed, at each time, by
%
%c
= Ωrad + Ωmat + Ωvac , (2.10)
with
%c :=
3
8piG
(
a˙
N a
)2
. (2.11)
In the limit in which components evolve independently of each other, the
time evolution is given by
%(t)
%c(t0)
=
(
a(t0)
a(t)
)4
Ωrad(t0) +
(
a(t0)
a(t)
)3
Ωmat(t0) + Ωvac(t0) . (2.12)
Thanks to the definition given in equation (2.11), equation (2.9) becomes
%
%c
= 1− Ωcur
for
Ωcur := −κ
(
N
a˙
)2
,
which means that %c is the critical density defining the global curvature of
space, i.e.
% ≷ %c ⇐⇒ κ ≷ 0 .
The most reliable model to date is based on the assumption that Ω cur = 0
is a good approximation of the reality, at least today: according to Planck
Collaboration, our Universe appears to be spatially flat to an accuracy of
0.5% [28]. This means % = %c and
Ωrad + Ωmat + Ωvac = 1 ,
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which can be complemented by
Ωrad∣∣today  Ωmat∣∣today ,
as suggested by immediate observations: the known ultra-relativistic par-
ticles (photons and neutrinos) detectable from Earth account for an energy
density much smaller then the one given by galaxies, which can be approxi-
mated as providing a null pressure.
In fact, this last assumption corresponds to first Friedman condition and
was standard also before his work, while the idea that the Universe is ex-
panding, together with equation (2.12), allows for a radiation-dominated en-
ergy density at early times.
Note that describing the real world as constituted by three non-interacting
ideal components is far from being a good approximation, e.g.: cosmic mi-
crowave background, which is obviously radiation, decoupled from protons
and electrons – that then formed galaxies, treated as cold matter – and
then interacted with intergalactic medium, which had been (re)ionized by
ultra-violet radiation from stars.
Furthermore, all the known particles described by the standard model
of interactions, forming stars and galaxies and being visible, accounts for
just about 15% of cold matter today [28]: the remaining is detected only by
gravitational interactions and its evasive nature earned it the name of dark
matter.
Vacuum energy accounts for about 70% of total energy density today [28],
has no theoretical explanation and, thus, is called dark energy.
The resulting model for today Universe is dominated by dark energy, de-
scribed by a constant Λ, and secondarily by cold dark matter: this is the
so-called Λ-CDM model.
Flat Friedman space
Here, homogeneous and isotropic space with κ = 0 is described in more
detail. In this case, the choice of conformal time makes Robertson-Walker
metric conformally flat:
gαβ = a
2 ηαβ , (2.13)
where a is a positive defined function of x0 only and {ηαβ} have been defined
by equation (1.28). Thus, space-time U is conformally related to 4-dimen-
sional Minkowski space, M4.
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In fact, asssuming
I
[T [M4]] := {α, β, κ, λ, µ, ν} ,
a map
ψ : U −→ M4
and a chart, x, on M4 can be defined such that, for any E ∈ U ,
xα(ψ(E))
!
= xα(E) (2.14)
and the metric, ηαβ, which M4 is endowed with, verifies
ηαβ := ηαβ . (2.15)
Note that α = β is assumed whenever α = β. Thus,
gαβ ≡ a2 ηαβ
or, with a little abuse of notation,
gαβ
!
= a2 ηαβ , (2.16)
with the caveat that the musical isomorphism for overlined indices is the
one induced by ηαβ, so that, e.g.,
gαβ = a−2 ηαβ .
Moreover, because of equation (2.15),
∇η ≡ ∂
and, from equation (2.14),
∂ ≡ ∂ ,
so that, e.g., ∂α ≡ ∂α. The 3+1 slicing gives the lapse function
N = a
and the normal evolution vector matches the time flow:
mα = e α0 .
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As a result,
∂αN = ∂αa = a˙ e0α
and
∂αgµν = 2H gµν e0α , (2.17)
where
H := a˙
a
(2.6)
is the comoving Hubble parameter introduced on page 54.
For any fixed time, space is homogeneous, isotropic and flat, that is
sab = a2 δab ,
or, equivalently,
sab = a2 ηa∗b∗ .
Nevertheless, the scale factor a varies with time and so do physical dis-
tances, e.g.: the displacement between two space points with fixed values of
the coordinates chosen in equation (2.3) scales as a.
Time derivative of space metric gives
s˙ab = 2H sab . (2.18)
Intrinsic curvature obviously vanishes: from equation (1.56),
Γaij[∇s, ∂s] = 0
because ga0 = 0 and ∂kgab = 0. Thus, ∇s ≡ ∂s and
Rsab = 0 .
Extrinsic curvature tensor can be extrapolated from equation (2.18) and
equation (1.73):
Kab = −Ha sab ,
giving the scalar
K = −3 H
a
.
Note that space derivatives are zero, while
K˙ = −3
a
(
H˙ − H2
)
. (2.19)
The stress-energy tensor compatible with gαβ and Einstein equation, fol-
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lowing equation (1.83), is
Tαβ = a2 % e0α e
0
β − a
(
ϕα∗ e
0
β + e
0
α ϕβ∗
)
+ Πα∗β∗
and constraints, from equation (1.87) and equation (1.88), read
8piG% = 3
(H
a
)2
(2.20)
and
ϕa = 0 . (2.21)
Dynamics described by equation (1.89) result in
1
3
(
K˙ + 2HK
)
sab =
H2
a
sab − 8piGa
(
Πab +
1
2
(%− 3 p) sab
)
.
An obvious consequence is
Πab ∝ sab , (2.22)
which also means that stresses must be isotropic, as expected.
Then, taking the trace,
a
3
(
K˙ + 2HK
)
= H2 − 4piGa2 (%− p)
and, substituting % from equation (2.20) and K˙ from equation (2.19),
8piGp = −2 H˙ +H
2
a2
. (2.23)
It is straightforward to write
8piG %˙ = 6
(H
a
)2 (H˙
H −H
)
and
8piG p˙ = −2
(H
a
)2 ( H¨
H2 −
H˙
H −H
)
.
Small perturbations
Space-time U , being a small perturbation of U , must be conformally re-
lated to a small perturbation of M4. When a small positive number, y  1, is
used to formally parameterize perturbation weakness, a symmetric tensor,
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hαβ, with bounded components, exists, such that
gαβ
!
= a2
(
ηαβ + y hαβ
)
. (2.24)
Then, an asymptotic expansion about y = 0 will provide a good approxi-
mation for any function of the metric. In practice, Landau notation is used
in order to keep trace of neglected terms, even if the limit (y → 0) is not
actually performed.
With this caveat, hαβ ∈ O(y0) and, e.g.,
gαβ = a−2
(
ηαβ − y hαβ +O(y2)) ,
where, as done before, overlined indices have been raised according to the
musical isomorphism induced by ηαβ.
Perturbations of the same order shall be considered for the stress-energy
tensor, too, in order to coherently apply General Relativity theory.
Assuming a fixed background, it is useful to express perturbations in
terms of quantities which transform in a simple way when background re-
mains unchanged.
Since the flat Friedman solution is invariant under rotations in space,
the first step consists in rewriting tensor quantities in terms of irreducible
representations of SO(3):
h00 ≡ −2Z0h +O(y) ,
h0a∗ ≡ U0ha +O(y) ,
hk
∗
k
∗ ≡ 6Z2h +O(y) ,
ha∗b∗ − 2Z2h ηa∗b∗ ≡ 2D0hab +O(y) .
Of course, Z••, U••a and D••ab transform accordingly to trivial, fundamen-
tal and adjoint representations of SO(3), respectively. In particular, D••k
k
=
D••
[ab]
= 0, so that
{
D••
ab
}
fields represent only 5 algebraically independent
variables.
All new quantities are considered inO(y0). Label indices are used in order
to distinguish different fields of the same type, as it shall be clear in the
following.
With this notation, the lapse function is
N = a
(
1 + y Z0h +O(y2)) (2.25)
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and the shift vector is
βa = y U0ha +O(y2) , (2.26)
which means that dot-derivatives do not correspond to Lie dragging along
the time flow, though the difference is often negligible; e.g.,
h˙a∗b∗ = ∂0ha∗b∗ + o
(
y0
)
. (2.27)
Then,
N˙
N
= H + y ∂0Z0h + o(y) ,
while
Aa = y ∂a∗Z
0h + o(y) .
Metric in space is given by
sab = a2 (ηa∗b∗ + y ha∗b∗) (2.28)
and, since ∂αa = a˙ e0α and ∂µηa∗b∗ = 0,
∂k∗sab = a2 y ∂k∗ha∗b∗
and
s˙ab = 2H sab + a2 y
(
h˙a∗b∗ − 2 ∂(a∗U
0h
b)
)
. (2.29)
Inverse metric is
sab = a−2
(
ηa
∗b∗ − y ha∗b∗ +O(y2))
and corresponding Christoffel symbols are given by
Γaij[∇s, ∂s] = a
2
2
y
(
∂i∗hj∗a∗ + ∂j∗hi∗a∗ − ∂a∗hi∗j∗
)
, (2.30)
Covariant space derivatives can now differ from partial derivatives. How-
ever, similarly to what happens for dot-derivatives, corrections are small
and often negligible; e.g.,
∇saN = a y ∂a∗Z0h + o(y)
implies
∇sa∇sbN = a y ∂a∗∂b∗Z0h + o(y) .
It is straightforward to describe the stress-energy tensor in terms of a new
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set of fields, as done for the metric:
% ≡ % (1 + 2 y Z0T +O(y2)) ,
ϕa ≡ −a (%+ p)
(
y U0Ta +O
(
y2
))
,
p ≡ p (1− 2 y Z2T +O(y2)) ,
Πab − p sab ≡ a2 p
(
y D0T
ab
+O(y2)) .
In the spirit of 3+1 formalism, extrinsic curvature is a dynamical variable,
too. Thus, the parametrization
K = −3 H
a
(
1 + y Z2K +O(y2)) ,
Kab − 1
3
K sab = −aH
(
y D0K
ab
+O(y2)) .
Derivatives are given by
∇skKab = −aH y
(
sab ∂k∗Z
2K + ∂k∗D
0K
ab
)
+ o(y)
and
a K˙ab +
(
H˙ − H2
)
sab +H s˙ab = −a2 y
(
H˙ +H2
) (
ηa∗b∗ Z
2K +D0K
ab
)
− a2 yH
(
ηa∗b∗ Z˙
2K + D˙0K
ab
)
+ o(y) ,
with equation (2.29) reading
s˙ab − 2H sab = 2 a2 y
(
−∂(a∗U0hb) + ηa∗b∗ Z˙
2h + D˙0h
ab
)
+ o(y) .
Note that, substituting equation (1.73),
ηa∗b∗ Z
2K +D0K
ab
= −ηa∗b∗ Z0h +
1
H
(
ηa∗b∗ Z˙
2h + D˙0h
ab
− ∂(a∗U0hb)
)
+ o
(
y0
)
, (2.31)
which completely fixes the extrinsic curvature. This can obviously be read
as an evolution equation for the spatial metric perturbations, too.
Conversely, since N and βa are the result of coordinate choice, they are
not evolved, nor constrained by other variables. However, their value is not
arbitrary: different values would correspond to different coordinate choices,
which should produce corrections to other (dynamical) fields, too.
Thus, the next step requires to characterize small coordinate changes: as
small as needed to preserve the order of perturbations and leave the back-
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ground unchanged. Any such diffeomorphism can be interpreted, up toO(y),
as a O(y) Lie flux along some Xα, which, being a proper tensor quantity, is
assumed to be smooth and bounded.
With this characterization in mind, any proper tensor quantity Qαβ, de-
fined as a small perturbation of some Qαβ, transforms under coordinate
changes accordingly to
Qαβ 7−→ Qαβ + y
(
Xµ ∂µQαβ +Qαµ ∂βX
µ +Qµβ ∂αX
µ
)
+ o(y) .
Thus, for perturbations considered above,
hαβ 7−→ hαβ + 2 ηαβHX0 + 2 ηµ(α ∂ β)Xµ + o
(
y0
)
, (2.32)
Tαβ 7−→ Tαβ + y
(
Xµ ∂µTαβ + 2T µ(α ∂ β)X
µ
)
+ o(y) . (2.33)
Extrinsic curvature does not properly fit the rule: changing coordinates
changes the slicing and the extrinsic curvature for the new slicing is a new
tensor, different from the one defined by the old slicing.
Thus, the proper transformation rule is obtained by using equation (2.32)
in (2.31), which is true before and after the coordinate change.
Transformation laws for non-dynamical variables are
N 7−→ N + a y (HX0 + ∂0X0)+ o(y) , (2.34)
βa 7−→ βa + y (∂0Xa∗ − ∂a∗X0)+ o(y) . (2.35)
Of course, the space-time vector can be parametrized by
HX0 ≡ Z0X +O(y2)
and
HXa∗ ≡ U0Xa +O(y2) .
Since spatial derivatives are invariant under translations in space and
the flat Friedmann solution is too, the last step consists in expressing, as
much as possible, any quantity with some latin index in terms of spatial
derivatives of quantities with a lower number of indices.
Thus,
U0•a ≡ ∂a∗Z1• + U1•a ,
D0•
ab
≡
(
δiaδ
j
b −
1
3
ηa∗b∗ η
i
∗
j
∗
)
∂i∗∂j∗Z
3• + ∂(a∗U
2•
b) +D
1•
ab .
Here, tensors in parentheses have been introduced in order to manifestly
preserve the traceless nature of D0•
ab
. Underlined quantities are defined
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apart from some additional function of time only, since they appear as deriva-
tives with respect to space coordinates. Overbarred quantities are irre-
ducible: they are divergence free, traceless and totally symmetric [40]. For
the specific case of interest, ∂k∗U
••k
= 0 = ∂k∗D
••k
a and D
••k
k = 0 = D
••
[ab].
Intrinsic curvature of space, using equation (2.30), is described by
Rsab = y
(
∂a∗∂[k∗
h
k
∗
b
∗]
+ ∂k
∗
∂[b∗ hk∗]a∗
)
+ o(y) ,
or, with the new variables,
Rsab = y
(
δiaδ
j
b + ηa∗b∗ η
i
∗
j
∗)
∂i∗∂j∗
(
1
3
∂k
∗
∂k∗Z
3h − Z2h
)
− y ∂k∗∂k∗D
1h
ab + o(y)
and, contracting,
a2Rs = 4 y ∂j
∗
∂j∗
(
1
3
∂k
∗
∂k∗Z
3h − Z2h
)
+ o(y) .
Einstein Dynamics
In this context and with the present notation, up to O(y), the four equa-
tions of geometrodynamics are equivalent to the fourteen equations listed
below.
Hamiltonian constraint (1.87) corresponds to
8piGa2 % = 3H2 (2.20)
and
3H2 Z0T = 3H2 Z2K + ∂j∗∂j∗
(
1
3
∂k
∗
∂k∗Z
3h − Z2h
)
. (2.36)
Momentum constraint (1.88) is guaranteed by(
H˙ − H2
)
∂a∗Z
1T = −H ∂a∗
(
1
3
∂k
∗
∂k∗Z
3K − Z2K
)
(2.37)
and
2
(
H˙ − H2
)
U
1T
a = −
1
2
H ∂k∗∂k∗U
2K
a . (2.38)
The evolution of induced metric, as described by equation (1.73), besides
∂0a = aH , (2.6)
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requires
∂0Z
2h − 1
3
∂k
∗
∂k∗Z
1h −HZ0h = HZ2K , (2.39)
∂a∗
(
∂0Z
3h − Z1h) = ∂a∗ (HZ3K) , (2.40)
∂b∗
(
∂0U
2h
a − U1ha
)
= ∂b∗
(
HU2Ka
)
(2.41)
and
∂0D
1h
ab = HD1Kab . (2.42)
Once these equations are taken into account, the dynamical equation (1.89)
gives
8piGa2 p = −
(
2 H˙ +H2
)
, (2.23)
∂0
(HZ2K) = 1
3
∂j
∗
∂j∗
(
Z0h + Z2h − 1
3
∂k
∗
∂k∗Z
3h
)
− 2H2 Z2K +
(
H˙ − H2
)
Z0h −
(
2 H˙ +H2
)
Z2T ,
(2.43)
∂a∗∂0
(HZ3K) = ∂a∗ (Z0h + Z2h − 1
3
∂k
∗
∂k∗Z
3h
)
− 2H2 ∂a∗Z3K −
(
2 H˙ +H2
)
∂a∗Z
3T ,
(2.44)
∂b∗∂0
(
HU2Ka
)
= −2H2 ∂b∗U
2K
a −
(
2 H˙ +H2
)
∂b∗U
2T
a (2.45)
and
∂0
(
HD1Kab
)
= ∂k
∗
∂k∗D
1h
ab − 2H2D1Kab −
(
2 H˙ +H2
)
D
1T
ab . (2.46)
The eleven equations that had not already been introduced can be ob-
tained as outlined in section §E.
2.2. Stochastic gravitational background
This section shall provide a brief account on how cosmological information
could be retained from travelling gravitational perturbations.
Gravitational waves
In Newtonian mechanics, gravitational force acting on test masses at a
given time is determined solely by matter distribution at the same time:
gravitational interaction propagates instantaneously, violating special rela-
tivity principles [41].
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Conversely, local validity of special relativity implies that any relativistic
extension of Newton’s theory should admit wavefronts4 carrying information
about matter (and energy) distribution at finite speed [43].
Mathematically, in any theory relying on partial differential equations,
wavefronts are identified with characteristic surfaces [44] and constraints
on fields (imposed by differential equations on characteristic surfaces) are
usually interpreted as polarization conditions for waves.
However, some hurdles arise in defining gravitational waves in general
relativity [45]: a) physics must be invariant under coordinate changes, while
partial differential equations for metric components are not, and b) polariza-
tion conditions for the metric tensor on wavefronts depend on the geometry
of characteristic surfaces, which is expressed in terms of the metric tensor
itself. This makes very difficult to find and classify exact solutions.
Nevertheless, within our solar system, gravitation can be described in a
post-Newtonian approximation and directly detectable gravitational waves
can be considered small perturbations of the Newtonian background – at
least in the proximity of a man made detector.5
In this context, it is useful [46] to introduce a chart dependent tensor po-
tential,
_
H
αβ
, with components
_
H
αβ
:= ηαβ −
√
−≈g gαβ ,
and choose harmonic coordinates, which means
∂µ
_
H
µα !
= 0 .
Then, recasting Einstein equation (1.30),√
−≈g ∂µ∂µ
_
H
αβ
= −4piΣαβ[x] ,
with
Σαβ[x] := −4G ≈g Tαβ + 1
4pi
H αβµνκ1κ2λ1λ2 ∂µ
_
H
κ1κ2
∂ν
_
H
λ1λ2
and
H α1α2µ1µ2κ1κ2λ1λ2 :=
1
8
gα1α2 gµ1µ2 gκ1κ2 gλ1λ2
− 1
4
gα1µ1 gα2µ2 gκ1κ2 gλ1λ2 −
1
4
gα1α2 gµ1µ2 gκ1λ1 gκ2λ2
4For example, General relativity in 2+1 dimensions, [42], is a theory without wavefronts,
but its non-relativistic limit does not recover a typical Newtonian theory: it shows no
gravitational force between motionless masses.
5Note that this is not, in general, the case of wave sources.
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+
1
2
gα1µ1 gα2µ2 gκ1λ1 gκ2λ2 +
1
2
gα1α2 δµ1λ1 δ
µ2
κ2
gκ1λ2
− δα1κ1 δµ1λ1 gκ2λ2 gα2µ2 − gα1µ1 gκ1λ1 δα2λ2 δµ2κ2
+ δα1κ1 gκ2λ1 δ
α2
λ2
gµ1µ2 + δα1κ1 δ
µ1
λ1
δα2λ2 δ
µ2
κ2
.
Gravitational effects due to nearby sources – as described by Newtonian
mechanics – dominate, but they are small and concentrated at low frequen-
cies. Gravitational waves are extremely weaker than Newtonian potentials,
but they spread all over the spectrum.
Further effects – post-Newtonian corrections to the motion of planets or
interactions between different gravitational waves – are negligible, since
much smaller than the (already small) effects considered.
Since energy and stresses are negligible at high frequencies and quadratic
terms are smaller than linear ones, retaining only the leading term,∑
µ,ν
ηµν ∂µ∂ν
_
H
αβ
HF ' 0 ,
which means that high frequency gravitational waves can be approximated
by a superposition of weak plane waves moving at speed 1 on a Minkowskian
background.
In this case, detectable effects for a non-relativistic detector6 are described
by {Rga0b0} components of Riemann tensor [47] and can be determined by
solely spatial, traceless, divergence free potentials [48].
Considering the subleading term too,∑
µ,ν
(
ηµν −
_
H
µν
LF
)
∂µ∂ν
_
H
αβ
HF ' 0 ,
which describes the distortion of wavefronts (gravitational lensing) and fre-
quencies (gravitational red-shift) due to low frequency Newtonian fields.
Note that G is very small, hampering the direct interaction of waves with
matter. This delayed the direct detection of gravitational waves up to recent
days [5], but now it makes promising the search for waves coming from far
away, further than any other known information conveyor [6].
6Here, non-relativistic is intended to mean that the spatial velocities associated to the
detector have, in the chart basis used, small components, negligible when compared to
the speed of light in vacuum.
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Weak, plane, null waves
For any constant, null kα, a weak, plane, gravitational wave with fre-
quency k0, propagating at speed 1 along the direction ka∗, is described by
the potential
_
H
αβ
= y<
{ _
A
αβ
e−i kµ x
µ
}
,
where the small constant parameter y  1 accounts for the weakness, while
the constant amplitude
_
A
αβ
is symmetric (
_
A
[αβ]
= 0) and constrained by har-
monic coordinate choice:
_
A
αµ
kµ
!
= 0 .
The resulting metric components are
gαβ = ηαβ + y
_
hαβ ,
where
_
hαβ = <
{_
aαβ e
−i kµ xµ}+ o(y0) ,
for
_
aαβ ≡
∑
µ,ν
_
A
µν
(
ηµα ηνβ − 1
2
ηµν ηαβ
)
.
Since y  1, Riemann tensor can be computed in linearized theory:
Rαβµν = y
(
∂β∂[µ
_
hν]α − ∂α∂[µ
_
hν]β
)
+ o(y) .
In this case, considering that the Riemann tensor depends on coordinates
via the expression kµ xµ, there are six independent amplitudes [48], that can
all be determined by {Rga0b0}.
If gravitational sources are not relevant, at least for considered frequen-
cies, general relativity further prescribes
kj Rj0a0 =
∑
j,k
δjk Rj0k0 = 0 ,
which means that only two independent amplitudes can be relevant.
Of the ten degrees of freedom left by symmetry (_a[αβ] = 0), four are fixed by
coordinate choice and four more must be irrelevant: these are represented
by {_aα0} and, thus, can be fixed, as usually done [49], by
_
aα0
!
= 0 .
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In this case, harmonic coordinates correspond to the four constrains
kj
_
aja =
∑
j,k
δjk
_
ajk = 0 .
Stochastic background and cosmology
Many processes of cosmological interest are expected to produce gravita-
tional waves [50]. This would lead to a stochastic background signal coming
from early stages of the Universe history, whose measurement could give us
useful information.
At a first approximation, this signal must be isotropic, since anisotropies
in the early Universe are constrained by observations.
Furthermore, it can be considered stationary during the time of a human
experiment, because this is much smaller than cosmological time scales, on
which the signal can significantly vary.
Finally, coming from many uncorrelated sources, it must be (roughly)
Gaussian, because of the central limit theorem.
Under these assumptions, a stochastic background is completely described
by its power spectrum.
Note that this is also true when considering the background signal due
to unresolved astrophysical sources, which would act as a foreground with
respect to the cosmological one and, thus, must be carefully modelled in
order to distinguish the two [50].
As explained in previous pages, human detectors shall be sensible to spa-
tial, traceless, divergence-free potentials, which, in the context and notation
described in section §2.1, happen to be, simply, D1hab. This is what concur to
define the power spectrum [51].
However, a different quantity is used in plotting experimental results and
sensitivities. In fact, high frequency waves can be thought as a fluid moving
in the background geometry and an energy density, %gw, can be associated to
it [52]. Then, this is written, just like done on page 58, as Ωgw %c, where, for
null background curvature, %c = %.
Finally, the adimensional ratio Ωgw is used in order to get an easier com-
parison with experimental settings. More precisely, assuming for % the value
at the time of experiment, the Fourier components of Ωgw are plotted versus
the observable frequencies [7]. This plotted quantity and the power spec-
trum are in a simple relation [51].
Note that the total output of a single local detector7 is a function of time,
7This is the case considered in [47], where proper detector frame can be established fol-
lowing [53].
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x0, due to signal and noise contributions [6].
When the signal is well resolved, the distinction between the two contri-
butions is clear [5]. When dealing with a stochastic background, instead, it
could be very difficult.
The problem is evaded by study the correlation of outputs of two differ-
ent detectors, whose noise contributions can be considered uncorrelated be-
tween them and with the signals – see, e.g., [7] and supplementary informa-
tion there.
A detailed data analysis actually requires the use of special strategies to
enhance the signal to noise ratio, for instance, by dumping frequencies at
which noise is known to be high.
Anyway, a recent plot of projected experimental sensitivities and possible
stochastic background signals is shown in figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1.: Plot, from [8], showing, as function of the frequency ω, possible
signals from cosmological and astrophysical sources, together
with obtained and projected sensitivities: a cosmic string signal
could be detected by Advanced LIGO.
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Some basic notions about cosmic strings shall be listed in this chapter,
focusing on those related to thesis work. Books have been written on the
subject; refer to full reviews, like, e.g., [11] or [12]. For a more recent view
on cosmic string network modelling, look, e.g., at [54] and references therein.
For an extended study of the approximation described in section §3.2, see,
e.g., [23].
3.1. An Overview
In 1976, T. W. B. Kibble pointed out how topologically constrained defects
can arise in field theory, due to symmetry breaking phase transitions [1].
This section shall be devoted to describe the process and mechanism of
cosmic string formation and then to give a brief account of their dynamics.
They arise in the general context of (finite-temperature) quantum (fields)
theory. Units are chosen so that the Planck constant is 1.
The Abelian Higgs model
Consider a complex scalar field, Φ, and a gauge field potential, Aα, whose
dynamics is given, in terms of three positive constants, γ0, λ0 and η0, by the
Lagrangian density
LH = g
µα (∂µΦ + i γ0Aµ Φ)
† (∂αΦ + i γ0Aα Φ)
−gµα gνβ ∂[µAν] ∂[αAβ]
−1
2
λ0
(
−η20 Φ†Φ +
(
Φ†Φ
)2)
.
This is a simple case of the model popularized by Peter Higgs’ plain ex-
position [55], even if many other authors should be acknowledged [56]. It
represents a simple example of spontaneous symmetry breaking in a gauge
theory [12, 11].
In fact, for any X ∈ C∞(U ;R), LH is invariant under the pointwise trans-
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Figure 3.1.: Sketch of 1
2
λ0
(
−ν20 Φ†Φ +
(
Φ†Φ
)2) as a function of <{Φ} and
={Φ}. In red, the locus of minima.
formations
Φ −→ eiX Φ ,
Aα −→ Aα − ∂αX
γ0
.
The Abelian group U(1) describes the gauge symmetry.
The Φ†Φ interaction potential is minimized – see figure 3.1 – by any Φmin
verifying
Φ†min Φmin
!
=
η20
2
,
which are not invariant under the gauge transformations: the vacuum ex-
pectation value of the corresponding quantum field is not null and the sym-
metry is spontaneously broken.1
For this model, string-like defect solutions – the Nielsen-Olesen vortex
lines [58] – are known to exist [12, 36].
Given a loop encircling the string far from its core, the map, associat-
ing to any point on it to the expectation value of Φ there, corresponds to a
non-trivial winding about the circle of potential minima.
Then, the field can be continuous in space only if 〈Φ〉 = 0 at some point,
which is identified with the string core [12].
This represents a defect in the sense that the value of the field along the
string is different from the one required by thermal equilibrium [36]. How-
1The quantum theory actually requires to consider interactions beyond the tree level [12].
However, if λ0 is big enough, the qualitative picture does not change [57].
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Figure 3.2.: Sketch of the effective interaction potential for the Higgs field Φ
at various temperatures. Each black line describes the effective
potential at some fixed temperature as a function of the module
of the vacuum expectation value of Φ. The red line marks the
minimum of such potentials as a function of temperature.
ever, the symmetry is restored at high temperature [57] – i.e., at high energy
density – and defect solutions vanish. In fact, if there are many (interacting)
field excitations, an effective, temperature-depending, Φ†Φ potential should
be considered, instead of the classical one.
As a matter of fact, the minimum of the effective potential shifts towards
Φmin = 0 when temperature gets higher, as shown in figure 3.2.
Then, above some critical temperature, whose value depends on the posi-
tive constants inLH, the vacuum expectation value is null and, thus, invari-
ant under gauge transformations.
Topological defects
Previous considerations about the Abelian Higgs model can be general-
ized to any field theory with a topologically non-trivial space of equilibrium
states, V. As a reference, see [36].
In particular, whenever V is connected but not simply connected, string-like
defect solutions are known to exist and to be related to homotopically non-triv-
ial mappings from closed paths in three-dimensional space onto V.
In the case of Abelian Higgs model, V is a circle, which is one of the simpler
cases. The homotopy class of a non-trivial map onto the circle is a (non-null)
integer number, corresponding to how many times the map wraps the path
around the circle.
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This number characterizes each string: it defines the topological type of
the defect [36], and it does not depend on the choice of the path – provided
that this is reasonable.
More explicitly, any closed path chosen to be the domain of the map can
be thought as the boundary of a surface.
Given a string, consider a limited surface crossed once and only once by
the string. Then, a map is defined to assign the expectation value of the field
(or fields) to each point in the boundary of the surface. Then, the homotopy
class of the map does not depend on the choice of the surface, provided that
each surface can be continuously deformed into one other [36].
In this case, the topological type of the string is described by a single
integer number; if V has more handles, a sequence of numbers is needed:
the first describing the windings about one handle, the second those about a
second one and so on.
In general, defects are topologically classified by elements of k-dimensional
homotopy groups2 of V. For three-dimensional space, only four cases are in-
teresting: k = 0 for domain walls, k = 1 for strings, k = 2 for monopoles, k = 3
for textures [12].
However, even in simple cases – like the one considered above – infinitely
many types of topological defects could be allowed. Still, this is not what
actually happens.
In fact, defects of different topological type are also energetically different.
For example, two Abelian Higgs strings, one corresponding to a single wind-
ing and the second to a double one, are characterized by different energies
per unit length [12]. Since defects are out of the thermal equilibrium of sur-
rounding fields and matter, nature will tend to choose the most energetically
convenient defect to realize.
For the sake of simplicity and in order to focus on the case studied in the
kinetic theory, from now on, assume only one allowed type of strings and no
other topological defect.
When a single type of cosmic strings is considered, at a string-string colli-
sion the topological constraint can get rearranged so that the strings inter-
commute [10].
Conversely, when different types of strings collide, junction points must
be considered, [12], and this won’t be done, here.
This also makes it unreasonable to apply the following results to so-called
non-Abelian strings, related to a space V with more than one handle.
2Not all of them are, actually, ensured to have a well-defined group structure; further-
more, they could actually depend on the connected subspace they are defined for. Such
subtleties are not investigated further, here; see, e.g., [36] for details.
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Figure 3.3.: Sketch of how strings of the same type can intercommute, above,
while strings of different type create junctions, below.
Defects formation
As explained above, topological defects are related to the non-trivial topol-
ogy of the space, V, of equilibrium states defining fields outside them.
When a phase transition happens, at some critical temperature, V changes
and its topology can become trivial, like in the Abelian Higgs case.
If defects are present at low temperature, when the system gets heated
and the transition happens, fields thermalize at a single equilibrium state
and defects vanish.
This, however, does not implies the reverse: why should a homogeneous
Universe – even if it gets colder and a phase transition happens – why
should it generate inhomogeneities, like strings?
Kibble gave3 a convincing answer: the Universe is so big that the transi-
tion happens independently in regions of space which are not causally con-
nected. Since there is more than one equilibrium state at low temperatures,
but no one is (energetically) preferred, nature chooses different states in dif-
ferent, uncorrelated regions of space, depending only on fields fluctuations
in there.
3As explained in [12], the mechanism exposed in [1] has been the first to show the un-
avoidable defect formation during a phase transition. A renewed account, with many
references, can be found in the review article [11].
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Figure 3.4.: Sequence from [11], picturing the string formation in a first or-
der phase transition: bubbles of the new vacuum expectation
value form, then grow and merge, eventually topologically trap-
ping a tight region with the old vacuum expectation value.
Note that this is a dynamical process: if the cooling is infinitely slow, var-
ious regions get correlated before that fields get frozen out in some equilib-
rium state and no defect actually forms. In this sense, defect formation is a
non-equilibrium phenomenon: it must happen faster than thermal equilib-
rium.
This time dependence makes the full understanding of the process very
difficult and far from being complete, especially for second-order phase tran-
sitions [12].
However, defect formation process can be – and are – verified in condensed
matter systems [59, 60].
Furthermore, similar mechanisms could give rise to defects whose stabil-
ity is not enforced by topological constraint, but by some other property of
the system [12, 61].
Most of the gauge theories of fundamental interactions do predict defect
formation [12]. Moreover, string theory – whose object should not be con-
fused with cosmic strings – and inflation scenarios – which are usually as-
sumed to dilute all the defects [31] – can actually provide defect formation
mechanisms [12, 62].
Getting back to the simple cosmic string case, which shall be studied in
the following, whatever makes the strings stable shall be assumed to hold
for the full length of the defect.
This is the typical behaviour of the topological constraint, which guaran-
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tees that each string cannot just end in a point: either it forms a closed loop,
or it spans all the observable Universe.
Such long strings are often called infinite, meaning that it would be impos-
sible to measure their extent. The statistics of these objects are still under
discussion [11]: because of the formation process, they are expected to al-
most behave as random walk, constrained by the topology of randomly set
vacuum expectation values. Still, random walks can freely intersect them-
selves, cosmic strings at formation don’t, since they are surrounded by the
constraining fields. In fact, infinite strings behave as self-avoiding random
walks, while closed loops are even more complex, since they, seen as random
walks, do intersect themselves, but only at the origin point.
More concretely, numerical simulations are usually performed. Results
are not always consistent with each other [11], but usually indicate that a
large fraction of the network energy at formation is in the infinite strings
[10].
Cosmic string dynamics
In the simple case of Nielsen-Olesen vortex lines [12], the lowest energy
configuration is realized by single winding strings.4 Energy density van-
ishes exponentially away from the string and interactions with fields can be
neglected beyond a characteristic distance, ds ∼ η−10 .
Energy per unit length can also be estimated: µs ∼ η20. Note that η0 is a
good estimate for phase transition temperature, too.
On dimensional grounds, if adimensional constants do not introduce many
different orders of magnitude, similarly should happen for any kind of topo-
logical string, whenever a single energy scale is involved [10]. This leads to
the common approximations used in describing cosmic strings.
Since strings formed in the early times of Universe history, the phase tran-
sition temperature is assumed to be high and consequently, ds to be small.
Actually, cosmic strings are usually studied in the zero thickness approx-
imation, that is as a one-dimensional energy distribution in the three-di-
mensional space. When strings come from the breaking of a global – not a
gauge – symmetry, this is a very poor approximation5 and this case shall be
neglected here.
The energy per unit length, µs – measured, point by point, in the reference
frame in which the string is steady and straight about the point – shall be
4More precisely, this is what happens in the type II regime, [10], that is to say, when λ0 is
big enough, coherently with made assumptions.
5This can be seen in the Abelian Higgs model, too. In fact, in the limit γ0 → 0, ds ap-
proaches infinity.
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assumed to be uniform.
This makes sense if the energy depends only on the topology of surround-
ing fields, but it is unreasonable if the string can carry charged currents,
with their associated energy. This case, however, shall not be considered
here.
Since both string thickness and charges are neglected, long range interac-
tions shall be neglected, too, excepting for the gravitational interactions due
to the energy distribution itself.
This led to consider the ideal string model described in section §3.2, whose
properties and solutions are widely studied – see, e.g. [23].
Ideal strings do interact with the space-time metric, gαβ, whose main part
describes the Universe expansion – see page 62.
If this were the only phenomenon to be considered, the energy density
associated with the string network would scale as %n ∼ a−2, in order to
preserve the constant energy per unit length, which depends on just local
properties of the field.
Such a scaling, compared with the one of radiation (∼ a−4) and cold matter
(∼ a−3), would have led to a string domination era in late times of Universe
history.
This is not observed, which does not mean that %n must be negligibly
small.
In fact, when metric perturbations are considered, (curved) cosmic strings
dissipate energy via gravitational radiation, because they, freely falling, os-
cillate.
The order of magnitude of metric perturbations due to cosmic strings can
be estimated by the dimensionless combination Gµs, which is constrained
by observations to Gµs > 10−7 for simple models [63].
Note that small closed loops collapse under their own gravitational force,
until the approximations made above are no longer valid: the topological
constraint is relaxed, or gravitational perturbations are not weak anymore,
or even quantum effects must be considered.
Moreover, ideal – i.e., not interacting – strings are transparent to each
other: collisions have no effect on the dynamics.
This is clearly too much an approximation for a reasonable description of
cosmic strings, whose collisions lead, almost always, to intercommutations.
The intercommutation probability, for a couple of approaching string frag-
ments, is a function – with values in [0, 1] – of relative velocities and angles,
but it is often close to 1 for many cosmic string models [10].
Then, when two fragments of the same string happen to collide, this is
quite probably broken in two pieces of smaller length.
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This is how small loops are produced from long strings at any time of
network evolution.
Of course, a small loop can also collide with a long string and reconnect
to it, but the rate of such collisions is dumped by Universe expansion and
gravitational dissipation.
Besides wave production, gravitational effects of cosmic strings – includ-
ing lensing, energy density fluctuations – leave potentially detectable signa-
tures in different observable phenomena.
The chief example is cosmic microwave background: this is affected by the
presence of strings both directly and indirectly, leading to interesting limits
on the existence of cosmic strings [10].
Modelling a string network
All in all, the evolution of a cosmic string network represents a very com-
plex problem and numerical simulations represent, today, the main tool to
tackle it.
Still, numerical approach is limited, by computational power, to relatively
small volumes and, thus, relatively small times, which makes very difficult
to discriminate transient and persistent effects.
However, a commonly accepted model for network evolution has been es-
tablished for simplest scenarios [10, 54], predicting that
• a network of cosmic strings forms at very early times with a lot of infi-
nite strings,
• string dynamics get overdamped by frictional forces due to the sur-
rounding cosmological fluid, which is very dense at formation time,
• the expansion of the Universe (further) reduces the energy density and
strings began to fall freely, mostly like in the ideal case, until they collide,
• collisions lead to intercommutations and self-intercommutations lead to
loop production,
• Universe expansion acts on long strings, too, by stretching and straight-
ening them,
• short scale structures are smoothed by gravitational dissipation, small
loops chopping and expansion straightening, while long range structures
come to participate to dynamics entering the causal horizon,
• the network approaches a scaling – or semi-scaling – regime, where all
relevant lengths depend on the dimension of the causal horizon and scale
with it,
• gravitational waves are produced at many different length scales and,
thus, with many different frequencies during the whole network evolution,
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• this leads, for the gravitational radiation energy density as a function of
wavelength, to the characteristic flat behaviour in the observational window
of present and projected detectors for most of the values of model parame-
ters.
Numerical simulations support the scaling regime scenario for constant
expansion rate. Nevertheless, they also show the presence of non-scaling
loops, whose interpretation is still debated [54].
Note that, if a scaling regime is approached, details of network configura-
tion at formation are less interesting [11]. Furthermore, in order to preserve
the scaling, dissipation must act as fast as causality allows [54], thus lead-
ing to an estimate of the radiated power.
The stochastic background spectrum of gravitational waves due to cosmic
strings is usually assumed to depend on three phenomenological parame-
ters [38]:
i) Gµs, which is clearly related to the signal strength,
ii) the mean intercommutation probability, which is often assumed to be
constant, too, and
iii) an adimensional parameter concerning the typical (covariant) length
of newly formed loops, whose value is very difficult to predict [54].
3.2. The Ideal String
The motion of a string is a classical problem, although its formulation in
terms of a relativistically invariant action integral has been first exploited
in studying mesons interactions [64].
The present section is a review of the ideal problem and introduces some
useful notations.
Action Principle
Relativistic motion of a smooth one-dimensional continuum is represented
by a two-dimensional manifold, the world-sheet Ws, smoothly embedded in
U , via some map, φs.
Assume
I[T [Ws]] := {A,B} (3.1)
and consider the tensor, z µA , defining the pullback, φ∗s , as exposed on page 26.
Then, the induced metric is
γAB := z
µ
A z
ν
B gµν . (3.2)
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The further assumption
σγ = −1 (3.3)
ensures that the embedded manifold can be described as a continuum of
causal curves: the motion happens inside the light-cone.
For any chart, ξ, onWs, infinitesimal world-sheet area is just
√
−≈γ d2ξ [65].
An ideal free-falling string is expected to minimize world-sheet area – as
well as a free-falling point particle minimizes world-line length [66].
Nambu-Goto¯ action [64, 66] does the job:
SNG = −µs
ˆ √
−≈γ d2ξ . (3.4)
The parameter µs has dimensions of energy per unit length at fixed time;
it can be interpreted either as mass density of a continuous medium with
no internal force [66] or as rest tension of an elastic string with null rest
mass [65]. It is positive by choice and independent of world-sheet point.
SNG is invariant to any change in either the choice of x or the one of ξ, as
expected; furthermore, it depends only on first order derivatives, while any
other (not equivalent) action would contain higher order derivatives, which
can be neglected for small string curvature [23].
Least action principle leads to Euler-Lagrange equations6
∂
√
−≈γ
∂xα
!
=
∑
A
z µA ∂µ
 ∂
√
−≈γ
∂ z αB |B=A
 ,
which – with a little algebra, as worked out in section §F – can be written as
z µA ∇gµ
(√
−≈γ zAα
)
= 0 . (3.5)
Fixing a chart on the world-sheet can be regarded as a gauge choice. A
convenient one would provide
∂α
(√
−≈γ γAB
)
= 0 , (3.6)
so that
z µA ∇gµz αB = 0 , (3.7)
which, given A and B, is valid for
√
−≈γ γAB 6= 0 only.
6This is just a shorthand for equation (F.1) and related conditions.
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Figure 3.5.: In this sketch – one of the spacial coordinates have been dropped
– the light-cone is shown, in green, to intersect φs(Ws), together
with the two curves – locally, ξ0 = const. and ξ1 = const. – form-
ing the intersection.
Stress-energy tensor T µνs is defined in terms of the functional derivative of
SNG with respect to the metric:
δSNG =
1
2
ˆ
T µνs δgµν
√
−≈g d4x .
It is useful to introduce the tensor density T µνs , such that
T µνs (E) =
ˆ
T µνs (φs(P)) δ(4)(xα(E)− xα(φs(P))) d2ξ .
Thus,
T µνs
√
−≈g = −µs
√
−≈γ γAB z µA z νB .
Energy and momentum densities and stress tensor related to the string
are defined as done in general on page 47; they are denoted as %s, ϕas and
Πabs , respectively.
Light-cone chart
World-sheet coordinates,
{
ξA
}
, with their associated colour , can be cho-
sen so that associated tangent vectors,
{
z µA
}
, are light-like, that is
z µA zAµ
!
= 0 .
Then, coordinates can be chosen to be future-directed or past-directed; the
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ξ0 = const. ξ1 = const.
z α0z
α
1
Figure 3.6.: Equation (3.8) describes the parallel transport of z α0 along the
curve parameterized by ξ1 – that is at ξ0 = const. – and vice
versa for 0 ←→ 1 exchange. Here is a sketch of how this trans-
port behaves onWs.
first case is pursued here:
z 0A > 0 .
This, together with γAA ≡ z µA zAµ = 0, implies, for A 6= B,
z µA zBµ ≡ γAB = −
√
−≈γ .
Equation (3.6) is verified and surviving – i.e., non-trivial – equations of
motion are, for A 6= B,
z µA ∇gµz αB = 0 . (3.8)
Equation (1.33) is also verified:
{
ξA
}
can be regarded as actual coordi-
nates. Assuming
C[ξ] := {0, 1} ,
all formulas are invariant to 0←→ 1 exchange.
A further gauge choice could be made, namely the one which fixes a proper
normalization for the vectors: multiplying z α0 by some constant and z α1 by
its inverse would not change equations.
This choice will not be implemented here, because 0 ←→ 1 symmetry
would break down. A different strategy is demanded.
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Define two vectors, Rα and Lα, such that
z α0 ≡ z 00 Rα ,
z α1 ≡ z 01 Lα .
Of course, Rα and Lα are usually interpreted as pointing right and left, re-
spectively, on the world-sheet.
Nevertheless, the 0 ←→ 1 symmetry reflects the arbitrariness of naming
the sides. Thus, a right←→ left exchange shall not modify formulas.
Because of equations of motion,
z µ0 ∂µz
0
1 = z
µ
1 ∂µz
0
0 = −z µ0 z ν1 Γ0µν [∇g, ∂] ,
so that, since z 00 z 01 6= 0, the evolution of Lµ and Rµ is given by
Rµ ∂µL
α = −L(µR ν) (Γαµν [∇g, ∂]− Γ0µν [∇g, ∂] Lα) ,
Lµ ∂µR
α = −L(µR ν) (Γαµν [∇g, ∂]− Γ0µν [∇g, ∂] Rα) , (3.9)
complemented by conditions
L0 = R0 = 1 ,
Lµ Lµ = R
µRµ = 0 ,
LµRµ = −
(
z 00 z
0
1
)−1 √−≈γ .
The right ←→ left exchange symmetry is verified and dependency from
normalization appears only in the last equation, which is a constraint pre-
served by motion.
Note that 0 components of equation (3.9) are trivially true: derivatives of
constants are zero and the first condition is also preserved.
Imposing second condition, too, two parameters are enough to fix any of
the two vectors for a given space-time point; the structure of moduli space –
that is the set of all possible parameters – must be studied.
Note that, since L0 = R0 = 1, the time-like part of the two vectors is just
mα. Thus, two space-like vectors, L̂a and R̂a, exist such that
Lα = L̂α∗ +mα ,
Rα = R̂α∗ +mα .
Of course,
L̂a ≡ La∗
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and
La = L̂a ,
but
La = L̂a − βa
and similarly for Rα.
One last remark: Lµ and Rµ cannot be regarded as associated with a
world-sheet coordinate system – see equation (1.33) – because
Rµ ∂µL
α − Lµ ∂µRα = L(µR ν) (Lα −Rα) Γ0µν [∇g, ∂] (3.10)
and, in general, this is not null.
Moduli space
For any vector field V α, the space-time dependent constraint V µ Vµ = 0,
for fixed V 0 = 1, is, more explicitly,
V i gij V
j + 2V i gi0 + g00 = 0 . (3.11)
The metric gαβ is invertible everywhere, with determinant
≈
g < 0; the spa-
tial part is also invertible, with positive eigenvalues: ∀E ∈ U , equation (3.11)
defines an ellipsoid7 embedded in flat Euclidean R3 and it can also be written
as (
V i + βi
)
sij
(
V j + βj
)
= N2 . (3.12)
proof
Substituting (1.48) in V µ Vµ = 0,
V µ piαµ sα∗β∗ pi
β
ν V
ν − (V µ nµ)2 = 0 .
Since
V µ piiµ = V
i + V µ nµ n
i
and
V µ nµ = −N V 0 ,
V 0 = 1 implies
7For unproved claims concerning basic mathematics, refer to [67].
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(
V i −N ni) sij (V j −N nj)−N2 = 0 .
Thanks to the definition mα = N nα and the identity βa = −ma, last
formula proves (3.12).
Using coordinate basis components, if the metric is conformally flat, as in
equation (2.16), the ellipsoid reduces to the unit sphere embedded in R3 and
centred in the origin; otherwise the sphere gets distorted and shifted.
Any ellipsoid can, however, be mapped on the unit sphere. A proper or-
thonormalization, as the one exposed in section §C, makes it simple: equa-
tion (3.12) reads
V i
N
gij
V j
N
= 1 , (3.13)
where, of course,
gab ≡ δab .
Thus, for any V α, at E ∈ U , equation (3.13) defines a unit sphere, S2V(E), as
embedded in T a[E ∈ U ], with {e ab [E]} basis.
In fact, for any E on the world-sheet, a left parameter, L(E), and a right
parameter, R(E), can be defined, such that (L,R) is a point in the moduli
space S2L×S2R. A given point on a sphere, e.g., L ∈ S2L, gets an actual meaning,
depending on E, when S2L is thought as embedded in T a[E].
Points on the sphere, for fixed l, can be parameterized in terms of the
zenith angle, θlL ∈ (0, pi), with respect to e al and the azimuth angle, φlL ∈
(0, 2pi), with respect to e a( l+1 ) . This defines an atlas, covering S2L, formed by
three charts, one for each l.
The same is true for the right part of the moduli space; the colour shall
be associated, from now on, to all these charts.
With a little abuse of notation, assume, for both V = L and V = R and for
any j ∈ {1, 2, 3},
I
[T [S2V ]] := {JV ,KV } (3.14)
and
C
[
ζjV
]
:= {j0V , j1V } , (3.15)
identifying
ζj0V
!
= θjV
and
ζj1V
!
= φjV .
Then, the components of the vector Lα, evaluated at some point E on the
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world-sheet, fix the left parameter via
Lα(E)
N(E)
!
=

1 if α = 0
cos ζ l0L(L(E)) if α = l
sin ζ l0L(L(E)) cos ζ l1L(L(E)) if α = ( l + 1)
sin ζ l0L(L(E)) sin ζ l1L(L(E)) if α = ( l − 1)
(3.16)
and similarly happens for R(E).
From now on, the left part is considered: the right one can be recon-
structed via right←→ left exchange symmetry.
Derivations of functions of points on the left sphere are given in terms of
the gradient operator ∂Lacting at fixed E. With an index, the L label shall
be dropped, i.e.,
∂JL := ∂LJL ,
since ∂RJL would make no sense.
Similarly, the parallel derivative related to ζ lL shall be written as ∂lL, with
∂lJL := ∂
l
LJL .
Note that the l label must be retained, since, e.g., ∂jkJL still makes sense.
Then, the tensor defining the pullback on the module tangent to the sphere,
P aJL , has components
P al0L =

− sin ζ l0L if a = l ,
cos ζ l0L cos ζ l1L if a = ( l + 1) ,
cos ζ l0L sin ζ l1L if a = ( l − 1)
and
P al1L =

0 if a = l ,
− sin ζ l0L sin ζ l1L if a = ( l + 1) ,
sin ζ l0L cos ζ l1L if a = ( l − 1) .
Then,
∂l1LP
a
l0L = ∂l0LP
a
l1L
guarantees that ζ lL is actually a chart.
The induced metric is
ωJLKL ≡ el0LJLel0LKL + sin2 ζ l0L el1LJLel1LKL , (3.17)
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thus recovering the usual metric on a sphere, with the determinant
l≈L
ω = sin2 ζ l0L . (3.18)
The evolution of L parameter shall be described in terms of a vector field,
ZJL(L,R;E), as
Rµ
N
∂µζ
lJL != Z lJL . (3.19)
This is equivalent to equation (3.9) if and only if
P JLk
Rµ
N
∂µ
(
Lk
∗
N
)
!
= ZJL .
Then, define
UaR ≡ Ua(R;E) := Kaj
Rj
∗
N
− Aa (3.20)
and
W abR ≡ W ab(R;E) := Γa
∗ b∗
0 [∇g, ∂] +
Ri
∗
N
Γa
∗ b∗
i∗ [∇g, ∂] , (3.21)
so that
ZJL = U jR P
JL
j − ωJLKL P jKL sjabW abR . (3.22)
Time-slices chart
A second chart, ξ, with its distinctive colour , is considered on the same
domain, ξ ⊆ Ws, of the first one. Assume
C[ξ] := {0, 1} ,
Because of σγ = −1, it is always possible to choose ξ0 such that the associ-
ated tangent vector, z µ0 , is time-like:
z µ0 z0µ ≡ γ00 < 0 .
It shall be convenient to have orthogonal tangent vectors,
z µ0 z1µ ≡ γ01 = 0 ,
which also implies a space-like z µ1 , that is
z µ1 z1µ ≡ γ11 > 0 .
More specifically, ξ0 can be chosen in order to adapt the chart onWs to the
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Figure 3.7.: In this sketch – one of the spacial coordinates have been dropped
– two hypersurfaces at x0 = const. are shown, in green, to in-
tersect φs(Ws), together with the two curves – corresponding to
ξ0 = const. – forming the intersection. The third blue line locally
corresponds to ξ1 = const., being the time-like curve halfway be-
tween the two light-cone intersections introduced in figure 3.5.
slicing of U :
ξ0
!
= x0 ◦ φs , (3.23)
which is guaranteed, apart from an additional constant, by z 00 = 1 and
z 01 = 0.
Define the vector
vα :=
Rα + Lα
2
, (3.24)
so that v0 = 1. Since vµ vµ = LµRµ < 0, it is time-like. Thus, identify
z µ0 ≡ vµ .
Consider a second vector,
uα :=
Rα − Lα
2
, (3.25)
such that u0 = 0. Furthermore, uµ is space-like and orthogonal to vµ, but it
cannot be identified with z µ1 .
In fact,
vµ ∂µu
α − uµ ∂µvα = 1
2
(Lµ ∂µR
α −Rµ ∂µLα) ,
which, in general, is not null. Nevertheless, it is proportional to uα.
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Then, for some ε ∈ C∞(φs(Ws) ;R), define the vector
wα := ε uα , (3.26)
such that
vµ ∂µw
α − wµ ∂µvα = 0
if and only if
uα vµ ∂µε =
1
2
ε (Lµ ∂µR
α −Rµ ∂µLα) ,
that is, because of equation (3.10),
∂0ε
ε
= −L(µR ν) Γ0µν [∇g, ∂] . (3.27)
Thus, wα is well defined and can be associated to ξ1:
z µ1 ≡ wµ .
As expected, w0 = 0, wµ vµ = 0 and wµwµ > 0.
In particular,
wµwµ = −ε2 vµ vµ ,
implying that the induced metric is not proportional to a constant matrix
and equation (3.6) does not hold.
Thus, the full Euler-Lagrange equations (3.5) should be used, but this
is not necessary: the equivalent system of (3.9) and (3.27) shall be used
instead.
Moreover, substituting equation (3.27) in equation (3.9) gives
Rµ∇gµLα = −
∂0ε
ε
Lα ,
Lµ∇gµRα = −
∂0ε
ε
Rα .
These are clearly equivalent to
L˙a
∗
= −Rk∗ ∇skLa
∗ − ∂0ε
ε
La
∗
+ 2N vk
∗
K ak −N2Aa ,
R˙a
∗
= −Lk∗ ∇skRa
∗ − ∂0ε
ε
Ra
∗
+ 2N vk
∗
K ak −N2Aa ,
(3.28)
with
∂0ε
ε
=
Li
∗
Rj
∗
N
Kij − 2 vk∗ Ak − N˙
N
. (3.29)
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The energy-momentum tensor density in this gauge is given by
T µνs
√
−≈g = −µs ε (uµ uν − vµ vν)
= µs εL
(µ R ν) .
(3.30)
This implies, for any point on the world-sheet,
µs N
2 ε =
√
−≈g %s , (3.31)
that is to say that ε encodes – in appropriate units – the energy of each
string point.
Then, ε > 0 all over the world-sheet and, extending it to the whole U , ε = 0
shall be assumed wherever there is no string.
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The goal of the kinetic theory here is to write the transport equation for
the one point distribution function, f1
(
frag
)
, for infinitesimal string frag-
ments.
This has been considered by Vitaly Vanchurin in [17, 68] and, together
with Daniel Schubring, in [3].
Their results are extended, here, to a generic space-time.
Beyond idealization
In order to seek any cosmological application, a full network of intercom-
muting strings should be considered. Neglecting string thickness, the whole
network occupies a subset φn(Wn) ⊂ U .
This is not a smooth embedding of a smooth manifold, as in the case of a
single ideal string. In fact, an intercommutation describes the breaking of a
piece of network and the reconnection with a different part. Approximating
this phenomenon as happening at a single point – as obvious for zero thick-
ness and no junction – clearly leads to discontinuities in the pullback tensor,
z µA .
Points where at least one of the tangent vectors, that is a component of
z µA , is discontinuous are known as kinks and can be described as (special)
points on an ideal string [23].
Furthermore, at the end of a string loop evolution the collapse to a single
point, in the zero thickness approximation, is mostly unavoidable. Since
the motion is assumed to happen inside the light cone, a cusp must form in
φn(Wn) at the loop collapsing point.
Moreover, similar cusps are known to naturally arise in many ideal string
solutions, too [23].
Note that the metric induced onWn, from equation (3.2), is discontinuous
at kinks, because of the discontinuity in z µA . At cusps the inverse metric
cannot be defined.
In both cases, what have been worked out in section §3.2 cannot work at
such singular points. Nevertheless, in the following, they shall be assumed
to be countable, isolated points, so that obtained results can still be applied,
locally, almost everywhere.
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Then, a string fragment at Efrag ∈ φn(Wn) ⊂ U is univocally characterized
by the energy density, εfrag ∈ R+, and the left, Lfrag ∈ S2L, and right, Rfrag ∈
S2R, parameters, unless Efrag is a singular point.
Note that cusps are expected to produce huge gravitational wave burst [69],
while kinks, besides the gravitational signature, could be responsible for the
formation of small scale structures [54].
Thus, such phenomena should not be neglected, but, still, they will, here.
This could be a major limitation of the present kinetic approach.
Kinetics for strings
In the case of molecules [70], or charged particles [71], f1 is assumed to be
a function of velocity, position and time. Here, Efrag substitutes position and
time, while the couple
(
Lfrag,Rfrag
)
encodes the proper velocity, vα, trans-
verse to the string, but also the orientation of the fragment, through uα.
Thus,
f1
(
frag
) ≡ f1(Lfrag,Rfrag,Efrag) .
The remaining parameter, εfrag, plays the role of the mass. In fact, the
(infinitesimal) energy of the infinitesimal string fragment is1
µs N
2 εfrag d
2ξ .
As a first approximation in the kinetic analysis, correlation shall be as-
sumed to vanish and the two points distribution function will be
f2(1, 2) ≡ f1(1) f1(2) .
This is the string chaos assumption, which leaves f1 to be the only relevant
distribution function. Thus, the 1 label can be dropped:
f1
(
frag
) ≡ f(frag) .
1The energy of the string network in an infinitesimal volume about E ∈ x ⊆ U is
N2 T 00n
√
−≈g d4x .
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Furthermore, for ζ lL, ζrR and x charts on S2L, S2R and U , respectively,
f
(
frag
) ≡ f(ζ lJL(Lfrag) , ζrKR(Rfrag) , xα(Efrag)) ,
so that f becomes a function2 of 8 real parameters. Points can be substituted
with their coordinates at need and variables shall be omitted whenever ir-
relevant or clear from the context.
Just to be clear, coordinates in moduli space and in space-time are treated
as independent variables. Then, for example, Lα
N
, as defined in terms of L, is
a function of
{
ζ lJL
}
only, which means
∂α
(
Lβ
N
)
= 0 (4.1)
and, furthermore,
∇ωKR
Lα
N
= 0 , (4.2)
since e αβ does not depend on
{
ζrKR
}
.
Thus,
∇sa
(
Lb
∗
N
)
=
Lk
∗
N
Γbak[∇s, ∂s] (4.3)
and
L˙a∗
N
=
La∗
N
N˙
N
− Lk∗
N
(
N Γk
∗
0a∗
[∇gµ, ∂]+N K ka ) . (4.4)
Conversely, derivatives in the moduli space give
∇ωJL
La
∗
N
≡ ∂JLL
a∗
N
= P aJL . (4.5)
The (not normalized) expectation value of any function Q defined on S2L ×
S2R at any (non-singular) point in φn(Wn) ⊂ U is
〈Q〉 :=
ˆ
S2L×S2R
Qf
√
l≈L
ω d2ζ lL
√
r≈R
ω d2ζrR . (4.6)
Normalization is provided by3
ˆ
X
〈1〉
√
−≈g d4x !=
ˆ
φ−1n (X∩φn(Wn))
ε d2ξ (4.7)
2It actually is a distribution: its support is, locally, almost everywhere, a point (on S2L)
times a point (on S2R) times a bidimensional surface (a patch on φn(Wn) ⊂ U).
3Rigorously, a unique chart ξ would not be granted to exist for Wn, or even for the subset
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for any X ⊆ U [3].
Note that equation (4.7) implies that f(L,R,E) shall change because of
the change in ε – and this would happen even if the dynamics of parameters
were trivial.
With the given definitions, the stress-energy tensor for the string network
is fixed by
Tαβn ≡ µs
〈
L(α Rβ)
〉
, (4.8)
with some obvious consequences:
%n = µs N
2 〈1〉 , (4.9)
ϕan = µs N
〈
vk
〉
e ak , (4.10)
Πabn = µs
〈
L(i R j)
〉
e ai e
b
j . (4.11)
The antisymmetric counterpart can be studied by defining
ψan := µs N
〈
uk
〉
e ak , (4.12)
Θabn := µs
〈
L[i R j]
〉
e ai e
b
j . (4.13)
Of course, components of a proper tensor are smooth and Tαβn are not.
The same happens when molecules are idealized as point-like particles. The
solution is not to renounce idealization, but to substitute f with a smoother
distribution.
Course graining is a simple smearing procedure substituting the value of
f at E ∈ U with an average over a neighbourhood of E. If {XE ⊆ U |E ∈ U}
is a family of neighbourhoods, fX represents the course grained distribu-
tion4, 〈Q〉X (E) is the expectation value ofQ(L,R) at E and the course grained
stress-energy tensor is
TαβnX ≡ µs e αµ e βν
〈
L(µ R ν)
〉
X .
φ−1n (X ∩ φn(Wn)). Thus, the right-hand side should have been written as∑
k
ˆ
ξk
εk d
2ξk
for the atlas of time-slicing charts{
ξk |⋃
k
ξk = φ
−1
n (X ∩ φn(Wn))
}
and equation (4.7) must be intended as a shorthand.
4Note that the smooth fX is now a proper function of the 8 coordinates. Still, it is a
probability distribution.
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The errors made within smearing procedure are assumed to be unrelevant
or unobservable, as well as the ones due to idealization. This is true if the
course graining scale is chosen from a proper range.
Thus, the X label can be dropped: from now on, f shall represent either
the idealized distribution or a smoother version of it, depending on the case,
while any field of expectation values shall be assumed as smooth as needed,
even if no smearing procedure is specified.
The transport equation is an explicit expression for
∂0f
(
x0 = t
) ≡ lim
∆→0
f(x0 = t+ ∆)− f(x0 = t)
∆
(4.14)
or, in case of a non-trivial slicing of space-time, for
f˙(xα) ≡ lim
∆→0
f(xα + ∆mα)− f(xα)
∆
. (4.15)
In order to compute the limit, a finite ∆, not depending on time, shall be
considered and f(xα + ∆mα) shall be computed up to O(∆).
The change in f is due to (i) string network dynamics, (ii) change in vol-
ume element and (iii) normalization evolution.
Any (non-gravitational) interaction between the network and the rest of
the matter shall be neglected here, so that only Nambu-Goto¯ dynamics and
intercommutations remain.
The volume element√
l≈L
ω d2ζ lL
√
r≈R
ω d2ζrR
√
−≈g d4x
about (L1,R1,E1) is different from a nearby point, (L2,R2,E2), because of
both a proper Jacobian term and the change in measure.
The evolution of ε, equation (3.29), gives the change of normalization.
Conversely, this change can be recast by writing
〈1〉(xα)− ∆
N
∇sk
(
N
〈
vk
∗〉)
=
ˆ
S2L×S2R
(
1−∆
(
∂0ε
ε
))
f(xα + ∆mα)√
l≈L
ω d2ζ lL
√
r≈R
ω d2ζrR + o(∆)
(4.16)
for ∆→ 0.
proof
Consider the point E ∈ φn(Wn) ⊂ U , with coordinates {xα}. Then, by
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definition of ∂0,
ε
(
φ−1n (E)
) (
1 + ∆
(
∂0ε
ε
)
+ o(∆)
)
represents the value of ε at the world-sheet point which is the pullback
of the space-time point with coordinates {xα + ∆ vα}.
This corresponds to a change in the volume element:√
−≈g d4x −→ (1 + ∆∇gµvµ + o(∆)) √−≈g d4x ,
where, thanks to the 3+1 splitting,
∇gµvµ =
1
N
∇sk
(
N vk
∗)
.
Thus, equation (4.7) identifies
ˆ
φ−1n (X∩φn(Wn))
(
1 + ∆
(
∂0ε
ε
)
+ o(∆)
)
ε d2ξ
with
ˆ
S2L×S2R×X
(
1 + ∆∇gµvµ
)
f(xα + ∆ vα)
√
l≈L
ω d2ζ lL
√
r≈R
ω d2ζrR
√
−≈g d4x .
Vice versa,
〈1〉(xα) =
ˆ
S2L×S2R
(
1−∆
(
∂0ε
ε
)
+ ∆
1
N
∇sk
(
N vk
∗)
+ o(∆)
)
f(xα + ∆ vα)
√
l≈L
ω d2ζ lL
√
r≈R
ω d2ζrR ,
with ∂0ε
ε
written in terms of functions of (L,R,E) via equation (3.29).
Then, write
f(xα + ∆ vα) = f(xα + ∆mα) + ∆ vk
∗ ∇skf + o(∆)
and use
ˆ
S2L×S2R
1
N
∇sk
(
N vk
∗
f
) √l≈L
ω d2ζ lL
√
r≈R
ω d2ζrR =
1
N
∇sk
(
N
〈
vk
∗〉)
to prove equation (4.16).
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ξ0 = const. ξ1 = const.
RL RL RL
R L
Figure 4.1.: L and R, with different values shown in different colours, flow-
ing and crossing onWs – compare with figure 3.6.
Collisional terms
As a first step, flat space-time is considered:
∂αgµν
!
= 0 . (4.17)
Thus, mα = e α0 , while equations for Nambu-Goto¯ dynamics become
Lµ ∂µR
α = 0 ,
Rµ ∂µL
α = 0 .
(4.18)
Because of equation (4.17), orthonormalization is trivial; because of equa-
tion (4.18), ZJL and ZKR are null. Then, following equation (3.19), left and
right parameters flow without modification crossing each other on the string
world-sheet.
Forgetting intercommutations for a while, this means that the (L,R) cou-
ple is formed by L flowing towards right and R flowing towards left, as
sketched in figure 4.1.
This, together with equation (4.17), also implies that volume elements do
not change, from point to point, along the flow.
As a further simplification, the homogeneous case5 is considered first:
∂af
!
= 0 . (4.19)
5This makes sense, of course, only after smearing.
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Thanks to this, where parameters come from is irrelevant.
Normalization evolution, equation (4.16), thanks to equation (4.17) and
equation (4.19), reduces to
〈1〉(xα) ≡
ˆ
S2L×S2R
f
(
L,R, xα + ∆ δ α0
) √l≈L
ω d2ζ lL
√
r≈R
ω d2ζrR + o(∆) . (4.20)
Consequently, the probability density of the couple (L1,R1) is just, in terms
of probabilities at the preceding time step,6
f(L1,R1, x
α + ∆ δ α0 )
〈1〉(xα) =
ˆ
S2R2
f(L1,R2, x
α)
〈1〉(xα)
√
r≈R2
ω d2ζrR2
×
ˆ
S2L2
f(L2,R1, x
α)
〈1〉(xα)
√
l≈L2
ω d2ζ lL2 + o(∆) .
(4.21)
Finally, exploiting the identity
〈1〉 ≡
ˆ
S2L2×S
2
R2
f(L2,R2)
√
l≈L2
ω d2ζ lL2
√
r≈R2
ω d2ζrR2 ,
equation (4.15), which in this case equals the traditional equation (4.14),
is made explicit for homogeneous distribution in flat space-time, with only
Nambu-Goto¯ dynamics taken into account:
f˙(L1,R1)
∣∣∣
coll =
1
〈1〉 lim∆→0
ˆ
S2L2×S
2
R2
1
∆
(
f(L1,R2) f(L2,R1)
− f(L1,R1) f(L2,R2)
) √
l≈L2
ω d2ζ lL2
√
r≈R2
ω d2ζrR2 .
This is a typical collisional term: a couple (L1,R1) is formed when (L1,R2)
collides with (L2,R1) and disrupted when an existing (L1,R1) collides with
(L2,R2). These collisions happen along a single string and, thus, are referred
to as longitudinal.
The collisional rate appears to be very high because infinitesimal frag-
ments are infinitely close to each other and continuously interact. However,
this is irrelevant in the case of collisional equilibrium, which is easily veri-
fied by any factorizable distribution.
Intercommutations, neglected until now, are proper collisions, referred to
6This approach, involving probability density, is slightly different from the one pursued
in [3]. Still, the transport equation shall reproduce the same behaviour when the same
simplifications apply.
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as transverse, between fragments from different segments of string. Thus, a
new collisional term should be introduced, with a different collisional rate.
The rate at which transverse collisions actually happen depends on rel-
ative velocity of fragments, but also on their relative orientation. These
properties are encoded in left and right parameters.
Thus, in general, the transverse collisional rate between two fragments,
(L1,R1) and (L2,R2), is different, for example, from the one between (L1,R1)
and (L3,R3).
However, (L1,R2) and (L2,R1) shall be assumed to collide with the same
rate of (L1,R1) and (L2,R2) [17, 3], so that factorizable distributions con-
tinue to verify collisional equilibrium [68, 3].
Finally,
f˙(L1,R1)
∣∣∣
coll
=
1
〈1〉 lim∆→0
ˆ
S2L2×S
2
R2
νTOT
(
f(L1,R2) f(L2,R1)
− f(L1,R1) f(L2,R2)
) √
l≈L2
ω d2ζ lL2
√
r≈R2
ω d2ζrR2 ,
(4.22)
with
νTOT =
1
∆
+ ν⊥(L1,R1,L2,R2) .
In particular, ν⊥(L1,R1,L2,R2) is assumed to be invariant under permu-
tations L1 ←→ L2 and R1 ←→ R2, as a consequence of being the same for
(L1,R1) and (L2,R2) collisions and for (L1,R2) and (L2,R1) ones.
It is intended that V⊥ is not uniform on S2L2 × S2R2; in fact, a uniform con-
tribution could exist, but shall be neglected, in the limit ∆→ 0, with respect
to 1
∆
.
Furthermore, transverse collisions shall be assumed to happen locally,
which implies that curvature and inhomogeneity will not change their be-
haviour.
Inhomogeneous distribution
Constraint from equation (4.19) is relaxed here, so that
∂af 6= 0
is admitted.
Nambu-Goto¯ dynamics produce a transport which is very similar to the
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one described by equation (4.21). This is reproduced with the same structure
LHS = RHSL × RHSR ,
but space dependence is now relevant.
Thus, equation (4.20) becomes
〈1〉(xα)−∆ ∂k
〈
vk
〉
=
ˆ
S2L×S2R
f
(
L,R, xα + ∆ δ α0
)
√
l≈L
ω d2ζ lL
√
r≈R
ω d2ζrR + o(∆)
(4.23)
and
LHS ≡ f(L1,R1, x
α + ∆ δ α0 )
〈1〉(xα)−∆ ∂k 〈vk〉 .
The term RHSL represents the probability of the L1 parameter among all
left parameters flowing at xa:
RHSL ≡
´
S2R2
f
(
L1,R2, x
0, xa −∆Ra2
) √r≈R2
ω d2ζrR2
´
S2L3×S
2
R3
f
(
L3,R3, x0, xa −∆Ra3
) √l≈L3
ω d2ζ lL3
√
l≈R3
ω d2ζ lR3
.
The numerator is
ˆ
S2R2
(
1−∆Rk2 ∂k
)
f(L1,R2, x
α)
√
r≈R2
ω d2ζrR2 + o(∆) ,
while the denominator can be written as
〈1〉(xα)−∆ ∂k
〈
Rk
〉
+ o(∆) ,
where the flatness have been used: Ra3 depends on ζrKR3, but not on xa.
The same happens for RHSR, just exchanging left with right. Thus, the
O(∆0) part reproduces the homogeneous case, as expected.
A new contribution to the collisional rate, νTOT, appears; namely,
∂k〈vk〉
〈1〉 .
This, however, can be neglected, because uniform on S2L2 × S2R2.
A second term is added to the expression of f˙ :
f˙(L1,R1)
∣∣∣
flux
=
1
〈1〉
ˆ
S2L2×S
2
R2
(
f(L1,R2) f(L2,R1)
∂k
〈
vk
〉
〈1〉
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− f(L1,R2) Lk2 ∂kf(L2,R1)
− f(L2,R1) Rk2 ∂kf(L1,R2)
) √
l≈L2
ω d2ζ lL2
√
r≈R2
ω d2ζrR2 .
Thus, as in an ordinary fluid, inhomogeneities tend to be compensated by
fluxes of matter and charges.
Universe expansion
Gravitational effects are considered now:
∇gαgµν != 0 .
Nambu-Goto¯ dynamics describe the formation of the couple (L1+∆,R1+∆) at
time x0 + ∆ from L1 coming from right and R1 coming from left, via longitu-
dinal collision. The discretization reads
ζ lJL1 = ζ lJL1+∆ −∆N Z lJL1(L1,R1) + o(∆) . (4.24)
Since volume elements in moduli space are not all equal, the equivalent
of equation (4.21) shows a different structure:
LHS × VOL = RHSL × RHSR . (4.25)
ξ0 = const. ξ1 = const.
L R
R L
Figure 4.2.: Apart from the flat case in figure 4.1, L and R do change, in
general, while flowing onWs, as described by equation (4.24).
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Both sides of the equation will give a probability when multiplied by 〈1〉
and by the (same) volume element about (L1,R1,E). In this sense, they are
probability densities.
However, ε evolution has to be considered: VOL accounts for the change
in the volume element, but LHS must allow to forget about the change in
normalization.
Explicitly,
LHS ≡
(
1−∆ ∂0ε
ε
)
f(L1+∆,R1+∆, x
α + ∆mα)
〈1〉(xα)− ∆
N
∇sk (N 〈vk∗〉)
, (4.26)
with the normalizing denominator obtained from equation (4.16).
In fact, when all other terms are null – the collisional equilibrium is es-
tablished, spatial inhomogeneities of f can be neglected and parameters in
moduli space do not change –
(−∆ ∂0ε
ε
)
clearly cancels the effect of the time
change described by (+∆mα) in the argument of f , so that the left-hand side
can be equalled to the right-hand one, which is computed at the preceding
time step.
In order to obtain an expression depending on L1, R1 and {xα}, use
f(L1+∆,R1+∆, x
α + ∆mα) =f(L1,R1, x
α + ∆mα)
+ ∆N ZJL1 ∂JL1f
+ ∆N ZJR1 ∂JR1f + o(∆)
and
∂0ε
ε
=
Li
∗
1 R
j∗
1
N
Kij − 2 vk∗1 Ak −
N˙
N
. (3.29)
The volume term in equation (4.25) can be written as
VOL = 1 + ∆ (MEA + JAC) + o(∆)
where
MEA ≡ N
(
Z l0L1
tan ζ l0L1
+
Zr0R1
tan ζr0R1
)
+mκ Γµκµ[∇g, ∂]
and
JAC ≡ N
(
∂lJL1Z
JL1 + ∂rKR1Z
KR1
)
+ ∂µm
µ .
Note that, combining the two, thanks to equation (G.7) and equation (1.69),
MEA + JAC = N ∇ωJL1ZJL1 +N ∇ωKR1ZKR1 −N K +
N˙
N
.
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As a first step in studying curved space-time, the conformally flat case, as
on page 60, is considered:
gαβ
!
= a2
(
x0
)
ηαβ . (4.27)
The slicing is as trivial as before (mα = δ α0 ) and the space is homogeneous,
which implies that the right-hand side of equation (4.25) does not change
from the previous case.
Perturbations
Imposing the conformally flat metric with equation (4.27) prevented the
network from generating gravitational waves. Since this should be its most
interesting feature, the perturbed metric described on page 62 should be
used instead.
For simplicity, the string network shall be treated as the one and only
cause of stress-energy tensor perturbations.
Thus, assume
y
!
= 8piGµs (4.28)
and
〈1〉 ≡ 6 H
2
a4
Z0T + o
(
y0
)
, (4.29)〈va
N
〉
≡ 2 H˙ − H
2
a4
U0Ta + o
(
y0
)
, (4.30)〈
L(a R b)
N2
〉
≡ 2 H˙ +H
2
a4
(
2
3
Z2T δab −D0Tab
)
+ o
(
y0
)
. (4.31)
Terms forming the the transport equation shall be expanded in the per-
turbation parameter y, up to O(y). Note that the limit ∆ → 0 shall actually
be performed, while y → 0 will not.
Of course, theO(y) correction to Nambu-Goto¯ dynamics affects the already
introduced gravitational term, but the main difference from the previous
case is that space is not homogeneous, in general.
In this case, the transport of the distribution function is better described
by f˙ , instead of ∂0f .
In order to compute it, {xα + ∆mα} coordinates must be considered for the
target point, instead of the ones – {xα + ∆ δ α0 } – considered until now. Thus,
the full equation (4.26) must be used for LHS, without any simplification.
Moreover, since each parameter can flow into the target point from differ-
ent directions, volume terms appear on the right-hand side of equation (4.25).
More explicitly, the infinitesimal volume
√
−≈g d4x considered, e.g., at the
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point with spatial coordinates {xa −∆ βa −∆Ra} – where a left parameter
comes from – must be expressed in terms of the one at the point with spatial
coordinates {xa}.
Thus, RHSL contains measure terms in the form
−∆
(
Rk + βk
)
∂k
√
−≈g√
−≈g
= −∆ (Rk + βk) Γµkµ[∇g, ∂]
and Jacobian terms in the form
−∆ ∂k
(
Rk + βk
)
.
Using abstract indices, thanks to the splitting of Rα, their sum reads
−∆ (Ak Rk∗ +∇skRk∗) = −∆N ∇sk (N Rk∗)
and numerator and denominator of RHSL (and similarly for RHSR) become
ˆ
S2R2
(
f(L1,R2)− ∆
N
∇sk
(
N Rk
∗
2 f(L1,R2)
)) √r≈R2
ω d2ζrR2 + o(∆)
and
〈1〉 − ∆
N
∇sk
(
N
〈
Rk
∗〉)
+ o(∆) ,
respectively, where everything is considered at point with spatial coordi-
nates {xa} and time x0 = t.
These changes in the right-hand side can be collected in the flux term
introduced on page 106 by substituting it with a coordinate-independent
expression:
f˙(L1,R1)
∣∣∣
flux˜
=
1
〈1〉
ˆ
S2L2×S
2
R2
(
f(L1,R2)
∇sk
(
N
〈
vk
∗〉)
N 〈1〉 f(L2,R1)
− f(L1,R2) 1
N
∇sk
(
N Lk
∗
2 f(L2,R1)
)
− f(L2,R1) 1
N
∇sk
(
N Rk
∗
2 f(L1,R2)
))
√
l≈L2
ω d2ζ lL2
√
r≈R2
ω d2ζrR2 .
(4.32)
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Transport Equation and General Relativity
For the sake of completeness, the terms appearing in equation (4.25), for
a generic space-time, are
LHS =
f(L,R, xα + ∆mα)
〈1〉(xα)
+ ∆
(
∇sk
(
N
〈
vk
∗〉)
N
−N Li∗ K
i
j R
j∗
N2
+ 2 vk
∗
Ak +
N˙
N
)
f
〈1〉
+ ∆
N
〈1〉
(
ZJL ∂JLf + Z
KR ∂KRf
)
+ o(∆) ,
VOL = 1 + ∆N
(
∇ωJL1ZJL1 +∇ωKR1ZKR1 −K +
N˙
N2
)
+ o(∆) ,
RHSL =
1
〈1〉
ˆ
S2R2
((
1 + ∆
∇sk
(
N
〈
Rk
∗〉)
N 〈1〉
)
f(L1,R2)
−∆ 1
N
∇sk
(
N Rk
∗
2 f(L1,R2)
)) √r≈R2
ω d2ζrR2 + o(∆)
and
RHSR =
1
〈1〉
ˆ
S2L2
((
1 + ∆
∇sk
(
N
〈
Lk
∗〉)
N 〈1〉
)
f(L2,R1)
−∆ 1
N
∇sk
(
N Lk
∗
2 f(L2,R1)
)) √l≈L2
ω d2ζ lL2 + o(∆) .
Thus,
f˙ ≡ f˙
∣∣∣
coll
+ f˙
∣∣∣
flux˜
+ f˙
∣∣∣
GR
(4.33)
with f˙
∣∣∣
GR
resulting from the collection of terms not included in f˙
∣∣∣
coll
and
f˙
∣∣∣
flux˜
. That is
f˙
∣∣∣
GR
=− 2
(
N˙
N
+N Ak
vk
∗
N
)
f
+N
(
K +
Li∗
N
Kij
Rj
∗
N
)
f
−N (∇ωJL (ZJL f)+∇ωKR (ZKR f)) .
(4.34)
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Dot-derivatives of expectation values can be obtained from the transport
equation by integrating on the moduli space.
For example, one can verify the (covariant) conservation of the stress-energy
tensor associated with the string network.
In fact, a simple consequence of the given formulae is
%˙n
N
= −∇skϕkn − 2Ak ϕkn + %n K + Πijn Kij , (4.35)
which corresponds to equation (1.84).
proof
By definition,
%˙n
N
= 2
N˙
N
%n
N
+
%n
N
1
〈1〉
ˆ
S2L×S2R
f˙
√
l≈L
ω d2ζ lL
√
r≈R
ω d2ζrR .
The integral can be computed, following the decomposition in equa-
tion (4.33), from (4.22), (4.32) and (4.34).
In fact,
1
〈1〉
ˆ
S2L×S2R
f˙
∣∣∣
coll
√
l≈L
ω d2ζ lL
√
r≈R
ω d2ζrR = 0 ,
1
〈1〉
ˆ
S2L×S2R
f˙
∣∣∣
flux˜
√
l≈L
ω d2ζ lL
√
r≈R
ω d2ζrR = −∇
s
k
(
N
〈
vk
∗〉)
N 〈1〉
and
1
〈1〉
ˆ
S2L×S2R
f˙
∣∣∣
GR
√
l≈L
ω d2ζ lL
√
r≈R
ω d2ζrR = −2
(
N˙
N
+
N Ak
〈1〉
〈
vk
∗
N
〉)
+N
(
K +
Kij
〈1〉
〈
Li∗
N
Rj
∗
N
〉)
.
A simple substitution gives
%˙n
N
= −%n
N
∇sk
(
N
〈
vk
∗〉)
N 〈1〉 − 2
%n
N
N Ak
〈1〉
〈
vk
∗
N
〉
+ %n K + %n
Kij
〈1〉
〈
Li∗
N
Rj
∗
N
〉
,
which is just equation (4.35).
With similar calculations,
ϕ˙na
N
=− ψna
%n
∇skψkn
−∇skΠkna − %n Aa − ΠknaAk + ϕnaK
(4.36)
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and
ψ˙na
N
=− ϕna
%n
∇skψkn
−∇skΘkna − 2ψkn Kka −ΘknaAk + ψnaK .
(4.37)
Note that in order to recover the momentum density evolution of non-inter-
acting fluids, as given in equation (1.86), a further assumption is required:
∇skψkn != 0 . (4.38)
As explained in [72], this corresponds to require the continuity of strings:
each string entering a (covariant) spacial volume must leave it at some
point.
One last remark: equation (4.38) is fully consistent with equation (4.37),
in the sense that, once the constrained is imposed on one space slice, the
evolution preserves it in the subsequent ones.
proof
The evolution of ∇skψkn from slice to slice is given by its dot-derivative,
that is
mµ∇gµ
(∇skψkn) ≡ mµ∇gµ (piαβ∇gαψβ∗n ) .
Because of the definition (1.65), thanks to equation (1.67),
mµ∇gµ
(∇skψkn) = piαβ (mµ∇gµ∇gαψβ∗n +∇gµψβ∗n ∇gαmµ −∇gαψµ∗n ∇gµmβ) .
Ricci identity (1.18) gives
∇gµ∇gαψβ∗n = ∇gα∇gµψβ∗n −Rg βµαν ψν∗n ;
then write
mµ∇gα∇gµψβ∗n = ∇gα
(
mµ∇gµψβ∗n
)−∇gµψβ∗n ∇gαmµ
and
∇gα
(
mµ∇gµψβ∗n
)
= ∇gαψ˙β∗n +∇gα
(
ψµ∗n ∇gµmβ
)
.
Thus,
mµ∇gµ
(∇skψkn) = piαβ (∇gαψ˙β∗n −mµ ψν∗n Rg βµαν + ψµ∗n ∇gα∇gµmβ) .
Clearly,
piαβ∇gαψ˙β∗n ≡ ∇skψ˙kn ,
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while, from symmetries, definitions and equation (1.81),
−piαβmµ ψν∗n Rg βµαν = −N ψkn
(
∇skK −∇sjK jk
)
.
For the last term, equation (1.69) can be applied twice:
piαβ ψ
µ∗
n ∇gα∇gµmβ = −piαβ ψµ∗n ∇gα
(
N K β∗µ∗ +mµA
β∗
)
−piαβ ψµ∗n ∇gα
(
mβ
(
N N˙ mµ − Aµ∗
))
and then
piαβ ψ
µ∗
n ∇gα∇gµmβ = −piαβ ψµ∗n ∇gα
(
N K β∗µ∗
)
+N Kα∗µ∗ ψ
µ∗
n A
α∗
+N K ψµ∗n
(
N N˙HHmµ − Aµ∗
)
,
where the properties of projectors have been used.
Clearly,
−piαβ ψµ∗n ∇gα
(
N K β∗µ∗
) ≡ −ψkn∇sj (N K jk ) ,
N Kα∗µ∗ ψ
µ∗
n A
α∗ ≡ N Aj ψkn K jk
and
−N K ψµ∗n Aµ∗ ≡ −N K ψkn Ak .
Finally,
piαβ ψ
µ∗
n ∇gα∇gµmβ = −N ψkn∇sjK jk −N K ψkn Ak
and
mµ∇gµ
(∇skψkn) = ∇skψ˙kn −N ψkn∇skK −N K ψkn Ak .
Writing
∇skψ˙kn ≡ N ∇sk
(
ψ˙kn
N
)
+N Ak
ψ˙kn
N
and using equation (1.70) and equation (1.73) to get
ψ˙kn
N
=
ψ˙nj
N
sjk + 2ψjn K
k
j ,
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a simple substitution gives
mµ∇gµ
(∇skψkn) = N ∇sj
(
ψ˙nk
N
skj
)
+ 2N ∇sk
(
ψjn K
k
j
)
+N Aj
(
ψ˙nj
N
−K ψnj
)
+N ψkn
(
2AjK
j
k −∇skK
)
and, from equation (4.37),
mµ∇gµ
(∇skψkn) = −∇sj
(
N
ϕjn
%n
∇skψkn
)
−N ∇sj
(
∇skΘkjn + 2ψkn K jk + Θkjn Ak − ψjn K
)
+2N ∇sk
(
ψjn K
k
j
)
+N Aj
(−∇skΘknj − 2ψkn Kkj −Θknj Ak + ψnjK)
−N K Aj ψnj +N ψkn
(
2AjK
j
k −∇skK
)
.
Many terms mutually cancel and the remaining ones give
mµ∇gµ
(∇skψkn) = −N ∇sj
(
ϕjn
%n
∇skψkn
)
+N K∇skψkn
−∇sj∇sk
(
N Θkjn
)
.
By definition,
∇sj∇sk
(
N Θkjn
)
= ∇s[j∇sk]
(
N Θkjn
)
,
which is null, because of the symmetries of Levi-Civita connections.
All in all, equation (4.37) implies
mµ∇gµ
(∇skψkn) = −N ∇sj
(
ϕjn
%n
∇skψkn
)
+N K∇skψkn ,
which proves that the evolution of ∇skψkn is trivial whenever equation
(4.38) holds.
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Gravitational waves and dissipation
In the special case of small perturbations of the flat Friedman solution,
equation (4.34) can be written as expansion plus perturbation term, that is
f˙
∣∣∣
GR
≡ f˙
∣∣∣
exp
+ y f˙
∣∣∣
pert
+ o(y) . (4.39)
This, however, is not always convenient. In fact, the last row in equa-
tion (4.34) can be easily integrated by parts, while the decomposition in
(4.39) could make it less obvious.
For example, the dissipative effect of gravitational wave production can be
read directly from equation (4.35).
With notation from page 62, gravitational waves are described by D1hab and
their production is parameterized by
D˙
1h
ab = HD1Kab . (3.4)
Note that the subdominant order in y has been dropped, as shall be done
in the following.
The only term in equation (4.35) containing D1Kab is the last one; thanks to
equation (E.5), the dissipation due to gravitational wave production is
%˙n|gw
%n
= −8piGµs H〈1〉
∑
a,b
(
D
1K
ab
〈
L(a ) R( b )
N2
〉)
. (4.40)
To be fair, this also describes the pumping of network dynamics due to
gravitational wave absorption.
Even if this does happen locally, dissipation is expected in the long run.
In fact, thinking of network and waves as two interacting fluids, they would
tend to thermalize.
Since the energy density of the network is, in any reasonable scenario,
much bigger than the one associated with gravitational waves, the former
will loose energy in favour of the latter.
Because of the small coupling constant G, this process is also so slow
that the picture does not significantly change, neither on cosmological time
scales.
Equation (4.40), thanks to (4.29) and (4.31), can also be written in terms
of Z0T and D0T
ab
as
%˙n|gw
%n
= y
2 H˙ +H2
6H
D
1K
ij D
0T ij
Z0T
,
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or even
%˙n|gw
%
= y2
2 H˙ +H2
3H D
1K
ij D
0T ij . (4.41)
Note that the whole D0T
ab
contributes to equation (4.40), but D1Tab is the
actual source of gravitational waves; in fact,
H D˙1Kab = ∂k
∗
∂k∗D
1h
ab −
(
H˙ + 2H2
)
D
1K
ab −
(
2 H˙ +H2
)
D
1T
ab , (2.46)
which implies
H ∂j∗∂j∗∂k
∗
∂k∗D˙
1K
ab = ∂
i
∗
∂i∗∂
j
∗
∂j∗∂
k
∗
∂k∗D
1h
ab
−
(
H˙ + 2H2
)
∂j
∗
∂j∗∂
k
∗
∂k∗D
1K
ab
+a4 ∂i
∗
∂i∗∂
j
∗
∂j∗
〈
L(a R b)
N2
〉
+
1
2
a4 ∂a∂b∂
j
∗
∂j∗
〈
Lk Rk
N2
〉
−1
2
a4 ∂j
∗
∂j∗∂
k
∗
∂k∗
〈
Lk Rk
N2
〉
δab
−7
2
a4 ∂a∂b
∑
i,j
∂i∂j
〈
L( i ) R( j )
N2
〉
+
1
2
a4 ∂k
∗
∂k∗
∑
i,j
∂i∂j
〈
L( i ) R( j )
N2
〉
δab
+
1
2
a4 ∂k
∗
∂k∗∂b
∑
j
∂j
(〈
LaR
( j )
N2
〉
+
〈
L( j ) Ra
N2
〉)
+
1
2
a4 ∂k
∗
∂k∗∂a
∑
j
∂j
(〈
LbR
( j )
N2
〉
+
〈
L( j ) Rb
N2
〉)
.
Last formula is difficult to apply in analytic computations, but it could be
useful in a numerical approach, for example, discretizing the time evolution
and considering Fourier transforms in space.
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The kinetic theory for infinitesimal string fragments [17, 68, 3] has been
reviewed and extended to the case of a generic space-time U .
The transport equation has been written for the one point distribution
function f(L,R,E), which describes the probability of finding an infinitesi-
mal string fragment at point E ∈ U with parameters (L,R).
f(L,R,E) also defines an expectation value 〈Q〉(E) from any expression
Q(L,R;E), by integrating over parameters – see equation (4.6).
The moduli space, S2L × S2R, required a more detailed study – see page 89
– since space-time curvature can induce on it ellipsoidal metric structures,
instead of the simple spherical ones assumed in [3]. The orthonormalization
basis,
{
e αβ
}
, defined for the module tangent to space-time, T [U ], has been
proven to be useful in such analysis.
This basis must satisfy some requirements, as expressed in chapter 1.
Section C makes them more explicit and also gives the rules for a complete,
specific orthonormalization procedure. Calculations are not shown in detail,
but can be followed on the notebook OrthoNorm.nb for Mathematica [18],
which makes use of xCoba and other xAct packages [19].
The two parameters, L and R, select two different directions on the string
world-sheet, one pointing left (from L) and the other pointing right (from R).
The corresponding space-time vectors, Lα and Rα, encode both the fragment
orientation and its velocity transverse to the string.
In fact, they fix the stress-energy tensor of the network to be
Tαβn = µs
〈
L(α Rβ)
〉
, (4.8)
where µs is the dimensional constant describing the energy per unit length
associated to strings.
Nambu-Goto¯ dynamics describe how any L is transported on the string
world-sheet along the direction dictated by each R and vice versa.
Intercommutation describe the formation of two string fragments, with
parameters (L1,R1) and (L2,R2), respectively, arising from the transverse
collision of fragments with mixed parameters, i.e., (L1,R2) and (L1,R2), re-
spectively.
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These are the only two dynamical effects considered in the kinetic ap-
proach adopted in the thesis.
The obtained transport equation is
f˙ ≡ f˙
∣∣∣
coll
+ f˙
∣∣∣
flux˜
+ f˙
∣∣∣
GR
, (4.33)
where the three terms on the right-hand side can be read from equation (4.22),
equation (4.32) and equation (4.34), respectively.
The f˙
∣∣∣
coll
term is unchanged from the one considered in [3], f˙
∣∣∣
flux˜
just
represents the (somehow non-trivial) extension to a curved space of the in-
homogeneity term in there.
Last but not least, thesis work yielded equation (4.34), that is an explicit
formula for f˙
∣∣∣
GR
, accounting for any General Relativity effect – contrary to
the so-called gravitational term in [3].
Note that a transport equation describes a time evolution and, thus, im-
plicitly requires to discriminate between space and time. This has been
done by using the 3+1 formulation of General Relativity theory. In fact,
the dot-derivative in equation (4.33) does not represent the ordinary time
derivative, but the Lie derivative along the normal evolution vector, mα, as
defined on page 39.
Also note that f is non-trivially normalized (〈1〉 6= 1, in general) and the
energy density associated with the string network happens to be
%n = µs N
2 〈1〉 , (4.9)
where N is the lapse function of the 3+1 slicing – see page 29.
A fluid theory could be established from equation (4.33), similarly to the
one considered in [73]. The starting point of this development is given by
equations (4.35), (4.36) and (4.37).
However, like often happens in deriving fluid theory from the kinetics –
see e.g. [71] – additional assumptions are required to obtain a well-defined
Cauchy problem.
Furthermore, since interactions other than gravitational with the rest of
the content of the Universe have been neglected, equation (4.38) is required
by General Relativity theory.
It has been noted that this equation could not hold if cosmic strings can
end in a point. This is not a problem for simpler models, since the topologi-
cal constraint prevents such a behaviour. More complex models, describing
strings ending in a monopole, are interesting, though; see, e.g. [61].
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Then, the same reasoning which led to equation (4.38) implies that the
kinetic theory should be extended, including effects from some other inter-
action, in seeking an application to the string-monopole case.
More generally, interactions with matter and radiation represent an in-
teresting extension of the kinetic approach developed so far.
Interactions could also be introduced, phenomenologically, in the fluid the-
ory to be derived, like done in [74]. Moreover, this could allow another,
possibly different, description of gravitational wave production in a string
scenario. Then, even a comparison between the kinetic approach followed
here and the fluid one used in [74] is demanded.
Restricting to the case of small perturbations of the flat Friedman solu-
tion, as described in section §2.1, a simple analysis of the produced grav-
itational waves and related dissipation has been performed at the end of
chapter 4.
The basic idea is to consider the cosmic string network as the only source
of metric perturbations. This is a lousy approximation; in fact, cosmic strings
are expected to produce perturbations in the cosmological fluid, giving a spe-
cific signature in the cosmic microwave background [10].
However, for the sake of simplicity, the described assumption was made;
for example, the total energy density considered is
% = %+ %n ,
where % comes from the flat Friedman solution – see equation (2.20). This
led to consider metric perturbations to be, except for the scale factor a2, of
order
y ≡ 8piGµs  1 . (4.28)
As usually done [22] perturbations have been classified accordingly to the
irreducible representations of the symmetry group of the background space.
Obtained quantities have been written as Z••, U••a or D
••
ab, depending on the
number of background spacial indices they carry, with different •• labels,
chosen in order to easily classify and distinguish them.
Once the background solution is assumed, equations describing Einstein
dynamics at O(y) form three decoupled systems, one for each type of irre-
ducible quantities.
This is a standard result [22]; still, it has been proved, in section §E, by
obtaining eleven explicit equations for O(y) dynamics, involving no second
(or higher) order time derivative. On this point, even if the algebra can be
worked out with pencil and paper, it has been checked thanks to the xPand
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package [75] for Mathematica [18], as shown in the Perturbations.nb
notebook.
In this formalism, the gravitational wave production is described by the
two equations
D˙
1h
ab = HD1Kab (2.42)
and
H D˙1Kab = ∂k
∗
∂k∗D
1h
ab −
(
H˙ + 2H2
)
D
1K
ab −
(
2 H˙ +H2
)
D
1T
ab . (2.46)
Here, the cosmic string network acts as a source, via
〈
L(a R b)
N2
〉
, which D1Tab
is a function of. This represents the actual achievement of the aimed goal of
the thesis: such an expectation value is computed in kinetic theory, thanks
to definition (4.6).
Note that, since %n is small when compared to %, the dissipation of network
energy via small (travelling) perturbations concerns O(y2) phenomena. In
fact (up to this order) it is described by
%˙n|gw
%
= y2
2 H˙ +H2
3H D
1K
ij D
0T ij . (4.41)
However, it is not necessary to consider Einstein dynamics at O(y2), since
last equation contains just products of quantities defined at O(y).
Quantities in O(y) are enough for all the terms in %˙n, at least as long as
%n and other network-related tensors are not split into a background value
plus a small perturbation.
Nevertheless, this would not be a clever choice anyway: dissipation phe-
nomena will cumulate in time and the network perturbation will grow, even-
tually reaching the same order of magnitude of the background value.
Hopefully, traditional string network simulations, suffering for limited
computational power, shall find some help from a numerical application of
the kinetic approach. This would require to simultaneously evolve both the
geometry via Einstein equations – at least up to O(y) – and the distribution
function, f , via the transport equation obtained so far. It is a hard task.
First, because simulations of long time scales should retain in f bothO(y0)
and O(y), otherwise small terms will sum up in time, as explained above.
Then, due to a common problem in numerical Relativity: constraints of ge-
ometrodynamics should be conserved by the evolution, but small numerical
errors could make them fail to hold and some strategy must be implemented
in order to maintain things under control.
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This is also complicated by the way f appears in constraints (and other
equations), i.e., as part of some integration over the moduli space.
Anyway, before any numerical application, the statistical properties of a
cosmic string network at formation should be expressed in the language of
kinetic theory, in order to initialize the problem.
A different perspective could be obtained by investigating the dynamics of
Fourier transforms.
This could, or should, lead to establish, from kinetics, a mode-coupling
theory, on the model of what is done for glass-forming liquids [76], which,
moreover, do have something in common with string networks [3]. Under-
standing mode coupling would require a huge effort, but could result in a
neat description of the spectrum of produced perturbations.
Then, depending on which part of the spectrum we are interested in, some
selective approximation shall, maybe, made, with the aim of reducing com-
putational power required by numerical simulations.
Anyway, besides the coupling with geometrodynamics, even the transport
equation itself is not so simple: the flux terms make it integro-differential,
while the collisional term could give some problem with time discretization.
In fact, an important question is how well (or bad) the numerical version
of equation (4.33) shall describe singular points, or even intercommutations
and point collapses.
In fact, the kinetic theory treats intercommutations in terms of probabili-
ties, while just one of the possibilities is actually realized.
And how are described point collapses, where, in kinetic approach, an
infinite number of transverse collisions happen?
Cusps and kinks, which are responsible for important effects, have been
assumed to be statistically irrelevant as singular points. This could be jus-
tified under the hypothesis that they are smoothed out by dissipation phe-
nomena, but this could be a very slow process.
For all these reasons, maybe the most compelling application of the kinetic
approach developed so far is to simple, but significant, string configurations,
in order to test the effectiveness of the model where things can still be con-
trolled.
All in all, the claimed goal of describing gravitational wave production
from a cosmic string network, in the context of the kinetic theory, has been
achieved and, furthermore, any other General Relativity effect can now be
considered; still, as explained, much work remains to be done in both under-
standing the limits of the theory and seeking applications.
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A. Alphabets and colours
Throughout the thesis, various alphabetic symbols are used as abstract
indices – see page 6.
Here is a résumé of the abstract indices used, for the relevant modules,
together with their definition reference:
• for the module tangent to space-time U ,
I[T [U ]] = {α, β, κ, λ, µ, ν} , (1.25)
• for the module Z, tangent to each space slice,
I[Z] = {a, b, i, j, k, l, r} , (1.34)
• for the module tangent to string (or string network) world-sheet,
I[T [W ]] = {A,B} , (3.1)
• for the module tangent to each sphere in the moduli space,
I
[T [S2]] = {J,K} . (3.14)
Colours are important, too. They actually are the distinctive feature of
the index notation introduced in section §1.1.
In fact, abstract indices – as well as ordinary power exponents – are
printed in black ( ) and a special colour – – is used for labels, which
have no peculiar algebraic meaning, as explained on page 8.
Other colours are related to various charts and bases; relevant ones are
listed here:
for x chart on U , from page 24, and for the charts induced, from this, on
space slices, from page 28;
for the basis orthonormalizing gαβ, from page 25, and for the corresponding
basis for Za, from page 30;
for the light-cone chart, ξ, on the world-sheet, from page 86;
for the time-slices chart, ξ, on the world-sheet, from page 92;
for all the zenith-azimuth charts defined on moduli space spheres, from
page 90.
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B. Defining a Module
Some definitions and results are listed here. Only commutative cases are
considered. For a reference text, see, e.g., [25].
Definition 1. A set G is defined to be an additive abelian group if and only
if the operation
add
G
: G×G −→ G
defined by (α, β) 7−→ α + β ∀α, β ∈ G
verifies
1. ∀α, β ∈ G
α + β = β + α ,
2. ∀α, β, γ ∈ G
α + (β + γ) = (α + β) + γ ,
3. ∃ zero
G
∈ G | ∀α ∈ G
α + zero
G
= α ,
4. ∀α ∈ G, ∃ (−α) ∈ G |
α + (−α) = zero
G
.
Definition 2. An additive abelian group R is defined to be a commutative
ring if and only if the operation
prod
R
: R×R −→ R
defined by (x, y) 7−→ x y ∀x, y ∈ R
verifies
1. ∀x, y ∈ R
xy = y x ,
2. ∀x, y, z ∈ R
x (y z) = (x y) z ,
3. ∃ one
R
∈ R | ∀x ∈ R
one
R
x = x ,
4. ∀x, y, z ∈ R
x (y + z) = x y + x z .
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Definition 3. An additive abelian group M is defined to be a module over
the commutative ring R if and only if the function
smult
RM
: R×M −→ M
defined by (x,v) 7−→ xv ∀x ∈ R, ∀v ∈M
verifies, ∀x, y ∈ R, ∀v,w ∈M ,
1.
x (v +w) = xv + xw ,
2.
(x+ y) v = xv + y v ,
3.
(x y) v = x (y v) ,
4.
one
R
v = v .
Lemma 4. Any commutative ring, R, is a module over itself.
This follows from the identification
smult
RR
≡ prod
R
.
Definition 5. A commutative ring F , with more than one element, is defined
to be a field if and only if ∀ a ∈ F , a 6= zero
F
,
∃ (a−1) ∈ F | a (a−1) = one
F
.
Definition 6. A module over F is defined to be a vector space over F if and
only if F is a field.
Definition 7. Given a module, M, over the commutative ring R, the set M∗
is defined to be the dual of M if and only if any element f ∈ M∗ corresponds
to a map
f : M −→ R
defined by v 7−→ f(v) ∀v ∈M
verifying
1. ∀v,w ∈M
f(v +w) = f(v) + f(w) ,
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2. ∀x ∈ R, ∀v ∈M
f(xv) = x f(v)
and any such map corresponds to an element in M∗.
Theorem 8. For any commutative ring, R, and any module over R, M , the
dual of M , M∗, is a module over R.
C. Orthonormalization
This section fixes the basis change matrix,
{
e αβ
}
, defining
{
e µβ
}
in terms
of {e µα }.
One of the vectors of the dual basis is fixed, from page 29, to be just the
normalization of e0α:
e0α = N e
0
α , (1.39)
with
N =
(−g00)−1/2 . (1.37)
This also fixes
e 0k =
1
N
δ 0k = 0 ,
making of the spatial components,
{
eba
}
, what is needed to complete the
definition of
{
e αβ
}
.
In fact, as a consequence of above requirements,
e 00 = 1/N , (C.1)
e a0 = −β
a/N , (C.2)
e 0b = 0 , (C.3)
e ab = e
b
k s
ka , (C.4)
e00 = N , (C.5)
e0a = 0 , (C.6)
eb0 = e
b
k β
k , (C.7)
where N , βa and sab are lapse function, shift vector and inverse spatial met-
ric, respectively.
The Gram-Schmidt process could be pursued in order to fix
{
eba
}
, but this
would not treat spatial indices symmetrically. Löwdin’s symmetrical scheme
could be used, also leading each eba to be the closest, in some sense, to the
corresponding eba; but non-smooth quantities can be needed in the process.
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A different algorithm is proposed here, leading
{
eba
}
to be smooth func-
tions of {sij}, which are smooth on U , and symmetrically acting on the three
indices.
Triangles
Any basis for the spatial tangent module defines, at each point, in the
tangent vector space, a triangle (laying in a plane not through the origin)
whose vertex positions correspond to basis vectors.
An orthonormal basis gives equilateral triangles with specific area and
distance from the origin.
Remarkably, These are actual triangles in Euclidean space, since, at each
point, the tangent vector space is isomorphic to R3 and the positive definite
spatial metric can be used, point by point, as the inner product in it. Then,
geometry in the plane of a triangle, as described in [79], shall be helpful.
Anything related to each vertex shall be labeled, for convenience, by a red
spatial index, since they are three and can be raised and lowered with the
orthonormal spatial metric, which corresponds to a Kronecker delta.
Then, some labeled tensor, V an b, exists, such that, at each point, the po-
sition of vertex a of triangle n with respect to basis vector ebk is given by
V an b.
The length of the side opposite to the vertex a is
Lan :=
√
S kan Sank
for the side vectors
Sanb := Vn(a−1 )b − Vn(a+1 )b .
Cosine at vertex a, C an , is defined such that
−S(a+1 )nk S k(a−1 )n
!
= Cna L(a−1 )n L(a+1 )n .
The area vector, explicitly written in a vertex symmetric formula, is
Ana :=
1
2
aij
1
3
∑
a
S i(a+1 )n S
j
(a−1 )n .
For any Xa laying in the plane of triangle n, its homogeneous trilinear
coordinates, {Tbn[X]}, are defined such that
Wbn[X] := Lbn Tbn[X]
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and
Wjn[X] V
j
n a
!
= Xa
∑
k
Wkn[X] .
Both Tbn[X] and Wbn[X] can be multiplied by some scalar, H, without modi-
fying last formula, which is why these coordinates are called homogeneous.
Spatial orthonormalization algorithm
Begin Start with the coordinate basis and its triangles, labeled by 0. Thus,
V a0 b
!
= δab . (C.8)
Step 1 Since angles are the relevant quantities for operations described on
page 90, get rid of the information about modules: consider a spatial tensor,
Ya, such that, ∀ a,
V a1 b
!
= Ya V a0 b (C.9)
and
V a1 k V
ak
1
!
= 1 .
Since the metric is positive definite,
saa > 0 .
It is, thus, natural to fix
Ya := (s
aa)−
1/2 > 0 . (C.10)
Furthermore,
s(a−1 )(a−1 ) s(a+1 )(a+1 ) − s(a−1 )(a+1 ) s(a+1 )(a−1 ) > 0 ,
which can also be written as
0 6
∣∣s(a−1 )(a+1 )∣∣ Y(a−1 ) Y(a+1 ) < 1 .
Then, a spatial tensor, Ja, defined by
Ja := 1− s(a−1 )(a+1 ) Y(a−1 ) Y(a+1 ) , (C.11)
verifies
0 < Ja < 2 .
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Conversely,
Ya sab Yb ≡
{
1 if a = b
1− Jk if a = (k − 1) and b = (k + 1)
fixes all the components
{
sab
}
in terms of {Ya} and {Ja}. Note, also, that
if {V a0 b} were a normal basis, then Ya = 1 and V a1 b = V a0 b; if it were an
orthogonal one, then Ja = 1.
There is no need to stress that each Ya and Ja actually depend on the
chart, x, defining
{
sab
}
, even if no chart related sign is attached to them.
The same shall also be intended for all the quantities defined, from them, in
this section.
Getting back to the triangle, the length of sides is
La1 =
√
2 Ja
and a spatial tensor, Qa, defined by
Qa := J(a−1 ) − Ja + J(a+1 ) , (C.12)
verifies
−S k(a−1 )1 S(a+1 )1k ≡ Qa ,
thus fixing cosines.
Sines must be all positive, so that
1− (C1a)2 > 0 ,
which also implies
JkQ
k > 0 .
Define the quantity
M1 :=
√
JkQk
3
, (C.13)
which is clearly symmetric in the three spatial indices. Note that, given
Ja = 1, then Qa = M1 = 1, too.
Step 2 It is now necessary to build an equilateral triangle and this shall be
done in the plane of 1.
Then, consider the first isogonic center of 1, X13[1]a, with its trilinear coor-
dinates
T13[1]a1 ≡ Ta1[X13[1]]
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defined by
H13[1] T13[1]a1
!
= csc
(
arccos (C1a) +
pi
3
)
,
where H13[1] could be used in order to get coordinates always well definite;
still, including it in the coordinates would not change X13[1]a. Thus, choose
H13[1] = 1 and compute
T13[1]a1
√
3 (M1 + Qa) ≡ 4
√
J(a−1 ) J(a+1 ) .
The antipedal triangle of X13[1]a (in the plane defined by 1) is equilateral
and shall be identified with triangle 2.
This means that 2 must be in the plane of 1, which is ensured by
Wa2j1 V
j
1 b
!
= V a2 b
∑
k
Wa2k1 , (C.14)
with an homogeneous factor, Ha2, extracted, for each vertex a of 2, as de-
scribed by
Ha2 Wa2b1 ≡ Ta2b1 Lb1
and the identification of 2 with the antipedal triangle of X13[1]a given by
T 2a a1
!
= −
(
T13[1](a+1 )1 + T
13[1]
a1 C1(a−1 )
)(
T13[1](a−1 )1 + T
13[1]
a1 C1(a+1 )
)
,
T 2a (a±1 )1
!
= +
(
T13[1](a∓1 )1 + T
13[1]
a1 C1(a±1 )
)(
T13[1]a1 + T
13[1]
(a±1 )1 C1(a∓1 )
)
.
More explicitly, with
Ha2 :=
4
3
√
2 M21
Ja (M1 + Qa)
√∏
j J
j∏
k (M1 + Q
k)
,
which could also be infinite,
W 2a a1 ≡ −
(
3 M1 + 2 Ja + Q(a−1 )
) (
3 M1 + 2 Ja + Q(a+1 )
)
W 2a (a±1 )1 ≡ +
(
3 M1 + 2 Ja + Q(a±1 )
) (
3 M1 + 2 J(a±1 ) + Q(a∓1 )
) (C.15)
are always finite.
Define a new symmetric quantity, M2, such that
M22
!
=
1
2
(
M1 +
1
3
∑
k
Jk
)
> 0 (C.16)
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and Ja = 1 implies M2 = 1, too. With some algebra, ∀ a,∑
k
Wa2k1 = 36 M1 M
2
2
and, thus,
V a2 b =
Wa2j1 V
j
1 b
36 M1 M22
.
Step 3 Triangle 2 has a problem: it is clearly different from triangle 1, even
when this is equilateral.
In fact, a reasonable orthonormalization algorithm, when applied to an
orthonormal basis, is expected to produce the same basis, not a different
one.
In order to fix this,
V a3 b
!
=
1
2
(
V (a−1 )2 b + V
(a+1 )
2 b
)
. (C.17)
Now, J1 = J2 = J3 implies V a3 b = V a1 b.
Step 4 The next thing to adjust is the area. In order to make it simpler, get
rid of the information about distance from the origin.
This, to be fixed later, is codified by the centroid
X2[n]b :=
1
3
∑
a
V an b .
Thus,
V a4 b
!
= V a3 b − X2[3]b . (C.18)
With these definitions,
V4aa = +
Ya
3
(
1 +
Ja
M1
)
,
V4a(a±1 ) = −
Y(a±1 )
6
(
1 +
Q(a∓1 )
M1
)
and
La4 =
√
2 M2
for any a.
Step 5 Area should be adjusted in defining triangle 5, such that La5 =
√
2 .
This is simply given by
V a5 b
!
= M−12 V
a
4 b . (C.19)
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Define the third symmetric quantity
M3 :=
∏
j Y
j√≈
s
> 0 ,
such that
A5a =
Ya Ja Qa
2 M1 M3
.
Note that
M23 ≡ 3 M21 − 2
∏
j
Jj (C.20)
and Ja = 1 implies M3 = 1.
Step 6 Finally, the distance from the origin should be chosen such that
3 X2[6]a = 2 A6a .
This is verified by
V a6 b
!
= V a5 b +
2
3
A5b . (C.21)
Explicitly, in components,
V6aa =
Ya
3
(
1
M2
(
1 +
Ja
M1
)
+
Ja Qa
M1 M3
)
,
V6(a±1 )a =
Ya
3
(
− 1
2 M2
(
1 +
Q(a∓1 )
M1
)
+
Ja Qa
M1 M3
)
.
End Vertices of triangle 6 define an orthonormal basis:
V a6 k V
bk
6 = δ
ab .
Thus, fix the orthonormalization matrix just by
eab
!
= V a6 b , (C.22)
implying
sab = sab = δab .
Necessary definitions, from previous pages, are
Ya = 1/
√
saa , (C.10)
Ja = 1− s(a−1 )(a+1 ) Y(a−1 ) Y(a+1 ) , (C.11)
Qa = J(a−1 ) − Ja + J(a+1 ) , (C.12)
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M1 =
√
JkQk
3
, (C.13)
M2 =
√√√√1
2
(
M1 +
1
3
∑
k
Jk
)
, (C.16)
M3 =
√
3 M21 − 2
∏
k
Jk . (C.20)
Then,
ea( b ) =

Yb
3
(
1
M2
(
1 + Jb
M1
)
+ Jb Qb
M1 M3
)
if a = b
Yb
3
(
− 1
2 M2
(
1 + Qk
M1
)
+ Jb Qb
M1 M3
)
if a = (k ± 1) and b = (k ∓ 1)
(C.23)
defines the orthonormalization.
D. Splitting of Γ’s
By definition,
∂µe
α
ν ≡ Γαµν [∂, ∂] .
Then, from (C.5), (C.6) and (C.7),
Γ000[∂, ∂] =
∂0N
N
=
N˙
N2
,
Γ00j∗ [∂, ∂] = Γ
0
i∗j∗ [∂, ∂] = 0 ,
Γ0i∗0[∂, ∂] =
∂i∗N
N
= Ai ,
Γa
∗
00[∂, ∂] =
1
N
e ab ∂0β
b ,
Γa
∗
0j∗ [∂, ∂] = e
a
b e
k
j ∂0e
b
k ,
Γa
∗
i∗0[∂, ∂] =
1
N
∂i∗β
a ,
Γa
∗
i∗j∗ [∂, ∂] = e
a
b e
k
j ∂i∗e
b
k ≡ Γaij[∂s, ∂s] . (D.1)
As a consequence,
T0i∗0 = Ai ,
T0i∗j∗ = 0 ,
Ta
∗
0j∗ = Γ
a∗
0j∗ [∂, ∂]−
1
N
∂j∗β
a ,
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Ta
∗
i∗j∗ = 2 Γ
a
[ij][∂
s, ∂s] .
It is straightforward to compute, from equation (1.29),
Γ000[∇g, ∂] = Γ0j∗0[∇g, ∂] = 0 ,
Γ00j∗ [∇g, ∂] = sjk Γk
∗
00[∇g, ∂] = Aj ,
Γ0i∗j∗ [∇g, ∂] = sjk Γk
∗
i∗0[∇g, ∂] = −Γ 0(i∗ j∗)[∂, ∂]−
1
N
sk(i ∂
s
j)β
k ,
Γa
∗
0j∗ [∇g, ∂] = sai
(
Γ
0
[i∗ j∗][∂, ∂] +
1
N
sk[i ∂
s
j]β
k
)
,
Γa
∗
i∗j∗ [∇g, ∂] ≡ Γaij[∇s, ∂s] = −Γa[ij][∂s, ∂s]− Γ a(i j)[∂s, ∂s] + Γ a(ij) [∂s, ∂s] .
Finally,
Γ000[∇g, ∂] =
N˙
N2
, (D.2)
Γ00j∗ [∇g, ∂] ≡ Γ0j∗0[∇g, ∂] = Aj , (D.3)
Γ0i∗j∗ [∇g, ∂] ≡ −Kij = Γ0i∗j∗ [∇g, ∂] , (D.4)
Γa
∗
00[∇g, ∂] = Aa +
1
N
e ab ∂0β
b , (D.5)
Γa
∗
0j∗ [∇g, ∂] ≡ Γa
∗
j∗0[∇g, ∂] = −Kaj +
1
N
∂j∗β
a , (D.6)
Γa
∗
i∗j∗ [∇g, ∂] ≡ Γaij[∇s, ∂s] = Γa(ij)[∂s, ∂s]− Γ a(i j)[∂s, ∂s] + Γ a(ij) [∂s, ∂s] . (D.7)
E. Perturbations of flat Friedman solution
Einstein Dynamics
Einstein equation, as given in 3+1 formalism, is
Rs +K2 −KijKij = 16piG% , (1.87)
∇skK ka −∇saK = 8piGϕa , (1.88)
s˙ab = −2N Kab , (1.73)
K˙ab
N
=− ∇
s
a∇sbN
N
+Rsab +KKab − 2K ka Kkb
− 8piG
(
Πab +
1
2
(%− 3 p) sab
)
.
(1.89)
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In substituting definitions for perturbed quantities, it is useful to note(
Kak − 1
3
K sak
)
skj
(
Kjb − 1
3
K sjb
)
= o(y) ,
that is
KakK
k
b =
2
3
KKab − 1
9
K2 sab + o(y)
and
KabK − 2KakKkb = −
1
3
K
(
Kab − 1
3
K sab
)
+
1
9
K2 sab + o(y)
= H2 ηa∗b∗ + yH2
(
2
(
Z2h + Z2K
)
ηa∗b∗ + 2D
0h
ab
−D0K
ab
)
+ o(y) .
Thus,
16piG%
(
1 + 2 y Z0T
)
=
4
a2
y ∂j
∗
∂j∗
(
1
3
∂k
∗
∂k∗Z
3h − Z2h
)
+ 6
H2
a2
(
1 + 2 y Z2K
)
+ o(y) ,
8piGa (%+ p) U0Ta =
H
a
(
∂k
∗
D0K
ak
− 2 ∂a∗Z2K
)
+ o
(
y0
)
,
2 a2
(
∂0
(
ηa∗b∗ Z
2h +D0h
ab
)− ∂(a∗U0hb)) = 2H (Z0h + Z2K) sab
+ 2 a2HD0K
ab
+ o
(
y0
)
,
−y aH ∂0
(
ηa∗b∗ Z
2K +D0K
ab
)
= y a
(
H˙ +H2
) (
ηa∗b∗ Z
2K +D0K
ab
)
+
(
H˙ + 2H2 − 8piGa2 1
2
(%− p)
)
a−1sab
+ 2 y aH
(
−∂(a∗U0hb) + ∂0
(
ηa∗b∗ Z
2h +D0h
ab
))
− y a
(
∂a∗∂b∗Z
0h + ∂k
∗
∂k∗D
1h
ab
)
+ y a
(
δiaδ
j
b + ηa∗b∗ η
i
∗
j
∗)
∂i∗∂j∗
(
1
3
∂k
∗
∂k∗Z
3h − Z2h
)
+ y aH2 ((Z0h + 2Z2K) ηa∗b∗ −D0Kab )
− y a3 8piGp
(
D0T
ab
+
(
Z2T − 1
2
Z0h
)
ηa∗b∗
)
− y a3 8piG%
(
Z0T +
1
2
Z0h
)
ηa∗b∗ + o(y) .
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Substitution of background quantities, with further manipulation, gives
3H2 (Z0T − Z2K) = ∂j∗∂j∗ (13 ∂k∗∂k∗Z3h − Z2h
)
+ o
(
y0
)
,
2
(
H2 − H˙
)
U0Ta = H
(
∂k
∗
D0K
ak
− 2 ∂a∗Z2K
)
+ o
(
y0
)
,
∂0
(
ηa∗b∗ Z
2h +D0h
ab
)− ∂(a∗U0hb) = H (Z0h + Z2K) ηa∗b∗ +HD0Kab + o(y0) ,
∂0
(H (ηa∗b∗ Z2K +D0Kab )) = −2H2 (Z2K ηa∗b∗ +D0Kab )
+
(
∂a∗∂b∗Z
0h + ∂k
∗
∂k∗D
1h
ab
)
+
(
H˙ − H2
)
Z0h ηa∗b∗
−
(
2 H˙ +H2
) (
D0T
ab
+ Z2T ηa∗b∗
)
− ∂a∗∂b∗
(
1
3
∂k
∗
∂k∗Z
3h − Z2h
)
+ o
(
y0
)
.
Contractions and divergences can be applied to give
∂k
∗
U0•
k
= ∂k
∗
∂k∗Z
1• ,
∂k
∗
D0•
ak
=
2
3
∂k
∗
∂k∗∂a∗Z
3• +
1
2
∂k
∗
∂k∗U
2•
a ,
∂j
∗
∂k
∗
D0•
jk
=
2
3
∂j
∗
∂j∗∂
k
∗
∂k∗Z
3• .
Resulting equations are(
H2 − H˙
)
∂j
∗
∂j∗Z
1T = H ∂j∗∂j∗
(
1
3
∂k
∗
∂k∗Z
3K − Z2K
)
+ o
(
y0
)
,
3 Z˙2h − ∂k∗∂k∗Z1h = 3H
(
Z0h + Z2K
)
+ o
(
y0
)
,
1
2
∂k
∗
∂k∗
(
−U1ha + ∂0U2ha
)
= −∂a∗
(
∂0Z
2h + ∂k
∗
∂k∗
(
2
3
∂0Z
3h − Z1h
))
+H ∂a∗
(
Z0h + Z2K
)
+H ∂k∗∂k∗
(
2
3
∂a∗Z
3K +
1
2
U
2K
a
)
+ o
(
y0
)
,
∂j
∗
∂j∗
(
∂0Z
2h + ∂k
∗
∂k∗
(
2
3
∂0Z
3h − Z1h
))
= H ∂j∗∂j∗
(
Z0h + Z2K
)
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+
2
3
H ∂j∗∂j∗∂k
∗
∂k∗Z
3K + o
(
y0
)
,
3 ∂0
(HZ2K) = −6H2 Z2K + ∂j∗∂j∗Z0h + 3 (H˙ − H2) Z0h
− 3
(
2 H˙ +H2
)
Z2T + ∂j
∗
∂j∗
(
Z2h − 1
3
∂k
∗
∂k∗Z
3h
)
+ o
(
y0
)
,
∂0
(H ∂a∗Z2K)+
∂0
(
H ∂k∗∂k∗
(
2
3
∂a∗Z
3K +
1
2
U
2K
a
))
= −2H2 ∂a∗Z2K
− 2H2 ∂k∗∂k∗
(
2
3
∂a∗Z
3K +
1
2
U
2K
a
)
+
(
H˙ − H2 + ∂k∗∂k∗
)
∂a∗Z
0h
−
(
2 H˙ +H2
)
∂a∗Z
2T
−
(
2 H˙ +H2
)
∂k
∗
∂k∗
(
2
3
∂a∗Z
3T +
1
2
U
2T
a
)
− ∂j∗∂j∗∂a∗
(
1
3
∂k
∗
∂k∗Z
3h − Z2h
)
+ o
(
y0
)
,
∂0
(
H ∂j∗∂j∗
(
Z2K +
2
3
∂k
∗
∂k∗Z
3K
))
= −2H2 ∂j∗∂j∗
(
Z2K +
2
3
∂k
∗
∂k∗Z
3K
)
+
(
H˙ − H2 + ∂k∗∂k∗
)
∂j
∗
∂j∗Z
0h
−
(
2 H˙ +H2
)
∂j
∗
∂j∗
(
Z2T +
2
3
∂k
∗
∂k∗Z
3T
)
− ∂i∗∂i∗∂j
∗
∂j∗
(
1
3
∂k
∗
∂k∗Z
3h − Z2h
)
+ o
(
y0
)
.
Thanks to trivial substitutions,
3H2 Z0T = 3H2 Z2K + ∂j∗∂j∗
(
1
3
∂k
∗
∂k∗Z
3h − Z2h
)
+ o
(
y0
)
, (2.36)
(
H˙ − H2
)
∂a∗Z
1T = −H ∂a∗
(
1
3
∂k
∗
∂k∗Z
3K − Z2K
)
+ o
(
y0
)
, (2.37)
∂0Z
2h − 1
3
∂k
∗
∂k∗Z
1h −HZ0h = HZ2K + o(y0) , (2.39)
∂a∗
(
∂0Z
3h − Z1h) = ∂a∗ (HZ3K)+ o(y0) , (2.40)
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∂0
(HZ2K) = 1
3
∂j
∗
∂j∗
(
Z0h + Z2h − 1
3
∂k
∗
∂k∗Z
3h
)
− 2H2 Z2K +
(
H˙ − H2
)
Z0h −
(
2 H˙ +H2
)
Z2T + o
(
y0
)
,
(2.43)
∂a∗∂0
(HZ3K) = ∂a∗ (Z0h + Z2h − 1
3
∂k
∗
∂k∗Z
3h
)
− 2H2 ∂a∗Z3K −
(
2 H˙ +H2
)
∂a∗Z
3T + o
(
y0
)
.
(2.44)
Then, using these equations,
2
(
H˙ − H2
)
U
1T
a = −
1
2
H ∂k∗∂k∗U
2K
a + o
(
y0
)
, (2.38)
∂b∗
(
∂0U
2h
a − U1ha
)
= ∂b∗
(
HU2Ka
)
+ o
(
y0
)
, (2.41)
∂b∗∂0
(
HU2Ka
)
= −2H2 ∂b∗U
2K
a −
(
2 H˙ +H2
)
∂b∗U
2T
a + o
(
y0
)
, (2.45)
and
∂0D
1h
ab = HD1Kab + o
(
y0
)
, (2.42)
∂0
(
HD1Kab
)
= ∂k
∗
∂k∗D
1h
ab − 2H2D1Kab −
(
2 H˙ +H2
)
D
1T
ab + o
(
y0
)
. (2.46)
Orthonormalization
Just from definitions,
Ya = a
(
1 +
y
2
haa +O
(
y2
))
,
Ja = 1 + y h(a−1 )(a+1 ) +O
(
y2
)
,
Qa = 1 + y
(
h(a+1 )a + ha(a−1 ) − h(a−1 )(a+1 )
)
+O(y2) ,
M1 = 1 +
y
3
(h12 + h23 + h31) +O
(
y2
)
,
M2 = 1 +
y
6
(h12 + h23 + h31) +O
(
y2
)
,
M3 = 1 +O
(
y2
)
.
Thus, equation (C.23) becomes
e
(a )
b
a
=

1 + y
2
haa +O(y2) if a = b ,
y
2
(
hab +
1
3
(hkb − hka)
)
+O(y2) if a = (k ± 1)
and b = (k ∓ 1) .
(E.1)
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Note that
eab = a
(
δab +
y
2
(
h(ab) − ς[ab]
)
+O(y2)) , (E.2)
for
ςab :=
2
3
∑
k 6= a
k 6= b
(
D0h
ak
−D0h
kb
)
. (E.3)
This implies
e ba = a
−1
(
δab − y
2
(
h(ab) + ς[ab]
)
+O(y2)) (E.4)
and also fixes
N Γa
∗
0b∗ [∂, ∂] =
(
H δab + y
2
(
∂0h(ab) − ∂0ς[ab]
))
+ o(y)
and
Γajb[∂
s, ∂s] =
y
2
(
∂jh(ab) − ∂jς[ab]
)
+ o(y) ,
which implies
Γaij[∇s, ∂s] =
y
2
(
∂iς[aj] − 2 ∂[ah j]i
)
+ o(y) .
Since
{
e ka
}
is a (rescaled) small perturbation of
{
e ka
}
, components in or-
thonormal basis are easily obtained for many tensors:
N Kab = −H
(
δab + y
((
Z0h + Z2K
)
δab +D
0K
ab
)
+O(y2)) , (E.5)
N Aa = y ∂a∗Z
0h + o(y) , (E.6)
N Γa0b[∂, ∂] = H δab +
y
2
(
∂0h(ab) − ∂0ς[ab]
)
+ o(y) , (E.7)
N Γaij[∇s, ∂s] =
y
2
(
∂iς[aj] − 2 ∂[ah j]i
)
+ o(y) . (E.8)
Tensors related to moduli dynamics have components
N UaR =−H
Ra
N
− yH (Z0h + Z2K) Ra
N
− y ∂a∗Z0h − yH
∑
b
(
D0K
ab
R( b )
N
)
+ o(y)
(E.9)
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and
N W abR =
y
2
∂0ς[ab] − y ∂[aU0hb]
+
y
2
∑
k
((
∂kς[ab] − 2 ∂[ah b]k
) R(k )
N
)
+ o(y) .
(E.10)
F. Ideal string motion
Consider the map
φs : Ws −→ U
together with a chart, ξ, onWs and a chart, x, on U .
Consider
≈
t :=
1
2
∼
A1B1
∼
A2B2 tA1A2 tB1B2
for
tAB := y
µ
A y
ν
B gµν(Y
α) ,
where {Y 0, Y 1, Y 2, Y 3} and y µA are independent variables and gµν(Y α) is the
metric tensor in the point with coordinates {Y α | (α) ∈ C[x]}, that is
gµν(Y
α) ≡ gµν(φs(P)) ⇐⇒ (xα ◦ φs)(P) = Y α ∀ (α) ∈ C[x] .
Euler-Lagrange equations for Nambu-Goto¯ action equation (3.4) are
∂
√
−≈t
∂Y α
!
=
∑
A
y µA ∂µ
 ∂
√
−≈t
∂ y αB |B=A
 (F.1)
for Y α = (xα ◦ φs)(P) and y µA =
(
z µA ◦ φs
)
(P). This section provides a more
explicit formulation.
First, for
t(−1)A1B tBA2
!
= δA1A2 ,
note
∼
A1B1
∼
A2B2 tB1B2 =
≈
t t(−1)A1A2 ,
so that
∂
≈
t
∂tAB
=
≈
t t(−1)AB
and
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∂
√
−≈t
∂tAB
= − 1
2
√
−≈t
∂
≈
t
∂tAB
=
1
2
√
−≈t t(−1)AB .
Then,
∂tAB
∂Y α
= y µA y
ν
B ∂αgµν
and
∂
√
−≈t
∂Y α
=
1
2
√
−≈t t(−1)AB y µA y νB ∂αgµν ,
while
∂tB1B2
∂y µA
= 2 δA(B1 y
ν
B2)
gνµ
and
∂
√
−≈t
∂y µA
=
√
−≈t t(−1)AB y νB gνµ .
Then,
∑
A
y µA ∂µ
 ∂
√
−≈t
∂ y αB |B=A
 = y µA ∂µ
(√
−≈t t(−1)AB y νB gνα
)
= gνα y
µ
A ∂µ
(√
−≈t t(−1)AB y νB
)
+
√
−≈t t(−1)AB y µA y νB ∂µgνα ,
that is, using equation (F.1),
2 gαν y
µ
A ∂µ
(√
−≈t t(−1)AB y νB
)
= −
√
−≈t t(−1)AB y µA y νB (2 ∂µgνα − ∂αgµν)
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or, simply,
y µA ∂µ
(√
−≈t t(−1)AB y αB
)
= −
√
−≈t t(−1)AB y µA y νB Γαµν [∇g, ∂] .
For Y α = (xα ◦ φs)(P) and y µA =
(
z µA ◦ φs
)
(P), this reduces to
z µA ∂µ
(√
−≈γ zAα
)
= −z µA Γαµν [∇g, ∂]
√
−≈γ zAν ,
where all tensors are considered at the generic point P or at the correspond-
ing φs(P).
Last expression is clearly equivalent to equation (3.5).
G. Moduli space formulae
Loosely speaking, P aJL represents the couple of vectors tangent to a sphere,
while La
∗
N
acts as the orthogonal one. In fact, as expected,
P kJL
Lk∗
N
= 0 , (G.1)
P aJL P
JL
b = δ
a
b −
La
∗
Lb∗
N2
, (G.2)
P JLk P
k
KL = δ
JL
KL , (G.3)
sajk P
j
JL P
k
KL = 
ω
JLKL
La∗
N
, (G.4)
Lk
∗
N
P jJL 
s
kja = 
ω
JLKL P
KL
a , (G.5)
ωJLKL P
JL
a P
KL
b =
Lk
∗
N
skab . (G.6)
Moreover, by definition,
∂JL ≡
∑
j∈{1,2,3}
P
( j )
JL
∂
∂
(
L( j )
N
) = − ∑
j∈{1,2,3}
P
( j )
JL
sin ζj0L
∂
∂ζj0L
,
which corresponds to equation (56) in [3], but can be applied to the case of a
generic space-time.
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In the text, derivatives of ZJL shall be relevant, too. Then, note that
∇ωJLZJL =
Z l0L
tan ζ l0L
+ ∂lJLZ
JL (G.7)
and
∇ωJLP aKL = −ωJLKL
La
∗
N
. (G.8)
Then, equation (3.22) gives
∇ωJLZJL = −2UkR
Lk∗
N
. (G.9)
It is also easy to compute
PJLa Z
JL = U jR
(
saj − La∗ Lj∗
N2
)
− Lj∗
N
W jRa . (G.10)
Of course, the right ←→ left exchange symmetry is verified by all the
formulae presented here.
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In[1]:= << xAct`xCoba`------------------------------------------------------------
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In[7]:= DefBasis[ONbasis, TangentM, {1, 2, 3}, BasisColor → ONbasisColor]** DefBasis: Defining basis ONbasis.** DefCovD: Defining parallel derivative PDONbasis[-a].** DefTensor: Defining torsion tensor TorsionPDONbasis[a, -b, -i].** DefTensor: Defining non-symmetric Christoffel tensor ChristoffelPDONbasis[a, -b, -i].** DefTensor: Defining vanishing Riemann tensor RiemannPDONbasis[-a, -b, -i, j].** DefTensor: Defining vanishing Ricci tensor RicciPDONbasis[-a, -b].** DefTensor: Defining antisymmetric +1 density etaUpONbasis[a, b, i].** DefTensor: Defining antisymmetric -1 density etaDownONbasis[-a, -b, -i].
In[8]:= MetricInBasis[sMetric, ONbasis, Table[Boole[ai ⩵ bi], {ai, 1, 3}, {bi, 1, 3}]]
2     OrthoNorm.nb
Added independent rule s11 → 1 for tensor sMetric
Added independent rule s12 → 0 for tensor sMetric
Added independent rule s13 → 0 for tensor sMetric
Added dependent rule s21 → s12 for tensor sMetric
Added independent rule s22 → 1 for tensor sMetric
Added independent rule s23 → 0 for tensor sMetric
Added dependent rule s31 → s13 for tensor sMetric
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Added independent rule s33 → 1 for tensor sMetric
Out[8]=  s11 → 1, s12 → 0, s13 → 0, s21 → 0, s22 → 1, s23 → 0,  s31 → 0, s32 → 0, s33 → 1
In[9]:= DefTensor[Yp[-a], M, PrintAs → "Y"]** DefTensor: Defining tensor Yp[-a].
In[10]:= $Assumptions = Table[Yp[{ai, -ONbasis}] > 0, {ai, 1, 3}]
Out[10]=  Y1 > 0, Y2 > 0, Y3 > 0
In[11]:= DefTensor[Jp[-a], M, PrintAs → "J"]** DefTensor: Defining tensor Jp[-a].
In[12]:= Table[AppendTo[$Assumptions, Jp[{ai, -ONbasis}] > 0], {ai, 1, 3}]; $Assumptions
Out[12]=  Y1 > 0, Y2 > 0, Y3 > 0, J1 > 0, J2 > 0, J3 > 0
In[13]:= chartColor = RGBColor[0, 1, 0]
Out[13]=
In[14]:= DefChart[chart, M, {1, 2, 3}, {x1[], x2[], x3[]}, ChartColor → chartColor]
OrthoNorm.nb     3
** DefChart: Defining chart chart.** DefTensor: Defining coordinate scalar x1[].** DefTensor: Defining coordinate scalar x2[].** DefTensor: Defining coordinate scalar x3[].** DefMapping: Defining mapping chart.** DefMapping: Defining inverse mapping ichart.** DefTensor: Defining mapping differential tensor dichart[-a.
.
, icharta].** DefTensor: Defining mapping differential tensor dchart[-a, charta.
.
].** DefBasis: Defining basis chart. Coordinated basis.** DefCovD: Defining parallel derivative PDchart[-a].** DefTensor: Defining vanishing torsion tensor TorsionPDchart[a, -b, -i].** DefTensor: Defining symmetric Christoffel tensor ChristoffelPDchart[a, -b, -i].** DefTensor: Defining vanishing Riemann tensor RiemannPDchart[-a, -b, -i, j].** DefTensor: Defining vanishing Ricci tensor RicciPDchart[-a, -b].** DefTensor: Defining antisymmetric +1 density etaUpchart[a, b, i].** DefTensor: Defining antisymmetric -1 density etaDownchart[-a, -b, -i].
In[15]:= Table[(1 - Refine@Abs@TraceBasisDummy[
etaUpONbasis[{in, ONbasis}, {im, ONbasis}, {a, ONbasis}] Jp[-{a, ONbasis}]]) /(Yp[{in, -ONbasis}] Yp[{im, -ONbasis}]), {in, 1, 3}, {im, 1, 3}]
Out[15]=  1
Y1
2
,
1 - J3
Y1 Y2
,
1 - J2
Y1 Y3
,  1 - J3
Y1 Y2
,
1
Y2
2
,
1 - J1
Y2 Y3
,  1 - J2
Y1 Y3
,
1 - J1
Y2 Y3
,
1
Y3
2

In[16]:= MetricInBasis[sMetric, chart, %]
4     OrthoNorm.nb
Added independent rule s11 → 1
Y1
2
for tensor sMetric
Added independent rule s12 → 1 - J3
Y1 Y2
for tensor sMetric
Added independent rule s13 → 1 - J2
Y1 Y3
for tensor sMetric
Added dependent rule s21 → s12 for tensor sMetric
Added independent rule s22 → 1
Y2
2
for tensor sMetric
Added independent rule s23 → 1 - J1
Y2 Y3
for tensor sMetric
Added dependent rule s31 → s13 for tensor sMetric
Added dependent rule s32 → s23 for tensor sMetric
Added independent rule s33 → 1
Y3
2
for tensor sMetric
Out[16]=  s11 → 1
Y1
2
, s12 → 1 - J3
Y1 Y2
, s13 → 1 - J2
Y1 Y3
,
 s21 → 1 - J3
Y1 Y2
, s22 → 1
Y2
2
, s23 → 1 - J1
Y2 Y3
,
 s31 → 1 - J2
Y1 Y3
, s32 → 1 - J1
Y2 Y3
, s33 → 1
Y3
2

In[17]:= DefTensor[Vv[-LI[step], a, -b], M, PrintAs → "V"]** DefTensor: Defining tensor Vv[-LI[step], a, -b].
In[18]:= AllComponentValues[Vv[-LI["(0)"], {a, ONbasis}, -{b, chart}],
Table[Boole[ai ⩵ bi], {ai, 1, 3}, {bi, 1, 3}]]
OrthoNorm.nb     5
Added independent rule V 1(0) 1 → 1 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 1(0) 2 → 0 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 1(0) 3 → 0 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 2(0) 1 → 0 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 2(0) 2 → 1 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 2(0) 3 → 0 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 3(0) 1 → 0 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 3(0) 2 → 0 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 3(0) 3 → 1 for tensor Vv
Out[18]= FoldedRule{},  V 1(0) 1 → 1, V 1(0) 2 → 0, V 1(0) 3 → 0,
V 2(0) 1 → 0, V 2(0) 2 → 1, V 2(0) 3 → 0, V 3(0) 1 → 0, V 3(0) 2 → 0, V 3(0) 3 → 1
In[19]:= ChangeComponents[Vv[-LI["(0)"], {a, ONbasis}, {b, chart}],
Vv[-LI["(0)"], {a, ONbasis}, -{b, chart}]]
6     OrthoNorm.nb
Added independent rule V 11(0) → s11 V 1(0) 1 + s12 V 1(0) 2 + s13 V 1(0) 3 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 12(0) → s12 V 1(0) 1 + s22 V 1(0) 2 + s23 V 1(0) 3 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 13(0) → s13 V 1(0) 1 + s23 V 1(0) 2 + s33 V 1(0) 3 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 21(0) → s11 V 2(0) 1 + s12 V 2(0) 2 + s13 V 2(0) 3 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 22(0) → s12 V 2(0) 1 + s22 V 2(0) 2 + s23 V 2(0) 3 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 23(0) → s13 V 2(0) 1 + s23 V 2(0) 2 + s33 V 2(0) 3 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 31(0) → s11 V 3(0) 1 + s12 V 3(0) 2 + s13 V 3(0) 3 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 32(0) → s12 V 3(0) 1 + s22 V 3(0) 2 + s23 V 3(0) 3 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 33(0) → s13 V 3(0) 1 + s23 V 3(0) 2 + s33 V 3(0) 3 for tensor Vv
Computed V ab(0) → sbi V a(0) i in 0.471778 Seconds
Out[19]= FoldedRule{},  V 11(0) → s11 V 1(0) 1 + s12 V 1(0) 2 + s13 V 1(0) 3 ,
V 12(0) → s12 V 1(0) 1 + s22 V 1(0) 2 + s23 V 1(0) 3 ,
V 13(0) → s13 V 1(0) 1 + s23 V 1(0) 2 + s33 V 1(0) 3 ,
V 21(0) → s11 V 2(0) 1 + s12 V 2(0) 2 + s13 V 2(0) 3 ,
V 22(0) → s12 V 2(0) 1 + s22 V 2(0) 2 + s23 V 2(0) 3 ,
V 23(0) → s13 V 2(0) 1 + s23 V 2(0) 2 + s33 V 2(0) 3 ,
V 31(0) → s11 V 3(0) 1 + s12 V 3(0) 2 + s13 V 3(0) 3 ,
V 32(0) → s12 V 3(0) 1 + s22 V 3(0) 2 + s23 V 3(0) 3 ,
V 33(0) → s13 V 3(0) 1 + s23 V 3(0) 2 + s33 V 3(0) 3
In[20]:= Table[(Vv[-LI["(0)"], {ai, ONbasis}, -{b, chart}]
Vv[-LI["(0)"], {ai, ONbasis}, {b, chart}]) ⩵
ToValues@ToValues@TraceBasisDummy[Vv[-LI["(0)"], {ai, ONbasis}, -{b, chart}]
Vv[-LI["(0)"], {ai, ONbasis}, {b, chart}]], {ai, 1, 3}]
Out[20]=  V 1(0) b V 1b(0) ⩵ 1
Y1
2
, V 2(0) b V 2b(0) ⩵ 1
Y2
2
, V 3(0) b V 3b(0) ⩵ 1
Y3
2

OrthoNorm.nb     7
In[21]:= Table[(Vv[-LI["(0)"], {ai, ONbasis}, {bi, -chart}] / Sqrt[Vv[-LI["(0)"], {ai, ONbasis},-{b, chart}] Vv[-LI["(0)"], {ai, ONbasis}, {b, chart}]]) ⩵
Refine@ToValues@ToValues@TraceBasisDummy@(Vv[-LI["(0)"], {ai, ONbasis},{bi, -chart}] / Sqrt[Vv[-LI["(0)"], {ai, ONbasis}, -{b, chart}]
Vv[-LI["(0)"], {ai, ONbasis}, {b, chart}]]), {ai, 1, 3}, {bi, 1, 3}]
Out[21]=  V 1(0) 1
V 1(0) b V 1b(0)
⩵ Y1, V 1(0) 2
V 1(0) b V 1b(0)
⩵ 0, V 1(0) 3
V 1(0) b V 1b(0)
⩵ 0,
 V 2(0) 1
V 2(0) b V 2b(0)
⩵ 0, V 2(0) 2
V 2(0) b V 2b(0)
⩵ Y2, V 2(0) 3
V 2(0) b V 2b(0)
⩵ 0,
 V 3(0) 1
V 3(0) b V 3b(0)
⩵ 0, V 3(0) 2
V 3(0) b V 3b(0)
⩵ 0, V 3(0) 3
V 3(0) b V 3b(0)
⩵ Y3
In[22]:= AllComponentValues[Vv[-LI["(1)"], {a, ONbasis}, -{b, chart}],
Table[Refine@ToValues@ToValues@TraceBasisDummy@(Vv[-LI["(0)"], {ai, ONbasis},{bi, -chart}] / Sqrt[Vv[-LI["(0)"], {ai, ONbasis}, -{b, chart}]
Vv[-LI["(0)"], {ai, ONbasis}, {b, chart}]]), {ai, 1, 3}, {bi, 1, 3}]]
Added independent rule V 1(1) 1 → Y1 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 1(1) 2 → 0 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 1(1) 3 → 0 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 2(1) 1 → 0 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 2(1) 2 → Y2 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 2(1) 3 → 0 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 3(1) 1 → 0 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 3(1) 2 → 0 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 3(1) 3 → Y3 for tensor Vv
Out[22]= FoldedRule{},  V 1(1) 1 → Y1, V 1(1) 2 → 0, V 1(1) 3 → 0, V 2(1) 1 → 0,
V 2(1) 2 → Y2, V 2(1) 3 → 0, V 3(1) 1 → 0, V 3(1) 2 → 0, V 3(1) 3 → Y3
In[23]:= ChangeComponents[Vv[-LI["(1)"], {a, ONbasis}, {b, chart}],
Vv[-LI["(1)"], {a, ONbasis}, -{b, chart}]]
8     OrthoNorm.nb
Added independent rule V 11(1) → s11 V 1(1) 1 + s12 V 1(1) 2 + s13 V 1(1) 3 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 12(1) → s12 V 1(1) 1 + s22 V 1(1) 2 + s23 V 1(1) 3 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 13(1) → s13 V 1(1) 1 + s23 V 1(1) 2 + s33 V 1(1) 3 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 21(1) → s11 V 2(1) 1 + s12 V 2(1) 2 + s13 V 2(1) 3 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 22(1) → s12 V 2(1) 1 + s22 V 2(1) 2 + s23 V 2(1) 3 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 23(1) → s13 V 2(1) 1 + s23 V 2(1) 2 + s33 V 2(1) 3 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 31(1) → s11 V 3(1) 1 + s12 V 3(1) 2 + s13 V 3(1) 3 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 32(1) → s12 V 3(1) 1 + s22 V 3(1) 2 + s23 V 3(1) 3 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 33(1) → s13 V 3(1) 1 + s23 V 3(1) 2 + s33 V 3(1) 3 for tensor Vv
Computed V ab(1) → sbi V a(1) i in 0.478283 Seconds
Out[23]= FoldedRule{},  V 11(1) → s11 V 1(1) 1 + s12 V 1(1) 2 + s13 V 1(1) 3 ,
V 12(1) → s12 V 1(1) 1 + s22 V 1(1) 2 + s23 V 1(1) 3 ,
V 13(1) → s13 V 1(1) 1 + s23 V 1(1) 2 + s33 V 1(1) 3 ,
V 21(1) → s11 V 2(1) 1 + s12 V 2(1) 2 + s13 V 2(1) 3 ,
V 22(1) → s12 V 2(1) 1 + s22 V 2(1) 2 + s23 V 2(1) 3 ,
V 23(1) → s13 V 2(1) 1 + s23 V 2(1) 2 + s33 V 2(1) 3 ,
V 31(1) → s11 V 3(1) 1 + s12 V 3(1) 2 + s13 V 3(1) 3 ,
V 32(1) → s12 V 3(1) 1 + s22 V 3(1) 2 + s23 V 3(1) 3 ,
V 33(1) → s13 V 3(1) 1 + s23 V 3(1) 2 + s33 V 3(1) 3
In[24]:= DefTensor[Sv[-a, -LI[step], -b], M, PrintAs → "S"]** DefTensor: Defining tensor Sv[-a, -LI[step], -b].
In[25]:= AllComponentValues[Sv[-{a, ONbasis}, -LI["(1)"], -{b, chart}],
Table[ToValues@(Vv[-LI["(1)"], {Mod[ai - 1, 3, 1], ONbasis}, {bi, -chart}] - Vv[-LI["(1)"], {Mod[ai + 1, 3, 1], ONbasis}, {bi, -chart}]), {ai, 1, 3}, {bi, 1, 3}]]
OrthoNorm.nb     9
Added independent rule S1(1)1 → 0 for tensor Sv
Added independent rule S1(1)2 → - Y2 for tensor Sv
Added independent rule S1(1)3 → Y3 for tensor Sv
Added independent rule S2(1)1 → Y1 for tensor Sv
Added independent rule S2(1)2 → 0 for tensor Sv
Added independent rule S2(1)3 → - Y3 for tensor Sv
Added independent rule S3(1)1 → - Y1 for tensor Sv
Added independent rule S3(1)2 → Y2 for tensor Sv
Added independent rule S3(1)3 → 0 for tensor Sv
Out[25]= FoldedRule{},  S1(1)1 → 0, S1(1)2 → - Y2, S1(1)3 → Y3, S2(1)1 → Y1,
S2(1)2 → 0, S2(1)3 → - Y3, S3(1)1 → - Y1, S3(1)2 → Y2, S3(1)3 → 0
In[26]:= ChangeComponents[Sv[-{a, ONbasis}, -LI["(1)"], {b, chart}],
Sv[-{a, ONbasis}, -LI["(1)"], -{b, chart}]]
Added independent rule S 11(1) → s11 S1(1)1 + s12 S1(1)2 + s13 S1(1)3 for tensor Sv
Added independent rule S 21(1) → s12 S1(1)1 + s22 S1(1)2 + s23 S1(1)3 for tensor Sv
Added independent rule S 31(1) → s13 S1(1)1 + s23 S1(1)2 + s33 S1(1)3 for tensor Sv
Added independent rule S 12(1) → s11 S2(1)1 + s12 S2(1)2 + s13 S2(1)3 for tensor Sv
Added independent rule S 22(1) → s12 S2(1)1 + s22 S2(1)2 + s23 S2(1)3 for tensor Sv
Added independent rule S 32(1) → s13 S2(1)1 + s23 S2(1)2 + s33 S2(1)3 for tensor Sv
Added independent rule S 13(1) → s11 S3(1)1 + s12 S3(1)2 + s13 S3(1)3 for tensor Sv
Added independent rule S 23(1) → s12 S3(1)1 + s22 S3(1)2 + s23 S3(1)3 for tensor Sv
Added independent rule S 33(1) → s13 S3(1)1 + s23 S3(1)2 + s33 S3(1)3 for tensor Sv
Computed S ba(1) → sbi Sa(1)i in 0.803067 Seconds
Out[26]= FoldedRule{},  S 11(1) → s11 S1(1)1 + s12 S1(1)2 + s13 S1(1)3 ,
S 21(1) → s12 S1(1)1 + s22 S1(1)2 + s23 S1(1)3 ,
S 31(1) → s13 S1(1)1 + s23 S1(1)2 + s33 S1(1)3 ,
S 12(1) → s11 S2(1)1 + s12 S2(1)2 + s13 S2(1)3 ,
S 22(1) → s12 S2(1)1 + s22 S2(1)2 + s23 S2(1)3 ,
S 32(1) → s13 S2(1)1 + s23 S2(1)2 + s33 S2(1)3 ,
S 13(1) → s11 S3(1)1 + s12 S3(1)2 + s13 S3(1)3 ,
S 23(1) → s12 S3(1)1 + s22 S3(1)2 + s23 S3(1)3 ,
S 33(1) → s13 S3(1)1 + s23 S3(1)2 + s33 S3(1)3
10     OrthoNorm.nb
In[27]:= Table[Sqrt[Sv[{ai, -ONbasis}, -LI["(1)"], {b, chart}]
Sv[{ai, -ONbasis}, -LI["(1)"], -{b, chart}]] ⩵
Simplify@ToValues@ToValues@TraceBasisDummy@Sqrt[Sv[{ai, -ONbasis}, -LI["(1)"],{b, chart}] Sv[{ai, -ONbasis}, -LI["(1)"], -{b, chart}]], {ai, 1, 3}]
Out[27]=  S1(1)b S b1(1) ⩵ 2 J1 ,
S2(1)b S b2(1) ⩵ 2 J2 , S3(1)b S b3(1) ⩵ 2 J3 
In[28]:= DefTensor[Sm[-a, -LI[step]], M, PrintAs → "L"]** DefTensor: Defining tensor Sm[-a, -LI[step]].
In[29]:= AllComponentValues[Sm[-{a, ONbasis}, -LI["(1)"]], Table[
Simplify@ToValues@ToValues@TraceBasisDummy@Sqrt[Sv[{ai, -ONbasis}, -LI["(1)"],{b, chart}] Sv[{ai, -ONbasis}, -LI["(1)"], -{b, chart}]], {ai, 1, 3}]]
Added independent rule L1(1) → 2 J1 for tensor Sm
Added independent rule L2(1) → 2 J2 for tensor Sm
Added independent rule L3(1) → 2 J3 for tensor Sm
Out[29]= FoldedRule{},  L1(1) → 2 J1 , L2(1) → 2 J2 , L3(1) → 2 J3 
In[30]:= DefTensor[Qp[a], M, PrintAs → "Q"]** DefTensor: Defining tensor Qp[a].
In[31]:= Qp2Jp = Table[Qp[{ind, ONbasis}] →
Sum[Jp[{name, -ONbasis}], {name, 1, 3}] - 2 Jp[{ind, -ONbasis}], {ind, 1, 3}]
Out[31]=  Q1 → - J1 + J2 + J3, Q2 → J1 - J2 + J3, Q3 → J1 + J2 - J3
In[32]:= Sum[Qp[{name, ONbasis}], {name, 1, 3}] ⩵(Sum[Qp[{name, ONbasis}], {name, 1, 3}] /. Qp2Jp)
Out[32]= Q1 + Q2 + Q3 ⩵ J1 + J2 + J3
In[33]:= Jp2Qp = Table[Jp[{ind, -ONbasis}] →(Sum[Qp[{name, ONbasis}], {name, 1, 3}] - Qp[{ind, ONbasis}]) / 2, {ind, 1, 3}]
Out[33]=  J1 → 1
2
 Q2 + Q3, J2 → 1
2
 Q1 + Q3, J3 → 1
2
 Q1 + Q2
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In[34]:= Jps2Qp = Union[Table[(Qp[{ind, ONbasis}] /. Qp2Jp) → Qp[{ind, ONbasis}], {ind, 1, 3}],
Table[(-Qp[{ind, ONbasis}] /. Qp2Jp) → -Qp[{ind, ONbasis}], {ind, 1, 3}]]
Out[34]=  J1 - J2 - J3 → - Q1, - J1 + J2 - J3 → - Q2, J1 + J2 - J3 → Q3,- J1 - J2 + J3 → - Q3, J1 - J2 + J3 → Q2, - J1 + J2 + J3 → Q1
In[35]:= Table[-Sv[{Mod[ai - 1, 3, 1], -ONbasis}, -LI["(1)"], -{j, chart}]
Sv[{Mod[ai + 1, 3, 1], -ONbasis}, -LI["(1)"], {j, chart}] /(Sm[{Mod[ai - 1, 3, 1], -ONbasis}, -LI["(1)"]]
Sm[{Mod[ai + 1, 3, 1], -ONbasis}, -LI["(1)"]]) ⩵((Numerator[#1] /. Jp2Qp // Simplify) / Denominator[#1]) &@(Simplify@ToValues@ToValues@TraceBasisDummy[-Sv[{Mod[ai - 1, 3, 1], -ONbasis}, -LI["(1)"], -{j, chart}]
Sv[{Mod[ai + 1, 3, 1], -ONbasis}, -LI["(1)"], {j, chart}] /(Sm[{Mod[ai - 1, 3, 1], -ONbasis}, -LI["(1)"]]
Sm[{Mod[ai + 1, 3, 1], -ONbasis}, -LI["(1)"]])]), {ai, 1, 3}]
Out[35]= - S j2(1) S3(1)j
L2(1) L3(1) ⩵ Q
1
2 J2 J3
,
- S1(1)j S j3(1)
L1(1) L3(1) ⩵ Q
2
2 J1 J3
, - S j1(1) S2(1)j
L1(1) L2(1) ⩵ Q
3
2 J1 J2

In[36]:= DefTensor[CoV[-LI[step], a], M, PrintAs → "C"]** DefTensor: Defining tensor CoV[-LI[step], a].
In[37]:= AllComponentValues[CoV[-LI["(1)"], {a, ONbasis}],
Table[((Numerator[#1] /. Jp2Qp // Simplify) / Denominator[#1]) &@(Simplify@ToValues@ToValues@
TraceBasisDummy[-Sv[{Mod[ai - 1, 3, 1], -ONbasis}, -LI["(1)"], -{j, chart}]
Sv[{Mod[ai + 1, 3, 1], -ONbasis}, -LI["(1)"], {j, chart}] /(Sm[{Mod[ai - 1, 3, 1], -ONbasis}, -LI["(1)"]]
Sm[{Mod[ai + 1, 3, 1], -ONbasis}, -LI["(1)"]])]), {ai, 1, 3}]]
12     OrthoNorm.nb
Added independent rule C 1(1) → Q1
2 J2 J3
for tensor CoV
Added independent rule C 2(1) → Q2
2 J1 J3
for tensor CoV
Added independent rule C 3(1) → Q3
2 J1 J2
for tensor CoV
Out[37]= FoldedRule{},  C 1(1) → Q1
2 J2 J3
, C 2(1) → Q2
2 J1 J3
, C 3(1) → Q3
2 J1 J2

In[38]:= DefTensor[Mc[-LI[name]], M, PrintAs → "M"]** DefTensor: Defining tensor Mc[-LI[name]].
In[39]:= AppendTo[$Assumptions, Mc[-LI["1"]] > 0]
Out[39]=  Y1 > 0, Y2 > 0, Y3 > 0, J1 > 0, J2 > 0, J3 > 0, M1 > 0
In[40]:= Mc12JQp = {Mc[-LI["1"]]^2 → TraceBasisDummy[Jp[-{i, ONbasis}] Qp[{i, ONbasis}]] / 3}
Out[40]=  M12 → 1
3
 J1 Q1 + J2 Q2 + J3 Q3
In[41]:= JJp2Mc1 = {(-3 Mc[-LI["1"]]^2 /. Mc12JQp /. Qp2Jp // Factor) → -3 Mc[-LI["1"]]^2}
Out[41]=  J12 - 2 J1 J2 + J22 - 2 J1 J3 - 2 J2 J3 + J32 → -3 M12
In[42]:= QQp2Mc1 = Table[(3 Mc[-LI["1"]]^2 /. Mc12JQp /. Jp2Qp // Factor) - Qp[{Mod[ai - 1, 3, 1], ONbasis}]
Qp[{Mod[ai + 1, 3, 1], ONbasis}] → 3 Mc[-LI["1"]]^2 -
Qp[{Mod[ai - 1, 3, 1], ONbasis}] Qp[{Mod[ai + 1, 3, 1], ONbasis}], {ai, 1, 3}]
Out[42]=  Q1 Q2 + Q1 Q3 → 3 M12 - Q2 Q3,
Q1 Q2 + Q2 Q3 → 3 M12 - Q1 Q3, Q1 Q3 + Q2 Q3 → 3 M12 - Q1 Q2
In[43]:= Table[(4 Jp[{Mod[ai - 1, 3, 1], -ONbasis}] Jp[{Mod[ai + 1, 3, 1], -ONbasis}])(1 - CoV[-LI["(1)"], {ai, ONbasis}]^2) ⩵ 3 Mc[-LI["1"]]^2, {ai, 1, 3}]
Out[43]= 4 1 - C 1(1) 2 J2 J3 ⩵ 3 M12,
4 1 - C 2(1) 2 J1 J3 ⩵ 3 M12, 4 1 - C 3(1) 2 J1 J2 ⩵ 3 M12
In[44]:= Together@ToValues[%] /. Mc12JQp /. Jp2Qp // Simplify
Out[44]= {True, True, True}
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In[45]:= CoV12Mc1 = Table[CoV[-LI["(1)"], {ai, ONbasis}]^2 →
1 - 3 Mc[-LI["1"]]^2 / (4 Jp[{Mod[ai - 1, 3, 1], -ONbasis}]
Jp[{Mod[ai + 1, 3, 1], -ONbasis}]), {ai, 1, 3}]
Out[45]=  C 1(1) 2 → 1 - 3 M12
4 J2 J3
, C 2(1) 2 → 1 - 3 M12
4 J1 J3
, C 3(1) 2 → 1 - 3 M12
4 J1 J2

In[46]:= Table[HoldForm@Csc[ArcCos[CoV[-LI["(1)"], {#1, ONbasis}]] + Pi / 3] &@name ⩵(TrigExpand@Csc[ArcCos[CoV[-LI["(1)"], {name, ONbasis}]] + Pi / 3] /. CoV12Mc1 //
ToValues // Simplify), {name, 1, 3}]
Out[46]= CscArcCos C 1(1)  + π3 ⩵
4 J2 J3
3  M1 + Q1,
CscArcCos C 2(1)  + π3 ⩵
4 J1 J3
3  M1 + Q2, CscArcCos C 3(1)  + π3 ⩵
4 J1 J2
3  M1 + Q3
In[47]:= DefTensorhTcX[LI[name], -b, -LI[step]], M, PrintAs → "TX"
** DefTensor: Defining tensor hTcX[LI[name], -b, -LI[step]].
In[48]:= AllComponentValues[hTcX[LI["13(1)"], -{b, ONbasis}, -LI["(1)"]],
Table[(TrigExpand@Csc[ArcCos[CoV[-LI["(1)"], {name, ONbasis}]] + Pi / 3] /.
CoV12Mc1 // ToValues // Simplify), {name, 1, 3}]]
Added independent rule TX13 (1)1(1) → 4 J2 J3
3  M1 + Q1 for tensor hTcX
Added independent rule TX13 (1)2(1) → 4 J1 J3
3  M1 + Q2 for tensor hTcX
Added independent rule TX13 (1)3(1) → 4 J1 J2
3  M1 + Q3 for tensor hTcX
Out[48]= FoldedRule{},  TX13 (1)1(1) → 4 J2 J3
3  M1 + Q1,
TX
13 (1)
2(1) → 4 J1 J3
3  M1 + Q2, TX13 (1)3(1) →
4 J1 J2
3  M1 + Q3
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In[49]:= DefTensor[Hf[a], M, PrintAs → "H"]** DefTensor: Defining tensor Hf[a].
In[50]:= AllComponentValues[Hf[{a, ONbasis}],
Table[(4 Mc[-LI["1"]]^2 Sqrt[2 Jp[{Mod[name - 1, 3, 1], -ONbasis}]
Jp[{Mod[name + 1, 3, 1], -ONbasis}] / Jp[{name, -ONbasis}]]) /(3 Product[Mc[-LI["1"]] + Qp[{ind, ONbasis}], {ind, 1, 3}](Mc[-LI["1"]] + Qp[{name, ONbasis}])), {name, 1, 3}]]
Added independent rule H1 →
4 2
J2 J3
J1
M1
2
3  M1 + Q12  M1 + Q2  M1 + Q3 for tensor Hf
Added independent rule H2 →
4 2
J1 J3
J2
M1
2
3  M1 + Q1  M1 + Q22  M1 + Q3 for tensor Hf
Added independent rule H3 →
4 2
J1 J2
J3
M1
2
3  M1 + Q1  M1 + Q2  M1 + Q32 for tensor Hf
Out[50]= FoldedRule{},  H1 → 4 2
J2 J3
J1
M1
2
3  M1 + Q12  M1 + Q2  M1 + Q3,
H2 → 4 2
J1 J3
J2
M1
2
3  M1 + Q1  M1 + Q22  M1 + Q3, H3 →
4 2
J1 J2
J3
M1
2
3  M1 + Q1  M1 + Q2  M1 + Q32 
In[51]:= DefTensor[Wf[a, -b], M, PrintAs → "W"]** DefTensor: Defining tensor Wf[a, -b].
In[52]:= AllComponentValues[Wf[{a, ONbasis}, -{b, ONbasis}],
Table[Sum[Boole[name ≠ vert ≠ ind](3 Mc[-LI["1"]] + Qp[{ind, ONbasis}] + 2 Jp[{vert, -ONbasis}]) (3 Mc[-LI["1"]] +
Qp[{vert, ONbasis}] + 2 Jp[{name, -ONbasis}]) - Boole[name ⩵ vert ⩵ ind](3 Mc[-LI["1"]] + Qp[{Mod[ind - 1, 3, 1], ONbasis}] + 2 Jp[{ind, -ONbasis}])(3 Mc[-LI["1"]] + Qp[{Mod[ind + 1, 3, 1], ONbasis}] + 2 Jp[{ind, -ONbasis}]),{ind, 1, 3}], {name, 1, 3}, {vert, 1, 3}]]
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Added independent rule W11 → -2 J1 + 3 M1 + Q2 2 J1 + 3 M1 + Q3 for tensor Wf
Added independent rule W12 → 2 J1 + 3 M1 + Q2 2 J2 + 3 M1 + Q3 for tensor Wf
Added independent rule W13 → 2 J3 + 3 M1 + Q2 2 J1 + 3 M1 + Q3 for tensor Wf
Added independent rule W21 → 2 J2 + 3 M1 + Q1 2 J1 + 3 M1 + Q3 for tensor Wf
Added independent rule W22 → -2 J2 + 3 M1 + Q1 2 J2 + 3 M1 + Q3 for tensor Wf
Added independent rule W23 → 2 J3 + 3 M1 + Q1 2 J2 + 3 M1 + Q3 for tensor Wf
Added independent rule W31 → 2 J3 + 3 M1 + Q1 2 J1 + 3 M1 + Q2 for tensor Wf
Added independent rule W32 → 2 J2 + 3 M1 + Q1 2 J3 + 3 M1 + Q2 for tensor Wf
Added independent rule W33 → -2 J3 + 3 M1 + Q1 2 J3 + 3 M1 + Q2 for tensor Wf
Out[52]= FoldedRule{},  W11 → -2 J1 + 3 M1 + Q2 2 J1 + 3 M1 + Q3,
W12 → 2 J1 + 3 M1 + Q2 2 J2 + 3 M1 + Q3,
W13 → 2 J3 + 3 M1 + Q2 2 J1 + 3 M1 + Q3,
W21 → 2 J2 + 3 M1 + Q1 2 J1 + 3 M1 + Q3,
W22 → -2 J2 + 3 M1 + Q1 2 J2 + 3 M1 + Q3,
W23 → 2 J3 + 3 M1 + Q1 2 J2 + 3 M1 + Q3,
W31 → 2 J3 + 3 M1 + Q1 2 J1 + 3 M1 + Q2,
W32 → 2 J2 + 3 M1 + Q1 2 J3 + 3 M1 + Q2,
W33 → -2 J3 + 3 M1 + Q1 2 J3 + 3 M1 + Q2
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In[53]:= Table[(Sum[Boole[name ≠ vert ≠ ind](hTcX[LI["13(1)"], {ind, -ONbasis}, -LI["(1)"]] + hTcX[LI["13(1)"],{name, -ONbasis}, -LI["(1)"]] CoV[-LI["(1)"], {vert, ONbasis}])(hTcX[LI["13(1)"], {name, -ONbasis}, -LI["(1)"]] + hTcX[LI["13(1)"],{vert, -ONbasis}, -LI["(1)"]] CoV[-LI["(1)"], {ind, ONbasis}]) -
Boole[name ⩵ vert ⩵ ind] (hTcX[LI["13(1)"], {Mod[ind + 1, 3, 1], -ONbasis},-LI["(1)"]] + hTcX[LI["13(1)"], {ind, -ONbasis}, -LI["(1)"]]
CoV[-LI["(1)"], {Mod[ind - 1, 3, 1], ONbasis}])(hTcX[LI["13(1)"], {Mod[ind - 1, 3, 1], -ONbasis}, -LI["(1)"]] +
hTcX[LI["13(1)"], {ind, -ONbasis}, -LI["(1)"]]
CoV[-LI["(1)"], {Mod[ind + 1, 3, 1], ONbasis}]), {ind, 1, 3}] ==
Hf[{name, ONbasis}] Wf[{name, ONbasis}, {vert, -ONbasis}] /
Sm [{vert, -ONbasis}, -LI["(1)"]]), {name, 1, 3}, {vert, 1, 3}]
Out[53]= - C 3(1) TX13 (1)1(1) + TX13 (1)2(1)  C 2(1) TX13 (1)1(1) + TX13 (1)3(1) ⩵ H1 W11
L1(1) ,
 TX13 (1)1(1) + C 3(1) TX13 (1)2(1)  C 2(1) TX13 (1)1(1) + TX13 (1)3(1) ⩵ H1 W12
L2(1) ,
 C 3(1) TX13 (1)1(1) + TX13 (1)2(1)  TX13 (1)1(1) + C 2(1) TX13 (1)3(1) ⩵ H1 W13
L3(1) ,
 C 3(1) TX13 (1)1(1) + TX13 (1)2(1)  C 1(1) TX13 (1)2(1) + TX13 (1)3(1) ⩵ H2 W21
L1(1) ,
- TX13 (1)1(1) + C 3(1) TX13 (1)2(1)  C 1(1) TX13 (1)2(1) + TX13 (1)3(1) ⩵ H2 W22
L2(1) ,
 TX13 (1)1(1) + C 3(1) TX13 (1)2(1)  TX13 (1)2(1) + C 1(1) TX13 (1)3(1) ⩵ H2 W23
L3(1) ,
 C 2(1) TX13 (1)1(1) + TX13 (1)3(1)  TX13 (1)2(1) + C 1(1) TX13 (1)3(1) ⩵ H3 W31
L1(1) ,
 C 1(1) TX13 (1)2(1) + TX13 (1)3(1)  TX13 (1)1(1) + C 2(1) TX13 (1)3(1) ⩵ H3 W32
L2(1) ,
- TX13 (1)2(1) + C 1(1) TX13 (1)3(1)  TX13 (1)1(1) + C 2(1) TX13 (1)3(1) ⩵ H3 W33
L3(1) 
In[54]:= (Together@Refine@ToValues[%] /. Mc12JQp // ExpandNumerator) /. Mc12JQp /. Qp2Jp //
Simplify
Out[54]= {{True, True, True}, {True, True, True}, {True, True, True}}
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In[55]:= DefTensor[hTcV[a, LI[tria], -b, -LI[step]], M, PrintAs → "T"]** DefTensor: Defining tensor hTcV[a, LI[tria], -b, -LI[step]].
In[56]:= AllComponentValues[hTcV[{a, ONbasis}, LI["(2)"], -{b, ONbasis}, -LI["(1)"]],
Table[Hf[{name, ONbasis}] Wf[{name, ONbasis}, {vert, -ONbasis}] /
Sm [{vert, -ONbasis}, -LI["(1)"]], {name, 1, 3}, {vert, 1, 3}]]
Added independent rule T1(2)1(1) → H1 W11
L1(1) for tensor hTcV
Added independent rule T1(2)2(1) → H1 W12
L2(1) for tensor hTcV
Added independent rule T1(2)3(1) → H1 W13
L3(1) for tensor hTcV
Added independent rule T2(2)1(1) → H2 W21
L1(1) for tensor hTcV
Added independent rule T2(2)2(1) → H2 W22
L2(1) for tensor hTcV
Added independent rule T2(2)3(1) → H2 W23
L3(1) for tensor hTcV
Added independent rule T3(2)1(1) → H3 W31
L1(1) for tensor hTcV
Added independent rule T3(2)2(1) → H3 W32
L2(1) for tensor hTcV
Added independent rule T3(2)3(1) → H3 W33
L3(1) for tensor hTcV
Out[56]= FoldedRule{},  T1(2)1(1) → H1 W11
L1(1) , T
1(2)
2(1) → H1 W12
L2(1) , T
1(2)
3(1) → H1 W13
L3(1) ,
T2(2)1(1) → H2 W21
L1(1) , T
2(2)
2(1) → H2 W22
L2(1) , T
2(2)
3(1) → H2 W23
L3(1) ,
T3(2)1(1) → H3 W31
L1(1) , T
3(2)
2(1) → H3 W32
L2(1) , T
3(2)
3(1) → H3 W33
L3(1) 
In[57]:= AppendTo[$Assumptions, Mc[-LI["2"]] > 0]
Out[57]=  Y1 > 0, Y2 > 0, Y3 > 0, J1 > 0, J2 > 0, J3 > 0, M1 > 0, M2 > 0
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In[58]:= Mc22Mc1 ={Mc[-LI["2"]]^2 → (Mc[-LI["1"]] + Sum[Jp[{su, -ONbasis}], {su, 1, 3}] / 3) / 2}
Out[58]=  M22 → 1
2
1
3
 J1 + J2 + J3 + M1 
In[59]:= Mc12Mc2 = {Mc[-LI["1"]] → 2 Mc[-LI["2"]]^2 - Sum[Jp[{su, -ONbasis}], {su, 1, 3}] / 3}
Out[59]=  M1 → 1
3
- J1 - J2 - J3 + 2 M22
In[60]:= Qp2Mc2 = Table[(6 Mc[-LI["2"]]^2 - 3 Mc[-LI["1"]] /. Mc22Mc1 /. Jp2Qp // Factor) - Qp[{ai, ONbasis}] → 6 Mc[-LI["2"]]^2 - 3 Mc[-LI["1"]] - Qp[{ai, ONbasis}], {ai, 1, 3}]
Out[60]=  Q2 + Q3 → -3 M1 + 6 M22 - Q1,
Q1 + Q3 → -3 M1 + 6 M22 - Q2, Q1 + Q2 → -3 M1 + 6 M22 - Q3
In[61]:= Table[Sum[Wf[{name, ONbasis}, {ind, -ONbasis}], {ind, 1, 3}] ⩵
36 Mc[-LI["1"]] Mc[-LI["2"]]^2, {name, 1, 3}]
Out[61]=  W11 + W12 + W13 ⩵ 36 M1 M22,
W21 + W22 + W23 ⩵ 36 M1 M22, W31 + W32 + W33 ⩵ 36 M1 M22
In[62]:= (ToValues[%] /. Mc22Mc1 // Expand) /. Mc12JQp /. Qp2Jp // Simplify
Out[62]= {True, True, True}
In[63]:= Table[Mean@
WeightedData[Table[Vv[-LI["(1)"], {vert, ONbasis}, {ind, -chart}], {vert, 1, 3}],
Table[Sm [{vert, -ONbasis}, -LI["(1)"]] hTcV[{name, ONbasis},
LI["(2)"], {vert, -ONbasis}, -LI["(1)"]], {vert, 1, 3}]] ⩵
Wf[{name, ONbasis}, {ind, -ONbasis}] Yp[{ind, -ONbasis}] /(36 Mc[-LI["1"]] Mc[-LI["2"]]^2), {name, 1, 3}, {ind, 1, 3}]
Out[63]=  T1(2)1(1) L1(1) V 1(1) 1
T1(2)1(1) L1(1) + T1(2)2(1) L2(1) + T1(2)3(1) L3(1) + T1(2)2(1) L2(1) V 2(1) 1   T1(2)1(1) L1(1) + T1(2)2(1) L2(1) + T1(2)3(1) L3(1) + T1(2)3(1) L3(1) V 3(1) 1   T1(2)1(1) L1(1) + T1(2)2(1) L2(1) + T1(2)3(1) L3(1) ⩵
W11 Y1
36 M1 M2
2
,
T1(2)1(1) L1(1) V 1(1) 2
T1(2)1(1) L1(1) + T1(2)2(1) L2(1) + T1(2)3(1) L3(1) + T1(2)2(1) L2(1) V 2(1) 2   T1(2)1(1) L1(1) + T1(2)2(1) L2(1) + T1(2)3(1) L3(1) + T1(2)3(1) L3(1) V 3(1) 2   T1(2)1(1) L1(1) + T1(2)2(1) L2(1) + T1(2)3(1) L3(1) ⩵
W12 Y2
36 M1 M2
2
,
T1(2)1(1) L1(1) V 1(1) 3
T1(2)1(1) L1(1) + T1(2)2(1) L2(1) + T1(2)3(1) L3(1) + T1(2)2(1) L2(1) V 2(1) 3   T1(2)1(1) L1(1) + T1(2)2(1) L2(1) + T1(2)3(1) L3(1) + T1(2)3(1) L3(1) V 3(1) 3   T1(2)1(1) L1(1) + T1(2)2(1) L2(1) + T1(2)3(1) L3(1) ⩵
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W13 Y3
36 M1 M2
2
,  T2(2)1(1) L1(1) V 1(1) 1
T2(2)1(1) L1(1) + T2(2)2(1) L2(1) + T2(2)3(1) L3(1) + T2(2)2(1) L2(1) V 2(1) 1   T2(2)1(1) L1(1) + T2(2)2(1) L2(1) + T2(2)3(1) L3(1) + T2(2)3(1) L3(1) V 3(1) 1   T2(2)1(1) L1(1) + T2(2)2(1) L2(1) + T2(2)3(1) L3(1) ⩵
W21 Y1
36 M1 M2
2
,
T2(2)1(1) L1(1) V 1(1) 2
T2(2)1(1) L1(1) + T2(2)2(1) L2(1) + T2(2)3(1) L3(1) + T2(2)2(1) L2(1) V 2(1) 2   T2(2)1(1) L1(1) + T2(2)2(1) L2(1) + T2(2)3(1) L3(1) + T2(2)3(1) L3(1) V 3(1) 2   T2(2)1(1) L1(1) + T2(2)2(1) L2(1) + T2(2)3(1) L3(1) ⩵
W22 Y2
36 M1 M2
2
,
T2(2)1(1) L1(1) V 1(1) 3
T2(2)1(1) L1(1) + T2(2)2(1) L2(1) + T2(2)3(1) L3(1) + T2(2)2(1) L2(1) V 2(1) 3   T2(2)1(1) L1(1) + T2(2)2(1) L2(1) + T2(2)3(1) L3(1) + T2(2)3(1) L3(1) V 3(1) 3   T2(2)1(1) L1(1) + T2(2)2(1) L2(1) + T2(2)3(1) L3(1) ⩵
W23 Y3
36 M1 M2
2
,  T3(2)1(1) L1(1) V 1(1) 1
T3(2)1(1) L1(1) + T3(2)2(1) L2(1) + T3(2)3(1) L3(1) + T3(2)2(1) L2(1) V 2(1) 1   T3(2)1(1) L1(1) + T3(2)2(1) L2(1) + T3(2)3(1) L3(1) + T3(2)3(1) L3(1) V 3(1) 1   T3(2)1(1) L1(1) + T3(2)2(1) L2(1) + T3(2)3(1) L3(1) ⩵
W31 Y1
36 M1 M2
2
,
T3(2)1(1) L1(1) V 1(1) 2
T3(2)1(1) L1(1) + T3(2)2(1) L2(1) + T3(2)3(1) L3(1) + T3(2)2(1) L2(1) V 2(1) 2   T3(2)1(1) L1(1) + T3(2)2(1) L2(1) + T3(2)3(1) L3(1) + T3(2)3(1) L3(1) V 3(1) 2   T3(2)1(1) L1(1) + T3(2)2(1) L2(1) + T3(2)3(1) L3(1) ⩵
W32 Y2
36 M1 M2
2
,
T3(2)1(1) L1(1) V 1(1) 3
T3(2)1(1) L1(1) + T3(2)2(1) L2(1) + T3(2)3(1) L3(1) + T3(2)2(1) L2(1) V 2(1) 3   T3(2)1(1) L1(1) + T3(2)2(1) L2(1) + T3(2)3(1) L3(1) + T3(2)3(1) L3(1) V 3(1) 3 
 T3(2)1(1) L1(1) + T3(2)2(1) L2(1) + T3(2)3(1) L3(1) ⩵ W33 Y3
36 M1 M2
2

In[64]:= Simplify@(Numerator[#1] / ((Denominator[#1] /. Mc22Mc1 // Expand) /. Mc12JQp /. Qp2Jp)) &@
Factor@ToValues[%]
Out[64]= {{True, True, True}, {True, True, True}, {True, True, True}}
In[65]:= AllComponentValues[Vv[-LI["(2)"], {a, ONbasis}, -{b, chart}],
Table[Wf[{name, ONbasis}, {ind, -ONbasis}]
Yp[{ind, -ONbasis}] / (36 Mc[-LI["1"]] Mc[-LI["2"]]^2), {name, 1, 3}, {ind, 1, 3}]]
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Added independent rule V 1(2) 1 → W11 Y1
36 M1 M2
2
for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 1(2) 2 → W12 Y2
36 M1 M2
2
for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 1(2) 3 → W13 Y3
36 M1 M2
2
for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 2(2) 1 → W21 Y1
36 M1 M2
2
for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 2(2) 2 → W22 Y2
36 M1 M2
2
for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 2(2) 3 → W23 Y3
36 M1 M2
2
for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 3(2) 1 → W31 Y1
36 M1 M2
2
for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 3(2) 2 → W32 Y2
36 M1 M2
2
for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 3(2) 3 → W33 Y3
36 M1 M2
2
for tensor Vv
Out[65]= FoldedRule{},  V 1(2) 1 → W11 Y1
36 M1 M2
2
, V 1(2) 2 → W12 Y2
36 M1 M2
2
, V 1(2) 3 → W13 Y3
36 M1 M2
2
,
V 2(2) 1 → W21 Y1
36 M1 M2
2
, V 2(2) 2 → W22 Y2
36 M1 M2
2
, V 2(2) 3 → W23 Y3
36 M1 M2
2
,
V 3(2) 1 → W31 Y1
36 M1 M2
2
, V 3(2) 2 → W32 Y2
36 M1 M2
2
, V 3(2) 3 → W33 Y3
36 M1 M2
2

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In[66]:= Table[(Vv[-LI["(2)"], {Mod[name - 1, 3, 1], ONbasis}, {ind, -chart}] +
Vv[-LI["(2)"], {Mod[name + 1, 3, 1], ONbasis}, {ind, -chart}]) / 2 ⩵
Sum[Boole[name ⩵ ind ⩵ su] (1 + (Jp[{Mod[su + 1, 3, 1], -ONbasis}] -
Jp[{Mod[su - 1, 3, 1], -ONbasis}])^2 / (9 Mc[-LI["1"]] Mc[-LI["2"]]^2)) +
Boole[name ≠ ind ≠ su] (Jp[{su, -ONbasis}] - Jp[{ind, -ONbasis}])(2 Jp[{ind, -ONbasis}] + Qp[{name, ONbasis}] + 3 Mc[-LI["1"]]) /(18 Mc[-LI["1"]] Mc[-LI["2"]]^2), {su, 1, 3}]
Yp[{ind, -ONbasis}], {name, 1, 3}, {ind, 1, 3}]
Out[66]= 1
2
 V 2(2) 1 + V 3(2) 1 ⩵ 1 +  J2 - J32
9 M1 M2
2
Y1,
1
2
 V 2(2) 2 + V 3(2) 2 ⩵ - J2 + J3 2 J2 + 3 M1 + Q1 Y2
18 M1 M2
2
,
1
2
 V 2(2) 3 + V 3(2) 3 ⩵  J2 - J3 2 J3 + 3 M1 + Q1 Y3
18 M1 M2
2
,
1
2
 V 1(2) 1 + V 3(2) 1 ⩵ - J1 + J3 2 J1 + 3 M1 + Q2 Y1
18 M1 M2
2
,
1
2
 V 1(2) 2 + V 3(2) 2 ⩵ 1 + - J1 + J32
9 M1 M2
2
Y2,
1
2
 V 1(2) 3 + V 3(2) 3 ⩵  J1 - J3 2 J3 + 3 M1 + Q2 Y3
18 M1 M2
2
,
1
2
 V 1(2) 1 + V 2(2) 1 ⩵ - J1 + J2 2 J1 + 3 M1 + Q3 Y1
18 M1 M2
2
,
1
2
 V 1(2) 2 + V 2(2) 2 ⩵  J1 - J2 2 J2 + 3 M1 + Q3 Y2
18 M1 M2
2
,
1
2
 V 1(2) 3 + V 2(2) 3 ⩵ 1 +  J1 - J22
9 M1 M2
2
Y3
In[67]:= (Factor@ToValues@ToValues[%] /. Mc22Mc1 /. Qp2Jp // Factor) /. Mc12JQp /. Qp2Jp //
Factor
Out[67]= {{True, True, True}, {True, True, True}, {True, True, True}}
22     OrthoNorm.nb
In[68]:= AllComponentValues[Vv[-LI["(3)"], {a, ONbasis}, -{b, chart}], Table[
Sum[Boole[name ⩵ ind ⩵ su](1 + (Jp[{Mod[su + 1, 3, 1], -ONbasis}] - Jp[{Mod[su - 1, 3, 1], -ONbasis}])^2 /(9 Mc[-LI["1"]] Mc[-LI["2"]]^2)) +
Boole[name ≠ ind ≠ su] (Jp[{su, -ONbasis}] - Jp[{ind, -ONbasis}])(2 Jp[{ind, -ONbasis}] + Qp[{name, ONbasis}] + 3 Mc[-LI["1"]]) /(18 Mc[-LI["1"]] Mc[-LI["2"]]^2), {su, 1, 3}]
Yp[{ind, -ONbasis}], {name, 1, 3}, {ind, 1, 3}]]
Added independent rule V 1(3) 1 → 1 +  J2 - J32
9 M1 M2
2
Y1 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 1(3) 2 → - J2 + J3 2 J2 + 3 M1 + Q1 Y2
18 M1 M2
2
for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 1(3) 3 →  J2 - J3 2 J3 + 3 M1 + Q1 Y3
18 M1 M2
2
for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 2(3) 1 → - J1 + J3 2 J1 + 3 M1 + Q2 Y1
18 M1 M2
2
for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 2(3) 2 → 1 +  J1 - J32
9 M1 M2
2
Y2 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 2(3) 3 →  J1 - J3 2 J3 + 3 M1 + Q2 Y3
18 M1 M2
2
for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 3(3) 1 → - J1 + J2 2 J1 + 3 M1 + Q3 Y1
18 M1 M2
2
for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 3(3) 2 →  J1 - J2 2 J2 + 3 M1 + Q3 Y2
18 M1 M2
2
for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 3(3) 3 → 1 +  J1 - J22
9 M1 M2
2
Y3 for tensor Vv
OrthoNorm.nb     23
Out[68]= FoldedRule{},  V 1(3) 1 → 1 +  J2 - J32
9 M1 M2
2
Y1,
V 1(3) 2 → - J2 + J3 2 J2 + 3 M1 + Q1 Y2
18 M1 M2
2
, V 1(3) 3 →  J2 - J3 2 J3 + 3 M1 + Q1 Y3
18 M1 M2
2
,
V 2(3) 1 → - J1 + J3 2 J1 + 3 M1 + Q2 Y1
18 M1 M2
2
, V 2(3) 2 → 1 +  J1 - J32
9 M1 M2
2
Y2,
V 2(3) 3 →  J1 - J3 2 J3 + 3 M1 + Q2 Y3
18 M1 M2
2
, V 3(3) 1 → - J1 + J2 2 J1 + 3 M1 + Q3 Y1
18 M1 M2
2
,
V 3(3) 2 →  J1 - J2 2 J2 + 3 M1 + Q3 Y2
18 M1 M2
2
, V 3(3) 3 → 1 +  J1 - J22
9 M1 M2
2
Y3
In[69]:= Table[Mean@Table[Vv[-LI["(3)"], {name, ONbasis}, {ind, -chart}], {name, 1, 3}] ⩵(Mc[-LI["1"]] (2 Mc[-LI["1"]] + 2 Mc[-LI["2"]]^2 + Qp[{ind, ONbasis}]) -
Qp[{Mod[ind - 1, 3, 1], ONbasis}] Qp[{Mod[ind + 1, 3, 1], ONbasis}])
Yp[{ind, -ONbasis}] / (12 Mc[-LI["1"]] Mc[-LI["2"]]^2), {ind, 1, 3}]
Out[69]= 1
3
 V 1(3) 1 + V 2(3) 1 + V 3(3) 1 ⩵  M1 2 M1 + 2 M22 + Q1 - Q2 Q3 Y1
12 M1 M2
2
,
1
3
 V 1(3) 2 + V 2(3) 2 + V 3(3) 2 ⩵  M1 2 M1 + 2 M22 + Q2 - Q1 Q3 Y2
12 M1 M2
2
,
1
3
 V 1(3) 3 + V 2(3) 3 + V 3(3) 3 ⩵ - Q1 Q2 + M1 2 M1 + 2 M22 + Q3 Y3
12 M1 M2
2

In[70]:= ((Factor@ToValues[%] /. Mc22Mc1 // Factor) /. Mc12JQp /. Qp2Jp // Factor) /. Jp2Qp //
Factor
Out[70]= {True, True, True}
In[71]:= DefTensor[Xv[LI[name], a], M, PrintAs → "X"]** DefTensor: Defining tensor Xv[LI[name], a].
In[72]:= AllComponentValues[Xv[LI["2(3)"], -{a, chart}],
Table[(Mc[-LI["1"]] (2 Mc[-LI["1"]] + 2 Mc[-LI["2"]]^2 + Qp[{ind, ONbasis}]) -
Qp[{Mod[ind - 1, 3, 1], ONbasis}] Qp[{Mod[ind + 1, 3, 1], ONbasis}])
Yp[{ind, -ONbasis}] / (12 Mc[-LI["1"]] Mc[-LI["2"]]^2), {ind, 1, 3}]]
24     OrthoNorm.nb
Added independent rule X2 (3)1 →  M1 2 M1 + 2 M22 + Q1 - Q2 Q3 Y1
12 M1 M2
2
for tensor Xv
Added independent rule X2 (3)2 →  M1 2 M1 + 2 M22 + Q2 - Q1 Q3 Y2
12 M1 M2
2
for tensor Xv
Added independent rule X2 (3)3 → - Q1 Q2 + M1 2 M1 + 2 M22 + Q3 Y3
12 M1 M2
2
for tensor Xv
Out[72]= FoldedRule{},  X2 (3)1 →  M1 2 M1 + 2 M22 + Q1 - Q2 Q3 Y1
12 M1 M2
2
,
X2 (3)2 →  M1 2 M1 + 2 M22 + Q2 - Q1 Q3 Y2
12 M1 M2
2
,
X2 (3)3 → - Q1 Q2 + M1 2 M1 + 2 M22 + Q3 Y3
12 M1 M2
2

In[73]:= Table[(Vv[-LI["(3)"], {name, ONbasis}, {ind, -chart}] - Xv[LI["2(3)"], {ind, -chart}]) ⩵(Sum[Boole[name ⩵ ind ⩵ su] (Mc[-LI["1"]] + Jp[{su, -ONbasis}]) -
Boole[name ≠ ind ≠ su] (Mc[-LI["1"]] + Qp[{su, ONbasis}]) / 2, {su, 1, 3}]
Yp[{ind, -ONbasis}] / (3 Mc[-LI["1"]]) // Simplify), {name, 1, 3}, {ind, 1, 3}]
Out[73]=  V 1(3) 1 - X2 (3)1 ⩵  J1 + M1 Y1
3 M1
,
V 1(3) 2 - X2 (3)2 ⩵ -  M1 + Q3 Y2
6 M1
, V 1(3) 3 - X2 (3)3 ⩵ -  M1 + Q2 Y3
6 M1
,
 V 2(3) 1 - X2 (3)1 ⩵ -  M1 + Q3 Y1
6 M1
, V 2(3) 2 - X2 (3)2 ⩵  J2 + M1 Y2
3 M1
,
V 2(3) 3 - X2 (3)3 ⩵ -  M1 + Q1 Y3
6 M1
,  V 3(3) 1 - X2 (3)1 ⩵ -  M1 + Q2 Y1
6 M1
,
V 3(3) 2 - X2 (3)2 ⩵ -  M1 + Q1 Y2
6 M1
, V 3(3) 3 - X2 (3)3 ⩵  J3 + M1 Y3
3 M1

In[74]:= (Simplify@Factor@ToValues[%] /. Mc22Mc1 // Simplify // Factor) /. Mc12JQp /. Qp2Jp //
Simplify
Out[74]= {{True, True, True}, {True, True, True}, {True, True, True}}
OrthoNorm.nb     25
In[75]:= AllComponentValues[Vv[-LI["(4)"], {a, ONbasis}, -{b, chart}],
Table[(Sum[Boole[name ⩵ ind ⩵ su] (Mc[-LI["1"]] + Jp[{su, -ONbasis}]) -
Boole[name ≠ ind ≠ su] (Mc[-LI["1"]] + Qp[{su, ONbasis}]) / 2, {su, 1, 3}]
Yp[{ind, -ONbasis}] / (3 Mc[-LI["1"]]) // Simplify), {name, 1, 3}, {ind, 1, 3}]]
Added independent rule V 1(4) 1 →  J1 + M1 Y1
3 M1
for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 1(4) 2 → -  M1 + Q3 Y2
6 M1
for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 1(4) 3 → -  M1 + Q2 Y3
6 M1
for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 2(4) 1 → -  M1 + Q3 Y1
6 M1
for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 2(4) 2 →  J2 + M1 Y2
3 M1
for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 2(4) 3 → -  M1 + Q1 Y3
6 M1
for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 3(4) 1 → -  M1 + Q2 Y1
6 M1
for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 3(4) 2 → -  M1 + Q1 Y2
6 M1
for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 3(4) 3 →  J3 + M1 Y3
3 M1
for tensor Vv
Out[75]= FoldedRule{},
 V 1(4) 1 →  J1 + M1 Y1
3 M1
, V 1(4) 2 → -  M1 + Q3 Y2
6 M1
, V 1(4) 3 → -  M1 + Q2 Y3
6 M1
,
V 2(4) 1 → -  M1 + Q3 Y1
6 M1
, V 2(4) 2 →  J2 + M1 Y2
3 M1
, V 2(4) 3 → -  M1 + Q1 Y3
6 M1
,
V 3(4) 1 → -  M1 + Q2 Y1
6 M1
, V 3(4) 2 → -  M1 + Q1 Y2
6 M1
, V 3(4) 3 →  J3 + M1 Y3
3 M1

26     OrthoNorm.nb
In[76]:= Table[(Vv[-LI["(4)"], {Mod[vert - 1, 3, 1], ONbasis}, {ind, -chart}] -
Vv[-LI["(4)"], {Mod[vert + 1, 3, 1], ONbasis}, {ind, -chart}]) ⩵ Factor@ToValues@(Vv[-LI["(4)"], {Mod[vert - 1, 3, 1], ONbasis}, {ind, -chart}] - Vv[-LI["(4)"],{Mod[vert + 1, 3, 1], ONbasis}, {ind, -chart}]), {vert, 1, 3}, {ind, 1, 3}]
Out[76]= - V 2(4) 1 + V 3(4) 1 ⩵ -  Q2 - Q3 Y1
6 M1
,
- V 2(4) 2 + V 3(4) 2 ⩵ - 2 J2 + 3 M1 + Q1 Y2
6 M1
, - V 2(4) 3 + V 3(4) 3 ⩵ 2 J3 + 3 M1 + Q1 Y3
6 M1
,
 V 1(4) 1 - V 3(4) 1 ⩵ 2 J1 + 3 M1 + Q2 Y1
6 M1
, V 1(4) 2 - V 3(4) 2 ⩵  Q1 - Q3 Y2
6 M1
,
V 1(4) 3 - V 3(4) 3 ⩵ - 2 J3 + 3 M1 + Q2 Y3
6 M1
, - V 1(4) 1 + V 2(4) 1 ⩵ - 2 J1 + 3 M1 + Q3 Y1
6 M1
,
- V 1(4) 2 + V 2(4) 2 ⩵ 2 J2 + 3 M1 + Q3 Y2
6 M1
, - V 1(4) 3 + V 2(4) 3 ⩵ -  Q1 - Q2 Y3
6 M1

In[77]:= AllComponentValues[
Sv[-{a, ONbasis}, -LI["(4)"], -{b, chart}], Table[Factor@ToValues@(Vv[-LI["(4)"], {Mod[vert - 1, 3, 1], ONbasis}, {ind, -chart}] - Vv[-LI["(4)"],{Mod[vert + 1, 3, 1], ONbasis}, {ind, -chart}]), {vert, 1, 3}, {ind, 1, 3}]]
OrthoNorm.nb     27
Added independent rule S1(4)1 → -  Q2 - Q3 Y1
6 M1
for tensor Sv
Added independent rule S1(4)2 → - 2 J2 + 3 M1 + Q1 Y2
6 M1
for tensor Sv
Added independent rule S1(4)3 → 2 J3 + 3 M1 + Q1 Y3
6 M1
for tensor Sv
Added independent rule S2(4)1 → 2 J1 + 3 M1 + Q2 Y1
6 M1
for tensor Sv
Added independent rule S2(4)2 →  Q1 - Q3 Y2
6 M1
for tensor Sv
Added independent rule S2(4)3 → - 2 J3 + 3 M1 + Q2 Y3
6 M1
for tensor Sv
Added independent rule S3(4)1 → - 2 J1 + 3 M1 + Q3 Y1
6 M1
for tensor Sv
Added independent rule S3(4)2 → 2 J2 + 3 M1 + Q3 Y2
6 M1
for tensor Sv
Added independent rule S3(4)3 → -  Q1 - Q2 Y3
6 M1
for tensor Sv
Out[77]= FoldedRule{},  S1(4)1 → -  Q2 - Q3 Y1
6 M1
,
S1(4)2 → - 2 J2 + 3 M1 + Q1 Y2
6 M1
, S1(4)3 → 2 J3 + 3 M1 + Q1 Y3
6 M1
,
S2(4)1 → 2 J1 + 3 M1 + Q2 Y1
6 M1
, S2(4)2 →  Q1 - Q3 Y2
6 M1
,
S2(4)3 → - 2 J3 + 3 M1 + Q2 Y3
6 M1
, S3(4)1 → - 2 J1 + 3 M1 + Q3 Y1
6 M1
,
S3(4)2 → 2 J2 + 3 M1 + Q3 Y2
6 M1
, S3(4)3 → -  Q1 - Q2 Y3
6 M1

In[78]:= ChangeComponents[Sv[-{a, ONbasis}, -LI["(4)"], {b, chart}],
Sv[-{a, ONbasis}, -LI["(4)"], -{b, chart}]]
28     OrthoNorm.nb
Added independent rule S 11(4) → s11 S1(4)1 + s12 S1(4)2 + s13 S1(4)3 for tensor Sv
Added independent rule S 21(4) → s12 S1(4)1 + s22 S1(4)2 + s23 S1(4)3 for tensor Sv
Added independent rule S 31(4) → s13 S1(4)1 + s23 S1(4)2 + s33 S1(4)3 for tensor Sv
Added independent rule S 12(4) → s11 S2(4)1 + s12 S2(4)2 + s13 S2(4)3 for tensor Sv
Added independent rule S 22(4) → s12 S2(4)1 + s22 S2(4)2 + s23 S2(4)3 for tensor Sv
Added independent rule S 32(4) → s13 S2(4)1 + s23 S2(4)2 + s33 S2(4)3 for tensor Sv
Added independent rule S 13(4) → s11 S3(4)1 + s12 S3(4)2 + s13 S3(4)3 for tensor Sv
Added independent rule S 23(4) → s12 S3(4)1 + s22 S3(4)2 + s23 S3(4)3 for tensor Sv
Added independent rule S 33(4) → s13 S3(4)1 + s23 S3(4)2 + s33 S3(4)3 for tensor Sv
Computed S ba(4) → sbi Sa(4)i in 0.555073 Seconds
Out[78]= FoldedRule{},  S 11(4) → s11 S1(4)1 + s12 S1(4)2 + s13 S1(4)3 ,
S 21(4) → s12 S1(4)1 + s22 S1(4)2 + s23 S1(4)3 ,
S 31(4) → s13 S1(4)1 + s23 S1(4)2 + s33 S1(4)3 ,
S 12(4) → s11 S2(4)1 + s12 S2(4)2 + s13 S2(4)3 ,
S 22(4) → s12 S2(4)1 + s22 S2(4)2 + s23 S2(4)3 ,
S 32(4) → s13 S2(4)1 + s23 S2(4)2 + s33 S2(4)3 ,
S 13(4) → s11 S3(4)1 + s12 S3(4)2 + s13 S3(4)3 ,
S 23(4) → s12 S3(4)1 + s22 S3(4)2 + s23 S3(4)3 ,
S 33(4) → s13 S3(4)1 + s23 S3(4)2 + s33 S3(4)3
In[79]:= Refine@Sqrt@Table[Sv[{ai, -ONbasis}, -LI["(4)"], {b, chart}]
Sv[{ai, -ONbasis}, -LI["(4)"], -{b, chart}] ⩵(Simplify@(Numerator[#1] / (Denominator[#1] /. Mc12JQp /. Qp2Jp)) &@(Factor@ToValues@ToValues@TraceBasisDummy[Sv[{ai, -ONbasis}, -LI["(4)"],{b, chart}] Sv[{ai, -ONbasis}, -LI["(4)"], -{b, chart}]] /.
Mc12JQp /. Qp2Jp // Simplify) /. Mc12Mc2 // Simplify), {ai, 1, 3}]
Out[79]=  S1(4)b S b1(4) ⩵ 2 M2, S2(4)b S b2(4) ⩵ 2 M2, S3(4)b S b3(4) ⩵ 2 M2
In[80]:= AllComponentValues[Vv[-LI["(5)"], {a, ONbasis}, -{b, chart}],
Vv[-LI["(4)"], {a, ONbasis}, -{b, chart}] / Mc[-LI["2"]]]
OrthoNorm.nb     29
Added independent rule V 1(5) 1 → V 1(4) 1
M2
for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 1(5) 2 → V 1(4) 2
M2
for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 1(5) 3 → V 1(4) 3
M2
for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 2(5) 1 → V 2(4) 1
M2
for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 2(5) 2 → V 2(4) 2
M2
for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 2(5) 3 → V 2(4) 3
M2
for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 3(5) 1 → V 3(4) 1
M2
for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 3(5) 2 → V 3(4) 2
M2
for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 3(5) 3 → V 3(4) 3
M2
for tensor Vv
Out[80]= FoldedRule{},  V 1(5) 1 → V 1(4) 1
M2
, V 1(5) 2 → V 1(4) 2
M2
,
V 1(5) 3 → V 1(4) 3
M2
, V 2(5) 1 → V 2(4) 1
M2
, V 2(5) 2 → V 2(4) 2
M2
, V 2(5) 3 → V 2(4) 3
M2
,
V 3(5) 1 → V 3(4) 1
M2
, V 3(5) 2 → V 3(4) 2
M2
, V 3(5) 3 → V 3(4) 3
M2

In[81]:= ChangeComponents[Vv[-LI["(5)"], {a, ONbasis}, {b, chart}],
Vv[-LI["(5)"], {a, ONbasis}, -{b, chart}]]
30     OrthoNorm.nb
Added independent rule V 11(5) → s11 V 1(5) 1 + s12 V 1(5) 2 + s13 V 1(5) 3 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 12(5) → s12 V 1(5) 1 + s22 V 1(5) 2 + s23 V 1(5) 3 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 13(5) → s13 V 1(5) 1 + s23 V 1(5) 2 + s33 V 1(5) 3 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 21(5) → s11 V 2(5) 1 + s12 V 2(5) 2 + s13 V 2(5) 3 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 22(5) → s12 V 2(5) 1 + s22 V 2(5) 2 + s23 V 2(5) 3 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 23(5) → s13 V 2(5) 1 + s23 V 2(5) 2 + s33 V 2(5) 3 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 31(5) → s11 V 3(5) 1 + s12 V 3(5) 2 + s13 V 3(5) 3 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 32(5) → s12 V 3(5) 1 + s22 V 3(5) 2 + s23 V 3(5) 3 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 33(5) → s13 V 3(5) 1 + s23 V 3(5) 2 + s33 V 3(5) 3 for tensor Vv
Computed V ab(5) → sbi V a(5) i in 0.908108 Seconds
Out[81]= FoldedRule{},  V 11(5) → s11 V 1(5) 1 + s12 V 1(5) 2 + s13 V 1(5) 3 ,
V 12(5) → s12 V 1(5) 1 + s22 V 1(5) 2 + s23 V 1(5) 3 ,
V 13(5) → s13 V 1(5) 1 + s23 V 1(5) 2 + s33 V 1(5) 3 ,
V 21(5) → s11 V 2(5) 1 + s12 V 2(5) 2 + s13 V 2(5) 3 ,
V 22(5) → s12 V 2(5) 1 + s22 V 2(5) 2 + s23 V 2(5) 3 ,
V 23(5) → s13 V 2(5) 1 + s23 V 2(5) 2 + s33 V 2(5) 3 ,
V 31(5) → s11 V 3(5) 1 + s12 V 3(5) 2 + s13 V 3(5) 3 ,
V 32(5) → s12 V 3(5) 1 + s22 V 3(5) 2 + s23 V 3(5) 3 ,
V 33(5) → s13 V 3(5) 1 + s23 V 3(5) 2 + s33 V 3(5) 3
In[82]:= AllComponentValues[Sv[-{a, ONbasis}, -LI["(5)"], {b, chart}],
Table[Factor@((Numerator[#1] /. Mc12Mc2) / Denominator[#1]) &@(Factor@ToValues@
ToValues@(Vv[-LI["(5)"], {Mod[vert - 1, 3, 1], ONbasis}, {ind, chart}] -
Vv[-LI["(5)"], {Mod[vert + 1, 3, 1], ONbasis}, {ind, chart}])) /.
Qp2Jp // Factor, {vert, 1, 3}, {ind, 1, 3}]]
OrthoNorm.nb     31
Added independent rule S 11(5) →  J2 - J3  J1 - 3 M22
3 M1 M2 Y1
for tensor Sv
Added independent rule S 21(5) → J12 + J3 - J2 + J3 - J1  J3 + 3 M22
3 M1 M2 Y2
for tensor Sv
Added independent rule S 31(5) → - J12 + J2 - J2 + J3 + J1  J2 + 3 M22
3 M1 M2 Y3
for tensor Sv
Added independent rule S 12(5) → - J22 +  J1 - J3 J3 + J2  J3 + 3 M22
3 M1 M2 Y1
for tensor Sv
Added independent rule S 22(5) → -  J1 - J3  J2 - 3 M22
3 M1 M2 Y2
for tensor Sv
Added independent rule S 32(5) → J12 - J1  J2 + J3 + J2  J2 - 3 M22
3 M1 M2 Y3
for tensor Sv
Added independent rule S 13(5) → - J1 J2 + J22 - J2 J3 + J3  J3 - 3 M22
3 M1 M2 Y1
for tensor Sv
Added independent rule S 23(5) → - J12 - J1  J2 + J3 + J3  J3 - 3 M22
3 M1 M2 Y2
for tensor Sv
Added independent rule S 33(5) →  J1 - J2  J3 - 3 M22
3 M1 M2 Y3
for tensor Sv
32     OrthoNorm.nb
Out[82]= FoldedRule{},
 S 11(5) →  J2 - J3  J1 - 3 M22
3 M1 M2 Y1
, S 21(5) → J12 + J3 - J2 + J3 - J1  J3 + 3 M22
3 M1 M2 Y2
,
S 31(5) → - J12 + J2 - J2 + J3 + J1  J2 + 3 M22
3 M1 M2 Y3
,
S 12(5) → - J22 +  J1 - J3 J3 + J2  J3 + 3 M22
3 M1 M2 Y1
,
S 22(5) → -  J1 - J3  J2 - 3 M22
3 M1 M2 Y2
, S 32(5) → J12 - J1  J2 + J3 + J2  J2 - 3 M22
3 M1 M2 Y3
,
S 13(5) → - J1 J2 + J22 - J2 J3 + J3  J3 - 3 M22
3 M1 M2 Y1
,
S 23(5) → - J12 - J1  J2 + J3 + J3  J3 - 3 M22
3 M1 M2 Y2
, S 33(5) →  J1 - J2  J3 - 3 M22
3 M1 M2 Y3

In[83]:= (Factor@Inverse@ToValues@ComponentArray[sMetric[{a, chart}, {b, chart}]] /.
Mc12JQp /. Qp2Jp // Factor) /. Jps2Qp // Factor
Out[83]= -2 + J1 J1 Y12   J12 - 2 J1 J2 + J22 - 2 J1 J3 - 2 J2 J3 + 2 J1 J2 J3 + J32,- J1 J2 - Q3 Y1 Y2  J12 - 2 J1 J2 + J22 - 2 J1 J3 - 2 J2 J3 + 2 J1 J2 J3 + J32,- J1 J3 - Q2 Y1 Y3   J12 - 2 J1 J2 + J22 - 2 J1 J3 - 2 J2 J3 +
2 J1 J2 J3 + J32, - J1 J2 - Q3 Y1 Y2  J12 - 2 J1 J2 + J22 - 2 J1 J3 - 2 J2 J3 + 2 J1 J2 J3 + J32,-2 + J2 J2 Y22   J12 - 2 J1 J2 + J22 - 2 J1 J3 - 2 J2 J3 + 2 J1 J2 J3 + J32,- J2 J3 - Q1 Y2 Y3  J12 - 2 J1 J2 + J22 - 2 J1 J3 - 2 J2 J3 + 2 J1 J2 J3 + J32,- J1 J3 - Q2 Y1 Y3   J12 - 2 J1 J2 + J22 - 2 J1 J3 - 2 J2 J3 +
2 J1 J2 J3 + J32, - J2 J3 - Q1 Y2 Y3  J12 - 2 J1 J2 + J22 - 2 J1 J3 - 2 J2 J3 + 2 J1 J2 J3 + J32,-2 + J3 J3 Y32   J12 - 2 J1 J2 + J22 - 2 J1 J3 - 2 J2 J3 + 2 J1 J2 J3 + J32
In[84]:= MetricInBasis[sMetric, -chart, %]
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Added independent rule
s11 → -2 + J1 J1 Y12
J1
2 +  J2 - J32 + 2 J1  J2 -1 + J3 - J3 for tensor sMetric
Added independent rule
s12 → -  J1 J2 - Q3 Y1 Y2
J1
2 +  J2 - J32 + 2 J1  J2 -1 + J3 - J3 for tensor sMetric
Added independent rule
s13 → -  J1 J3 - Q2 Y1 Y3
J1
2 +  J2 - J32 + 2 J1  J2 -1 + J3 - J3 for tensor sMetric
Added dependent rule s21 → s12 for tensor sMetric
Added independent rule
s22 → -2 + J2 J2 Y22
J1
2 +  J2 - J32 + 2 J1  J2 -1 + J3 - J3 for tensor sMetric
Added independent rule
s23 → -  J2 J3 - Q1 Y2 Y3
J1
2 +  J2 - J32 + 2 J1  J2 -1 + J3 - J3 for tensor sMetric
Added dependent rule s31 → s13 for tensor sMetric
Added dependent rule s32 → s23 for tensor sMetric
Added independent rule
s33 → -2 + J3 J3 Y32
J1
2 +  J2 - J32 + 2 J1  J2 -1 + J3 - J3 for tensor sMetric
34     OrthoNorm.nb
Out[84]=  s11 → -2 + J1 J1 Y12
J1
2 +  J2 - J32 + 2 J1  J2 -1 + J3 - J3,
s12 → -  J1 J2 - Q3 Y1 Y2
J1
2 +  J2 - J32 + 2 J1  J2 -1 + J3 - J3,
s13 → -  J1 J3 - Q2 Y1 Y3
J1
2 +  J2 - J32 + 2 J1  J2 -1 + J3 - J3,
 s21 → -  J1 J2 - Q3 Y1 Y2
J1
2 +  J2 - J32 + 2 J1  J2 -1 + J3 - J3,
s22 → -2 + J2 J2 Y22
J1
2 +  J2 - J32 + 2 J1  J2 -1 + J3 - J3,
s23 → -  J2 J3 - Q1 Y2 Y3
J1
2 +  J2 - J32 + 2 J1  J2 -1 + J3 - J3,
 s31 → -  J1 J3 - Q2 Y1 Y3
J1
2 +  J2 - J32 + 2 J1  J2 -1 + J3 - J3,
s32 → -  J2 J3 - Q1 Y2 Y3
J1
2 +  J2 - J32 + 2 J1  J2 -1 + J3 - J3,
s33 → -2 + J3 J3 Y32
J1
2 +  J2 - J32 + 2 J1  J2 -1 + J3 - J3
In[85]:= MetricCompute[sMetric, chart, "DetMetric"[]]** DefTensor: Defining weight +2 density DetsMetricchart[]. Determinant.
In[86]:= Product[Yp[{ai, -ONbasis}], {ai, 1, 3}]^2 / DetsMetricchart[] ⩵
3 Mc[-LI["1"]]^2 - 2 Product[Jp[{ai, -ONbasis}], {ai, 1, 3}]
Out[86]=
Y1
2
Y2
2
Y3
2
s
 ⩵ -2 J1 J2 J3 + 3 M12
In[87]:= ToValues[%] /. Mc12JQp /. Qp2Jp // Factor
Out[87]= True
In[88]:= DetsMetricchart[] == (ToValues@DetsMetricchart[] /. Qp2Jp // Factor) /. JJp2Mc1
Out[88]= s
 ⩵ - Y12 Y22 Y32
2 J1 J2 J3 - 3 M12
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In[89]:= AppendTo[$Assumptions, Mc[-LI["3"]] > 0]
Out[89]=  Y1 > 0, Y2 > 0, Y3 > 0, J1 > 0, J2 > 0, J3 > 0, M1 > 0, M2 > 0, M3 > 0
In[90]:= Jp2Mc3 ={Product[Jp[{ai, -ONbasis}], {ai, 1, 3}] → (3 Mc[-LI["1"]]^2 - Mc[-LI["3"]]^2) / 2}
Out[90]=  J1 J2 J3 → 1
2
3 M12 - M32
In[91]:= Mc32Mc1 ={Mc[-LI["3"]]^2 → 3 Mc[-LI["1"]]^2 - 2 Product[Jp[{ai, -ONbasis}], {ai, 1, 3}],(Mc[-LI["3"]]^2)^3 →(3 Mc[-LI["1"]]^2 - 2 Product[Jp[{ai, -ONbasis}], {ai, 1, 3}])^3}
Out[91]=  M32 → -2 J1 J2 J3 + 3 M12, M36 → -2 J1 J2 J3 + 3 M123
In[92]:= Mc12Mc3 ={Mc[-LI["1"]]^2 → (2 Product[Jp[{ai, -ONbasis}], {ai, 1, 3}] + Mc[-LI["3"]]^2) / 3}
Out[92]=  M12 → 1
3
2 J1 J2 J3 + M32
In[93]:= (Factor@Inverse@ToValues@ComponentArray[sMetric[{a, chart}, {b, chart}]] /.
Jp2Mc3 /. Mc12JQp /. Qp2Jp // Factor) /. Jps2Qp // Factor
Out[93]= - -2 + J1 J1 Y12
M3
2
,
 J1 J2 - Q3 Y1 Y2
M3
2
,
 J1 J3 - Q2 Y1 Y3
M3
2
,
 J1 J2 - Q3 Y1 Y2
M3
2
, - -2 + J2 J2 Y22
M3
2
,
 J2 J3 - Q1 Y2 Y3
M3
2
,
 J1 J3 - Q2 Y1 Y3
M3
2
,
 J2 J3 - Q1 Y2 Y3
M3
2
, - -2 + J3 J3 Y32
M3
2

In[94]:= MetricInBasis[sMetric, -chart, %]
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Replaced independent rule s11 → -2 + J1 J1 Y12
J1
2 +  J2 - J32 + 2 J1  J2 -1 + J3 - J3
by s11 → - -2 + J1 J1 Y12
M3
2
for tensor sMetric
Replaced independent rule s12 → -  J1 J2 - Q3 Y1 Y2
J1
2 +  J2 - J32 + 2 J1  J2 -1 + J3 - J3
by s12 →  J1 J2 - Q3 Y1 Y2
M3
2
for tensor sMetric
Replaced independent rule s13 → -  J1 J3 - Q2 Y1 Y3
J1
2 +  J2 - J32 + 2 J1  J2 -1 + J3 - J3
by s13 →  J1 J3 - Q2 Y1 Y3
M3
2
for tensor sMetric
Replaced independent rule s22 → -2 + J2 J2 Y22
J1
2 +  J2 - J32 + 2 J1  J2 -1 + J3 - J3
by s22 → - -2 + J2 J2 Y22
M3
2
for tensor sMetric
Replaced independent rule s23 → -  J2 J3 - Q1 Y2 Y3
J1
2 +  J2 - J32 + 2 J1  J2 -1 + J3 - J3
by s23 →  J2 J3 - Q1 Y2 Y3
M3
2
for tensor sMetric
Replaced independent rule s33 → -2 + J3 J3 Y32
J1
2 +  J2 - J32 + 2 J1  J2 -1 + J3 - J3
by s33 → - -2 + J3 J3 Y32
M3
2
for tensor sMetric
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Out[94]=  s11 → - -2 + J1 J1 Y12
M3
2
, s12 →  J1 J2 - Q3 Y1 Y2
M3
2
, s13 →  J1 J3 - Q2 Y1 Y3
M3
2
,
 s21 →  J1 J2 - Q3 Y1 Y2
M3
2
, s22 → - -2 + J2 J2 Y22
M3
2
, s23 →  J2 J3 - Q1 Y2 Y3
M3
2
,
 s31 →  J1 J3 - Q2 Y1 Y3
M3
2
, s32 →  J2 J3 - Q1 Y2 Y3
M3
2
, s33 → - -2 + J3 J3 Y32
M3
2

In[95]:= DetsMetricchart[] == (ToValues@DetsMetricchart[] /. Qp2Jp // Factor) /. JJp2Mc1 /.
Mc12Mc3 // Factor
Out[95]= s
 ⩵ Y12 Y22 Y32
M3
2
In[96]:= (ToValues@ComponentArray[epsilonsMetric[-{a, chart}, -{i, chart}, -{j, chart}] /.
epsilonToetaDown[sMetric, chart]] /. Qp2Jp //
Factor) /. JJp2Mc1 /. Mc12Mc3 // Factor // Refine
Out[96]= {0, 0, 0}, 0, 0, Y1 Y2 Y3
M3
, 0, - Y1 Y2 Y3
M3
, 0,
0, 0, - Y1 Y2 Y3
M3
, {0, 0, 0},  Y1 Y2 Y3
M3
, 0, 0,
0, Y1 Y2 Y3
M3
, 0, - Y1 Y2 Y3
M3
, 0, 0, {0, 0, 0}
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In[97]:= Table[(epsilonsMetric[{ai, -chart}, -{i, chart}, -{j, chart}] Sum[Sv[{Mod[bi + 1, 3, 1],-ONbasis}, -LI["(5)"], {i, chart}] Sv[{Mod[bi - 1, 3, 1], -ONbasis},-LI["(5)"], {j, chart}], {bi, 1, 3}] / 3) / 2 ⩵(((((epsilonsMetric[{ai, -chart}, -{i, chart}, -{j, chart}] Sum[Sv[{Mod[bi + 1,
3, 1], -ONbasis}, -LI["(5)"], {i, chart}] Sv[{Mod[bi - 1, 3, 1], -ONbasis}, -LI["(5)"], {j,
chart}], {bi, 1, 3}] / 3) / 2 /. epsilonToetaDown[
sMetric, chart] // TraceBasisDummy // ToValues //
Factor // Refine) /. Qp2Jp // Factor) /. Jp2Mc3 /.{Mc[-LI["2"]]^4 → Mc[-LI["2"]]^2 (Mc[-LI["2"]]^2 /. Mc22Mc1)} /.
Mc22Mc1 /. Mc12JQp /. Qp2Jp // Factor // Refine) /. JJp2Mc1 /.
Mc12Mc2 // Factor) /. Mc22Mc1 /. Jps2Qp // Factor, {ai, 1, 3}]
Out[97]= 1
6
ϵs1ij  S i1(5) S j2(5) + S j1(5) S i3(5) + S i2(5) S j3(5)  ⩵ J1 Q1 Y1
2 M1 M3
,
1
6
ϵs2ij  S i1(5) S j2(5) + S j1(5) S i3(5) + S i2(5) S j3(5)  ⩵ J2 Q2 Y2
2 M1 M3
,
1
6
ϵs3ij  S i1(5) S j2(5) + S j1(5) S i3(5) + S i2(5) S j3(5)  ⩵ J3 Q3 Y3
2 M1 M3

In[98]:= DefTensor[Av[-LI[tria], -a], M, PrintAs → "A"]** DefTensor: Defining tensor Av[-LI[tria], -a].
In[99]:= AllComponentValues[Av[-LI["(5)"], -{a, chart}],
Table[(((((epsilonsMetric[{ai, -chart}, -{i, chart}, -{j, chart}] Sum[Sv[{Mod[bi + 1,
3, 1], -ONbasis}, -LI["(5)"], {i, chart}] Sv[{Mod[bi - 1, 3, 1], -ONbasis}, -LI["(5)"], {j,
chart}], {bi, 1, 3}] / 3) / 2 /. epsilonToetaDown[
sMetric, chart] // TraceBasisDummy // ToValues //
Factor // Refine) /. Qp2Jp // Factor) /. Jp2Mc3 /.{Mc[-LI["2"]]^4 → Mc[-LI["2"]]^2 (Mc[-LI["2"]]^2 /. Mc22Mc1)} /.
Mc22Mc1 /. Mc12JQp /. Qp2Jp // Factor // Refine) /. JJp2Mc1 /.
Mc12Mc2 // Factor) /. Mc22Mc1 /. Jps2Qp // Factor, {ai, 1, 3}]]
Added independent rule A(5)1 → J1 Q1 Y1
2 M1 M3
for tensor Av
Added independent rule A(5)2 → J2 Q2 Y2
2 M1 M3
for tensor Av
Added independent rule A(5)3 → J3 Q3 Y3
2 M1 M3
for tensor Av
Out[99]= FoldedRule{},  A(5)1 → J1 Q1 Y1
2 M1 M3
, A(5)2 → J2 Q2 Y2
2 M1 M3
, A(5)3 → J3 Q3 Y3
2 M1 M3

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In[100]:= Table[Vv[-LI["(5)"], {vert, ONbasis}, {ind, -chart}] +
2 Av[-LI["(5)"], {ind, -chart}] / 3, {vert, 1, 3}, {ind, 1, 3}]
Out[100]= 2 A(5)1
3
+ V 1(5) 1 , 2 A(5)23 + V 1(5) 2 , 2 A(5)33 + V 1(5) 3,
2 A(5)1
3
+ V 2(5) 1 , 2 A(5)23 + V 2(5) 2 , 2 A(5)33 + V 2(5) 3,
2 A(5)1
3
+ V 3(5) 1 , 2 A(5)23 + V 3(5) 2 , 2 A(5)33 + V 3(5) 3
In[101]:= % // ToValues
Out[101]=  J1 + M1 Y1
3 M1 M2
+ J1 Q1 Y1
3 M1 M3
,
J2 Q2 Y2
3 M1 M3
-  M1 + Q3 Y2
6 M1 M2
, -  M1 + Q2 Y3
6 M1 M2
+ J3 Q3 Y3
3 M1 M3
,
 J1 Q1 Y1
3 M1 M3
-  M1 + Q3 Y1
6 M1 M2
,
 J2 + M1 Y2
3 M1 M2
+ J2 Q2 Y2
3 M1 M3
, -  M1 + Q1 Y3
6 M1 M2
+ J3 Q3 Y3
3 M1 M3
,
 J1 Q1 Y1
3 M1 M3
-  M1 + Q2 Y1
6 M1 M2
, -  M1 + Q1 Y2
6 M1 M2
+ J2 Q2 Y2
3 M1 M3
,
 J3 + M1 Y3
3 M1 M2
+ J3 Q3 Y3
3 M1 M3

In[102]:= AllComponentValues[Vv[-LI["(6)"], {a, ONbasis}, -{b, chart}], %]
40     OrthoNorm.nb
Added independent rule V 1(6) 1 →  M1 M3 + J1  M3 + M2 Q1 Y1
3 M1 M2 M3
for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 1(6) 2 →
2 J2 Q
2
M3
- M1 +Q3
M2
Y2
6 M1
for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 1(6) 3 → -
M1 +Q2
M2
+ 2 J3 Q3
M3
Y3
6 M1
for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 2(6) 1 →
2 J1 Q
1
M3
- M1 +Q3
M2
Y1
6 M1
for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 2(6) 2 →  M1 M3 + J2  M3 + M2 Q2 Y2
3 M1 M2 M3
for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 2(6) 3 → -
M1 +Q1
M2
+ 2 J3 Q3
M3
Y3
6 M1
for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 3(6) 1 →
2 J1 Q
1
M3
- M1 +Q2
M2
Y1
6 M1
for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 3(6) 2 → -
M1 +Q1
M2
+ 2 J2 Q2
M3
Y2
6 M1
for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 3(6) 3 →  M1 M3 + J3  M3 + M2 Q3 Y3
3 M1 M2 M3
for tensor Vv
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Out[102]= FoldedRule{},  V 1(6) 1 →  M1 M3 + J1  M3 + M2 Q1 Y1
3 M1 M2 M3
,
V 1(6) 2 →
2 J2 Q
2
M3
- M1+Q3
M2
Y2
6 M1
, V 1(6) 3 → -
M1+Q2
M2
+ 2 J3 Q3
M3
Y3
6 M1
,
V 2(6) 1 →
2 J1 Q
1
M3
- M1+Q3
M2
Y1
6 M1
, V 2(6) 2 →  M1 M3 + J2  M3 + M2 Q2 Y2
3 M1 M2 M3
,
V 2(6) 3 → -
M1+Q1
M2
+ 2 J3 Q3
M3
Y3
6 M1
, V 3(6) 1 →
2 J1 Q
1
M3
- M1+Q2
M2
Y1
6 M1
,
V 3(6) 2 → -
M1+Q1
M2
+ 2 J2 Q2
M3
Y2
6 M1
, V 3(6) 3 →  M1 M3 + J3  M3 + M2 Q3 Y3
3 M1 M2 M3

In[103]:= ChangeComponents[Vv[-LI["(6)"], {a, ONbasis}, {b, chart}],
Vv[-LI["(6)"], {a, ONbasis}, -{b, chart}]]
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Added independent rule V 11(6) → s11 V 1(6) 1 + s12 V 1(6) 2 + s13 V 1(6) 3 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 12(6) → s12 V 1(6) 1 + s22 V 1(6) 2 + s23 V 1(6) 3 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 13(6) → s13 V 1(6) 1 + s23 V 1(6) 2 + s33 V 1(6) 3 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 21(6) → s11 V 2(6) 1 + s12 V 2(6) 2 + s13 V 2(6) 3 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 22(6) → s12 V 2(6) 1 + s22 V 2(6) 2 + s23 V 2(6) 3 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 23(6) → s13 V 2(6) 1 + s23 V 2(6) 2 + s33 V 2(6) 3 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 31(6) → s11 V 3(6) 1 + s12 V 3(6) 2 + s13 V 3(6) 3 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 32(6) → s12 V 3(6) 1 + s22 V 3(6) 2 + s23 V 3(6) 3 for tensor Vv
Added independent rule V 33(6) → s13 V 3(6) 1 + s23 V 3(6) 2 + s33 V 3(6) 3 for tensor Vv
Computed V ab(6) → sbi V a(6) i in 0.497729 Seconds
Out[103]= FoldedRule{},  V 11(6) → s11 V 1(6) 1 + s12 V 1(6) 2 + s13 V 1(6) 3 ,
V 12(6) → s12 V 1(6) 1 + s22 V 1(6) 2 + s23 V 1(6) 3 ,
V 13(6) → s13 V 1(6) 1 + s23 V 1(6) 2 + s33 V 1(6) 3 ,
V 21(6) → s11 V 2(6) 1 + s12 V 2(6) 2 + s13 V 2(6) 3 ,
V 22(6) → s12 V 2(6) 1 + s22 V 2(6) 2 + s23 V 2(6) 3 ,
V 23(6) → s13 V 2(6) 1 + s23 V 2(6) 2 + s33 V 2(6) 3 ,
V 31(6) → s11 V 3(6) 1 + s12 V 3(6) 2 + s13 V 3(6) 3 ,
V 32(6) → s12 V 3(6) 1 + s22 V 3(6) 2 + s23 V 3(6) 3 ,
V 33(6) → s13 V 3(6) 1 + s23 V 3(6) 2 + s33 V 3(6) 3
In[104]:= Table[Vv[-LI["(6)"], {ai, ONbasis}, {i, chart}]
Vv[-LI["(6)"], {bi, ONbasis}, -{i, chart}], {ai, 1, 3}, {bi, 1, 3}]
Out[104]=  V 1(6) i V 1i(6) , V 1i(6) V 2(6) i , V 1i(6) V 3(6) i, V 1(6) i V 2i(6) , V 2(6) i V 2i(6) , V 2i(6) V 3(6) i, V 1(6) i V 3i(6) , V 2(6) i V 3i(6) , V 3(6) i V 3i(6) 
In[105]:= ((ToValues@ToValues@TraceBasisDummy[%] /. Qp2Jp // Factor) /. Mc32Mc1 /. Mc22Mc1 /.
Mc12JQp /. Qp2Jp // Factor) /.
JJp2Mc1 /. Mc12Mc3 /. Mc12Mc2 // Factor // MatrixForm
Out[105]//MatrixForm=
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
In[106]:= DefTensor[scale[], M, PrintAs → "a"]** DefTensor: Defining tensor scale[].
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In[107]:= AppendTo[$Assumptions, Scalar@scale[] > 0]
Out[107]=  Y1 > 0, Y2 > 0, Y3 > 0, J1 > 0, J2 > 0, J3 > 0, M1 > 0, M2 > 0, M3 > 0, a > 0
In[108]:= AppendTo[$Assumptions, scale[] ⩵ Scalar@scale[]]
Out[108]=  Y1 > 0, Y2 > 0, Y3 > 0, J1 > 0, J2 > 0, J3 > 0, M1 > 0, M2 > 0, M3 > 0, a > 0, True
In[109]:= DefParameter[pert, PrintAs → "y"]** DefParameter: Defining parameter pert.
In[110]:= DefTensor[hPert[-a, -b], M, Symmetric[{1, 2}], PrintAs → "h"]** DefTensor: Defining tensor hPert[-a, -b].
In[111]:= AllComponentValues[hPert[{a, chart}, {b, chart}]]
Added independent rule h11 → h11 for tensor hPert
Added independent rule h12 → h12 for tensor hPert
Added independent rule h13 → h13 for tensor hPert
Added dependent rule h21 → h12 for tensor hPert
Added independent rule h22 → h22 for tensor hPert
Added independent rule h23 → h23 for tensor hPert
Added dependent rule h31 → h13 for tensor hPert
Added dependent rule h32 → h23 for tensor hPert
Added independent rule h33 → h33 for tensor hPert
Out[111]= FoldedRule h21 → h12 , h31 → h13 , h32 → h23 , h11 → h11 , h12 → h12 , h13 → h13 , h22 → h22 , h23 → h23 , h33 → h33 
In[112]:= Table[(Boole[in ⩵ im] - pert * hPert[{in, chart}, {im, chart}]) / scale[]^2,{in, 1, 3}, {im, 1, 3}]
Out[112]= 1 - y h11
a2
, - y h12
a2
, - y h13
a2
,
- y h21
a2
,
1 - y h22
a2
, - y h23
a2
, - y h31
a2
, - y h32
a2
,
1 - y h33
a2

In[113]:= MetricInBasis[sMetric, chart, %]
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Replaced independent rule s11 → 1
Y1
2
by s11 → 1 - y h11
a2
for tensor sMetric
Replaced independent rule s12 → 1 - J3
Y1 Y2
by s12 → - y h12
a2
for tensor sMetric
Replaced independent rule s13 → 1 - J2
Y1 Y3
by s13 → - y h13
a2
for tensor sMetric
Replaced independent rule s12 → - y h12
a2
by s12 → - y h21
a2
for tensor sMetric
Replaced independent rule s22 → 1
Y2
2
by s22 → 1 - y h22
a2
for tensor sMetric
Replaced independent rule s23 → 1 - J1
Y2 Y3
by s23 → - y h23
a2
for tensor sMetric
Replaced independent rule s13 → - y h13
a2
by s13 → - y h31
a2
for tensor sMetric
Replaced independent rule s23 → - y h23
a2
by s23 → - y h32
a2
for tensor sMetric
Replaced independent rule s33 → 1
Y3
2
by s33 → 1 - y h33
a2
for tensor sMetric
Out[113]=  s11 → 1 - y h11
a2
, s12 → - y h12
a2
, s13 → - y h13
a2
,
 s21 → - y h21
a2
, s22 → 1 - y h22
a2
, s23 → - y h23
a2
,
 s31 → - y h31
a2
, s32 → - y h32
a2
, s33 → 1 - y h33
a2

In[114]:= Simplification@Normal@Series[#1, {pert, 0, 1}] &@
Inverse@Table[ToValues@sMetric[{in, chart}, {im, chart}], {in, 1, 3}, {im, 1, 3}]
Out[114]= 1 + y h11  a2, y h12 a2, y h13 a2,y h12 a2, 1 + y h22  a2, y h23 a2, y h13 a2, y h23 a2, 1 + y h33  a2
In[115]:= MetricInBasis[sMetric, -chart, %]
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Replaced independent rule s11 → - -2 + J1 J1 Y12
M3
2
by s11 → 1 + y h11  a2 for tensor sMetric
Replaced independent rule
s12 →  J1 J2 - Q3 Y1 Y2
M3
2
by s12 → y h12 a2 for tensor sMetric
Replaced independent rule
s13 →  J1 J3 - Q2 Y1 Y3
M3
2
by s13 → y h13 a2 for tensor sMetric
Replaced independent rule s22 → - -2 + J2 J2 Y22
M3
2
by s22 → 1 + y h22  a2 for tensor sMetric
Replaced independent rule
s23 →  J2 J3 - Q1 Y2 Y3
M3
2
by s23 → y h23 a2 for tensor sMetric
Replaced independent rule s33 → - -2 + J3 J3 Y32
M3
2
by s33 → 1 + y h33  a2 for tensor sMetric
Out[115]=  s11 → 1 + y h11  a2, s12 → y h12 a2, s13 → y h13 a2, s21 → y h12 a2, s22 → 1 + y h22  a2, s23 → y h23 a2, s31 → y h13 a2, s32 → y h23 a2, s33 → 1 + y h33  a2
In[116]:= Table[ToValues@sMetric[{in, chart}, {in, chart}]^(-1 / 2), {in, 1, 3}] //
Normal@Series[#1, {pert, 0, 1}] & // Simplification
Out[116]= a + 1
2
y h11 a, a + 1
2
y h22 a, a + 1
2
y h33 a
In[117]:= AllComponentValues[Yp[-{a, ONbasis}], %]
Added independent rule Y1 → a + 1
2
y h11 a for tensor Yp
Added independent rule Y2 → a + 1
2
y h22 a for tensor Yp
Added independent rule Y3 → a + 1
2
y h33 a for tensor Yp
Out[117]= FoldedRule{},  Y1 → a + 1
2
y h11 a, Y2 → a + 1
2
y h22 a, Y3 → a + 1
2
y h33 a
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In[118]:= Simplification@Normal@Series[#1, {pert, 0, 1}] &@
ToValues@Table[1 - Module[{im = Mod[in - 1, 3, 1], ip = Mod[in + 1, 3, 1]}, sMetric[{im, chart}, {ip, chart}] Yp[{im, -ONbasis}] Yp[{ip, -ONbasis}]], {in, 1, 3}]
Out[118]= 1 + y h23 , 1 + y h13 , 1 + y h12 
In[119]:= AllComponentValues[Jp[-{a, ONbasis}], %]
Added independent rule J1 → 1 + y h23 for tensor Jp
Added independent rule J2 → 1 + y h13 for tensor Jp
Added independent rule J3 → 1 + y h12 for tensor Jp
Out[119]= FoldedRule{},  J1 → 1 + y h23 , J2 → 1 + y h13 , J3 → 1 + y h12 
In[120]:= ComponentArray[Qp[{a, ONbasis}]] /. Qp2Jp // ToValues
Out[120]= 1 + y h12 + y h13 - y h23 , 1 + y h12 - y h13 + y h23 , 1 - y h12 + y h13 + y h23 
In[121]:= AllComponentValues[Qp[{a, ONbasis}], %]
Added independent rule Q1 → 1 + y h12 + y h13 - y h23 for tensor Qp
Added independent rule Q2 → 1 + y h12 - y h13 + y h23 for tensor Qp
Added independent rule Q3 → 1 - y h12 + y h13 + y h23 for tensor Qp
Out[121]= FoldedRule{},  Q1 → 1 + y h12 + y h13 - y h23 ,
Q2 → 1 + y h12 - y h13 + y h23 , Q3 → 1 - y h12 + y h13 + y h23 
In[122]:= Sqrt@(Mc[-LI["1"]]^2 /. Mc12JQp // ToValues) //
Simplification@Normal@Series[#1, {pert, 0, 1}] &
Out[122]=
1
3
3 + y h12 + y h13 + y h23 
In[123]:= ComponentValue[Mc[-LI["1"]], %]
Added independent rule M1 → 1
3
3 + y h12 + y h13 + y h23  for tensor Mc
Out[123]= M1 → 1
3
3 + y h12 + y h13 + y h23 
In[124]:= Sqrt@(Mc[-LI["2"]]^2 /. Mc22Mc1 // ToValues) //
Simplification@Normal@Series[#1, {pert, 0, 1}] &
Out[124]=
1
6
6 + y h12 + y h13 + y h23 
In[125]:= ComponentValue[Mc[-LI["2"]], %]
Added independent rule M2 → 1
6
6 + y h12 + y h13 + y h23  for tensor Mc
Out[125]= M2 → 1
6
6 + y h12 + y h13 + y h23 
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In[126]:= Sqrt@(Mc[-LI["3"]]^2 /. Mc32Mc1 // ToValues) //
Simplification@Normal@Series[#1, {pert, 0, 1}] &
Out[126]= 1
In[127]:= ComponentValue[Mc[-LI["3"]], %]
Added independent rule M3 → 1 for tensor Mc
Out[127]= M3 → 1
In[128]:= ComponentArray[Vv[-LI["(6)"], {a, ONbasis}, -{b, chart}]] / scale[] // ToValues //
ToValues // Simplification@Normal@Series[#1, {pert, 0, 1}] &
Out[128]= 1 + 1
2
y h11 ,
1
6
y 3 h12 - h13 + h23 , 1
6
y - h12 + 3 h13 + h23 ,
1
6
y 3 h12 + h13 - h23 , 1 + 1
2
y h22 ,
1
6
y - h12 + h13 + 3 h23 ,
1
6
y  h12 + 3 h13 - h23 , 1
6
y  h12 - h13 + 3 h23 , 1 + 1
2
y h33 
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In[1]:= << xAct`xPand`------------------------------------------------------------
Package xAct`xPerm` version 1.2.2, {2014, 9, 28}
CopyRight (C) 2003-2014, Jose M. Martin-Garcia, under the General Public License.
Connecting to external linux executable...
Connection established.------------------------------------------------------------
Package xAct`xTensor` version 1.1.1, {2014, 9, 28}
CopyRight (C) 2002-2014, Jose M. Martin-Garcia, under the General Public License.------------------------------------------------------------
Package xAct`xPert` version 1.0.5, {2014, 9, 28}
CopyRight (C) 2005-2014, David Brizuela, Jose M. Martin-Garcia
and Guillermo A. Mena Marugan, under the General Public License.** Variable $PrePrint assigned value ScreenDollarIndices** Variable $CovDFormat changed from Prefix to Postfix** Option AllowUpperDerivatives of ContractMetric changed from False to True** Option MetricOn of MakeRule changed from None to All** Option ContractMetrics of MakeRule changed from False to True------------------------------------------------------------
Package xAct`xPand` version 0.4.2, {2013, 11, 10}
CopyRight (C) 2012-2013, Cyril Pitrou,
Xavier Roy and Obinna Umeh under the General Public License.------------------------------------------------------------
These packages come with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type
Disclaimer[]. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute
it under certain conditions. See the General Public License for details.------------------------------------------------------------
In[2]:= $PrePrint = ScreenDollarIndices[#1 /. $Rules] &;
$CovDFormat = "Prefix";
In[4]:= $ExtrinsicKSign = -1;
$AccelerationSign = -1;
In[6]:= DefManifoldCfBgUniv, 4, {α, β, κ, λ, μ, ν}, PrintAs → "M4"
** DefManifold: Defining manifold CfBgUniv.** DefVBundle: Defining vbundle TangentCfBgUniv.
In[7]:= DefMetric-1, Mink[-α, -β], MinkCD,
SymbolOfCovD → "|", ColorString"∂", RGBColor[0, 1, 0], PrintAs → "η"
** DefTensor: Defining symmetric metric tensor Mink[-α, -β].** DefTensor: Defining antisymmetric tensor epsilonMink[-α, -β, -κ, -λ].** DefTensor: Defining tetrametric TetraMink[-α, -β, -κ, -λ].** DefTensor: Defining tetrametric TetraMink†[-α, -β, -κ, -λ].** DefCovD: Defining covariant derivative MinkCD[-α].** DefTensor: Defining vanishing torsion tensor TorsionMinkCD[α, -β, -κ].** DefTensor: Defining symmetric Christoffel tensor ChristoffelMinkCD[α, -β, -κ].** DefTensor: Defining Riemann tensor RiemannMinkCD[-α, -β, -κ, -λ].** DefTensor: Defining symmetric Ricci tensor RicciMinkCD[-α, -β].** DefCovD: Contractions of Riemann automatically replaced by Ricci.** DefTensor: Defining Ricci scalar RicciScalarMinkCD[].** DefCovD: Contractions of Ricci automatically replaced by RicciScalar.** DefTensor: Defining symmetric Einstein tensor EinsteinMinkCD[-α, -β].** DefTensor: Defining Weyl tensor WeylMinkCD[-α, -β, -κ, -λ].** DefTensor: Defining symmetric TFRicci tensor TFRicciMinkCD[-α, -β].** DefTensor: Defining Kretschmann scalar KretschmannMinkCD[].** DefCovD: Computing RiemannToWeylRules for dim 4** DefCovD: Computing RicciToTFRicci for dim 4** DefCovD: Computing RicciToEinsteinRules for dim 4** DefTensor: Defining weight +2 density DetMink[]. Determinant.
In[8]:= $SymmetryRules = {};
In[9]:= SetSlicingMink, TimeFlowCfBg, Eucl, EuclCD,"!", ColorString"∂(s)", RGBColor[0, 1, 0], "FLFlat"
** DefTensor: Defining tensor TimeFlowCfBg[ν$961].** DefTensor: Defining symmetric metric tensor Eucl[-ν$961, -ν$962].** DefTensor: Defining antisymmetric tensor epsilonEucl[-α, -β, -κ].** DefTensor: Defining tetrametric TetraEucl[-α, -β, -κ, -λ].** DefTensor: Defining tetrametric TetraEucl†[-α, -β, -κ, -λ].** DefCovD: Defining covariant derivative EuclCD[-ν$961].** DefTensor: Defining vanishing torsion tensor TorsionEuclCD[α, -β, -κ].** DefTensor: Defining symmetric Christoffel tensor ChristoffelEuclCD[α, -β, -κ].** DefTensor: Defining Riemann tensor RiemannEuclCD[-α, -β, -κ, -λ].** DefTensor: Defining symmetric Ricci tensor RicciEuclCD[-α, -β].** DefCovD: Contractions of Riemann automatically replaced by Ricci.** DefTensor: Defining Ricci scalar RicciScalarEuclCD[].
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** DefCovD: Contractions of Ricci automatically replaced by RicciScalar.** DefTensor: Defining symmetric Einstein tensor EinsteinEuclCD[-α, -β].** DefTensor: Defining vanishing Weyl tensor WeylEuclCD[-α, -β, -κ, -λ].** DefTensor: Defining symmetric TFRicci tensor TFRicciEuclCD[-α, -β].** DefTensor: Defining Kretschmann scalar KretschmannEuclCD[].** DefCovD: Computing RiemannToWeylRules for dim 3** DefCovD: Computing RicciToTFRicci for dim 3** DefCovD: Computing RicciToEinsteinRules for dim 3** DefTensor: Defining weight +2 density DetEucl[]. Determinant.** DefTensor: Defining extrinsic curvature tensor
ExtrinsicKEucl[α, β]. Associated to vector TimeFlowCfBg** DefTensor: Defining acceleration vector
AccelerationTimeFlowCfBg[α]. Associated to vector TimeFlowCfBg** DefInertHead: Defining projector inert-head ProjectorEucl.
Rules {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} have been declared as UpValues for Eucl.
Rules {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} have been declared as UpValues for Eucl.
Rules {1, 2} have been declared as UpValues for TimeFlowCfBg.
Rules {1, 2, 3, 4} have been declared as UpValues for TimeFlowCfBg.
Rules {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} have been declared as UpValues for TimeFlowCfBg.** DefTensor: Defining tensor0Eucl[LI[xAct`xPand`Private`p$1904], LI[xAct`xPand`Private`q$1904]].** DefTensor: Defining tensor iEucl[α].** DefTensor: Defining tensor Eucl[-α].** DefTensor: Defining tensor dEucl[LI[order], -α].** DefTensor: Defining tensor
aEucl[LI[xAct`xPand`Private`p$1920], LI[xAct`xPand`Private`q$1920]].** DefTensor: Defining tensor
HEucl[LI[xAct`xPand`Private`p$1925], LI[xAct`xPand`Private`q$1925]].** DefTensor: Defining symmetric metric tensor MinkaEucl2[-ν$1931, -ν$1932].** DefTensor: Defining inverse metric tensor
InvMinkaEucl2[ν$1931, ν$1932]. Metric is frozen!** DefTensor: Defining antisymmetric tensor epsilonMinkaEucl2[-α, -β, -κ, -λ].** DefTensor: Defining tetrametric TetraMinkaEucl2[-α, -β, -κ, -λ].** DefTensor: Defining tetrametric TetraMinkaEucl2†[-α, -β, -κ, -λ].** DefCovD: Defining covariant derivative MinkCDaEucl2[-ν$1931].** DefTensor: Defining vanishing torsion tensor TorsionMinkCDaEucl2[α, -β, -κ].** DefTensor: Defining symmetric Christoffel tensor ChristoffelMinkCDaEucl2[α, -β, -κ].** DefTensor: Defining Riemann tensor RiemannDownMinkCDaEucl2[-α, -β, -κ, -λ].
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** DefTensor: Defining Riemann tensor
RiemannMinkCDaEucl2[-α, -β, -κ, λ]. Antisymmetric only in the first pair.** DefTensor: Defining symmetric Ricci tensor RicciMinkCDaEucl2[-α, -β].** DefCovD: Contractions of Riemann automatically replaced by Ricci.** DefTensor: Defining Ricci scalar RicciScalarMinkCDaEucl2[].** DefCovD: Contractions of Ricci automatically replaced by RicciScalar.** DefTensor: Defining symmetric Einstein tensor EinsteinMinkCDaEucl2[-α, -β].** MakeRule: Potential problems moving indices on the LHS.** DefTensor: Defining Weyl tensor WeylMinkCDaEucl2[-α, -β, -κ, -λ].** DefTensor: Defining symmetric TFRicci tensor TFRicciMinkCDaEucl2[-α, -β].** DefTensor: Defining Kretschmann scalar KretschmannMinkCDaEucl2[].** DefCovD: Computing RiemannToWeylRules for dim 4** DefCovD: Computing RicciToEinsteinRules for dim 4** DefTensor: Defining weight +2 density DetMinkaEucl2[]. Determinant.
Rules {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} have been declared as UpValues for Mink.
Rules {1} have been declared as UpValues for Mink.** DefTensor: Defining tensor ConnectionEucl[-ν$961, -ν$962, -ν$963].** DefTensor: Defining tensor CSEucl[-ν$961, -ν$962, -ν$963].** DefTensor: Defining tensor ntEucl[-ν$961, -ν$962].** DefTensor: Defining tensor avEucl[-ν$961].
Rules {1, 2, 3, 4} have been declared as UpValues for avEucl.** DefTensor: Defining tensor
KEucl[LI[xAct`xPand`Private`p$2543], LI[xAct`xPand`Private`q$2543], -ν$961, -ν$962].
In[10]:= PrintAs@TimeFlowCfBg ^= "e0_";
PrintAs@Eucl ^= "δ(s)";
scale = aEucl;
Hubble = HEucl;
In[14]:= $Assumptions = {Scalar@aEucl[] > 0, aEucl[] ⩵ Scalar@aEucl[]}
Out[14]= {(a) > 0, a ⩵ (a)}
In[15]:= AppendTo[$Assumptions, HEucl[] ⩵ Scalar@HEucl[]]
Out[15]= (a) > 0, a ⩵ (a), ℋ ⩵ ℋ
In[16]:= $Rules = Flatten@AppendTo[$Rules, #1] &@MakeRule[{EuclCD[-α]@Scalar@scale[], 0}]
Out[16]= HoldPattern∂_(s)αa ⧴ Module[{}, 0]
In[17]:= $Rules = Flatten@AppendTo[$Rules, #1] &@MakeRule[{EuclCD[-α]@Scalar@Hubble[], 0}]
Out[17]= HoldPattern∂_(s)αa ⧴ Module[{}, 0], HoldPattern∂_(s)αℋ ⧴ Module[{}, 0]
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In[18]:= $SymmetryRules = Flatten@AppendTo[$SymmetryRules, #1] &@{EuclCD[-β][EuclCD[-α][expr_]] ⧴ EuclCD[-α][EuclCD[-β][expr]],
EuclCD[-κ][EuclCD[-α][expr_]] ⧴ EuclCD[-α][EuclCD[-κ][expr]],
EuclCD[-ν][EuclCD[-α][expr_]] ⧴ EuclCD[-α][EuclCD[-ν][expr]],
EuclCD[-μ][EuclCD[-α][expr_]] ⧴ EuclCD[-α][EuclCD[-μ][expr]],
EuclCD[-ν][EuclCD[α][expr_]] ⧴ EuclCD[α][EuclCD[-ν][expr]],
EuclCD[-μ][EuclCD[α][expr_]] ⧴ EuclCD[α][EuclCD[-μ][expr]],
EuclCD[-κ][EuclCD[-β][expr_]] ⧴ EuclCD[-β][EuclCD[-κ][expr]],
EuclCD[-μ][EuclCD[-β][expr_]] ⧴ EuclCD[-β][EuclCD[-μ][expr]],
EuclCD[κ][EuclCD[-β][expr_]] ⧴ EuclCD[-β][EuclCD[κ][expr]],
EuclCD[-μ][EuclCD[-β][EuclCD[β][expr_]]] ⧴
EuclCD[-β][EuclCD[β][EuclCD[-μ][expr]]],
EuclCD[-ν][EuclCD[-μ][expr_]] ⧴ EuclCD[-μ][EuclCD[-ν][expr]]}
Out[18]= ∂_(s)β∂_(s)αexpr_ ⧴ ∂_(s)α∂_(s)βexpr,∂_(s)κ∂_(s)αexpr_ ⧴ ∂_(s)α∂_(s)κexpr, ∂_(s)ν∂_(s)αexpr_ ⧴ ∂_(s)α∂_(s)νexpr,∂_(s)μ∂_(s)αexpr_ ⧴ ∂_(s)α∂_(s)μexpr, ∂_(s)ν∂_(s)αexpr_ ⧴ ∂_(s)α∂_(s)νexpr,∂_(s)μ∂_(s)αexpr_ ⧴ ∂_(s)α∂_(s)μexpr, ∂_(s)κ∂_(s)βexpr_ ⧴ ∂_(s)β∂_(s)κexpr,∂_(s)μ∂_(s)βexpr_ ⧴ ∂_(s)β∂_(s)μexpr, ∂_(s)κ∂_(s)βexpr_ ⧴ ∂_(s)β∂_(s)κexpr,∂_(s)μ∂_(s)β∂_(s)βexpr_ ⧴ ∂_(s)β∂_(s)β∂_(s)μexpr, ∂_(s)ν∂_(s)μexpr_ ⧴ ∂_(s)μ∂_(s)νexpr
In[19]:= $Rules = Flatten@AppendTo[$Rules, #1] &@
MakeRule[{MinkCD[-μ]@TimeFlowCfBg[α], 0}, MetricOn → All]
Out[19]= HoldPattern∂_(s)αa ⧴ Module[{}, 0],
HoldPattern∂_(s)αℋ ⧴ Module[{}, 0], HoldPattern∂_μe0_ α ⧴ Module[{}, 0]
In[20]:= ToInducedDerivative[#1, MinkCD, EuclCD] &@MinkCD[-μ]@Eucl[-α, -β]
Out[20]= 0
In[21]:= DefMetricFields[Mink, hPert, Eucl, y]
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** DefParameter: Defining parameter ϵ.** DefTensor: Defining tensor hPert[LI[order], -α, -β].** DefTensor: Defining tensorϕEucl[LI[xAct`xPand`Private`p$2827], LI[xAct`xPand`Private`q$2827]].** DefTensor: Defining tensor
BsEucl[LI[xAct`xPand`Private`p$2832], LI[xAct`xPand`Private`q$2832]].** DefTensor: Defining tensor
BvEucl[LI[xAct`xPand`Private`p$2837], LI[xAct`xPand`Private`q$2837], -α].** DefTensor: Defining tensorψEucl[LI[xAct`xPand`Private`p$2843], LI[xAct`xPand`Private`q$2843]].** DefTensor: Defining tensor
EsEucl[LI[xAct`xPand`Private`p$2848], LI[xAct`xPand`Private`q$2848]].** DefTensor: Defining tensor
EvEucl[LI[xAct`xPand`Private`p$2853], LI[xAct`xPand`Private`q$2853], -α].** DefTensor: Defining tensor
EtEucl[LI[xAct`xPand`Private`p$2859], LI[xAct`xPand`Private`q$2859], -α, -β].** DefTensor: Defining tensor
TEucl[LI[xAct`xPand`Private`p$2868], LI[xAct`xPand`Private`q$2868]].** DefTensor: Defining tensor
LsEucl[LI[xAct`xPand`Private`p$2873], LI[xAct`xPand`Private`q$2873]].** DefTensor: Defining tensor
LvEucl[LI[xAct`xPand`Private`p$2878], LI[xAct`xPand`Private`q$2878], -α].
In[22]:= PrintAs@hPert ^= "h";
PrintAs@ϵ ^= "y";
In[24]:= AutomaticRules[ϵ, MakeRule[{MinkCD[-α]@ϵ, 0}, MetricOn → All]]
Rules {1, 1} have been declared as UpValues for y.
In[25]:= $MySplitMetric = SplitMetric[Mink, hPert, Eucl, "AnyGauge"];
In[26]:= PrintAs@ϕEucl ^= "Z0 h";
PrintAs@BsEucl ^= "Z1 h";
PrintAs@BvEucl ^= "U1 h";
PrintAs@EtEucl ^= "D1 h";
PrintAs@EvEucl ^= "U2 h";
PrintAs@EsEucl ^= "Z3 h";
In[32]:= DefProjectedTensorZ2h[], Eucl, PrintAs → "Z2 h"
** DefTensor: Defining tensor
Z2h[LI[xAct`xPand`Private`p$2893], LI[xAct`xPand`Private`q$2893]].
In[33]:= AutomaticRules[ψEucl, MakeRule[{Evaluate@ψEucl[LI[1]],-Z2h[LI[1]] + (1 / 3) Eucl[α, β] EuclCD[-α]@EuclCD[-β]@EsEucl[LI[1]]}]]
Rules {1} have been declared as DownValues for ψEucl.
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In[34]:= $ContractRules = {};
$ExpandRules = {};
In[36]:= DefProjectedTensorU0h[-α], Eucl, TensorProperties → {}, PrintAs → "U0 h"
** DefTensor: Defining tensor
U0h[LI[xAct`xPand`Private`p$2906], LI[xAct`xPand`Private`q$2906], -α].
In[37]:= $ContractRules =
Flatten@AppendTo[$ContractRules, #1] &@MakeRule[{Evaluate@BvEucl[LI[1], -α],
U0h[LI[1], -α] - EuclCD[-α]@BsEucl[LI[1]]}, MetricOn → All]
Out[37]= HoldPattern(1)U1 hα ⧴ Module{}, (1)U0 hα - ∂_(s)α(1)Z1 h
In[38]:= $ExpandRules =
Flatten@AppendTo[$ExpandRules, #1] &@MakeRule[{Evaluate@U0h[LI[1], -α],
BvEucl[LI[1], -α] + EuclCD[-α]@BsEucl[LI[1]]}, MetricOn → All]
Out[38]= HoldPattern(1)U0 hα ⧴ Module{}, (1)U1 hα + ∂_(s)α(1)Z1 h
In[39]:= $ContractRules = Flatten@AppendTo[$ContractRules, #1] &@
MakeRule[{Evaluate@BvEucl[LI[1], LI[1], -α],
U0h[LI[1], LI[1], -α] - EuclCD[-α]@BsEucl[LI[1], LI[1]]}, MetricOn → All]
Out[39]= HoldPattern(1)U1 hα ⧴ Module{}, (1)U0 hα - ∂_(s)α(1)Z1 h,
HoldPattern(1)U1 hα′  ⧴ Module{}, (1)U0 hα′ - ∂_(s)α(1)Z1 h′ 
In[40]:= $ExpandRules =
Flatten@AppendTo[$ExpandRules, #1] &@MakeRule[{Evaluate@U0h[LI[1], LI[1], -α],
BvEucl[LI[1], LI[1], -α] + EuclCD[-α]@BsEucl[LI[1], LI[1]]}, MetricOn → All]
Out[40]= HoldPattern(1)U0 hα ⧴ Module{}, (1)U1 hα + ∂_(s)α(1)Z1 h,
HoldPattern(1)U0 hα′  ⧴ Module{}, (1)U1 hα′ + ∂_(s)α(1)Z1 h′ 
In[41]:= DefProjectedTensorD0h[-α, -β], Eucl,
TensorProperties → {"SymmetricTensor", "Traceless"}, PrintAs → "D0 h"
** DefTensor: Defining tensor
D0h[LI[xAct`xPand`Private`p$2928], LI[xAct`xPand`Private`q$2928], -α, -β].
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In[42]:= $ContractRules =
Flatten@AppendTo[$ContractRules, #1] &@MakeRule[{Evaluate@EtEucl[LI[1], -α, -β],
D0h[LI[1], -α, -β] - Evaluate@Symmetrize@EuclCD[-α]@EvEucl[LI[1], -β] -
EuclCD[-α]@EuclCD[-β]@EsEucl[LI[1]] +
Eucl[-α, -β] EuclCD[-κ]@EuclCD[κ]@EsEucl[LI[1]] / 3}, MetricOn → All]
Out[42]= HoldPattern(1)U1 hα ⧴ Module{}, (1)U0 hα - ∂_(s)α(1)Z1 h,
HoldPattern(1)U1 hα′  ⧴ Module{}, (1)U0 hα′ - ∂_(s)α(1)Z1 h′ ,
HoldPattern(1)D1 hαβ  ⧴ Module{κ}, (1)D0 hαβ - 12 ∂_(s)α(1)U2 hβ -∂_(s)α∂_(s)β(1)Z3 h - 1
2
∂_(s)β(1)U2 hα + 1
3
δ(s)βα ∂_(s)κ∂_(s)κ(1)Z3 h
In[43]:= $ExpandRules =
Flatten@AppendTo[$ExpandRules, #1] &@MakeRule[{Evaluate@D0h[LI[1], -α, -β],
EtEucl[LI[1], -α, -β] + Evaluate@Symmetrize@EuclCD[-α]@EvEucl[LI[1], -β] +
EuclCD[-α]@EuclCD[-β]@EsEucl[LI[1]] -
Eucl[-α, -β] EuclCD[-κ]@EuclCD[κ]@EsEucl[LI[1]] / 3}, MetricOn → All]
Out[43]= HoldPattern(1)U0 hα ⧴ Module{}, (1)U1 hα + ∂_(s)α(1)Z1 h,
HoldPattern(1)U0 hα′  ⧴ Module{}, (1)U1 hα′ + ∂_(s)α(1)Z1 h′ ,
HoldPattern(1)D0 hαβ  ⧴ Module{κ}, (1)D1 hαβ + 12 ∂_(s)α(1)U2 hβ +∂_(s)α∂_(s)β(1)Z3 h + 1
2
∂_(s)β(1)U2 hα - 1
3
δ(s)βα ∂_(s)κ∂_(s)κ(1)Z3 h
In[44]:= $ContractRules = Flatten@AppendTo[$ContractRules, #1] &@
MakeRule[{Evaluate@EtEucl[LI[1], LI[1], -α, -β], D0h[LI[1], LI[1], -α, -β] -
Evaluate@Symmetrize@EuclCD[-α]@EvEucl[LI[1], LI[1], -β] -
EuclCD[-α]@EuclCD[-β]@EsEucl[LI[1], LI[1]] +
Eucl[-α, -β] EuclCD[-κ]@EuclCD[κ]@EsEucl[LI[1], LI[1]] / 3}, MetricOn → All]
Out[44]= HoldPattern(1)U1 hα ⧴ Module{}, (1)U0 hα - ∂_(s)α(1)Z1 h,
HoldPattern(1)U1 hα′  ⧴ Module{}, (1)U0 hα′ - ∂_(s)α(1)Z1 h′ ,
HoldPattern(1)D1 hαβ  ⧴ Module{κ}, (1)D0 hαβ - 12 ∂_(s)α(1)U2 hβ -∂_(s)α∂_(s)β(1)Z3 h - 1
2
∂_(s)β(1)U2 hα + 1
3
δ(s)βα ∂_(s)κ∂_(s)κ(1)Z3 h,
HoldPattern(1)D1 hαβ′  ⧴ Module{κ}, (1)D0 hαβ′ - 12 ∂_(s)α(1)U2 hβ′ -∂_(s)α∂_(s)β(1)Z3 h′ - 1
2
∂_(s)β(1)U2 hα′ + 1
3
δ(s)βα ∂_(s)κ∂_(s)κ(1)Z3 h′ 
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In[45]:= $ExpandRules = Flatten@AppendTo[$ExpandRules, #1] &@
MakeRule[{Evaluate@D0h[LI[1], LI[1], -α, -β], EtEucl[LI[1], LI[1], -α, -β] +
Evaluate@Symmetrize@EuclCD[-α]@EvEucl[LI[1], LI[1], -β] +
EuclCD[-α]@EuclCD[-β]@EsEucl[LI[1], LI[1]] -
Eucl[-α, -β] EuclCD[-κ]@EuclCD[κ]@EsEucl[LI[1], LI[1]] / 3}, MetricOn → All]
Out[45]= HoldPattern(1)U0 hα ⧴ Module{}, (1)U1 hα + ∂_(s)α(1)Z1 h,
HoldPattern(1)U0 hα′  ⧴ Module{}, (1)U1 hα′ + ∂_(s)α(1)Z1 h′ ,
HoldPattern(1)D0 hαβ  ⧴ Module{κ}, (1)D1 hαβ + 12 ∂_(s)α(1)U2 hβ +∂_(s)α∂_(s)β(1)Z3 h + 1
2
∂_(s)β(1)U2 hα - 1
3
δ(s)βα ∂_(s)κ∂_(s)κ(1)Z3 h,
HoldPattern(1)D0 hαβ′  ⧴ Module{κ}, (1)D1 hαβ′ + 12 ∂_(s)α(1)U2 hβ′ +∂_(s)α∂_(s)β(1)Z3 h′ + 1
2
∂_(s)β(1)U2 hα′ - 1
3
δ(s)βα ∂_(s)κ∂_(s)κ(1)Z3 h′ 
In[46]:= ExtractComponents[#1, Eucl, {"Time", "Time"}] &@Perturbation@Mink[-α, -β] ⩵(ExtractComponents[#1, Eucl, {"Time", "Time"}] &@Perturbation@Mink[-α, -β] /.
$MySplitMetric // Simplification)
Out[46]= h1αβ e0_ α e0_ β ⩵ -2 (1)Z0 h
In[47]:= ExtractComponents[#1, Eucl, {"Time", "Space"}] &@Perturbation@Mink[-α, -β] ⩵(ExtractComponents[#1, Eucl, {"Time", "Space"}] &@Perturbation@Mink[-α, -β] /.
$MySplitMetric /. $ContractRules // Simplification)
Out[47]= δ(s) κβ h1ακ e0_ α ⩵ (1)U0 hβ
In[48]:= Eucl[α, β] ExtractComponents[#1, Eucl, {"Space", "Space"}] &@
Perturbation@Mink[-α, -β] ⩵(Eucl[α, β] ExtractComponents[#1, Eucl, {"Space", "Space"}] &@Perturbation@
Mink[-α, -β] /. $MySplitMetric // ContractMetric // Simplification)
Out[48]= δ(s)λκ h1κλ ⩵ 6 (1)Z2 h
In[49]:= ExtractComponents[#1, Eucl, {"Space", "Space"}] &@Perturbation@Mink[-α, -β] ⩵(ExtractComponents[#1, Eucl, {"Space", "Space"}] &@Perturbation@Mink[-α, -β] /.
$MySplitMetric /. $ContractRules // Simplification)
Out[49]= δ(s) κα δ(s) λβ h1κλ ⩵ 2 (1)D0 hαβ + δ(s)αβ (1)Z2 h
In[50]:= DefMatterFields[UNVCfBg, nPert, Eucl, y]
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** DefTensor: Defining tensorφ[LI[xAct`xPand`Private`p$3169], LI[xAct`xPand`Private`q$3169]].** DefTensor: Defining tensorρUNVCfBg[LI[xAct`xPand`Private`p$3174], LI[xAct`xPand`Private`q$3174]].** DefTensor: Defining tensor
PUNVCfBg[LI[xAct`xPand`Private`p$3179], LI[xAct`xPand`Private`q$3179]].** DefTensor: Defining tensor
VspatEuclUNVCfBg[LI[xAct`xPand`Private`p$3184], LI[xAct`xPand`Private`q$3184], -α].** DefTensor: Defining tensor
V0EuclUNVCfBg[LI[xAct`xPand`Private`p$3190], LI[xAct`xPand`Private`q$3190]].** DefTensor: Defining tensor
VsEuclUNVCfBg[LI[xAct`xPand`Private`p$3195], LI[xAct`xPand`Private`q$3195]].** DefTensor: Defining tensor
VvEuclUNVCfBg[LI[xAct`xPand`Private`p$3200], LI[xAct`xPand`Private`q$3200], -α].** DefTensor: Defining tensor UNVCfBg[α].** DefTensor: Defining tensor nPert[LI[order], α].
In[51]:= AutomaticRules[VvEuclUNVCfBg,
MakeRule[{Evaluate@VvEuclUNVCfBg[LI[1], -α], -BvEucl[LI[1], -α]}]]
Rules {1} have been declared as DownValues for VvEuclUNVCfBg.
Rules {1} have been declared as DownValues for VvEuclUNVCfBg.
Rules {1} have been declared as DownValues for VvEuclUNVCfBg.
Rules {1} have been declared as DownValues for VvEuclUNVCfBg.
Rules {1} have been declared as DownValues for VvEuclUNVCfBg.
Rules {1} have been declared as DownValues for VvEuclUNVCfBg.
Rules {1} have been declared as DownValues for VvEuclUNVCfBg.
Rules {1} have been declared as DownValues for VvEuclUNVCfBg.
Rules {1} have been declared as DownValues for VvEuclUNVCfBg.
Rules {1} have been declared as DownValues for VvEuclUNVCfBg.
Rules {1} have been declared as DownValues for VvEuclUNVCfBg.
Rules {1} have been declared as DownValues for VvEuclUNVCfBg.
Rules {1} have been declared as DownValues for VvEuclUNVCfBg.
In[52]:= AutomaticRules[VsEuclUNVCfBg,
MakeRule[{Evaluate@VsEuclUNVCfBg[LI[1]], -BsEucl[LI[1]]}]]
Rules {1} have been declared as DownValues for VsEuclUNVCfBg.
In[53]:= MyToxPand[expr_] := ToxPand[expr, hPert, UNVCfBg, nPert, Eucl, "AnyGauge", 1]
In[54]:= $Rules = Flatten@AppendTo[$Rules, #1] &@
IndexRule[MinkCD[-α_]@scale[], MyToxPand@MinkCD[-α]@scale[]]
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** DefTensor: Defining tensor ChristoffelMinkCDMinkCDaEucl2[α, -β, -κ].
The Splitting of ∂_αa +... was performed in 0.041321 seconds.
Out[54]= HoldPattern∂_(s)αa ⧴ Module[{}, 0],
HoldPattern∂_(s)αℋ ⧴ Module[{}, 0], HoldPattern∂_μe0_ α ⧴ Module[{}, 0],
HoldPatternModule{}, -a ℋ e0_ α ⧴ Module{}, -a ℋ e0_ α
In[55]:= $Rules = Flatten@AppendTo[$Rules, #1] &@
MakeRule[{ChristoffelMinkCD[α, -μ, -ν], 0}, MetricOn → All]
Out[55]= HoldPattern∂_(s)αa ⧴ Module[{}, 0],
HoldPattern∂_(s)αℋ ⧴ Module[{}, 0], HoldPattern∂_μe0_ α ⧴ Module[{}, 0],
HoldPatternModule{}, -a ℋ e0_ α ⧴ Module{}, -a ℋ e0_ α,
HoldPattern Γ∂_αμν  ⧴ Module[{}, 0]
In[56]:= UNVCfBg[-α] UNVCfBg[α] // MyToxPand
The Splitting of UNVCfBgα UNVCfBgα +... was performed in 0.110543 seconds.
Out[56]= -1
In[57]:= UNVCfBg[-α] // MyToxPand // Simplification
The Splitting of a UNVCfBgα +... was performed in 0.197588 seconds.
Out[57]= a e0
_ α 1 + y (1)Z0 h
In[58]:= DefProjectedTensor[lapseCB[], Eucl]** DefTensor: Defining tensor
lapseCB[LI[xAct`xPand`Private`p$4188], LI[xAct`xPand`Private`q$4188]].
In[59]:= ConformalWeight@lapseCB ^= 1;
In[60]:= AutomaticRules[lapseCB, MakeRule[{Evaluate@lapseCB[LI[1]], ϕEucl[LI[1]]}]]
Rules {1} have been declared as DownValues for lapseCB.
In[61]:= AppendTo[$Assumptions, lapseCB[] ⩵ 1]
Out[61]= (a) > 0, a ⩵ (a), ℋ ⩵ ℋ, lapseCB ⩵ 1
In[62]:= AppendTo[$Assumptions, lapseCB[LI[0], LI[1]] ⩵ 0]
Out[62]= (a) > 0, a ⩵ (a), ℋ ⩵ ℋ, lapseCB ⩵ 1, lapseCB′ ⩵ 0
In[63]:= AppendTo[$Assumptions, lapseCB[LI[0], LI[2]] ⩵ 0]
Out[63]= (a) > 0, a ⩵ (a), ℋ ⩵ ℋ, lapseCB ⩵ 1, lapseCB′ ⩵ 0, lapseCB′′ ⩵ 0
In[64]:= Lapse := Simplification@MyToxPand@lapseCB[]
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In[65]:= TimeFlowCfBg[α] - MyToxPand@(lapseCB[] UNVCfBg[α]) /. $ContractRules //
Simplification
The Splitting of lapseCB UNVCfBgα +... was performed in 0.225218 seconds.
Out[65]= y (1)U0 hα
In[66]:= NEVu[μ_] := Simplification[#1 /. $ContractRules] &@MyToxPand@(lapseCB[] UNVCfBg[μ])
In[67]:= DefMetric1, sMetCB[-α, -β], sCDCB, SymbolOfCovD → "·", "∇(sCB)",
InducedFrom → {Mink, UNVCfBg}, PrintAs → "sCB"
DefMetric::old : There are already metrics {Mink, Eucl, MinkaEucl2} in vbundle M4.** DefTensor: Defining symmetric metric tensor sMetCB[-α, -β].** DefTensor: Defining antisymmetric tensor epsilonsMetCB[-α, -β, -κ].** DefTensor: Defining tetrametric TetrasMetCB[-α, -β, -κ, -λ].** DefTensor: Defining tetrametric TetrasMetCB†[-α, -β, -κ, -λ].** DefCovD: Defining covariant derivative sCDCB[-α].** DefTensor: Defining vanishing torsion tensor TorsionsCDCB[α, -β, -κ].** DefTensor: Defining symmetric Christoffel tensor ChristoffelsCDCB[α, -β, -κ].** DefTensor: Defining Riemann tensor RiemannsCDCB[-α, -β, -κ, -λ].** DefTensor: Defining symmetric Ricci tensor RiccisCDCB[-α, -β].** DefCovD: Contractions of Riemann automatically replaced by Ricci.** DefTensor: Defining Ricci scalar RicciScalarsCDCB[].** DefCovD: Contractions of Ricci automatically replaced by RicciScalar.** DefTensor: Defining symmetric Einstein tensor EinsteinsCDCB[-α, -β].** DefTensor: Defining vanishing Weyl tensor WeylsCDCB[-α, -β, -κ, -λ].** DefTensor: Defining symmetric TFRicci tensor TFRiccisCDCB[-α, -β].** DefTensor: Defining Kretschmann scalar KretschmannsCDCB[].** DefCovD: Computing RiemannToWeylRules for dim 3** DefCovD: Computing RicciToTFRicci for dim 3** DefCovD: Computing RicciToEinsteinRules for dim 3** DefTensor: Defining weight +2 density DetsMetCB[]. Determinant.** DefTensor: Defining extrinsic curvature tensor
ExtrinsicKsMetCB[α, β]. Associated to vector UNVCfBg** DefTensor: Defining acceleration vector
AccelerationUNVCfBg[α]. Associated to vector UNVCfBg** DefInertHead: Defining projector inert-head ProjectorsMetCB.
In[68]:= sMetricSdSd[α_, β_] := Simplification[#1 /. $ContractRules] &@
ExtractComponents[#1, Eucl, {"Space", "Space"}] &@MyToxPand@sMetCB[-α, -β]
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In[69]:= EuclCD[-μ]@ExtractComponents[#1, Eucl, {"Space", "Space"}] &@
MyToxPand@sMetCB[-α, -β] /. $ContractRules // Simplification
The Splitting of ηαβ (a)2 +... was performed in 1.054602 seconds.
Out[69]= 2 y (a)2 ∂_(s)μ(1)D0 hαβ + δ(s)αβ ∂_(s)μ(1)Z2 h
In[70]:= DotsMetricSdSd[α, β] :=
Simplification@ContractMetric[#1 /. $ContractRules] &@ExtractComponents[#1, Eucl, {"Space", "Space"}] &@Normal@Series[#1, {ϵ, 0, 1}] &@
ToInducedDerivative[#1, MinkCD, EuclCD] &@LieDToCovD[#1,
MinkCD] &@LieD[NEVu[μ]]@sMetricSdSd[α, β]
In[71]:= (DotsMetricSdSd[α, β] - 2 Hubble[] sMetricSdSd[α, β]) /. $ContractRules //
ContractMetric // Simplification
The Splitting of lapseCB UNVCfBgμ +... was performed in 0.199564 seconds.
The Splitting of ηαβ (a)2 +... was performed in 1.032518 seconds.
The Splitting of ηαβ (a)2 +... was performed in 1.033334 seconds.
Out[71]= y (a)2 2 (1)D0 hαβ′ + 2 δ(s)αβ (1)Z2 h′ - ∂_(s)α(1)U0 hβ - ∂_(s)β(1)U0 hα
In[72]:= sMetricSuSu[α_, β_] := Simplification[#1 /. $ContractRules] &@
ExtractComponents[#1, Eucl, {"Space", "Space"}] &@MyToxPand@sMetCB[α, β]
In[73]:= MyToxPand@sMetCB[α, -β] /. $ContractRules // Simplification
The Splitting of δαβ +... was performed in 0.406584 seconds.
Out[73]= δαβ + e0_ β  e0_ α - y (1)U0 hα
In[74]:= (MyToxPand@ProjectWith[sMetCB]@ChristoffelMinkCD[-α, -μ, -ν] /. $ContractRules //
Simplification) //. $SymmetryRules** Warning: the tensor ChristoffelMinkCD
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of Γ∂_αμν (a)2 +... was performed in 39.819421 seconds.
Out[74]=
1
2
(a)2 -2 y ∂_(s)α(1)D0 hμν  - 2 y δ(s)μν ∂_(s)α(1)Z2 h + 2 y ∂_(s)μ(1)D0 hαν  +
2 y δ(s)αν ∂_(s)μ(1)Z2 h + 2 y ∂_(s)ν(1)D0 hαμ  + 2 y δ(s)αμ ∂_(s)ν(1)Z2 h
In[75]:= DefMetric1, sMetric[-α, -β], sCD, SymbolOfCovD → ":", "∇(s)", PrintAs → "s"
DefMetric::old : There are already metrics {Mink, Eucl, MinkaEucl2, sMetCB} in vbundle M4.
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** DefTensor: Defining symmetric metric tensor sMetric[-α, -β].** DefTensor: Defining inverse metric tensor InvsMetric[α, β]. Metric is frozen!** DefTensor: Defining antisymmetric tensor epsilonsMetric[-α, -β, -κ, -λ].** DefTensor: Defining tetrametric TetrasMetric[-α, -β, -κ, -λ].** DefTensor: Defining tetrametric TetrasMetric†[-α, -β, -κ, -λ].** DefCovD: Defining covariant derivative sCD[-α].** DefTensor: Defining vanishing torsion tensor TorsionsCD[α, -β, -κ].** DefTensor: Defining symmetric Christoffel tensor ChristoffelsCD[α, -β, -κ].** DefTensor: Defining Riemann tensor RiemannDownsCD[-α, -β, -κ, -λ].** DefTensor: Defining Riemann tensor
RiemannsCD[-α, -β, -κ, λ]. Antisymmetric only in the first pair.** DefTensor: Defining symmetric Ricci tensor RiccisCD[-α, -β].** DefCovD: Contractions of Riemann automatically replaced by Ricci.** DefTensor: Defining Ricci scalar RicciScalarsCD[].** DefCovD: Contractions of Ricci automatically replaced by RicciScalar.** DefTensor: Defining symmetric Einstein tensor EinsteinsCD[-α, -β].** MakeRule: Potential problems moving indices on the LHS.** DefTensor: Defining Weyl tensor WeylsCD[-α, -β, -κ, -λ].** DefTensor: Defining symmetric TFRicci tensor TFRiccisCD[-α, -β].** DefTensor: Defining Kretschmann scalar KretschmannsCD[].** DefCovD: Computing RiemannToWeylRules for dim 4** DefCovD: Computing RicciToEinsteinRules for dim 4** DefTensor: Defining weight +2 density DetsMetric[]. Determinant.
In[76]:= Christoffel[sCD, EuclCD][α, -μ, -ν]** DefTensor: Defining tensor ChristoffelEuclCDsCD[α, -β, -κ].
Out[76]= - Γ∂_(s),∇(s)αμν
In[77]:= AutomaticRules[ChristoffelEuclCDsCD,
MakeRule[{Evaluate@Christoffel[sCD, EuclCD][α, -μ, -ν],
MyToxPand@ProjectWith[sMetCB]@ChristoffelMinkCD[α, -μ, -ν] /. $ContractRules //
Simplification // Evaluate}, MetricOn → None]]
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** Warning: the tensor ChristoffelMinkCD
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of Γ∂_αμν +... was performed in 27.792218 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ChristoffelMinkCD
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of Γ∂_αμν +... was performed in 30.237485 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ChristoffelMinkCD
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of Γ∂_αμν +... was performed in 29.344753 seconds.
Rules {1} have been declared as DownValues for ChristoffelEuclCDsCD.
In[78]:= sCDLapseSd[ν_] :=
Simplification[#1 /. $ContractRules] &@ChangeCovD[#1, sCD, EuclCD] &@sCD[-ν]@Lapse
In[79]:= sCDsCDLapseSdSd[μ_, ν_] :=
Simplification[#1 /. $ContractRules] &@Normal@Series[#1, {ϵ, 0, 1}] &@
ChangeCovD[#1, sCD, EuclCD] &@sCD[-μ]@sCDLapseSd[ν]
In[80]:= DefConstantSymbol[MyNew, PrintAs → "G8π"]** DefConstantSymbol: Defining constant symbol MyNew.
In[81]:= DefProjectedTensor[EnDeBg[], Eucl,
SpaceTimesOfDefinition → {"Background"}, PrintAs → "ϱ"]** DefTensor: Defining tensor
EnDeBg[LI[xAct`xPand`Private`p$56143], LI[xAct`xPand`Private`q$56143]].
In[82]:= DefProjectedTensor[PresBg[], Eucl,
SpaceTimesOfDefinition → {"Background"}, PrintAs → "p"]** DefTensor: Defining tensor
PresBg[LI[xAct`xPand`Private`p$56148], LI[xAct`xPand`Private`q$56148]].
In[83]:= $BgSub = {MyNew * EnDeBg[] ⧴ 3 Hubble[]^2 / scale[]^2,
MyNew * PresBg[] ⧴ -(2 Hubble[LI[0], LI[1]] + Hubble[]^2) / scale[]^2}
Out[83]= G8π ϱ ⧴ 3 Hubble[]2
scale[]2 , G8π p ⧴ - 2 Hubble[]
′ + Hubble[]2
scale[]2 
In[84]:= DefProjectedTensorZ0T[], Eucl, PrintAs → "Z0 T"
** DefTensor: Defining tensor
Z0T[LI[xAct`xPand`Private`p$56153], LI[xAct`xPand`Private`q$56153]].
In[85]:= DefProjectedTensorU0T[-α], Eucl, TensorProperties → {}, PrintAs → "U0 T"
** DefTensor: Defining tensor
U0T[LI[xAct`xPand`Private`p$56158], LI[xAct`xPand`Private`q$56158], -α].
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In[86]:= DefProjectedTensorZ2T[], Eucl, PrintAs → "Z2 T"
** DefTensor: Defining tensor
Z2T[LI[xAct`xPand`Private`p$56164], LI[xAct`xPand`Private`q$56164]].
In[87]:= DefProjectedTensorD0T[-α, -β], Eucl,
TensorProperties → {"SymmetricTensor", "Traceless"}, PrintAs → "D0 T"
** DefTensor: Defining tensor
D0T[LI[xAct`xPand`Private`p$56169], LI[xAct`xPand`Private`q$56169], -α, -β].
In[88]:= DefProjectedTensorZ1T[], Eucl, PrintAs → "Z1 T"
** DefTensor: Defining tensor
Z1T[LI[xAct`xPand`Private`p$56178], LI[xAct`xPand`Private`q$56178]].
In[89]:= DefProjectedTensorU1T[-α], Eucl, PrintAs → "U1 T"
** DefTensor: Defining tensor
U1T[LI[xAct`xPand`Private`p$56183], LI[xAct`xPand`Private`q$56183], -α].
In[90]:= $ExpandRules =
Flatten@AppendTo[$ExpandRules, #1] &@MakeRule[{Evaluate@U0T[LI[1], -α],
U1T[LI[1], -α] + EuclCD[-α]@Z1T[LI[1]]}, MetricOn → All]
Out[90]= HoldPattern(1)U0 hα ⧴ Module{}, (1)U1 hα + ∂_(s)α(1)Z1 h,
HoldPattern(1)U0 hα′  ⧴ Module{}, (1)U1 hα′ + ∂_(s)α(1)Z1 h′ ,
HoldPattern(1)D0 hαβ  ⧴ Module{κ}, (1)D1 hαβ + 12 ∂_(s)α(1)U2 hβ +∂_(s)α∂_(s)β(1)Z3 h + 1
2
∂_(s)β(1)U2 hα - 1
3
δ(s)βα ∂_(s)κ∂_(s)κ(1)Z3 h,
HoldPattern(1)D0 hαβ′  ⧴ Module{κ}, (1)D1 hαβ′ + 12 ∂_(s)α(1)U2 hβ′ +∂_(s)α∂_(s)β(1)Z3 h′ + 1
2
∂_(s)β(1)U2 hα′ - 1
3
δ(s)βα ∂_(s)κ∂_(s)κ(1)Z3 h′ ,
HoldPattern(1)U0 Tα ⧴ Module{}, (1)U1 Tα + ∂_(s)α(1)Z1 T
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In[91]:= $ExpandRules =
Flatten@AppendTo[$ExpandRules, #1] &@MakeRule[{Evaluate@U0T[LI[1], LI[1], -α],
U1T[LI[1], LI[1], -α] + EuclCD[-α]@Z1T[LI[1], LI[1]]}, MetricOn → All]
Out[91]= HoldPattern(1)U0 hα ⧴ Module{}, (1)U1 hα + ∂_(s)α(1)Z1 h,
HoldPattern(1)U0 hα′  ⧴ Module{}, (1)U1 hα′ + ∂_(s)α(1)Z1 h′ ,
HoldPattern(1)D0 hαβ  ⧴ Module{κ}, (1)D1 hαβ + 12 ∂_(s)α(1)U2 hβ +∂_(s)α∂_(s)β(1)Z3 h + 1
2
∂_(s)β(1)U2 hα - 1
3
δ(s)βα ∂_(s)κ∂_(s)κ(1)Z3 h,
HoldPattern(1)D0 hαβ′  ⧴ Module{κ}, (1)D1 hαβ′ + 12 ∂_(s)α(1)U2 hβ′ +∂_(s)α∂_(s)β(1)Z3 h′ + 1
2
∂_(s)β(1)U2 hα′ - 1
3
δ(s)βα ∂_(s)κ∂_(s)κ(1)Z3 h′ ,
HoldPattern(1)U0 Tα ⧴ Module{}, (1)U1 Tα + ∂_(s)α(1)Z1 T,
HoldPattern(1)U0 Tα′  ⧴ Module{}, (1)U1 Tα′ + ∂_(s)α(1)Z1 T′ 
In[92]:= DefProjectedTensorZ3T[], Eucl, PrintAs → "Z3 T"
** DefTensor: Defining tensor
Z3T[LI[xAct`xPand`Private`p$56202], LI[xAct`xPand`Private`q$56202]].
In[93]:= DefProjectedTensorU2T[-α], Eucl, PrintAs → "U2 T"
** DefTensor: Defining tensor
U2T[LI[xAct`xPand`Private`p$56207], LI[xAct`xPand`Private`q$56207], -α].
In[94]:= DefProjectedTensorD1T[-α, -β], Eucl, PrintAs → "D1 T"
** DefTensor: Defining tensor
D1T[LI[xAct`xPand`Private`p$56214], LI[xAct`xPand`Private`q$56214], -α, -β].
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In[95]:= $ExpandRules = Flatten@AppendTo[$ExpandRules, #1] &@
MakeRule[{Evaluate@D0T[LI[1], -α, -β], D1T[LI[1], -α, -β] + Evaluate@
Symmetrize@EuclCD[-α]@U2T[LI[1], -β] + EuclCD[-α]@EuclCD[-β]@Z3T[LI[1]] -
Eucl[-α, -β] EuclCD[-κ]@EuclCD[κ]@Z3T[LI[1]] / 3}, MetricOn → All]
Out[95]= HoldPattern(1)U0 hα ⧴ Module{}, (1)U1 hα + ∂_(s)α(1)Z1 h,
HoldPattern(1)U0 hα′  ⧴ Module{}, (1)U1 hα′ + ∂_(s)α(1)Z1 h′ ,
HoldPattern(1)D0 hαβ  ⧴ Module{κ}, (1)D1 hαβ + 12 ∂_(s)α(1)U2 hβ +∂_(s)α∂_(s)β(1)Z3 h + 1
2
∂_(s)β(1)U2 hα - 1
3
δ(s)βα ∂_(s)κ∂_(s)κ(1)Z3 h,
HoldPattern(1)D0 hαβ′  ⧴ Module{κ}, (1)D1 hαβ′ + 12 ∂_(s)α(1)U2 hβ′ +∂_(s)α∂_(s)β(1)Z3 h′ + 1
2
∂_(s)β(1)U2 hα′ - 1
3
δ(s)βα ∂_(s)κ∂_(s)κ(1)Z3 h′ ,
HoldPattern(1)U0 Tα ⧴ Module{}, (1)U1 Tα + ∂_(s)α(1)Z1 T,
HoldPattern(1)U0 Tα′  ⧴ Module{}, (1)U1 Tα′ + ∂_(s)α(1)Z1 T′ ,
HoldPattern(1)D0 Tαβ  ⧴ Module{κ}, (1)D1 Tαβ + 1
2
∂_(s)α(1)U2 Tβ +
∂_(s)α∂_(s)β(1)Z3 T + 1
2
∂_(s)β(1)U2 Tα - 1
3
δ(s)βα ∂_(s)κ∂_(s)κ(1)Z3 T
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In[96]:= $ExpandRules = Flatten@AppendTo[$ExpandRules, #1] &@
MakeRule[{Evaluate@D0T[LI[1], LI[1], -α, -β], D1T[LI[1], LI[1], -α, -β] +
Evaluate@Symmetrize@EuclCD[-α]@U2T[LI[1], LI[1], -β] +
EuclCD[-α]@EuclCD[-β]@Z3T[LI[1], LI[1]] -
Eucl[-α, -β] EuclCD[-κ]@EuclCD[κ]@Z3T[LI[1], LI[1]] / 3}, MetricOn → All]
Out[96]= HoldPattern(1)U0 hα ⧴ Module{}, (1)U1 hα + ∂_(s)α(1)Z1 h,
HoldPattern(1)U0 hα′  ⧴ Module{}, (1)U1 hα′ + ∂_(s)α(1)Z1 h′ ,
HoldPattern(1)D0 hαβ  ⧴ Module{κ}, (1)D1 hαβ + 12 ∂_(s)α(1)U2 hβ +∂_(s)α∂_(s)β(1)Z3 h + 1
2
∂_(s)β(1)U2 hα - 1
3
δ(s)βα ∂_(s)κ∂_(s)κ(1)Z3 h,
HoldPattern(1)D0 hαβ′  ⧴ Module{κ}, (1)D1 hαβ′ + 12 ∂_(s)α(1)U2 hβ′ +∂_(s)α∂_(s)β(1)Z3 h′ + 1
2
∂_(s)β(1)U2 hα′ - 1
3
δ(s)βα ∂_(s)κ∂_(s)κ(1)Z3 h′ ,
HoldPattern(1)U0 Tα ⧴ Module{}, (1)U1 Tα + ∂_(s)α(1)Z1 T,
HoldPattern(1)U0 Tα′  ⧴ Module{}, (1)U1 Tα′ + ∂_(s)α(1)Z1 T′ ,
HoldPattern(1)D0 Tαβ  ⧴ Module{κ}, (1)D1 Tαβ + 1
2
∂_(s)α(1)U2 Tβ +
∂_(s)α∂_(s)β(1)Z3 T + 1
2
∂_(s)β(1)U2 Tα - 1
3
δ(s)βα ∂_(s)κ∂_(s)κ(1)Z3 T,
HoldPattern(1)D0 Tαβ′  ⧴ Module{κ}, (1)D1 Tαβ′ + 1
2
∂_(s)α(1)U2 Tβ′ +
∂_(s)α∂_(s)β(1)Z3 T′ + 1
2
∂_(s)β(1)U2 Tα′ - 1
3
δ(s)βα ∂_(s)κ∂_(s)κ(1)Z3 T′ 
In[97]:= EnDens := EnDeBg[] (1 + 2 ϵ * Z0T[LI[1]])
In[98]:= EnFluxSd[α_] := -scale[] (EnDeBg[] + PresBg[]) ϵ * U0T[LI[1], -α]
In[99]:= Pressu := PresBg[] (1 - 2 ϵ * Z2T[LI[1]])
In[100]:= StressSdSd[α_, β_] :=
Simplification@ExtractComponents[#1, Eucl, {"Space", "Space"}] &@
Normal@Series[#1, {ϵ, 0, 1}] &@(Pressu * sMetricSdSd[α, β] + scale[]^2 PresBg[] ϵ * D0T[LI[1], -α, -β])
In[101]:= ConformalWeight@ExtrinsicKsMetCB ^= -1;
In[102]:= DefProjectedTensorZ2K[], Eucl, PrintAs → "Z2 K"
** DefTensor: Defining tensor
Z2K[LI[xAct`xPand`Private`p$56277], LI[xAct`xPand`Private`q$56277]].
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In[103]:= DefProjectedTensorD0K[-α, -β], Eucl,
TensorProperties → {"SymmetricTensor", "Traceless"}, PrintAs → "D0 K"
** DefTensor: Defining tensor
D0K[LI[xAct`xPand`Private`p$56282], LI[xAct`xPand`Private`q$56282], -α, -β].
In[104]:= DefProjectedTensorZ3K[], Eucl, PrintAs → "Z3 K"
** DefTensor: Defining tensor
Z3K[LI[xAct`xPand`Private`p$56291], LI[xAct`xPand`Private`q$56291]].
In[105]:= DefProjectedTensorU2K[-α], Eucl, PrintAs → "U2 K"
** DefTensor: Defining tensor
U2K[LI[xAct`xPand`Private`p$56296], LI[xAct`xPand`Private`q$56296], -α].
In[106]:= DefProjectedTensorD1K[-α, -β], Eucl, PrintAs → "D1 K"
** DefTensor: Defining tensor
D1K[LI[xAct`xPand`Private`p$56302], LI[xAct`xPand`Private`q$56302], -α, -β].
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In[107]:= $ExpandRules = Flatten@AppendTo[$ExpandRules, #1] &@
MakeRule[{Evaluate@D0K[LI[1], -α, -β], D1K[LI[1], -α, -β] + Evaluate@
Symmetrize@EuclCD[-α]@U2K[LI[1], -β] + EuclCD[-α]@EuclCD[-β]@Z3K[LI[1]] -
Eucl[-α, -β] EuclCD[-κ]@EuclCD[κ]@Z3K[LI[1]] / 3}, MetricOn → All]
Out[107]= HoldPattern(1)U0 hα ⧴ Module{}, (1)U1 hα + ∂_(s)α(1)Z1 h,
HoldPattern(1)U0 hα′  ⧴ Module{}, (1)U1 hα′ + ∂_(s)α(1)Z1 h′ ,
HoldPattern(1)D0 hαβ  ⧴ Module{κ}, (1)D1 hαβ + 12 ∂_(s)α(1)U2 hβ +∂_(s)α∂_(s)β(1)Z3 h + 1
2
∂_(s)β(1)U2 hα - 1
3
δ(s)βα ∂_(s)κ∂_(s)κ(1)Z3 h,
HoldPattern(1)D0 hαβ′  ⧴ Module{κ}, (1)D1 hαβ′ + 12 ∂_(s)α(1)U2 hβ′ +∂_(s)α∂_(s)β(1)Z3 h′ + 1
2
∂_(s)β(1)U2 hα′ - 1
3
δ(s)βα ∂_(s)κ∂_(s)κ(1)Z3 h′ ,
HoldPattern(1)U0 Tα ⧴ Module{}, (1)U1 Tα + ∂_(s)α(1)Z1 T,
HoldPattern(1)U0 Tα′  ⧴ Module{}, (1)U1 Tα′ + ∂_(s)α(1)Z1 T′ ,
HoldPattern(1)D0 Tαβ  ⧴ Module{κ}, (1)D1 Tαβ + 1
2
∂_(s)α(1)U2 Tβ +
∂_(s)α∂_(s)β(1)Z3 T + 1
2
∂_(s)β(1)U2 Tα - 1
3
δ(s)βα ∂_(s)κ∂_(s)κ(1)Z3 T,
HoldPattern(1)D0 Tαβ′  ⧴ Module{κ}, (1)D1 Tαβ′ + 1
2
∂_(s)α(1)U2 Tβ′ +
∂_(s)α∂_(s)β(1)Z3 T′ + 1
2
∂_(s)β(1)U2 Tα′ - 1
3
δ(s)βα ∂_(s)κ∂_(s)κ(1)Z3 T′ ,
HoldPattern(1)D0 Kαβ  ⧴ Module{κ}, (1)D1 Kαβ + 1
2
∂_(s)α(1)U2 Kβ +
∂_(s)α∂_(s)β(1)Z3 K + 1
2
∂_(s)β(1)U2 Kα - 1
3
δ(s)βα ∂_(s)κ∂_(s)κ(1)Z3 K
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In[108]:= $ExpandRules = Flatten@AppendTo[$ExpandRules, #1] &@
MakeRule[{Evaluate@D0K[LI[1], LI[1], -α, -β], D1K[LI[1], LI[1], -α, -β] +
Evaluate@Symmetrize@EuclCD[-α]@U2K[LI[1], LI[1], -β] +
EuclCD[-α]@EuclCD[-β]@Z3K[LI[1], LI[1]] -
Eucl[-α, -β] EuclCD[-κ]@EuclCD[κ]@Z3K[LI[1], LI[1]] / 3}, MetricOn → All]
Out[108]= HoldPattern(1)U0 hα ⧴ Module{}, (1)U1 hα + ∂_(s)α(1)Z1 h,
HoldPattern(1)U0 hα′  ⧴ Module{}, (1)U1 hα′ + ∂_(s)α(1)Z1 h′ ,
HoldPattern(1)D0 hαβ  ⧴ Module{κ}, (1)D1 hαβ + 12 ∂_(s)α(1)U2 hβ +∂_(s)α∂_(s)β(1)Z3 h + 1
2
∂_(s)β(1)U2 hα - 1
3
δ(s)βα ∂_(s)κ∂_(s)κ(1)Z3 h,
HoldPattern(1)D0 hαβ′  ⧴ Module{κ}, (1)D1 hαβ′ + 12 ∂_(s)α(1)U2 hβ′ +∂_(s)α∂_(s)β(1)Z3 h′ + 1
2
∂_(s)β(1)U2 hα′ - 1
3
δ(s)βα ∂_(s)κ∂_(s)κ(1)Z3 h′ ,
HoldPattern(1)U0 Tα ⧴ Module{}, (1)U1 Tα + ∂_(s)α(1)Z1 T,
HoldPattern(1)U0 Tα′  ⧴ Module{}, (1)U1 Tα′ + ∂_(s)α(1)Z1 T′ ,
HoldPattern(1)D0 Tαβ  ⧴ Module{κ}, (1)D1 Tαβ + 1
2
∂_(s)α(1)U2 Tβ +
∂_(s)α∂_(s)β(1)Z3 T + 1
2
∂_(s)β(1)U2 Tα - 1
3
δ(s)βα ∂_(s)κ∂_(s)κ(1)Z3 T,
HoldPattern(1)D0 Tαβ′  ⧴ Module{κ}, (1)D1 Tαβ′ + 1
2
∂_(s)α(1)U2 Tβ′ +
∂_(s)α∂_(s)β(1)Z3 T′ + 1
2
∂_(s)β(1)U2 Tα′ - 1
3
δ(s)βα ∂_(s)κ∂_(s)κ(1)Z3 T′ ,
HoldPattern(1)D0 Kαβ  ⧴ Module{κ}, (1)D1 Kαβ + 1
2
∂_(s)α(1)U2 Kβ +
∂_(s)α∂_(s)β(1)Z3 K + 1
2
∂_(s)β(1)U2 Kα - 1
3
δ(s)βα ∂_(s)κ∂_(s)κ(1)Z3 K,
HoldPattern(1)D0 Kαβ′  ⧴ Module{κ}, (1)D1 Kαβ′ + 1
2
∂_(s)α(1)U2 Kβ′ +
∂_(s)α∂_(s)β(1)Z3 K′ + 1
2
∂_(s)β(1)U2 Kα′ - 1
3
δ(s)βα ∂_(s)κ∂_(s)κ(1)Z3 K′ 
In[109]:= AutomaticRules[ExtrinsicKsMetCB, MakeRule[{Perturbation@ExtrinsicKsMetCB[α, β],-Hubble[] ((Z2K[LI[1]] - 2 Z2h[LI[1]]) Eucl[α, β] +
D0K[LI[1], α, β] - 2 D0h[LI[1], α, β])}, MetricOn → None]]
Rules {1} have been declared as UpValues for ExtrinsicKsMetCB.
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In[110]:= $Rules = Flatten@AppendTo[$Rules, #1] &@
MakeRule[{ExtrinsicKsMetCB[-α, -β], -Hubble[] Eucl[-α, -β]}]
Out[110]= HoldPattern∂_(s)αa ⧴ Module[{}, 0],
HoldPattern∂_(s)αℋ ⧴ Module[{}, 0], HoldPattern∂_μe0_ α ⧴ Module[{}, 0],
HoldPatternModule{}, -a ℋ e0_ α ⧴ Module{}, -a ℋ e0_ α,
HoldPattern Γ∂_αμν  ⧴ Module[{}, 0], HoldPattern K sCB αβ  ⧴ Module{}, - δ(s)βα ℋ
In[111]:= EKsS := Simplification@ContractMetric[#1 /. $ContractRules /. $Rules] &@
MyToxPand@(sMetCB[α, β] ExtrinsicKsMetCB[-α, -β])
In[112]:= EKsTSdSd[α_, β_] := Simplification@ContractMetric[#1 /. $ContractRules /. $Rules] &@
MyToxPand@ExtrinsicKsMetCB[-α, -β]
In[113]:= Simplification@ContractMetric[#1 /. $ContractRules /. $Rules] &@
ExtractComponents[#1, Eucl, {"Space", "Space"}] &@
Normal@Series[#1, {ϵ, 0, 1}] &@(EKsTSdSd[α, β] - EKsS * sMetricSdSd[α, β] / 3)** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB αβ +... was performed in 2.045855 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of
K sCB
αα(a) +... was performed in 0.906694 seconds.
The Splitting of ηαβ (a)2 +... was performed in 1.048518 seconds.
Out[113]= -y a (1)D0 Kαβ  ℋ
In[114]:= sCDEKsSSd[ν_] :=
Simplification[#1 /. $ContractRules] &@ChangeCovD[#1, sCD, EuclCD] &@sCD[-ν]@EKsS
In[115]:= EKsTSdSu[α_, ν_] :=
ExtractComponents[#1, Eucl, {"Space", "Space"}] &@Normal@Series[#1, {ϵ, 0, 1}] &@(EKsTSdSd[α, β] sMetricSuSu[β, ν])
In[116]:= sCDEKsTScSdSc[α_] :=
Simplification[#1 /. $ContractRules] &@ExtractComponents[#1, Eucl, {"Space"}] &@
Normal@Series[#1, {ϵ, 0, 1}] &@
ChangeCovD[#1, sCD, EuclCD] &@sCD[-ν]@EKsTSdSu[α, ν]
In[117]:= (ExtractComponents[#1, Eucl, {"Space", "Space", "Space"}] &@
MyToxPand@ProjectWith[sMetCB]@MinkCD[-μ]@ExtrinsicKsMetCB[-α, -β] /.
$ContractRules /. $Rules // ContractMetric) //. $SymmetryRules //
ToInducedDerivative[#1, MinkCD, EuclCD] & // Simplification
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** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of - K sCB βμ ∂_αa +... was performed in 64.383156 seconds.
Out[117]= -y a ℋ ∂_(s)μ(1)D0 Kαβ + δ(s)αβ ∂_(s)μ(1)Z2 K
In[118]:= DotEKsTSdSd[α_, β_] :=(ExtractComponents[#1, Eucl, {"Space", "Space"}] &@Normal@Series[#1, {ϵ, 0, 1}] &@
ToInducedDerivative[#1, MinkCD, EuclCD] &@LieDToCovD[#1, MinkCD] &@
LieD[NEVu[μ]]@EKsTSdSd[α, β] /. $ContractRules /.
$Rules // ContractMetric) //. $SymmetryRules //
ToInducedDerivative[#1, MinkCD, EuclCD] & // Simplification
In[119]:= scale[] DotEKsTSdSd[α, β] +(Hubble[LI[0], LI[1]] - Hubble[LI[0], LI[0]]^2) sMetricSdSd[α, β] +
Hubble[LI[0], LI[0]] DotsMetricSdSd[α, β] // Simplification
The Splitting of lapseCB UNVCfBgμ +... was performed in 0.243306 seconds.
** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB αβ +... was performed in 2.576174 seconds.
The Splitting of ηαβ (a)2 +... was performed in 1.175024 seconds.
The Splitting of lapseCB UNVCfBgμ +... was performed in 0.258319 seconds.
The Splitting of ηαβ (a)2 +... was performed in 1.193738 seconds.
Out[119]= -y (a)2
(1)
D0 Kαβ′ ℋ + (1)D0 Kαβ  ℋ′ + ℋ2 + δ(s)αβ ℋ′ (1)Z2 K + ℋ ℋ (1)Z2 K + (1)Z2 K′ 
In[120]:= ExtractComponents[#1, Eucl, {"Space", "Space"}] &@Normal@Series[#1, {ϵ, 0, 1}] &@(DotsMetricSdSd[α, β] + 2 Lapse * EKsTSdSd[α, β] ⩵ 0) // Simplification
The Splitting of lapseCB UNVCfBgμ +... was performed in 0.290244 seconds.
The Splitting of ηαβ (a)2 +... was performed in 1.312893 seconds.
The Splitting of a lapseCB +... was performed in 0.076526 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB αβ +... was performed in 2.542317 seconds.
Out[120]= y (a)2 2 (1)D0 hαβ′ + 2 δ(s)αβ (1)Z2 h′ -
2 ℋ (1)D0 Kαβ + δ(s)αβ (1)Z2 K + (1)Z0 h - ∂_(s)α(1)U0 hβ - ∂_(s)β(1)U0 hα ⩵ 0
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In[121]:= Normal@Series[#1, {ϵ, 0, 1}] &@(sMetricSuSu[α, β] (DotsMetricSdSd[α, β] + 2 Lapse * EKsTSdSd[α, β]) ⩵ 0) /.
$ExpandRules // ContractMetric // Simplification
The Splitting of
ηαβ
(a)2 +... was performed in 0.995696 seconds.
The Splitting of lapseCB UNVCfBgμ +... was performed in 0.263970 seconds.
The Splitting of ηαβ (a)2 +... was performed in 1.304074 seconds.
The Splitting of a lapseCB +... was performed in 0.092656 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB αβ +... was performed in 2.620491 seconds.
Out[121]= 6 y
(1)
Z2 h
′ - 6 y ℋ (1)Z2 K + (1)Z0 h - 2 y ∂_(s)α∂_(s)α(1)Z1 h ⩵ 0
In[122]:= $DotsMetricRule ={IndexRule[Evaluate@D0K[LI[1], LI[0], -α_, -β_], (D0K[LI[1], LI[0], -α, -β] +(ExtractComponents[#1, Eucl, {"Space", "Space"}] &@Normal@
Series[#1, {ϵ, 0, 1}] &@(DotsMetricSdSd[α, β] + 2 Lapse * EKsTSdSd[α, β]) /(2 ϵ * Hubble[] scale[]^2)) // Simplification)], IndexRule[
Z2K[LI[1], LI[0]], (Z2K[LI[1], LI[0]] + (Normal@Series[#1, {ϵ, 0, 1}] &@(sMetricSuSu[α, β] (DotsMetricSdSd[α, β] + 2 Lapse * EKsTSdSd[α, β]))) /(6 ϵ * Hubble[]) /. $ExpandRules // ContractMetric // Simplification)]}
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The Splitting of lapseCB UNVCfBgμ +... was performed in 0.213220 seconds.
The Splitting of ηαβ (a)2 +... was performed in 1.119637 seconds.
The Splitting of a lapseCB +... was performed in 0.068466 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB αβ +... was performed in 2.125412 seconds.
The Splitting of
ηαβ
(a)2 +... was performed in 0.836184 seconds.
The Splitting of lapseCB UNVCfBgμ +... was performed in 0.205723 seconds.
The Splitting of ηαβ (a)2 +... was performed in 1.052909 seconds.
The Splitting of a lapseCB +... was performed in 0.063461 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB αβ +... was performed in 2.134443 seconds.
Out[122]= HoldPattern(1)D0 Kαβ  ⧴ Module{}, - 1
2 ℋ
-2 (1)D0 hαβ′ - 2 δ(s)αβ (1)Z2 h′ - ℋ (1)Z2 K + (1)Z0 h + ∂_(s)α(1)U0 hβ + ∂_(s)β(1)U0 hα ,
HoldPattern(1)Z2 K ⧴ Module{α}, - -3 (1)Z2 h′ + 3 ℋ (1)Z0 h + ∂_(s)α∂_(s)α(1)Z1 h
3 ℋ 
In[123]:= $RevDotsMetricRule ={IndexRule[Evaluate@D0h[LI[1], LI[1], -α_, -β_], (D0h[LI[1], LI[1], -α, -β] -
Hubble[] (ExtractComponents[#1, Eucl, {"Space", "Space"}] &@Normal@Series[#1, {ϵ, 0, 1}] &@(DotsMetricSdSd[α, β] + 2 Lapse * EKsTSdSd[α, β]) /(2 ϵ * Hubble[] scale[]^2)) // Simplification)], IndexRule[
Z2h[LI[1], LI[1]], (Z2h[LI[1], LI[1]] - Hubble[] (Normal@Series[#1, {ϵ, 0, 1}] &@(sMetricSuSu[α, β] (DotsMetricSdSd[α, β] + 2 Lapse * EKsTSdSd[α, β]))) /(6 ϵ * Hubble[]) /. $ExpandRules // ContractMetric // Simplification)]}
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The Splitting of lapseCB UNVCfBgμ +... was performed in 0.216094 seconds.
The Splitting of ηαβ (a)2 +... was performed in 1.086261 seconds.
The Splitting of a lapseCB +... was performed in 0.075671 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB αβ +... was performed in 2.151029 seconds.
The Splitting of
ηαβ
(a)2 +... was performed in 0.764321 seconds.
The Splitting of lapseCB UNVCfBgμ +... was performed in 0.215390 seconds.
The Splitting of ηαβ (a)2 +... was performed in 0.991947 seconds.
The Splitting of a lapseCB +... was performed in 0.060632 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB αβ +... was performed in 2.179469 seconds.
Out[123]= HoldPattern(1)D0 hαβ′  ⧴
Module{}, 1
2
2 (1)D0 Kαβ  ℋ - 2 δ(s)αβ (1)Z2 h′ - ℋ (1)Z2 K + (1)Z0 h +
∂_(s)α(1)U0 hβ + ∂_(s)β(1)U0 hα ,
HoldPattern(1)Z2 h′  ⧴ Module{α}, 1
3
3 ℋ (1)Z2 K + (1)Z0 h + ∂_(s)α∂_(s)α(1)Z1 h
In[124]:= RiccisCDSdSd[κ_, α_] :=
ExtractComponents[#1, Eucl, {"Space", "Space"}] &@Normal@Series[#1, {ϵ, 0, 1}] &@(sMetricSuSu[λ, β] (MyToxPand@Riemann[MinkCD][-κ, -λ, -α, -β] +
EKsTSdSd[β, κ] EKsTSdSd[λ, α] - EKsTSdSd[β, λ] EKsTSdSd[κ, α])) //.
$DotsMetricRule /. $ExpandRules //. $SymmetryRules //
ContractMetric // Simplification // Expand
In[125]:= 2 scale[]^2 RiccisCDSdSd[κ, α] // ScreenDollarIndices // Simplification // Expand //
CommuteCovDs[#1, EuclCD, {-κ, β}] & // CommuteCovDs[#1, EuclCD, {-α, β}] & //
CommuteCovDs[#1, EuclCD, {-α, -β}] & // CommuteCovDs[#1, EuclCD, {-κ, -β}] & //
CommuteCovDs[#1, EuclCD, {-α, -β}] & // CommuteCovDs[#1, EuclCD, {-α, -κ}] &
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The Splitting of
ηβλ
(a)2 +... was performed in 0.799602 seconds.
The Splitting of R∂_αβκλ (a)2 +... was performed in 44.364966 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB βκ +... was performed in 2.650150 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB αλ +... was performed in 2.827762 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB βλ +... was performed in 2.523308 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB ακ +... was performed in 2.438484 seconds.
Out[125]= -2 y (a)2 ∂_(s)α∂_(s)κ(1)Z2 h + 2
3
y (a)2 ∂_(s)α∂_(s)κ∂_(s)β∂_(s)β(1)Z3 h -
2 y (a)2 ∂_(s)β∂_(s)β(1)D1 hακ  - 2 y δ(s)ακ (a)2 ∂_(s)β∂_(s)β(1)Z2 h +
2
3
y δ(s)ακ (a)2 ∂_(s)λ∂_(s)λ∂_(s)β∂_(s)β(1)Z3 h
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In[126]:= ϵ * (EuclCD[-κ]@EuclCD[-μ]@(Eucl[λ, μ] ExtractOrder[#1, 1] &@sMetricSdSd[α, λ]) -
EuclCD[-κ]@EuclCD[-α]@(Eucl[λ, μ] ExtractOrder[#1, 1] &@
sMetricSdSd[μ, λ]) + EuclCD[μ]@EuclCD[-α]@
ExtractOrder[#1, 1] &@sMetricSdSd[μ, κ] - EuclCD[μ]@
EuclCD[-μ]@ExtractOrder[#1, 1] &@sMetricSdSd[α, κ]) /.
$ExpandRules /. $Rules // ContractMetric // ScreenDollarIndices //
Simplification // Expand // CommuteCovDs[#1, EuclCD,{-κ, β}] & //
CommuteCovDs[#1, EuclCD, {-α, β}] & //
CommuteCovDs[#1,
EuclCD,{-α, -β}] & //
CommuteCovDs[#1, EuclCD, {-κ, -β}] & //
CommuteCovDs[#1,
EuclCD,{-α,-β}] & //
CommuteCovDs[#1, EuclCD, {-α,-κ}] &
The Splitting of ηακ (a)2 +... was performed in 1.455061 seconds.
The Splitting of ηκμ (a)2 +... was performed in 1.271963 seconds.
The Splitting of ηαλ (a)2 +... was performed in 1.177232 seconds.
The Splitting of ηλμ (a)2 +... was performed in 1.341955 seconds.
Out[126]= -2 y (a)2 ∂_(s)α∂_(s)κ(1)Z2 h + 2
3
y (a)2 ∂_(s)α∂_(s)κ∂_(s)β∂_(s)β(1)Z3 h -
2 y (a)2 ∂_(s)β∂_(s)β(1)D1 hακ  - 2 y δ(s)ακ (a)2 ∂_(s)β∂_(s)β(1)Z2 h +
2
3
y δ(s)ακ (a)2 ∂_(s)λ∂_(s)λ∂_(s)β∂_(s)β(1)Z3 h
In[127]:= %% - % // Simplification
Out[127]= 0
In[128]:= ScCursCD := Normal@Series[#1, {ϵ, 0, 1}] &@(RiccisCDSdSd[κ, α] sMetricSuSu[κ, α]) //
ContractMetric // Simplification
In[129]:= ExtractComponents[#1, Eucl, {"Space", "Space"}] &@Normal@Series[#1, {ϵ, 0, 1}] &@((EKsTSdSd[α, κ] - EKsS * sMetricSdSd[α, κ] / 3)
sMetricSuSu[κ, λ] (EKsTSdSd[λ, β] - EKsS * sMetricSdSd[λ , β] / 3))
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** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB ακ +... was performed in 2.682519 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of
K sCB
αα(a) +... was performed in 1.238281 seconds.
The Splitting of ηακ (a)2 +... was performed in 1.365287 seconds.
The Splitting of
ηκλ
(a)2 +... was performed in 1.016935 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB βλ +... was performed in 2.655983 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of
K sCB
αα(a) +... was performed in 1.127472 seconds.
The Splitting of ηβλ (a)2 +... was performed in 1.469682 seconds.
Out[129]= 0
In[130]:= ExtractComponents[#1, Eucl, {"Space", "Space"}] &@Normal@Series[#1, {ϵ, 0, 1}] &@(EKsTSdSd[α, κ] EKsTSdSu[λ, κ] -
2 EKsS * EKsTSdSd[α, λ] / 3 + EKsS * EKsS * sMetricSdSd[α, λ] / 9)
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** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB ακ +... was performed in 2.450652 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB βλ +... was performed in 2.293588 seconds.
The Splitting of
ηβκ
(a)2 +... was performed in 0.766105 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of
K sCB
αα(a) +... was performed in 0.978845 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB αλ +... was performed in 2.073329 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of
K sCB
αα(a) +... was performed in 0.962360 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of
K sCB
αα(a) +... was performed in 0.943826 seconds.
The Splitting of ηαλ (a)2 +... was performed in 1.184458 seconds.
Out[130]= 0
In[131]:= ExtractComponents[#1, Eucl, {"Space", "Space"}] &@Normal@Series[#1, {ϵ, 0, 1}] &@(EKsS * EKsTSdSd[α, λ] - 2 EKsTSdSd[α, κ] EKsTSdSu[λ, κ])
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** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of
K sCB
αα(a) +... was performed in 1.059500 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB αλ +... was performed in 2.337178 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB ακ +... was performed in 2.068302 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB βλ +... was performed in 2.260039 seconds.
The Splitting of
ηβκ
(a)2 +... was performed in 0.738146 seconds.
Out[131]= δ(s)αλ ℋ2 + y 2 (1)D0 hαλ  ℋ2 - (1)D0 Kαλ  ℋ2 + 2 δ(s)αλ ℋ2 (1)Z2 h + 2 δ(s)αλ ℋ2 (1)Z2 K
In[132]:= ExtractComponents[#1, Eucl, {"Space", "Space"}] &@Normal@Series[#1, {ϵ, 0, 1}] &@(-EKsS / 3 (EKsTSdSd[α, λ] - EKsS * sMetricSdSd[α, λ] / 3) +
EKsS * EKsS * sMetricSdSd[α, λ] / 9)
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** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of
K sCB
αα(a) +... was performed in 0.920543 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB αλ +... was performed in 2.225452 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of
K sCB
αα(a) +... was performed in 0.905347 seconds.
The Splitting of ηαλ (a)2 +... was performed in 1.155002 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of
K sCB
αα(a) +... was performed in 0.893416 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of
K sCB
αα(a) +... was performed in 0.870984 seconds.
The Splitting of ηαλ (a)2 +... was performed in 1.206757 seconds.
Out[132]= δ(s)αλ ℋ2 + y 2 (1)D0 hαλ  ℋ2 - (1)D0 Kαλ  ℋ2 + 2 δ(s)αλ ℋ2 (1)Z2 h + 2 δ(s)αλ ℋ2 (1)Z2 K
In[133]:= 2 MyNew * EnDens - Normal@Series[#1, {ϵ, 0, 1}] &@(ScCursCD + EKsS * EKsS - EKsTSdSu[κ, λ] EKsTSdSu[λ, κ]) /. $BgSub // Simplification
The Splitting of
ηβλ
(a)2 +... was performed in 0.838113 seconds.
The Splitting of R∂_αβκλ (a)2 +... was performed in 41.210254 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB βκ +... was performed in 2.309329 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB αλ +... was performed in 2.169938 seconds.
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** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB βλ +... was performed in 2.267058 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB ακ +... was performed in 2.202513 seconds.
The Splitting of
ηακ
(a)2 +... was performed in 0.854904 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of
K sCB
αα(a) +... was performed in 0.927405 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of
K sCB
αα(a) +... was performed in 1.035680 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB βκ +... was performed in 2.295322 seconds.
The Splitting of
ηβλ
(a)2 +... was performed in 0.766819 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB βλ +... was performed in 2.418708 seconds.
The Splitting of
ηβκ
(a)2 +... was performed in 0.830315 seconds.
Out[133]=
1
3 (a)2 4 y 9 ℋ2 (1)Z0 T - (1)Z2 K + 3 ∂_(s)α∂_(s)α(1)Z2 h - ∂_(s)β∂_(s)β∂_(s)α∂_(s)α(1)Z3 h
In[134]:= $HamConRule = IndexRule[Z0T[LI[1], LI[0]],(Z0T[LI[1], LI[0]] - scale[]^2 (2 MyNew * EnDens - Normal@Series[#1, {ϵ, 0, 1}] &@(ScCursCD + EKsS * EKsS - EKsTSdSu[κ, λ] EKsTSdSu[λ, κ]) /(12 ϵ * Hubble[]^2) /. $BgSub) // Simplification)]
The Splitting of
ηβλ
(a)2 +... was performed in 0.800820 seconds.
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The Splitting of R∂_αβκλ (a)2 +... was performed in 41.548166 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB βκ +... was performed in 2.249791 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB αλ +... was performed in 2.166174 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB βλ +... was performed in 2.549003 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB ακ +... was performed in 2.133861 seconds.
The Splitting of
ηακ
(a)2 +... was performed in 0.763997 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of
K sCB
αα(a) +... was performed in 0.917809 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of
K sCB
αα(a) +... was performed in 0.925432 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB βκ +... was performed in 2.167563 seconds.
The Splitting of
ηβλ
(a)2 +... was performed in 0.774435 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB βλ +... was performed in 2.091104 seconds.
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The Splitting of
ηβκ
(a)2 +... was performed in 0.839970 seconds.
Out[134]= HoldPattern(1)Z0 T ⧴
Module{α, β}, 1
9 ℋ2 9 ℋ2 (1)Z2 K - 3 ∂_(s)α∂_(s)α(1)Z2 h + ∂_(s)β∂_(s)β∂_(s)α∂_(s)α(1)Z3 h
In[135]:= Expand@(sCDEKsTScSdSc[α] - sCDEKsSSd[α] - MyNew * EnFluxSd[α]) /. $BgSub //
Simplification** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB αβ +... was performed in 2.355463 seconds.
The Splitting of
ηβν
(a)2 +... was performed in 0.808679 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of
K sCB
αα(a) +... was performed in 0.969504 seconds.
Out[135]=
1(a)-2 y ℋ′ (1)U0 Tα + 2 y ℋ2 (1)U0 Tα - ℋ -2 y ∂_(s)α(1)Z2 K + y ∂_(s)β(1)D0 K βα 
In[136]:= (ϵ * TimeFlowCfBg[α] ToInducedDerivative[#1, MinkCD, EuclCD] &@MinkCD[-α]@(Hubble[](Eucl[-μ, -ν] Z2K[LI[1], LI[0]] + D0K[LI[1], LI[0], -μ, -ν])) // Simplification)
Out[136]= y (1)D0 Kμν  ℋ′ + δ(s)μν ℋ′ (1)Z2 K + ℋ (1)D0 Kμν′ + δ(s)μν (1)Z2 K′ 
In[137]:= (ϵ * TimeFlowCfBg[α] ToInducedDerivative[#1, MinkCD, EuclCD] &@
MinkCD[-α]@(Hubble[] (Eucl[-μ, -ν] Z2K[LI[1], LI[0]] +
D0K[LI[1], LI[0], -μ, -ν])) // Simplification) ⩵(ϵ * TimeFlowCfBg[α] ToInducedDerivative[#1, MinkCD, EuclCD] &@
MinkCD[-α]@(Hubble[] (Eucl[-μ, -ν] Z2K[LI[1], LI[0]] + D0K[
LI[1], LI[0], -μ, -ν])) // Simplification) -
Expand@(ExtractComponents[#1, Eucl, {"Space", "Space"}] &@Normal@
Series[#1, {ϵ, 0, 1}] &@(-DotEKsTSdSd[μ, ν] - sCDsCDLapseSdSd[μ, ν] +
Lapse (RiccisCDSdSd[μ, ν] + EKsS * EKsTSdSd[μ, ν] -
2 EKsTSdSd[μ, κ] EKsTSdSu[ν, κ] - MyNew (StressSdSd[μ, ν] +(EnDens - 3 Pressu) sMetricSdSd[μ, ν] / 2))) / scale[]) //.
$RevDotsMetricRule /. $BgSub /. $HamConRule // Simplification // Expand
The Splitting of lapseCB UNVCfBgμ +... was performed in 0.280889 seconds.
** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
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The Splitting of a K sCB μν +... was performed in 2.597453 seconds.
The Splitting of a lapseCB +... was performed in 0.090055 seconds.
The Splitting of a lapseCB +... was performed in 0.097908 seconds.
The Splitting of
ηβλ
(a)2 +... was performed in 1.046456 seconds.
The Splitting of R∂_βνλμ (a)2 +... was performed in 50.745846 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB βμ +... was performed in 2.759369 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB λν +... was performed in 2.629203 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB βλ +... was performed in 2.624621 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB μν +... was performed in 2.843981 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of
K sCB
αα(a) +... was performed in 0.951360 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB μν +... was performed in 2.277422 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB κμ +... was performed in 2.077053 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB βν +... was performed in 2.188325 seconds.
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The Splitting of
ηβκ
(a)2 +... was performed in 0.769937 seconds.
The Splitting of ημν (a)2 +... was performed in 1.032694 seconds.
The Splitting of ημν (a)2 +... was performed in 1.047985 seconds.
Out[137]= y (1)D0 Kμν  ℋ′ + y (1)D0 Kμν′ ℋ + y δ(s)μν ℋ′ (1)Z2 K + y δ(s)μν ℋ (1)Z2 K′  ⩵
-2 y (1)D0 Tμν  ℋ′ - 2 y (1)D0 Kμν  ℋ2 - y (1)D0 Tμν  ℋ2 -
2 y δ(s)μν ℋ2 (1)Z2 K - 2 y δ(s)μν ℋ′ (1)Z2 T - y δ(s)μν ℋ2 (1)Z2 T +
y δ(s)μν ℋ′ (1)Z0 h - y δ(s)μν ℋ2 (1)Z0 h + y ∂_(s)α∂_(s)α(1)D1 hμν  -
1
3
y ∂_(s)α∂_(s)α∂_(s)ν∂_(s)μ(1)Z3 h + y ∂_(s)ν∂_(s)μ(1)Z2 h + y ∂_(s)ν∂_(s)μ(1)Z0 h
In[138]:= Expand@(scale[] EuclCD[α]@(sCDEKsTScSdSc[α] - sCDEKsSSd[α] - MyNew * EnFluxSd[α] /.
$ExpandRules) / 2) /. $BgSub // Simplify // Expand //
ScreenDollarIndices // CommuteCovDs[#1, EuclCD, {-α, -β}] & //
CommuteCovDs[#1, EuclCD, {-β, α}] & //
CommuteCovDs[#1, EuclCD, {β, α}] &** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB αβ +... was performed in 2.119786 seconds.
The Splitting of
ηβν
(a)2 +... was performed in 0.810274 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of
K sCB
αα(a) +... was performed in 0.924533 seconds.
Out[138]= -y ℋ′ ∂_(s)α∂_(s)α(1)Z1 T + y ℋ2 ∂_(s)α∂_(s)α(1)Z1 T +
y ℋ ∂_(s)α∂_(s)α(1)Z2 K - 1
3
y ℋ ∂_(s)α∂_(s)α∂_(s)β∂_(s)β(1)Z3 K
In[139]:= EuclCD[β]@ExtractComponents[#1, Eucl, {"Space", "Space"}] &@Normal@
Series[#1, {ϵ, 0, 1}] &@(DotsMetricSdSd[α, β] + 2 Lapse * EKsTSdSd[α, β]) /(2 scale[]^2) /. $ExpandRules // Simplification // Expand //
ContractMetric // ScreenDollarIndices // CommuteCovDs[#1,
EuclCD, {-α, β}] & //
CommuteCovDs[#1, EuclCD, {-α, -β}] &
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The Splitting of lapseCB UNVCfBgμ +... was performed in 0.259856 seconds.
The Splitting of ηαβ (a)2 +... was performed in 1.287253 seconds.
The Splitting of a lapseCB +... was performed in 0.088221 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB αβ +... was performed in 2.684926 seconds.
Out[139]= y ∂_(s)α(1)Z2 h′ - y ℋ ∂_(s)α(1)Z2 K - y ℋ ∂_(s)α(1)Z0 h -
y ∂_(s)α∂_(s)β∂_(s)β(1)Z1 h + 2
3
y ∂_(s)α∂_(s)β∂_(s)β(1)Z3 h′ - 2
3
y ℋ ∂_(s)α∂_(s)β∂_(s)β(1)Z3 K -
1
2
y ∂_(s)β∂_(s)β(1)U1 hα + 1
2
y ∂_(s)β∂_(s)β(1)U2 hα′ - 1
2
y ℋ ∂_(s)β∂_(s)β(1)U2 Kα
In[140]:= EuclCD[α]@EuclCD[β]@ExtractComponents[#1, Eucl, {"Space", "Space"}] &@Normal@
Series[#1, {ϵ, 0, 1}] &@(DotsMetricSdSd[α, β] + 2 Lapse * EKsTSdSd[α, β]) /(2 scale[]^2) /. $ExpandRules // ContractMetric // Simplification //
Expand // CommuteCovDs[#1, EuclCD, {-β, -α}] & //
CommuteCovDs[#1, EuclCD, {β, -α}] &
The Splitting of lapseCB UNVCfBgμ +... was performed in 0.260359 seconds.
The Splitting of ηαβ (a)2 +... was performed in 1.253096 seconds.
The Splitting of a lapseCB +... was performed in 0.079874 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB αβ +... was performed in 2.598343 seconds.
Out[140]= y ∂_(s)α∂_(s)α(1)Z2 h′ - y ℋ ∂_(s)α∂_(s)α(1)Z2 K -
y ℋ ∂_(s)α∂_(s)α(1)Z0 h - y ∂_(s)β∂_(s)β∂_(s)α∂_(s)α(1)Z1 h +
2
3
y ∂_(s)β∂_(s)β∂_(s)α∂_(s)α(1)Z3 h′ - 2
3
y ℋ ∂_(s)β∂_(s)β∂_(s)α∂_(s)α(1)Z3 K
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In[141]:= Eucl[μ, ν] (ϵ * TimeFlowCfBg[α] ToInducedDerivative[#1, MinkCD, EuclCD] &@MinkCD[-α]@(Hubble[] (Eucl[-μ, -ν] Z2K[LI[1], LI[0]] + D0K[LI[1], LI[0], -μ, -ν])) //
Simplification) ⩵ Eucl[μ, ν]((ϵ * TimeFlowCfBg[α] ToInducedDerivative[#1, MinkCD, EuclCD] &@
MinkCD[-α]@(Hubble[] (Eucl[-μ, -ν] Z2K[LI[1], LI[0]] +
D0K[LI[1], LI[0], -μ, -ν])) // Simplification) -
Expand@(ExtractComponents[#1, Eucl, {"Space", "Space"}] &@Normal@
Series[#1, {ϵ, 0, 1}] &@(-DotEKsTSdSd[μ, ν] - sCDsCDLapseSdSd[μ, ν] + Lapse (RiccisCDSdSd[μ, ν] + EKsS * EKsTSdSd[μ, ν] -
2 EKsTSdSd[μ, κ] EKsTSdSu[ν, κ] - MyNew (StressSdSd[μ, ν] +(EnDens - 3 Pressu) sMetricSdSd[μ, ν] / 2))) / scale[]) //.
$RevDotsMetricRule /. $BgSub /. $HamConRule) /. $ExpandRules //
ContractMetric // Simplification // Expand //
ScreenDollarIndices
The Splitting of lapseCB UNVCfBgμ +... was performed in 0.236486 seconds.
** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB μν +... was performed in 2.359663 seconds.
The Splitting of a lapseCB +... was performed in 0.072348 seconds.
The Splitting of a lapseCB +... was performed in 0.061760 seconds.
The Splitting of
ηβλ
(a)2 +... was performed in 0.748654 seconds.
The Splitting of R∂_βνλμ (a)2 +... was performed in 44.577496 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB βμ +... was performed in 2.129638 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB λν +... was performed in 2.046443 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB βλ +... was performed in 2.078804 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB μν +... was performed in 2.279760 seconds.
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** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of
K sCB
αα(a) +... was performed in 0.908447 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB μν +... was performed in 1.979457 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB κμ +... was performed in 2.080979 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB βν +... was performed in 2.061889 seconds.
The Splitting of
ηβκ
(a)2 +... was performed in 0.723541 seconds.
The Splitting of ημν (a)2 +... was performed in 0.988449 seconds.
The Splitting of ημν (a)2 +... was performed in 0.946910 seconds.
Out[141]= 3 y ℋ′ (1)Z2 K + 3 y ℋ (1)Z2 K′  ⩵
-6 y ℋ2 (1)Z2 K - 6 y ℋ′ (1)Z2 T - 3 y ℋ2 (1)Z2 T + 3 y ℋ′ (1)Z0 h - 3 y ℋ2 (1)Z0 h +
y ∂_(s)α∂_(s)α(1)Z2 h + y ∂_(s)α∂_(s)α(1)Z0 h - 1
3
y ∂_(s)β∂_(s)β∂_(s)α∂_(s)α(1)Z3 h
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In[142]:= EuclCD[ν]@(ϵ * TimeFlowCfBg[α] ToInducedDerivative[#1, MinkCD, EuclCD] &@
MinkCD[-α]@(Hubble[] (Eucl[-μ, -ν] Z2K[LI[1], LI[0]] +
D0K[LI[1], LI[0], -μ, -ν])) // Simplification) ⩵ EuclCD[ν]@((ϵ * TimeFlowCfBg[α] ToInducedDerivative[#1, MinkCD, EuclCD] &@
MinkCD[-α]@(Hubble[] (Eucl[-μ, -ν] Z2K[LI[1], LI[0]] +
D0K[LI[1], LI[0], -μ, -ν])) // Simplification) - Expand@(ExtractComponents[#1, Eucl, {"Space", "Space"}] &@
Normal@Series[#1, {ϵ, 0, 1}] &@(-DotEKsTSdSd[μ, ν] -
sCDsCDLapseSdSd[μ, ν] + Lapse (RiccisCDSdSd[μ, ν] +
EKsS * EKsTSdSd[μ, ν] - 2 EKsTSdSd[μ, κ] EKsTSdSu[ν, κ] -
MyNew (StressSdSd[μ, ν] + (EnDens - 3 Pressu)
sMetricSdSd[μ, ν] / 2))) / scale[]) //.
$RevDotsMetricRule /. $BgSub /. $HamConRule) /.
$ExpandRules // ContractMetric // Simplification //
Expand // ScreenDollarIndices // CommuteCovDs[#1,
EuclCD,{-β, -α}] & //
CommuteCovDs[#1, EuclCD, {β, -α}] & //
CommuteCovDs[#1,
EuclCD,{-μ,-α}] & //
Simplification // CommuteCovDs[#1,
EuclCD,{-α,-μ}] & //
CommuteCovDs[#1, EuclCD,{α,-μ}] & // Expand
The Splitting of lapseCB UNVCfBgμ +... was performed in 0.198809 seconds.
** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB μν +... was performed in 1.976924 seconds.
The Splitting of a lapseCB +... was performed in 0.062869 seconds.
The Splitting of a lapseCB +... was performed in 0.056991 seconds.
The Splitting of
ηβλ
(a)2 +... was performed in 0.714796 seconds.
The Splitting of R∂_βνλμ (a)2 +... was performed in 38.470443 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
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The Splitting of a K sCB βμ +... was performed in 2.067090 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB λν +... was performed in 2.007918 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB βλ +... was performed in 2.115217 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB μν +... was performed in 2.125254 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of
K sCB
αα(a) +... was performed in 0.900108 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB μν +... was performed in 2.212784 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB κμ +... was performed in 2.115182 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB βν +... was performed in 2.019778 seconds.
The Splitting of
ηβκ
(a)2 +... was performed in 0.727513 seconds.
The Splitting of ημν (a)2 +... was performed in 0.974431 seconds.
The Splitting of ημν (a)2 +... was performed in 0.985460 seconds.
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Out[142]=
1
2
y ℋ′ ∂_(s)α∂_(s)α(1)U2 Kμ + 1
2
y ℋ ∂_(s)α∂_(s)α(1)U2 Kμ′ + 2
3
y ℋ′ ∂_(s)α∂_(s)α∂_(s)μ(1)Z3 K +
2
3
y ℋ ∂_(s)α∂_(s)α∂_(s)μ(1)Z3 K′  + y ℋ′ ∂_(s)μ(1)Z2 K + y ℋ ∂_(s)μ(1)Z2 K′  ⩵
-y ℋ2 ∂_(s)α∂_(s)α(1)U2 Kμ - y ℋ′ ∂_(s)α∂_(s)α(1)U2 Tμ - 1
2
y ℋ2 ∂_(s)α∂_(s)α(1)U2 Tμ +
y ∂_(s)α∂_(s)α∂_(s)μ(1)Z2 h - 4
3
y ℋ2 ∂_(s)α∂_(s)α∂_(s)μ(1)Z3 K -
4
3
y ℋ′ ∂_(s)α∂_(s)α∂_(s)μ(1)Z3 T - 2
3
y ℋ2 ∂_(s)α∂_(s)α∂_(s)μ(1)Z3 T +
y ∂_(s)α∂_(s)α∂_(s)μ(1)Z0 h - 1
3
y ∂_(s)β∂_(s)β∂_(s)α∂_(s)α∂_(s)μ(1)Z3 h - 2 y ℋ2 ∂_(s)μ(1)Z2 K -
2 y ℋ′ ∂_(s)μ(1)Z2 T - y ℋ2 ∂_(s)μ(1)Z2 T + y ℋ′ ∂_(s)μ(1)Z0 h - y ℋ2 ∂_(s)μ(1)Z0 h
In[143]:= EuclCD[μ]@EuclCD[ν]@(ϵ * TimeFlowCfBg[α] ToInducedDerivative[#1, MinkCD, EuclCD] &@
MinkCD[-α]@(Hubble[] (Eucl[-μ, -ν] Z2K[LI[1], LI[0]] +
D0K[LI[1], LI[0], -μ, -ν])) // Simplification) ⩵
EuclCD[μ]@EuclCD[ν]@((ϵ * TimeFlowCfBg[α] ToInducedDerivative[#1, MinkCD, EuclCD] &@MinkCD[-α]@(Hubble[] (Eucl[-μ, -ν]
Z2K[LI[1], LI[0]] + D0K[LI[1], LI[0], -μ, -ν])) //
Simplification) - Expand@(ExtractComponents[#1, Eucl,{"Space", "Space"}] &@Normal@Series[#1, {ϵ, 0, 1}] &@(-DotEKsTSdSd[μ, ν] - sCDsCDLapseSdSd[μ, ν] + Lapse(RiccisCDSdSd[μ, ν] + EKsS * EKsTSdSd[μ, ν] - 2 EKsTSdSd[μ,κ] EKsTSdSu[ν, κ] - MyNew (StressSdSd[μ, ν] + (EnDens -
3 Pressu) sMetricSdSd[μ, ν] / 2))) / scale[]) //.
$RevDotsMetricRule /. $BgSub /. $HamConRule) /.
$ExpandRules // ContractMetric // Simplification //
Expand // ScreenDollarIndices // CommuteCovDs[#1,
EuclCD,{-κ,-α}] & //
CommuteCovDs[#1, EuclCD, {κ, -α}] & // CommuteCovDs[#1,
EuclCD,{-β,-α}] & //
CommuteCovDs[#1, EuclCD,{β,-α}] &
The Splitting of lapseCB UNVCfBgμ +... was performed in 0.200795 seconds.
** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB μν +... was performed in 2.192657 seconds.
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The Splitting of a lapseCB +... was performed in 0.064809 seconds.
The Splitting of a lapseCB +... was performed in 0.090939 seconds.
The Splitting of
ηβλ
(a)2 +... was performed in 0.765275 seconds.
The Splitting of R∂_βνλμ (a)2 +... was performed in 39.184489 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB βμ +... was performed in 2.068291 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB λν +... was performed in 2.125759 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB βλ +... was performed in 2.140053 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB μν +... was performed in 2.146889 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of
K sCB
αα(a) +... was performed in 0.894953 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB μν +... was performed in 2.074894 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB κμ +... was performed in 2.042494 seconds.** Warning: the tensor ExtrinsicKsMetCB
was not defined with DefProjectedTensor. The rules
necessary for its splitting were thus not defined. **
The Splitting of a K sCB βν +... was performed in 2.098801 seconds.
The Splitting of
ηβκ
(a)2 +... was performed in 0.855001 seconds.
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The Splitting of ημν (a)2 +... was performed in 1.074545 seconds.
The Splitting of ημν (a)2 +... was performed in 1.080086 seconds.
Out[143]= y ℋ′ ∂_(s)α∂_(s)α(1)Z2 K + y ℋ ∂_(s)α∂_(s)α(1)Z2 K′  +
2
3
y ℋ′ ∂_(s)β∂_(s)β∂_(s)α∂_(s)α(1)Z3 K + 2
3
y ℋ ∂_(s)β∂_(s)β∂_(s)α∂_(s)α(1)Z3 K′  ⩵
-2 y ℋ2 ∂_(s)α∂_(s)α(1)Z2 K - 2 y ℋ′ ∂_(s)α∂_(s)α(1)Z2 T - y ℋ2 ∂_(s)α∂_(s)α(1)Z2 T +
y ℋ′ ∂_(s)α∂_(s)α(1)Z0 h - y ℋ2 ∂_(s)α∂_(s)α(1)Z0 h +
y ∂_(s)β∂_(s)β∂_(s)α∂_(s)α(1)Z2 h - 4
3
y ℋ2 ∂_(s)β∂_(s)β∂_(s)α∂_(s)α(1)Z3 K -
4
3
y ℋ′ ∂_(s)β∂_(s)β∂_(s)α∂_(s)α(1)Z3 T - 2
3
y ℋ2 ∂_(s)β∂_(s)β∂_(s)α∂_(s)α(1)Z3 T +
y ∂_(s)β∂_(s)β∂_(s)α∂_(s)α(1)Z0 h - 1
3
y ∂_(s)β∂_(s)κ∂_(s)κ∂_(s)β∂_(s)α∂_(s)α(1)Z3 h
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